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Congress Seen Acting On Key Industry Bills
Firm 4 Conventions
For NARM Members
By JOHN SIPPEL

Pop Labels Look

To Country Acts
By BOB KIRSCI I

'

LOS ANGELES -The increasing
involvement of new labels in coonIry music and its growing popularity
is resulting in country artists reportedly receiving larger amounts for
signing and re- signing contracts
than ever before.
Chief executives of record cumpanies are taking a more active personal role in country. working in
(0701611,11'd
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LOS ANGELES -The National
Assn. of Recording Merchandisers
(NARM) plans getting more of its
embers involved by adding a midyear national convention and two
interim regional meetings to its annual convention. All conclaves will
feature separate agenda for rackjobbers, retailers and distributors.
In an effort to increase individual

participation. executive director
Jules Malamud and president David
Lieberman are spearheading the

program. NARM's return to a mid year convention will probably take
place in mid- September. The last
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AFTRA Clears
New Contract

ADAM WIIITE
LONDON -Island Records is
launching a new soul label. Island
USA. in Britain. Material for the
new enterprise. which will concentrate on singles, will come primarily
from small independent record companies and production outfits in the
U.S. First product on Island USA is
due this week, in the form of two singles-"Get Ya Steppis " by Robert
Parker. and "Did Come Back Too
By

I

Soon ?' by Swamp Dogg.

(Continued on page 67)

Ahmet Ertegun
Views: p. 62 -63

Early Windup Expected On
Piracy, Copyright Rulings
By MILDRED HALL
WASHINGTON -The 93rd Congress returns this week to finish joint
House and Senate action on bills to strengthen federal antipiraey penalties, to
extend expiring copyrights, and to set up a commission to study the impact of

Nightclubs Plan
Trading Secrets
By NAT FREEDLAND

DENVER-An

unprecedented
national conclave of nightclub owners here Nov.11.12 set up simple but
effective procedures to keep each
other regularly informed by mail
and phone about the prices they are
paying for ads and the availability
(Continued on page 14)

copying and computer technologies
on the use of copyrighted works.
Looking ahead to January 1975
in spite of some spectacular upsets in
the recent elections. the voting left
the leadership unchanged for remewed action on the overall copyright revision bill in the 94th Lon-

-

grecs.
Sen. John L. McClellan (D., Ark.)
will head the same Senate Copy -

rights Subcommittee membership,
barring unexpected developments.
(Confisvc'd on page 13)

CBS, Soviet Interchange
Underway In U.S., U.S.S.R.

By IS HOROW I77.
NEW YORK -AFTRA has rant kd a Ihroe -year
agreement with the record industry calling for additional
payments to union members performing on records that
achieve sales in excess of 160,000 copies.
The agreement came seven and a half months after expiration of the prior industry pact, and marks the first
time the union has established the principle of extra payments to recording vocalists based on sales. AFTRA had
originally bargained for a royalty on all records sold,
similar to that enjoyed by members of the AFM.
Although the singers union was unsuccessful in the
royalty bid, it views the added payments clause as a
"breakthrough" achievement. No money adjustments in
session pay was sought. says Sanford "Bud" Wolff, national executive secretary of AFTRA, in order to focus in
on the bonus provision.
"We did not want to add in any way to the up onl
cost of record production." he adds, for fear that it might
lead record companies to reduce the number of sessions
(Continued on page 20)
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on page 13)

ISLAND BOWS
SOUL LABEL

MOSCOW -Both CBS Records
and Melodiya have begun releasing
product in their respective countries
under a reciprocal license agreement
concluded last August (Billboard.
Aug. 17).
The initial batch of CBS product
has already been manufactured here
and is being made available to retail
outlets. The first Melodiya product,
which contains seven releases. is currently being shipped by Columbia to

Brazil TV Soap Operas
Produce Disk Bonanza
HALL
RIO DE JANEIRO -Television
soap operas -called "novellas"
By CLAUDE

here-are causing an explosion in
record sales throughout Brazil.

Soviet Union.
Albums released here are Miles
Davis'"Concert In Carnegie Hall,'
retitled here as "Legendary Concert," and an album from 1972 by

There are two men largely responsible for the dynamic sales of both
Brazilian artists and British and
United States artists: Jose Octavio
de Castro Neves, director of special
events for the Globo Television Network, and Joao Araujo, executive director of Som Livres Records.
In October alone, Som Livres
claims it sold $750,000 in albums
alone strictly as a result of the three

!Continued on page 20)

(Continued on page 32)

U.S. retailers.
This is the fast time a U.S. -licensed product has been sold in the

Odds & Sods, bits & pieces, they make 'em all tall into place. The WI
world's most fantastic "together" (10 years) group. were celebrating

all the good times that Roger, Pete, John & Keith have bestowed upon
or and mast important to their lams. Cheers 'tHE WHO." MCA.

)udemosemenn

Adrertisemenri

The good guys wear white hats. The outlaws wear FOGHAT'S Rock and Roll Outlaws.

Good -bad but not evil on Bearsville records and tapes.
BR 6956

www.americanradiohistory.com

The 1974 holiday single from Perry.
"Christmas DrW2f27(From the movie"The Odessa File)
Hear him sing it on his CBS-TV Special,
December 17th, 8:30 P.M. (7:30 C.S.T)
RCA Records and Tapes

www.americanradiohistory.com
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General News

E/A To

INVOLVES FAIR TRADE

Davis Bows

Relocate
In So.- Cal

U.S. Tariff Group Begins
Probe Of Pioneer Prices

Arista Label

LOS ANGELES
All key Elektm /Asylum executives are relocating here to work in one headquarters
as part of a consolidation plan
which moves E/A personnel out of
New York.
Nonesuch, headed by Teresa
Sterne, the third arm of the Elektra/

Asylum /Nonesuch operation, remains in New York and will be moving to new allions al 1855 Broadway
on Dec. I.
The shift of E/A personnel here
gives David Geffen, chairman of
E /A /N, a consolidated operation
under one roof at 962 LaCienega
Blvd. for the first time since E /A /N
was formed last year.
The E/A headquarters are being
renovated with a second story being
constructed, one studio being redone as office space and a former
Spanish motif lobby eliminated to
provide more office space for the expanded staff operation.
The local staff will now include
Mel Posner, president; Steve Wax,
promotion vice president; George
Steele, marketing vice president;
Keith Holzman, production -manufacturing vice president; Stan Marshall, national sales manager;
Charles Plotkin, a&r director; Jerry
Sharell, director of advertising and
artist relations; Karin Berg, director
of press realtions; Bob Brownstein,
international department director;
Sue Roberts, business affairs director and Glen Christensen, art director.

Jack Reinslein, vice president and
treasurer, will relocate here later this
year.
Since the majority of the company's artists and their managers are
located on the West Coast, the move
brings record label and talent closer
together.

MILDRED HALL
illegal price maintenance against
JVC America, and additionally
its parent company, the Victor
Co. of Japan.
The complaint against the
Moonachie, NJ., Pioneer Electronics and its parent, was filed
with the Tariff Commission this
past July by Audio Warehouse
Sales, Inc., and Douglas TV
Hi Fi Stereo Center, both of
Washington, and Plaza Audio
Video, Inc., Hyattsville, Md.
Complainant retailers say Pioneer canceled their franchises
and has cut them off because
they refused to maintain the
firm's prices, although D.C. is
By

WASHINGTON -The U.S.
Tariff Commission has announced a preliminary investigation of alleged illegal price
maintenance by U.S. Pioneer
Electronics Corp., on the distribution and sale of imported hi f
equipment of the parent Japanese firm, Pioneer Electronics
Corp., Tokyo.
This is only the second time in
the U.S. Tariff Commission's history that an investigation on resale price maintenance of im-

ported products has been
undertaken. The earlier case, still
under investigation, was begun
in July, 1973, on a complaint of

nota Fair Trade jurisdiction. The
complainants request an early investigation and ask the Tariff
Commission to recommend a
temporary exclusion of the Pioneer hi fi products from the U.S.
The Tariff Commission is
strictly an investigatory and advisory body. If the preliminary
investigation of alleged illegal
acts warrants it, the Commission
can ask the President to issue a
temporary exclusion order on the
products. After full investigation
is completed, a permanent exclusion can be asked for. A preliminary probe can take up to six
(Continued on page 57)

50 Country Dissidents Organize

New Assn.; See Threat To CMA
WILLIAMS
country' have been winning CMA
awards, and that selection of artists
to perform on the nationally teleBy BILL

NASHVILLE- Serious misunderstandings and the mystic problem of categorization have led to formation of an organization here
known as the Assn. of Country Entertainers (ACE).
Formed after two meetings hosted
by George Jones and Tammy Wyneue, some 50 artists have joined the
organization, named a chairman, selected a steering committee, and retained an attomey. They also have
established dues, and made certain
demands on the Country Music
Assn.
The artists involved claim they
lack adequate representation on
CMA, that artists who are "non

New Radio Feature
ANGELES -Billboard
haunches a new feature Mis issue, Radio Singles Action -a reflection of top
LOS

ad -on tunes

radio station playlisrs.
They are determined by the station's
prime playlist movers upwards. Included in the feature appearing on
pages 16 and 18 are regional break outs-a combination of prime movers
and ad-ons as determined by Billboard.
Playlist information is current
through the Thursday prior to the isto

sue.

vised CMA Awards Show

is

ques-

tionable.
Paradoxically, many members of
the group who formed the new organization are former rock or pop
singers themselves.
Some have made suggestions that
only artists who have been on country charts in the past five years be eligible for awards.
At a news conference late in the
week overseen by attorneys Jack
Norman Jr. and John Lentz, a statement was issued for the 50 artists
stating that the "primary purpose
will be to preserve the identity of
country music as a separate and distinct form of entertainment." It was
(Continued on page 481

Ember And Crunch Charge
Famous In Breach Lawsuit Lower U.K. Pressing Costs
Due To Vinyl's Availability
-The
ATLANTIC'S
ROBERT SOBEL
sale of FaNEW YORK
mous Music to ABC Records may be
a matter of history but legal hassles
involving two firms with which it
had agreements linger on.
The firms, Ember Enterprises,
English -based record company, and
Crunch Records, last week filed
complaints in separate actions seeking $24,500,000 in damages and
charging Famous with breach of
contract.
The Crunch action, filed by a
group of Catholic priests, Contemporary Mission, in Federal Court for
the Southern District of New York,
charges that the alleged wrongdoing
occurred when Famous was sold
without honoring the contractual
obligations between the Contemporary Mission and Famous. The complaint alleges that the sale breached
the non -assignability clause in the
agreement.
The contractual tie between Contemporary Mission and Famous
Music began in 1972 when Famous
released the rock opera, "Virgin,"
created by a Contemporary Mission
member. Shortly after, the Mission
(Continued on page 86)
By

More Late News
See Page 86

SOUL BLAST
JIM MELANSON
NEW YORK -Retailers, oneBy

stops and radio stations can expect
major r &b promotional and merchandising efforts from Atlantic
Records over the next three months,
as the label launches a "Soul Explosion" campaign Monday (I8).
The thrust of the campaign will
zero in on new album product by
such artists as Aretha Franklin, the

(Continued on page 20)

CHRIS
LONDON -Recent improvemenu in the vinyl supply should resull in lower industry pressing costs
and more price stabilization, budget
record chiefs claim.
Their predictions followed a statement by Sir Joseph Lockwood that
there had been an improvement in
the general PVC supply position.
By

Lockwood, in his vinyl review as
chairman of EMI, says that efforts
have concentrated on making more
economical use of PVC material. He
adds that, despite the shortage,
EMI's long -term supply and ability

WHITE
to make flexible arrangements
through its network of international
companies has enabled it to contain
the problem satisfactorily.
Independent budget record companies have been particularly hit by
the vinyl shortage, in view of narrow
profit margins, and several greeted
the improved supply situation with
relief.
Marcel Rodd, managing director
of Saga Records, notes: "The situ ation has changed because there is a
world recession with us already. lam

(Continued on page 67)

LACK OF AIRPLAY

HURTS

In Chicago
JOHN SIPPEL
LOS ANGELES -Clive Davis
unveiled his new label for Columbia
Pictures called Arista, with the ma:alive demonstrating LPs to his independent distributors Nov. 9 in Chicago by Melanie, Gil Scott -Heron,
Lou Rawls, Ron Dante, Tony Orlando and Dawn and Melissa Manchester, among others.
Davis gathered top representation
from about 25 independents for his
meeting at the Chicago O'Hare Airport's Regency Hyatt House. There
for over three hours he headlined his
introductory presentation, meeting
for the first time his national distributor network.
Davis stated he puts in an 18 -hour
day of total involvement and asked
his distribs to do the same.
"Dynamic, demanding, enthusiastic, totally involved, persuasive
and provocative" are some of the
comments given Billboard to describe Davis by veteran distributors
who attended the meeting.
Of seven distributors queried, all
were pleasantly surprised by Davis'
insight into indie operations, which
he explained as coming from the
years before Epic went into Columbia branches. He knew virtually no ZO
(Continued on page 86) m
By

Rock, Jazz Seen
For Arista Label

NEW YORK -The new artists
roster of Arista Records reflects the
attitude of president Clive Davis
and his move into the areas of progressive rock and jazz. Davis has C
signed a large group of performers D
to the label and dropped many of c
the acts formerly with Bell Records.

ñ

r

New signings include Melanie,
Gil Scott- Heron, Lou Rawls, Eric
Anderson. Anthony Braxton, Tom

Sullivan, Gryphon, The Brecker
Brothers (Mike and Randy), and
Herb:e Hancock's group, The Headhunters.
Artists remaining with the label
include The 5th Dimension, Melissa
Manchester, Barry Manilow, The
First Choice, Al Wilson, Suzi
Quatro, Peter Nero and Terry Jacks.
Tony Orlando and Dawn have
signed with Elektra /Asylum, but
have recorded three new albums to
be released the next 18 months, in
order to fulfill contracts with Arista.
One of the label's new directions
was established several months ago,
when Davis signed jazz producer
Steve Backer to an independent contract. Al the time, Backer was given a
free hand at choosing a number of
jazz artists.

MOR Artists Ailing But Not Deceased, Execs Say
LOS ANGELES -Middle of the
road artists. Are they fading out of
the American record sane because
labels are concentrating almost entirely on music which appeals to
what Warner Bros. president Joe
Smith claims constitutes 80-90 percent of the customers?
In a national spot survey of record
executives, many agree with Smith
that MOR acts are not nearly as important as they have been in the past
or are not wanted at all because it's

easier to sell a young rock band than
a singer over 30 who has a hard time
getting played on the contemporary
MOR radio stations.
These stations have concentrated
on the Elton John type of name
rather than an Ed Ames, Tony Bennet type of vocalist.

Irwin Steinberg, Phonogram/
Mercury president. agrees with
Smith that the traditional MOR act
has had his day on records and that

the youthful audience dominates
buying patterns. Thus a record company has to cater to this dominant
money rich taste.
Writers assisting on this story include: Eliot Tiegel, Stephen Traiman,
Claude Hall, Nat Freedland, Bob
Kirsch, Dare Dexter lr., John Sippe).

"Those in the age group over 30
have been brought a style and a poetry of the last 20 years and they

e

now oriented to a non -MOR

sound," Steinberg says.
"It is very difficult for a Nana
Mouskouri or a James Last, two artists who are sensational commercial
artists in other parts of the world. to
break through in the U.S."
Johnny Musso, MCA's a &r vice
president, feels that the traditional
MOR type oC artis' does not have a
place in the record market and because of this, "We have passed over
(Continued on page 86)
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SONG FEST
MUSICIANS
OWED PAY?

General News
22 Win Awards By NARAS

For L.A. Studio Artists

president. marketing; David Carrico, vice president, promotion; Aaron Levy,
vice president, finance; Rick Chertof,, coordinator. talent acquisition and development; Cary Cohen, sales coordinator, sales and distribution; Robert Fei den, director, contemporary a &r: Bob Heimall, director. creative services; Michael Klenfnee. director. national promotion: Ms. Sam Karamanos, manager,
national promotion; Eric Malamud, a &r manager, West Coast: Ms, Sheila
Mulitz, production manager: David Spiwack, manager, press and publicity:
and Steve Backer, exclusive independent producer (see separate story).

HARRIS

out the dispute.

Screenings For

Artie Butler and Bones Howe congratulate keyboard winner Mike Melvoin at
the second annual Most Valuable Players Awards hosted by the Los Angeles
Chapter of the Recording Academy.
LOS ANGELES -Winners

1975 Grammys
NEW YORK -NARAS has completed what is believed to he the
most extensive series of screenings of
Grammy Awards entries in the ore.

m

ñ
';'2

ry

w
m

>

ganization's 17 -year history.
The two-day session just ended in
mLos Angeles is expected to result in
even greater agreement of proper
categorization among the Aced emy's close to 4.000 voting members.
The results of the screenings. presided over by Dave Pell, and coordinated both in Los Angeles and New
York by Chris Farnon and George
Simon, will be submitted to chapter
governors and the Academy's national trustees for additional semen ings

zThe Academy will then submit official pre- nominations lists. along
with official ballots, to all voting
members in good standing. The
members' votes to be solicited in December. will determine this year's
Grammy finalists.
A second round of voting will determine the eventual winners, many
of whom will receive their awards on
the Grammy Awards Show to he
telecast live by CBS -TV on March I.
1975, from the Uris Theater in New

York.
The initial screening sessions were
done by the members of various
committees culled from among music critics. trade journalists and other
knowledgeable music industry representatives.

London Line
To Seaboard
NEW YORK -Seaboard Distributors of Boston has been appointed
official distributor of the London
Records catalog in six New England

of New
York state. London vice president of
sales and marketing Herb Goldfarb
states and the eastern top

says this in no way affects the label's

cuvent branch operation.
London closed its Boston depot a
year ago and has been servicing the
area from New Jersey. according to
Goldfarb. He says the use of
Seaboard is more economical and
efficient to use in the New England
area.

Additional

promotion
personnel are now beefing up the
Seaboard staff, according to Goldfarb.
sales and

Executive Turntable

At Arista Records, formerly Bell Records, the executive lineup is Clive
Davis, president; Eliot Goldman, executive vice president: Gordon Bousin, vice

NEW YORK -A controversy has
arisen out of an alleged discrepancy
of payment to musicians participating in the American Song Festival
held in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., Aug.
3l -Sept. 3, and the secretary of the
Local 506, AFM, in Saratoga is investigating the claim.
Secretary Vern Hellijas says that
participating musicians were not
paid in full by festival officials and
ABC -TV.
"The musicians were on call from
8 in the morning and when the show
lasted until 7:30 the following morning, the musicians say they didn't receive the full amount due," he says.
The American Federation of Musicians is attempting to straighten

Academy Ends

r

of most

valuable players awards in the
recording industry in southern California were announced Saturday (9)
by NARAS at the Rosy Theater
here.
Brass section

honorees include
Anthony Termn and Charles Findley. who tied for trumpet honors;
Dick Hyde, trombone: Vince De
Rosa, French horn, and Tommy
Johnson- tuba. Woodwind winners
include Tom Scott. saxophone:
Dom Fera, clarinet; Bud Shank.
Bute, and Gene Cipriano, double
reeds.

String winners are Sidney Sharpe.
violin: David Schwartz, viola: Edgar Lustgarten, cello, and Ray
Brown, bass. For rhythm and per-

cession, awards went to Mike Mel voin. keyboards: Larry Carlton and
Tommy Tedesco, tied for guitar:
Emil Richards. percussion: John
Guerin, drums- and Joe Osborn,
electric bass. Background vocals and

miscellaneous instrument laurels
went to Tommy Morgan, harmonica; Sally Stevens, Tom Bahler,
background singers.
The annual chapter event- held
far the second year here, pays tribute
to studio musicians and singers for
outstanding excellence. They are decided by votes from fellow musician
and producer members of the
Record Academy.
Serving as presenters were Harry
Edison, Shelly Manne, Dennis Lam ben, Brian Potter and Bones Howe.

20th Label Debuts In U.K.
LOS ANGELES -The 20th Century Records label has been
launched in England and is being
administered and manufactured
through Pye Records. Previously.
Pye released 20th product on the Pyc
label. Already, the new label has a
hit with Barry White's LP "Can't
Get Enough."
Russ Regan, president of 20th
Century Records, reports that the LP
has already reached silver status in

England. This is actually White's

Disney Staff
At 3 -Day Meet
LOS

ANGELES -Disneyland/

Vista Records hosts a three -day conference Dec. 11-13 for staff personnel to discuss re-entry into the cassette field. plans for next year and
tie -ins with the parent firm's bicentennial plans.
The meetings will take place at
label's Glendale headquarters and
be chaired by Jimmy Johnson, label
president. Jerry Weiner the national
sales manager will assist in the presentations.

The company is currently working
a sales campaign for the soundtrack
from the animated feature "Winnie
The Pooh And Tiger Too" plus the
adventure film soundtrack of "The
Island At The Top Of The World.In -store merchandisers include a
five foot inflatable zeppelin to promote the adventure film and a
stuffed Winnie the Pooh doll for use
as a floor display.
The label is also providing dealers
with floor and counter merchandisers for all the Winnie storyteller titles

second silver LP in England: his first
was "Stone Gone."
Peter Pasternak, international director of 20th Century Records here.
reports that the new logo also has a

hit single with "You're My First, My
Last, My Everything" by White,
which has boomed to the top of the
British chart.
Regan was in England to help
launch the new logo.
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Al RCA

Records, Robert Cappiello has been named director, international
financial operations. And Joseph Karoly is the new division vice president,
consumer services RCA Service Company.... Glenn Ashmore new vice president in charge of production at the Macon -based Capricorn Records.... Robert Cochran joins Electro Sound, Inc. as vice president, marketing /sales.

t

a

Rum Larilola has been named general professional manager of Levine &
Brown Music, Inc.... Drew Nugent has departed Capitol Records. where he
was a member of the East Coast promotion staff. Nugent will announce plans
shortly.
Roger Faust becomes marketing manager of the international division of
Altee Corp_ Anaheim. Calif. Douglas R. Wagner now is administration manager. Tom Ferrara is Canadian sales manager and Barry Wolfson assumes post
of regional sales manager, New York.... Joseph R. Gransee is the new director
of communications for Admiral- Rockwell.... Schaak Electronics, St. Paul.
elevates Ellen M. Cote to advertising manager.
a

Cloyd Hall appointed vice president of corporate development, Capricorn
Records. in Macon.... Phil Alexander and Trudy Green are new account executives with Gibson, Stromberg & Jaffe. public relations firm. in Los Angeles.
.. William F. Kanter new Midwest account executive for Billboard, responsible for a 12 -state ama and based in Chicago.

t

a

t

Clarion Corp. of America names Chuck Jiminez regional manager in the
Pacific Northwest. Pony Winokur now regional manager, Chicago: George

70
38
44

general manager in Lawndale, Calif.

46

MAHFOU2

At Phonodise, Inc.. the following appointments have been announced:
Dick Mullen, district branch manager, New York /Boston; Jim Moyer, district
branch manager, Philadelphia /Baltimore /Washington: Emlel Petrone, district manager, Los Angeles /Dallas: and Diane Trombi, national marketing
coordinator.... Three vice presidential appointments at Chappell Music are:
Dick Anderson, finance. (New York): Henry Hurt, country music division
(Nashville): and Eddie Reeves, creative activities (Los Angeles). In addition,
Buddy Robbins is assistant to the president: Jeff Segal is comptroller; and Phil
Mahfouz, director of copyrights. assumes additional management duties as administrative assistant.

Srhedivy

42
50
52

BORMANN

At CBS Records, Larry Harris has been promoted to vice president- business affairs and administration and Barry Reiss has been promoted to vice
president. talent contracts. Also. Irene Candy is now associate director, press
and information and artist affairs, special markets, and Many Onns is associate
director, artist affairs, special markets.... Three vice presidential promotions
at Atlantic Records were announced last week -Dick Kline, pop promotion:
Noreen Woods, executive assistant to Atlantic's chairman and vice chairmen:
and Melvyn Lewinter, comptroller. Also at Adantic. Manfred Borman has
been named director of packaging and production.
x
rr
Bruce Greenberg leaves MGM as astir director. He had been with the company two and a half years. the last six months in a &r. Prior to that he was with
Polydor in promotion.... Recently with CTI. Bob Craig now is West Coast
regional promotion boss for Sussex Records.

38
70
20

CHARTS
FM

KLINE

REISS

Eastern regional manager, in Saddle Brook, N.J., and Tom Gray
covers the South from Tennessee to Florida also working out of Saddle Brook.
Jerry Adler becomes national sales coordinator, head of consumer relations
and assistant to Clark M. Yamazaki, Clarion's executive vice president and
is

w

a

w

Lauren C. Davies, formerly vice president, sales, moves up to vice president, marketing. at the Craig Corp. in Compton. Calif.... Richard Berger
named president of Newcralt, Inc.. which markets the Panasonic line in the 12
western states. Berger also is a vice president ofTelecor, Inc., Newcraft's parent

firm.

:

80

x
a
Charles Laurie moves up as director of merchandising, Blue Note Records,
a subsidiary of United Artists Records.... Jeanne Bennett now general manager, rhythm & blues division, of ABC Records.... Gary Rosenberg swings
from Blue Thumb to Island Records as assistant to president Charley Nuncio.
Harold Coston joins Island as western sales manager.... Shelter Records ex-

76

/Ceerin(1rd on page 10)

72

40
68
82,84

Touring April, May and June 1975
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THE HOOPLE LIVE
Including:

TheYou.g Dudes
All The Way From Menages /One Of The Boys
Rock'NAoll Owen/Walking WImAMounlaln
AN

Mott the Hoople's first live album.
Recorded during the group's historic Broadway engagement at New York's Uris Theatre and
at the Hammersmith Odeon in London.
The album catches all the electrifying excitement of Mott on stage and puts it together with all
the superstar flash of Mott on record.
Includes thirteen smashing songs as only Mott can do them: their hits
"Rock'n'Roll Queen; "AII the Young Dudes; "AII the Way From Memphis "and more.
"Mott the Hoople Live." A transatlantic triumph.
"Mott the Hoople Live." Their finest hour. On Columbia Records and Tapes

,
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By DAVE DEXTER JR.

LOS

ANGELES- Marilyn and Alan Bergman

have composed songs for every facet

field that no other writers have ever tried previously. "Our assignment,"
seven new songs for the first original musical drama ever to be filmed for television.
leaping into

a

"Jerome Kass wrote the story,
about a sensitive, widowed woman
of 55 who runs a modest novelty
shop in New York's Bronx and seeks
companionship at night in a Bronx
ballroom. She finds it, but there's a
warm and moving story involved.
"Our songs had to be tailored

carefully."
CBS -TV will air Kass's "Queen
Of the Stardust Ballroom" next Jan.
23. Maureen Stapleton plays the
widow. Charles Darning is her coStar.

Several

of the

scenes were shot at

Col Promoting
Fields LPs At
Radio Stations
LOS ANGELES -Columbia
Records has released a three LP set
of extremely rare performances by
W.C. Fields and the three volumes
are being shipped to every major radio station with a specially -created
open -end single and script.
Local air personalities will be able
to have their own conversations and
swap quips with the master of insult
and comedy.
The tapes were discovered by Ted
fonce, a Las Angeles press agent
who by accident one day shared a
cab ride with Fields' maid. Fields
had willed her his audio library and
il had been gathering dust in her at-

Myron's Ballroom in downtown Los
Angeles with Orrin Tuckers Band.
Martha Tilton. once prominent as
Benny Goodman's vocalist, plays
Tuckers singer and rates generous
closeups as she performs a Bergman
ballad, "Call Me a Fool."
Tucker, a saxophonist, enjoyed
one of the biggest hit singles ever
when he and Bonnie Baker cut "Oh,
Johnny" for Columbia Records in
1939.

Billy Goldenberg has composed
original music which is threaded
throughout the story, produced for
CBS by Christiansen- Rosenberg.
Will there ben soundtrack album?
"lo all probability, there will,"
says Bergman. "We are working on
that aspect of the production right

now."
Bergman admits he has no idea as
to how the seven songs will fare with

endary conflicts with Charlie
McCarthy, the dummy of ventriloquist Edgar Bergen.
The three LPs were produced by
Columbia executive Bruce Lundwill, who happens to be a fan of the
late W.C. Fields, Ted Joyce and Gil
Porter are executive producers.
The LPs are billed as: "From His
Personal Collection -W.C. Fields
Festival." Lundvall wrote the liner
notes.

A special TV show of the Mery
Griffin series syndicated by Metromedia will revolve around the LPs.

'Q' Albums From
Japan May Soon
Be Sold By Mail
LOS ANGELES -JVC Cutting
Center here may soon start importing Japanese quad CD-4 albums
and selling them by mail- JVC Cutting Center president Vic Goh says
he is "seriously" considering the
mail -order operation in order to get
more CD-4 product into the hands
of potential customers.
The CD-4 discrete quad albums
would be available only in packages
of three or more, in order to maintain as small an inventory as possible. Order forms would be included with hardware sold in stores,
no that people who bought 4 -channel equipment would be able ro buy
some extra CD-4 albums in addition
to those on the market by RCA, Atlantic, Warner Bros Elekna, A &M,
and Project 3, he says.
JVC Cutting Center is a subsidiary of the Victor Co. of Japan, Ltd.,
and Victor Records in Japan has released numerous quad albums in Japan not available in the U.S.
www.americanradiohistory.com

says Bergman, "was to compose

viewers and potential record buyers,
but he's particularly high on a production number, "I Love To Dance
Like They Used To Dance" and a
touching ballad, "Suddenly There's
You" which he has been told has all
the bittersweet qualities of Kurt
Weill's "September Song."
He also is hopeful that "Pennies
And Dreams" will merit concentrated record coverage.
The Bergmans have won motion
picture Oscars and virtually every
other honor accorded songwriters in
the last decade. They both came out

of Brooklyn.
"But," Bergman says, "there's an
authentic Bronx mood to 'Queen Of
the Stardust Ballroom' because
Kass, the writer, was born and
reared within walking distance of
the Polo Grounds and Yankee Sta-

dium."

New Anti -Bootlegging Bill
May Make It In Oklahoma
TULSA -State

representative

Jelly Smith expects another anti bootlegging bill to be introduced
during the opening weeks of the
State legislature in January. Smith
coauthored the anti -bootlegging hill

RCA Buys Assets

tic.

Mostly the tapes consist of old radioshows. includingsome of the leg-

of show business. Now they`re

Of Capitol Club
NEW YORK -RCA Records has
acquired certain assets of the Capitol Record Club from the LonginesWittnaur direct marketing subsidiary of Westinghouse. confirming the
exclusive report in Billboard (Sept.
28 issue).

At RCA, David Hennebeny, division vice president, music and operations services, at this time couldn't
go beyond the official announcement that "RCA Records has agreed
to continue to service existing Capitol Record Club members." Terms
of the agreement were not disclosed.

Decisions are expected in such
areas as any name change, any
merger of operations with the RCA
Record Club, and fulfillment obligations under existing label agreements.

Sparks, Other Acts
Rate Island Promo
LOS ANGELES -With the debut
of Sparks on American television, Island Records is teeing off what it
terms a "massive" sales merchandising campaign on its entire catalog.
Charles Nuceio, Island president,
is buying TV spots in New York, Los
Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco,
Boston, Atlanta, Detroit and Cleveland to tie in with Sparks' guest appearances on "In Concert," "The
Midnight Special" and "Don Kirsh ner's Rock Concert" stano stanzas.

There will be posters and radio
buys as well.
Other acts to be included in the
national promotion, Nuccio says, indude Spooky Tooth, Kevin Ayers,
Bob Marley and the Wailers, Jim
Capaldi, John Marlyn and the team
of Peter Cook and Dudley Moore.

that was defeated during the last legislative session.
According to Smith the bill stands
a good chance of passage due to the
influx of young house members
recently elected.
The last fight was highlighted by
"a hell of a lot of lobbying on both
sides" the legislator says.
Currently, according to Smith's
estimates, there are about 23 componies dealing in bootleg tapes
headquartered in this state.
The last bill was defeated because
many older legislators did not understand the problem and feared
legislation would increase in product price and strangle local business.
If a bill is passed, Smith believes it
will contain civil penalties rather
than criminal procedures. He personally prefers the civil procedures
because it will allow for more artists
and label protection in addition to a
greater chance for recovery of financial loss due to unauthorized use of
artists' talent. The bill would also include a fine and misdemeanor provisions according to Smith.

34 Rock Promo

Workers Held
INDIANAPOLIS -A two -year investigation by the Federal Drug Enforcement Administration culminated in the arrest here Nov. 12 of 34
persons operating an alleged international narcotics ring behind the
facade of the Sturdi -hill Promotions.
Firm is listed as a rock festival promotion company operating out of
Indianapolis and including Mississippi, Arkansas, Michigan, Missouri, Illinois, Ohio, and Indiana.
Included in the arrest were John
H. Hill, president, and William C.
Sturdivant, vice -president and treasurer of Sturdi -hill.
The arrests cancels a concert date
at the State Fair Coliseum featuring
Sly and The Family Stone Dec. 5 -6.
Other acts promoted by the farm included Joe Crocker, the Staple Singers and Tower of Power.
The firm reportedly realized 524
million annually from heroin and
cocaine salts, according to government oficials.

b,

::.Cocker is definitely back.::
"...as much immediate vocal impact as ever ... an emphatic
restatement of his capacity to penetrate emotions probably
better than any other white singer?' _Music
«...one fine and tough record -with Joe's golden throat once
Week

again sounding like 47 miles of barbed wire?'
.. probably

his best work to date."

-Chicago Daily News

-Pittsburgh Post -Gazette

«Perhaps the best thing Cocker has ever recorded?'

_Philadelphia Inquirer

"...holds together better than anything he's ever done?'

-Memphis Commercial Appeal

"...first rate. Perhaps the best thing Cocker has ever recorded."
-Miami
Herald

«.. he once again proves that he is the undisputed top white
electric blues singer today.» -Rock

"IT'S A SIN WHEN YOU LOVE SOMEBODY"
&'YOU ARE SO BEAUTIFUL"M,,t,,

doe Cocker's new single from
"I Can Stand A Little Rain"6..
ON A&M RECORDS
Produced by Jim Price

TFrls One
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The
Entertainer
of theYear

on one side,
Charlie
on th other
side.

www.americanradiohistory.com

One side of the new Charlie Rich

album is a continuation ofhisstring
of Epic hits produced by Billy Sherrill

...including"' Love My Friend."
But the other side turns The
Silver Fox" into far more than simply
the latest album by The Entertainer
of the Year.
It's Charlie, talking and singing to
his fans the story of his remarkable
career... the people he's known ...
his thoughts and dreams and ambitions. As far as we know it's the
warmest and most intimate portrait
of a giant talent ever committed to
record. Also, asa bonus, among the
songs on "Charlie's side, "he's
included his original, Grammy
Award- winning performance of the
song that started it all, "Behind
Closed Doors."
"The Silver Fox" is unquestionably
the most exciting album yet from
Charlie Rich. And it's just in time for
Christmas givi ng and receiving.

Presenting
a oneof a kind
Charlie Rich albwn"The Silver FOX.
Newon Epic Records
and Tapes

MA CUM.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Financial

Off theTicker

MAGTEC, North Hollywood
Calif., reported earnings of $44,355

SCHAAK ELECTRONICS, St.
Paul, Minn., received a $4 million
bank loan to meet its needs over the

or

next nine months, the company said.
., William L. McKnight, former
board chairman of Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co., St. Paul,
plans the sale of 1.2 million shares of
3M common stock before the end of
1974. The secondary sale has a current market value of about $72 million. McKnight will continue to hold
3.7 million shares after the proposed

sala

Welk Book Coming
NEW YORK -A Lawrence Welk
Sing -a -Long song book, said to be
the first of its kind, is being published by T. B. Harms here. Developed by Joe Abend, the tome comprises 272 pages, 112 titles and a 16page section of photographs of Welk
and his organization's members.

cents a share, on sales o
$1,928,133 for nine -months ended
Sept. 30, compared to a loss of
$24,516, or 4 cents a share, (before
extraordinary income) on sales of
7

1,674,688 a year ago.
For the third quarter, earning
were $19,812, or 3 cents a share, on
sales of $681,290, compared to a loss
of $3,829 on sales of $549,127 a year
ago.
Doling the recent quarter, Magtec
completed its acquisition of Multi
Media Communications Corp., Los
$

Angeles, a program producer, for
notes and stock. Multi Media developed taped tours for museums and
outdoor attractions.
The company's three divisions
duplicating, Stereotape and Multi
Media -are showing significant improvements over last year. Magtec

-

said.

CLOSE -OUT

"THE PROFIT SAVER"
Completely eliminates theft, even by
employees. Operates by token which
is purchased from cashier. No sales
supervision necessary. No troublesome motors or switches.
100 MACHINES AVAILABLE CLOSED OUT AT:
1

-10 $250 per; 11 -50 $225 per;
100 $200 per
Tokens and keys included.
For additional information
write or Call:

VEND -A -TAPE CORP.
OF AMERICA
510 Pennsylvania Avenue
19034
-7670
(215) 542

red W.1.9925 Pa

Japanese
Firms Show
Profit Drop

Market Quotations_]
HBT4

ditions."
Higher labor and material costs
and a variety of other inflationary
factors in the Japanese economy
worked to cut Sony's earnings more
than 18 percent in the six months
ended Oct. 31, while Matsushita's
consolidated earnings dropped 23
percent in its fiscal third quarter
ended Aug. 20.
Sony's net in the fiscal first half
was $28.9 million to $29.3 million,
down from $35.8 million a year ago,
computing the yen at its current
value. Sales were about $518.9 million, up from $465 million a year
ago.

Export sales increased to $266.1
million, a 22 percent gain from the
six -month period a year ago.
Matsushita's consolidated earnings plunged to $50.7 million in the
third quarter from $66.1 million a
year ago, computing the yen at its
current value. Earnings decreased to
51 cents (an American Depositary
Receipts) from 66 cents a year ago.
Sales in the quarter rose 12 percent
to$1.17 billion from $1.04 billion.
Nine -month earnings slipped 15
percent to $150.2 million, or$1.52 an
ADR, despite an 18 percent sales
gain to $3.51 billion, compared to
earnings of $177.1 million, or $1.78

ADR,

on sales

of $2.97 billion

a

year ago.

Export sales in the third quarter
increased 54 percent to $287 million,
and nine -month export volume
gained 37 percent to $707 million.
Matsushita, which recently acquired Motorola's consumer television business, did not include
these operations in its third quarter
or nine -month statement. They will
be included in the fiscal year repon.
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Earnings Reports
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THBOWERY
Broadway at 47th St,

Continued from page 4

pands its promotion with Ron Middag in the West, Curtis Jones in the Southeast, Ron Below in the Midwest, Gil Bateman in the Southwest and Niles Sie.
gal in the Northeast. Leanne Myers joins the company as assistant to Linda
Alter, promotion chief. Evan Artherd is Shelter's new advertising and publicity

coordinator.
16

The Bowery Savings Bank

For more information call Charlie Edwards at 953 -8042
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Nids Morris has been promoted to national audio products manager at
Sony Corporation of America.... Howard Gabriel now executive vice president in charge of promotion at Blue Goose Records,
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Johnny Winter. In a class by himself.
With new songs by John Lennon. Rick Derringer.Allen Toussaint
and,of course-,Johnny himself.
His premiere album On Blue Sky Records and Tapes
Dish ibuted

Co111L.1 E1d7fjeeords

Copyrighted material
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A Last

Jack
Creammate on RSO.
Here's a logical release from the company that brought you Eric Clapton's
best solo album. "Out 01 The Storm" is
Jack Brucésibest solo album. Eight all new originals by Bruce and his longtime writing partner, Pete Brown.
Guitar courtesy of former Alice
Cooper /Lou Reed guitarist, Steve
Hunter. Drums by Jim Gordon
New from the guitarist
and Jim Keltner. Acidic vocals,
connoisseur's King -Freddie.
biting
bass,
and
harmonica,
Arthur Lee's got a new,
As a primary influence on such noble
keyboard
and
synthesizer
work
soulful Love.
British bluesmen as Eric Clapton and
by Jack Bruce.
To those of us who grew up in the
John Mayall, you'd think that Freddie
King would have done an album
60's, as rock grew up, Love is an
old friend. Now it's reunion time,
in England long ago. But "Burglar"
because Arthur Lee is back with
turns out to be the first. Produced
a new Love for the 70's. The
by longtime Freddie King idolizer
Byrds, Manfred Mann influences
Mike Vernon (all of Freddie's
are still there, but now they're
producers have been rabid fans,
joined by some Otis Redding here,
including Leon Russell and King
a touch of Earth, Wind & Fire there.
Curtis), Freddie gets the opportuWith "Reel To Real" we and Love
nity to cook with the cream of
are going to get along just fine
today's blues/rock scene. The reagain. The new album has 10 singlesult is possibly the tastiest blues
length, sweet, Arthur Lee origalbum we've ever heard. Among the
inals, and a good version of
special guests and featured musicians:
William De Vaughn's hit "Be
Eric Clapton, Brian Auger, Pete
Thankful For What You Got:'
Wingfield and Carl Radle.
FREDDIE RING

RUFiY,IpR

.

Shot The SherifN'
"Willie And The Hand Jive,"
"Motherless Children" Etc., Etc., Etc.
Eric Clapton's first RSO
album has made a lot of friends.
"461 Ocean Boulevard" started
life as one of the most eagerly awaited
albums of 1974. But unlike many
eagerly awaited rock albums, Clapton's
album disappointed no one. t was
even better than fans had dared to hope,
quickly spawning a big, beautiful single
( "1 Shot The Sheriff") and rising to
the top of the best- seller charts. More
hits have followed, and will probably
continue to follow. Ahhh, quality.
"1

I

story in 12 rocking chapters
by the "kid on the move"
Alan Ross is the guitarist/vocalist/songwriter and rock visionary whom The New York
Times described as "a kid on the move" one
day, and someone with "the potential to
become a major musical figure" another day.
Ross's second RSO album comes fresh from
the group's spectacularly successful U.S. tour
with Eric Clayton. If you listen closely to the
words, it tells the story of Edgar Allen Poe's
"The Pit And The Pendulum:'
If you're nota lyric follower, enjoy it
as one of the best rock albums
of the year, pure and simple.
A

Includes the new Eric Clapton
single, "Willie And The Hand Jive"
SO 503

On RSO Records and Tapes
rc Clanton aaducedMttmDnad.50a801

Floss

vaN,oaavB,axBOlniü.SOa802 FreddieAlMpmducMMMheVernon
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General News

Congress Probing Industry Problems
Continued from page

1

Rep. Robert W. Kastenmeier (D.,
Wis.), chairman of the corresponding House subcommittee, will have
all but three of the present membership returning in January. Names of
additions or replacements on committees will not be known until the
new congress shakes down, and
party ratios are set.
Rep. Kastenmeier will have the
job of deriding. with his subcommittee, on how far to agree with the
Senate- passed revision bill S. 1361.
Extensive hearings have been promised, and will cover such items as
cable TV copyright fees (a problem
that is heating up again); music publishers' mechanical royalty rates
(publishers want an inflation adjustment). and the jukebox music performance rate freeze at S8 per box.
which is immune to any changes by
the proposed new Copyright Royalty Tribunal, a forum for statutory
rate change petitions.
Even the record performance royalty issue may come up during
House hearings, if the promised efforts on the Senate side produce a
resolution to restore at least the principle of performance royalty for
recordings, killed in the revision vole
(Billboard, Sept. 21).
The elections and retirement have
taken Reps. Henry P. Smith (R.,
N.Y.), Thomas W. Sandman (R..
NJ.) and Wayne Owens (D.. Utah)
from the Kastenmeier subcommittee.

7" -

LITTLE

33's
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-45 s-

8

tracks

Hawaii).
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interim

cassettes

dirc-

ma pry
Write for Price List
New York Office
160 East 56th St. 1212) 966.3185

Philadelphia Plant,
925 N. 3rd Street, Philadelphie
1215) MA 7 -2277

regional

conventions. which
will be staged at
different sites each
time.
To further aid the
three primary trade
classifications within NARM, rack MALAMUD jobber, distributor
and retailer, separate convention
and meeting agendas will be tailored
specifically for each of these entities.
Malamud explains that smaller
and more vertical seminar sessions
are intended. For example, Mala-

Midnight at the Oasis
A New Single on Fantasy Records
(F -735)

Biggest change for music and
record interests, will be the retirement of Sen. Sam Ervin (D.,
N. Car.), Senate Judiciary committee member, and leader of the
floor battle to kill performance royalty for recording artists and producers in the Senate -passed revision.
Broadcasters and jukebox interests will miss Sen. Ervin's formidable vote- getting power in the Senate floor votes. But Judiciary
Committee chairman Sen. James
Eastland (D., Miss.) and Sen. Roman Hruska (R., Neb.) will continue
to hold the fort against the royalty.
Senators known to favor putting
the principle of performance royalty
into the copyright law, for copyrighted recordings (now given only
protection from unauthorized duplication), will also be back. These include, in addition to Sen. Scott, who
heads the move to reconsider the
royalty issue, Sens. John Tunney
(D., Cal.): Harrison A. Williams (D.,
NJ.), originator of the record performance royalty in an earlier Senate bill; Sen. Philip Hart (D., Mich.)
and Sen. Bill Brock (R., Tenn.).
Also coming back are those who
voted for record royally in the discouraging 67 to 8 vote of September:
Sens. Howard Baker (R., Tenn.);
Edward W. Brooke (R.. Mass.); Clifford P. Case (R.. NJ.): Alan Cranston (D.. Cal.); Vance Hanke (D.,
Ind.), and Daniel K. Inouye (D.,
Hawaii).

harma
still

the

áy!

MAGNETIC VIDEO CORPORATION NOW
OFFERS THREE GREAT PRODUCT WINNERS

CHARM 8 STEREO TAPES
150 EXCITING, FAST -MOVING CURRENT TITLES.
"ALL HITS AND NO MISSES." SUPER HITS - ROCK EASY LISTENING -SOUL - COUNTRY INTERNATIONAL. RECORDED IN LONDON UNDER
EXCLUSIVE LICENSING ARRANGEMENTS. THE
FINEST COVER HITS AVAILABLE ONLY ON
CHARM 8, "THE VALUE LINE ".

NARM's 4 Conventions
Continued from page 1
dual conventions were held in 1970.
In addition, Malamud says the
board of directors has approved two

LP's

We also make big

Remaining on the House subcommittee (unless 1975 sees shifts to
other committees) will be successful
candidates- including Rep. Robert
Drinan (D., Mass.), who will again
battle for unauthorized taping of old
recordings, and propose a compulsory licensing for cheap taping of
new copyrighted recordings.
Also coming back in 1975 are interested members, Reps. George
Danielson (D., Cal.); Edward Mavinsky (D., Iowa); Thomas Rails back (R., Ill.) and William S. Cohen
(R., Maine).
The 38- member full House
Judiciary Committee which will vote
on the subcommittee's draft revision
bill, lost 10 of its present members to
election defeats or retirement. But
none of the 10 were particularly con cemed with, or influential on copyright issues.
In addition to the three subcommittee losses, the missing will include Reps. Waldie (D., Cal.); Dennis (R., Ind.); Donohue (D., Mass.);
Froehlich (R.. Wis.); Hogan (R.,
Md.); Maraziti (R., N.J.), and
Mayne (R.. Iowa).
In the 1975 Senate, Sen. McClellan's copyrights subcommittee
members will be back for its 10th
year on the revision bill, barring
shifts to other committees. These are
Sens. Philip Hart (D., Mich.); Quentin Burdick (D.. N. Dak.); Hugh
Scott (R, Pa.) and Hiram Fong (R.,

mud sees meetings geared for strains
within each of the three major categories such as accounting. credit.
sales. merchandising and advertising. among others. No longer will
NARM hold a general session on in,
ventory control. That discussion
would be broken down into individual group sessions for rackers. distributor and retailers.
"In order to improve, NARM
must get more people involved who
are in the everyday operation of a
company. We want the boss there.
but he must be joined by the major
people in the firm who make the
company work.
"NARM has been taken for
granted. We have too many specific
problems to allow this to happen.
We need the ideas of middle management," Malamud says.
NARM is aiming to augment the
present board with three individual
committees, representing racks, distributors and retailers. These three
committees, meeting regionally
twice per year, would slate agenda
for the two national conventions.
Malamud visualizes a day- and -ahalf agenda for each category to
make up future four -day conventions which would continue here
and in Miami Beach.
Malamud says that the appointment of John Cohen. founder -president of Dise Records, national retail
chain, 18 months ago to the board
and the more recent appointment of
Record Bar president Barrie Bergman brought the need for more individual, vertically -oriented meetings
to NARM leaders.
Talks with key representatives of
each of the three major groups
within NARM indicate that each
classification requires more information about itself which can only
come from the separate meetings
within NARM.
While the site of the first two regional meetings will not be established until convention time, Malamud favors a Midwestern site "like
Chicago or maybe Kansas City" and
an Eastern seaboard city such as
New York or Philadelphia.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Suggested Selling Price

THE CLASSICS
24 ALL -NEW TITLES. ORIGINAL RECORDINGS OF
EUROPE'S LEADING ORCHESTRAS AND SOLOISTS.
SPECIALLY PROGRAMMED TO FEATURE AT LEAST
45 MINUTES OF BEAUTIFUL MUSIC ON EACH TAPE.
TAGGED AS "THE WORLD'S FINEST MUSIC FOR
THE DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVER ", THE
CLASSICS IS AN EXCELLENT "STEP-UP" LINE
FOR ANY MUSIC DEPARTMENT.

Suggested Selling Price

398

CHARM 8 CHRISTMAS TAPES
GREAT ALBUMS WITH AS MANY AS 24 CHERISHED
CHRISTMAS HYMNS ON ONE TAPE. SPARKLING
4 -COLOR LABELS MAKE THEM EXCELLENT
IMPULSE ITEMS. SOMETHING FOR EVERYBODY IN
THIS ASSORTMENT: YOUNG OR OLD, SACRED OR
POPULAR, VOCALS AND INSTRUMENTALS.
B

Suggested Selling Prim

3

298

great product lines
that will produce. e
* VOLUME SALES

* MAXIMUM TURNS

* GIANT PROFITS

* 100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
MAKE EVERY DAY YOUR SALE DAY WITH
THESE EXCITING, PROVEN CONSUMER
ACCEPTED STEREO 8TRACK RECORDINGS.
WRITE OR CALL FOR FULL DETAILS!
Sales Manager

Magnetic Video Corporation
24380 Indoplex Circle
Farmington Hills, Michigan 48024
Phone (313) 477 -6066
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Continued from page

General News
Country Acts Pull Pop Label Interest

1

conjunction with their Nashville offices rather than leaving things
solely up to those offices.
Country artists are playing areas
traditionally non -country and labels
are placing greater emphasis on
finding and developing new artists,
much the way the process has been
handled for rock or pop talent.
Nashville is growing daily, with
new studios going up and more and
more non -country artists recording
there. The country producer is gaining a name for himself and is often
known to the general public, much
along the lines, again, of rock producers. And sophistication in business dealings and the music itself is
perhaps growing more rapidly in
country than in any other area.
What are some of the reasons for
the changes in country? Many in the
industry believe rock, with the exception of longstanding superstars,
has grown somewhat stagnant from
the excitement vantage point. Others
feel that rock "superstars' have
priced themselves so high that it becomes almost impossible to lure

them away from an existing label
deal.
Crossover records are nothing
new, but the success of Charlie Rich
during the past 18 months is generally considered unparalleled. And
Rich has helped pave the way (along

with

Tanya Tucker. ABC president Jay
Lasker was heavily involved in the
acquisition of Dot Records (an example of how important major labels feel country is becoming),
MGM president Jimmy Bowen
spends a great deal of time in Nashville and Warner Bros. recently
named Andy Wickham, long a successful producer, to head its country

number of others) for what

a

may be the highest crossover percentage yet.
While a number of labels have
moved into country fairly recently,
such as Warner Bros., Atlantic
(which closed its Nashville office but
still has Willie Nelson under contract), Elektra, Motown and ABC

Division.

The money used W lure superstars
has also become bigger in country, if
one is to believe various reports.
MCA's recent signing of Tanya
Tucker and agreement of a production deal with Merle Haggard were
both reportedly in the million dollar
range. The only time such money
has been discussed in country
recently was several years ago during label changes made by Sonny
James, Marty Robbins and Eddy

(which acquired Dot earlier this
year), Capitol, after three decades
on the West Coast, now headquarters its country division in Nashville.
Perhaps the biggest change in
country, however, has been the attitude taken by major labels toward
the field. Label chiefs appear to be
taking a more active role. MCA's
Mike Maitland was involved personally in the recent signing of

Arnold.
At the same time, however, labels
are spending more time and effort in
working young artists into eta s-
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Jodi Cobb photo

typically Intense moment at the first annual nightclub operators meeting
catches from the left: Mark Foster and David "Lefty" Foster of Connecticut's
Shibeo Inn; Bobby Kimmel of McCabe's, Santa Monica; chairman Doug
Weston of the Troubadour, Los Angeles; Chuck Morris of Ebbets Feld in
Denver, who organized the event; and Richard Harding of the Quiet Knight,
A

Authentic
uthentic Hand -crafted Navajo Squash Blossom Necklace

Bank

¡

History:

nation

Cof
C

trenched in California with its Bakersfield group, is obviously now prepared to devote equal time to
Nashville. There is constant talk on
the streets of major artists shifting labels, something that did not happen
a great deal in country in past years.
where label loyalty was fairly well
taken for granted.
Executives are moving from firm
to firm with more frequency and
Nashville staffs are being beefed up.
Country, which has been growing,
may indeed be the next major frontier in the music business.
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What all of this may signify is an
altitude in country growing closer to
the one commonly associated with
pop. The ABC /Dot label is one example. Many feel Dot was the prize
when ABC acquired the Famous
group of labels. ABC Leisure Time
Group president Marty Pompadour
worked with Lasker in moving ABC
(which had already opened a Nashville office) even deeper into the
country field with the Dot acquisi-

tg
yC

y

..4
West1

much the way the process has been
handled in rock.
MCA, while receiving publicity
for spending money, has also enjoyed one of the true success stories
of the year with Olivia Newton -John
(CMA Female Vocalist of the year).
RCA has taken several new artists
and had outstanding years with
them. Ronnie Milsap became the
CMA male vocalist of the year while
enjoying several number one disks
and Gary Stewart has developed
into a top ten seller.
Elektra signed Melba Montgomery, who had been inactive for several years, and she came up with a
No.
record. Capitol's La Costa
came up with a top five single on her
second release, and Mercury enjoys
success with Johnny Rodriguez and
has had several No. I hits from veteran Tom T. Hall. The Columbia/
Epic family broke Sandi Burnette.
David Allan Coe, Vicky Fletcher
and Asleep At The Wheel. MGM
also broke several artists, including

Jim Stafford.

Chicago.

Nightclub Owners' Secrets
Continued from page 1
and drawing power of these artists.
The meeting, organized by Chuck
Morris who owns the Ebbets Field
nilery here, brought in the operators
of 12 major clubs from throughout
North America.
The sessions clearly demonstrated
several general concerns throughout
the nightclub field arising from today's overall economic problems:
B Rising operating costs that
make club profits increasingly marginal and chancy.
Rising artist travel expenses
that keep more acts off the road and
cause more cancelled dates.
The major concern of the clubmen is definitely that there are fewer
acts capable of filling their rooms
which are touring today. One reason
expressed for this situation is that
there are fewer concerts being promoted now, due to fall -off in large hall attendance. Thus, there are not
as many medium -price recording
artists available for fill -in dates on
concert tours.
Generally, the club operators feel
that their audiences will still turn out
if sufficiently popular artists are appearing.
Most of the lively marathon sessions were taken up with an astonishingly frank exchange on the
most basic nuts- and -bolts of club
operation policy and expenses.
Doug Weston of the Troubadour
in Los Angeles, probably the best known club in the U.S., actually
went so far as to give an interpretive
reading of his standard contract

form. He even detailed all the factors
in his artist pay scale and the two option system he pioneered.
Each club operator gave his
weekly operating expenses. And as e
result of the discussions, several
clubmen discovered that their
spending was out of line and there
were definite areas where they could
cut down
Weston stressed the point that the
Troubadour never became con (Continued on page 2!)
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Bill board Singles Radio Action

Recap of Ploylist Add Ons
Ploylist Prime Movers

Based on station playlists through Thursday
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GLEN CAMPBELL
sings

JIMMY WEBB
writes
...and together

they have a hit

single!

A SIN
WHEN YOU LOVE SOMEBODY.
IT'S

from their new album

SW-11336

Produced by Jimmy Bowen for Glenco Productions. Arranged by Jimmy Webb

Capitel...
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General News

RCA Drumbeating Denver
LOS ANGELES -A two-month campaign promoting John Denver will
kick off Dec. l in connection with his ABC -TV special.
Jack Maher, director of product merchandising at RCA Records, points
out that Denver sold more disks the first 10 months of 1974 than any other
RCA artist. "This campaign," says Maher, "coupled with the heavy exposure
of his television special should more than keep his momentum going."
Denver will be the subject of "massive" radio and television time buys and
Maher promises intensive consumer print exposure.

Plus Sales =Plus
Pay In AFTRA
Continued from page 1
or the number of singers used on
record dates. "Under the new agreement, if the manufacturer makes
money, our members will also

benefit"
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Under the new AFTRA- industry
agreement, non -royalty performers
an other than background singer albums or original cast LPs, will receive an extra 25 percent of scale
once 160,000 albums are sold. Additional 25 percent payments will be
made as sales plateaus of 300,000,
450,000, and 600,000 are reached,
after which no further payments will
be made.
Where no AFTRA royalty artists
is employed, background singers
will receive an added 50 percent of
scale after a sale of 175,000 units,
with another 50 percent at 350,000.
In original casters without royalty
artists, additional gran taof one -third
scale wages are paid after 320,000,
460,000, and 600,000 sales. In singles, the bonuses are 25 percent each
after 500,000, 675,000, 850,000, and

million sales.
Also negotiated in the pact was an
increase in employer contributions
to the AFTRA Pension and Welfare
Funds from 61 percent to a current
t

Cobra Records

percent. These payments, together with the scale bonuses, are
retroactive to April I.
714

Is Proud To Announce

Its Newest Single
by

ARLENE BAILEY

Eight negotiating sessions have
been held between the industry and
AFTRA since March 5. The RIAA
participated in the meetings for the
first time, with as many as 20 manufacturer representatives on hand at
some of the bargaining conclaves
here and on the West Coast. The old
pact expired on March 31.

RIAA
Record

Winners_
Albums
Sly & The Family Stone's "Small
Talk" on Epic; disk is their fifth gold

450010B

Ain't that Somethinh
anath.r

9

b` rd

F

Sj,op,ou Inn.

E.

Áe

t

yard la

read i/e lop

Produced by
W. Brown, Jr.

for
New Dimensions
Theatrical Enterprises, Ltd.

LP.
Jethro Tull's "War Child" on
Chrysalis; disk is the their seventh
gold I.P.
Elton John's "Greatest Hits" on
MCA; disk is the artist's eighth gold
LP.
Gladys Knight & The Pip's "E Feel
A Song" on Bnddah; disk is their
third gold LP.
The Rolling Stones "It's Only
Rock 'N Roll" on Rolling Stones;
disk is the group's 18th gold LP.
The Idey Bros.' "Live It Up" on T.
Neck; disk is their second gold LP.
Traffic's "When The Eagle Flies"
on Island; disc is their third gold LP.
David Bowie's "Live At The Tower
Philadelphia" on RCA; disk is hls
third gold LP.

Cancer Fatal To
Ivory Joe Hunter
MEMPHIS -Ivory Joe Hunter
died of cancer Friday (B) at a nurs-

FORD.

COP/ES CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR OR
COBRA RECORDS

Condaye /Cobra Records
162 Leoieis Drive

Marlboro, Ma. 07152

(617) 481 -5524

ing home here. He was 63 and had
been ill several months.
One of the major record sellers in
the 1950s, Hunter had composed
nearly 2,000 songs including "Ain't
That Loving You, Baby," "I Need
You So," "Empty Arms' and "Since
I Met You, Baby." His vocals were
featured on a half-dozen labels over
three decades.

www.americanradiohistory.com

DISCO INTERVIEW -Among first guests on "Traveling With the Stars," new
TV series taped live weekly at Manhattan discos and clubs, were three of the
8-member Kay -Gees, whose current release on Gang was played during taping at Nepantha disco. From left are K -G's Callie Cheek; host Tim Boxer;
K -G's Dennis White and Kevin Bell; co -host Leona Faber.

CBS, Soviet Interchange
Continued from page I
Ray Conniff with sales of 10,000 for
Davis and 15,000 for Conniff re-

ported.
Both albums, as well as CBS classical product licensed to Melodiya (a
set of his own compositions conducted by Stravinsky), were distributed and manufactured at the Melodiya Moscow -based VSG facility.

The initial issues of Davis and
Conniff albums were small, considering the size of Russia. because
even in Moscow alone our whole
stock would have sold out in one
day. Forthcoming releases of CBS to
Melodiya will include a 1973 Ella
Fitzgerald album and two by Duke

Ellington.
Melodiya's U.S. product consists
of the first complete stereo version of
"War And Peace" with the orchestra

of the Bolshoi Theater conducted

by
Alexander Melik Pashayev; an album featuring stars of the Boslboi
Opera; two Liszt selections played
by Aleksander Slobodyanik; Rach-

maninoffs "Symphony No. 2" conducted by Yevgeni Svetlanov and
performed by the Bolshoi Theater
Orchestra; Emil Gileles performing
Mozart and Haydn; baritone Yuri
Mazurok in arias; and the "Nutcracker," performed by the Bolshoi
Theater Orchestra conducted by
Gennady Rozhdesevensky.
In New York CBS has sent album
covers to retailers for in -house displays. WOXR -AM, WFMT -FM
and WCRB -FM and other leading
classical stations are planning an
early programming of some of the
works, a CBS spokesman reports.
CBS is also planning both local and
national advertising on the releases.
Two additional releases are set for
January by CBS in the U.S. These
are "The Stone Flower," a U.S. complete premiere recording, and "Maid

Of Orleans" with

Arkhipova.
This Melodiya product has never
Enna

been released in the U.S. Meanwhile, Angel is still releasing in the

U.S. whatever Melodiya product remains under the old agreement.

Atlantic's Soul Blast
Continued from page 3
Spinners, Blue Magic, Les McCann,
Oscar Brown, Jr., Eddie Harris, Billy
Cobham, Gene Page, the Average
White Band and Hot Chocolate.
With the theme of the campaign
bring "If You're Reaching Out For
Saul, Grab Atlantic Records,' special branch presentations are
planned for New York, Boston,
Philadelphia and Atlanta Monday
(IA); Detroit and Dallas Tuesday
(19); and Los Angeles and Chicago
Wednesday (20).
Paul Johnson, national director of
promotion, ebb product, says that
the meetings are geared to alert field
personnel and accounts to the scope
of the label's efforts in their respective markets.
Planned activities include an extensive national radio and television
campaign, using 60 -second spots on
each media; a special college radio
station mailing; the setting up of a

number of radio station contests;
and the placement of ads in both
trade and consumer publications.
The label will make available to
retailers 4 -color posters on individual artists, as well as thematic campaign poster, snuffers; window display material: streamers and display
bins.
In the New York area special subway posters will be utilized.

Also available will be some 5,000
sampler LP's for in -store play and
promotion, featuring cuts off the
various albums in the campaign.
The tentative shipping date for
product in the campaign is Friday
(25), with the exception of product
already on the market by Hams and
the Average White Band. Johnson
states that these two pieces were
added to the Soul Explosion move
because of their strong initial sales
results in a number of major markets.

Mathis Gets Col- Cosmetic Promo
NEW YORK -Columbia Records
and Helena Rubinstein, cosmetic
manufacturer, are cross -promoting
their respective products with separate campaigns backing a new
Johnny Mathis release and Courant
perfume.
The development between the two
firms was prompted by a Mathis
recording of an original commercial
tune for Courant, which was then selected as the "B" side of a new single
and the title cut of his-The Heart Of
A Woman" LP, now scheduled for
release Monday (25).
On the Columbia side. the label is
inserting a "scratch- and -sniff' advertising panel, 3 "x3" in size, under
the skin wraps of the first 100.000 albums pressed. The panel pictures

Courant products and alerts buyers
to a national radio campaign being
run by Courant.
Beginning Thursday (21), some 60
radio stations, covering the top 15
markets in the U.S., will air seventy
60 -second Courant spots per week
through Christmas. The spots credit
Mathis as a Columbia recording artist and also name the composition he
is performing. They will be aired on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of
each week.
It is also understood that Courant
has acquired some 13,000 Mathis

singles with special promotional
sleeves, and will be distributing
them free at its cosmetic counters
throughout the U.S. during the holiday buying season.
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Nightclub Owners' Secrets
Continued from page 14

sistenlly profitable until he put in a
full mixed -drink bar and he slated
bluntly that the remaining holdouts
for coffeehouse menus or even beer wine operations are driving themselves out of business in today's market.

At the nitery men's request, Denver -based regional concert promoter
Barry Fey attended the sessions. He
told them that nightclubs have far
more potential areas of cooperation
than the concert promoters discovered at their own first national meeting in Long Island this summer.

"Middle -price artists will have to
go back to clubs because there will
be fewer small conrert dates being
promoted in the 1975 market," predicted Fey. "The club owners will
soon be dealing with the record companies from a position of strength

again.'
The major -market clubs that have
built up a steady record company
opening night party business do not
necessarily see this as an unmixed
blessing. Ebbets Field's Morris
points out that although he must pay
his artists and staff each week, he is
waiting up to six months for payment of the label party bills.
Weston said that one major label
currently owes him $47,000 and he is
about to start charging 2 percent

..

When Answering Ads
.
Say You Saw It in Billboard

monthly interest on past -duc party
bills.
The more experienced operators
suggested to the meeting that an artist touring to promote a new album
should never be booked earlier than
six weeks after the original release
date, because release dates are almost always put back at least a

month. And coordination of dates
with record company consumer advertising is an almost vital aid in obtaining maximum exposure fora local appearance.
Club owners attending the meeting were Bill Scarborough of Main
Point, Philadelphia: Eppy Epstein
of My. Father's Place, Long Island:

Mike Condray of Liberty Hall,
Houston; Neill Dixon of El Mocambo, Toronto: Hank LaConti,
who has Ohio's four Agora clubs in
Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo and
Youngstown; Richard Harding of
Quiet Knight, Chicago: Mark and
Lefty Foster of Shaboo Inn, near the
University of Connecticut and Al
Horn of the Aquarius, Seattle.
Operators in attendance were Peter Rachbach of the Warehouse.
Denver. along with the club's advertising- publicity manager Letitia
Matson; Bobby Kimmel of McCabe s, Santa Monica, and Al Horn
of the Stables, in East Lansing
serving Michigan Stale University.
At the final session were principals of Denver's two national booking agencies, Athena and Stone
County. personal managers Peter
Rachtman (Flash Cadillac. Severin
Browne) and Zach Glickman
(Frank Zappa, Dion) plus ABC
Records artist relations director
Corb Donahue.

DEAF `HEAR'
ROCK MUSIC
KUTZTOWN. Pa-Now the deaf
can enjoy rock music. The Rock
Gospel Co., four sign language
teachers from Gallaudet College.
presented a rack concert at Kutztown State College here sponsored
by the student activities committee
and the Center for Communication
Disorders. The program. which also
included the Sons of Thunder rock
group. was intended to mike the
public noue aware of problems and
solutions affecting the deaf.
The Rock Gospel Co. interpreted
the music and words in sign language in a theatrical manner, using
hand and body movements.

Cincy Dealers
Increase Sales
LOS
ANGELES -Cincinnati
record distributors are banding together in an effort to bolster record/
tape sales through that sales area.
At the first meeting, held recently.
representatives of six independent
or branch distribution firms agreed
to collectively back a universal slogan, which will be featured on all radio spots and print advertising done
by them. The slogan is: "Stretch
your gift dollars a record length. Buy
records and tapes for Christmas

gifts."
The group meetings, which will be
held regularly, were conceived by
Roger Flagler of PhonoDisc. Others
participating include: Al Klayman,
Supreme; Jim Yates, RCA; Bob
Ewald, Columbia: Jack Brown,
MCA, and Terry Cox. W /E /A.

Jose s
"Chico
The Man"

an

Capaol photo

ONE OF A KIND -Producer Richard Perry (center) receives a platinum medallion commemorating the sale
million units of Ringo Starr's Capitol LP
"Ringo." Al Coury, Capitol's senior vice president makes the presentation

oft

while Rupert Perry, a &r general manager (left) holds the tapes for Starr's
next album which Perry also produced.

Not On The

LP- Campbell

LOS ANGELES -Glen Campbell
is seeking to hall distribution of an
LP, "Glen Campbell Plays 12 String
Guitar," claiming he is not performing on the album.

damages of no less than $300 each
for each record and tape manufactured, sold or offered to be sold by
the defendants.

A superior court action here seeks
a permanent injunction against
Springboard International Records,
manufacturer of the album: Buckboard Music Distas., its local distributor: Thrifty Drug Stores Co., the
state's largest drug chain which
deals primarily with cutouts and
budget; and J.L. Marsh Co., Minneapolis, which racks the chain with

RCA's Big October

records and tapes.

The suit asks damages of no less
than $250,000 for Campbell and

NEW YORK -Following up its
best first nine months in history
(Billboard, Oct. 19), RCA Records
had a record October. reports Jack
Kiernan, division vice president,
marketing. Last week the label had
its 15th No. 1 country hit with Dolly
Parton's "Love Is Like A Butterfly,"
and two pop singles, John Denver's
"Back Home Again" and Reunion's
"Life Is A Rock." moved into the top
10 of the Hot 100.

RC/1
AND THE FEELING'S GOOD

i.

lle

llanallo

lliloaalloag

f
includes. Chico and The Man (Main Theme)
Hard Times in D Barrio You're No Good
And the Feeling's Good Golden Lady
COLI !'CPS I, CPK I{}nl7

"Chico and The Man" is the top rated
TV show in the country and José wrote
and sings the title song, on his new
album "And The Feeling's Good'.'

It also contains his

latest single,
"Golden Lady." (PB- 10094)

RCA Records and Tapes

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Talent
Cheadle & Brown
Team Up To Guide

Philharmonic
Backs Sinatra

BIRTHDAY FETE
By

New Direct
Video Image

ELIOT TIEGEL

Top Tulsa Disco
By RICHARD

L

FRICKER

TULSA -The resurgence of discotheque patronage is not news to Rick
Cheadle and Bill Brown who combined their CPA and electrical engineering talents over a year ago by
opening the 20th Century Electric
Co. Almost since the opening, 20th
Century has enjoyed one of the most
consistent patronages in the area.
Except for special occasions, all
music is provided by a staff of two
disk jockeys and drummer who sit in
front of a lighted wall with interchanging flashing colors while customers dance on a similarly lit floor.
"We do live music in special concerts like Teegarden and Van
Winkle, REO Speedwagon, Canned
Heat and things like that," Cheadle
says.

The idea for 20th Century originoted during a business trip to Denver, where Cheadle visited a club
with a lighted Boor. He asked Brown
for his ideas and soon the fully lit 24
x 48 floor, and 60 feet across walls,
were under construction.

While atmosphere is an important
drawing card Cheadle is quick to
point out that the music keeps the
customers coming back along with a
special free beer night twice a week.
Asked about music selection
Cheadle explains the procedure as
being closely coupled with the type
of jock hired for the 20th Century, "I
like hard rock music. You cant play
FM type of things consistently because it gets away from dancing and
into mood music, you have to have
(Continued on page 24)

Billboard photo by Hal Fisher

Frank Sinatra and the Los Angeles Phllharmonk: a winning romantic combination aided by his own fire -piece combo.

LOS ANGELES -Offer some
powerful Italian and Spanish music,
add a tinge of comedy and top with
an energetic Frank Sinatra and
voila: that's the way the Los Angeles
Music Center celebrated its tenth
birthday Sunday (10) with a charity
concert in the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.
It was classical music, authentic
and ersatz for the sellout audience of
3,217 which also proved warm and
receptive to comic Danny Kaye and
balladeer Sinatra.
Zubin Mehta led the 107 -piece
Los Angeles Philharmonic through
spirited and invigorating excerpts
from "Carmen" and a sweeping
overture from Verdi's "La Forza Del
Destino."
The orchestra also accompanied

Miss Martina Arroyo in three operatic selections and her lovely soprano tones and unamplifaed voice
filled the huge room with ease.
After Kaye had tripped on the podium, "led" the orchestra, sang several ditties and left the audience in a
generally festive, uplifting mood, it
was time for Sinatra.
Fresh off the road from his series
of concerts, the veteran vocalist
looked comfortably ensconced on
the massive stage in front of the Philharmonic with his own five -piece
band in stage center.
Sinatra sang for 30 minutes, working through seven tunes with combinations of Philharmonic and his
own tight band which included
vibes, easing into each other.
While Sinatra has sung with lush

LSigningsJ

ITelent In Action

string sections on records before -his
series of works with Gordon Jenkins
stand the test of time as masterpieces- there is nothing to compare
with the beauty, sweep and dramatic
power of a symphonic orchestra's
violins, cellos and basses.
The overpowering sound of all
these string instruments provided Sinaea's own warm tones with u captivating undercoating under Mehta's
direction.
'Something,' the opening number, done slowly and in a reserved
manner, drew smiles from Sinatra as
he listened to the dark, brooding
cello tones.
Sinatra chose his program carefully so as not to duplicate what he
had done a month previous on his
(Continued on page 24)

LOS ANGELES -The Direct
Video Corp. has leased a Columbia
Pictures sound stage for industry
demonstrations of its "Live Connection" process, which it claims solves
all the technical problems that have
kept closed- circuit remote telecasting of concerts from taking off
nationally or worldwide.
DVC's system projects color television images on a 77- foot -wide
screen along with studio -quality
stereo sound, according to president
Bob White.
"Ordinary remote closed- circuit
television picture and sound quality
simply would not satisfy paying audiences at rock concerts," says
White. "Now there's no more reason
for the top rock artists to refuse offers for multiple -location televised
concerts."
DVC is hoping to gel its first location shows by spring 1975.

Rock Bash For
L.A. Car Race
LOS ANGELES -The Los An -,
gelas Times 500 Grand National
stock car race at Ontario Motor
Speedway will include a rock concert the prior evening, Saturday (23).
Acts set are Canned Heat, Love,
Johnny Nash, Chi Coltrane and Bat dorf A Rodney.
KHJ -AM disk jockeys will emcee
and the show was packaged by David Mirisch Enterprises.
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Claytonaomas rejoins Mood, Sweet

Tears and team will record Columbia album for

CARMEN
Academy of Music, New

immense. Displaying poise and class, she went

York

troy

ABC recording artists, Carmen, provide an in-

Fuller's Moonchild Productions.
Shirley Bassey resigned worldwide to United
Artists Records.... flew Kingston Trio to Associated Booking Corp.... Gary Ulmer, owner of
Music Recorders Inc. Hollywood studios, signed
as writer to Paul Williams' Habsong Music.
Lonny Naiad to Shelter, he's first country
artist on the label.... allie Psdtin to Belkin
Madori Production& She hosted a daily tale.
vision program in Columbus. Ohio and is active
in singing Midwestern radin-D/ commercials....
Julius Obrega, Filipino artist, to Hawaii'based

teresting merger between rock and Flamenco
dancing. Two dancers/musicians are featured,

early 1975

release.... Pantie Arabe

Masai Records.

to

Roberto Amaral and Angela Allen. The pair

through a wide variety of songs, old and new.
familiar and unfamiliar, making along the way a
few remarks about her age (she is 57 and as gorgeous as ever), her "brief Ilkk tarene a hundred
years ago," and other items of interest.
Elegant, supremely confident about her tal-

double on vibes and keyboards respectively.
Overall, the act is entertaining aurally but

ent, yet

the overamplified heel stamping of the dancers

Home gave the impression that she had fun

tends la become redundant. There

being on stage,

is

just on

much of the dance coulees one can abide with-

out it becoming tiresome, despite the fact that
the duo are excellent dancers.
The task musical flavor of the group draws

heavily from modal minor patterns and is leminiscent of an old jungle movie just before the

always simple and accessible,

Ms.

feeling which communicated
beg to the audience.
a

The second half of the show was spent in the

company of

Bennett. Creating at times an

OLYMPIA BRASS BAND

fnctwive Meneaemem
SHOUP. MORDECAI & POPPEL

ebullient atmosphere, at other times an indigo
mood, the artist exhibited superb control over

(Continued on page 24)

1217

savages sacrifice the hapless young maiden.
More variety both musically and visually would

spice up what has the makings of a good act.
Carmen opened on Oct. 26 twin bill with

headliners, Golden Earring. reviewed earlier this

IIM STEPHEN

year.

TONY BENNETT
LENA HORNE
Minskaff Theater, New York
Ifs

been such

a

long time since Broadway

audiences were treated to an evening of sheer
musical entertainment like the one offered be
Tony Bennett and Lena Home.
and Lena Sing," the eve.
Simply tilled

lay

ning delivered precisely what the tille promised:
two seasoned performers at the top of their
form, singing, singly or together, a collection of

quality songs that covered the whole spectrum
of popular American musk, from George Gershwin to John Denver, from Duke Ellington to
Stevie Wonder, from Cole Pater to Kris Kristol.

farm.

Despite some flaws,

R

all added up to

a

fine -though relatively lengthy- evening.
The Nov. 5 show opened with both performers on stage, backed by a 32-piece band, with

INTERFACE ELECTRONICS
3810 WESTHEIMER

HOUSTON, TEXAS 77027

(7131 626 1190

Lena singing "The Look of Love," to Tony's.
"Something:* After which he exiled, leaving her
alone for the remainder of the first half.
In

every respec4 she gave

a

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Music Center's Birthday
Continued from page 11
nationally televised concert from
Madison Square Garden.
The repertoire covered many decades and was slanted toward an
adult audience which obviously favored classical music.
"What Are You Doing The Rest
Of Your Life" proved an example of
power and majesty as Sinatra
reached for and obtained the heights
he sought while the orchestra was
expansive and sweeping in its presentation of the Don Costa arrangement.
There was one masterpiece:
"Send In The Clowns" from "A
Little Night Music," tendered by Sinatra with only pianist Bill Miller
providing the backing.
Singing in the proper mid- range,
Sinatra was in his finest form of the
evening, his every word grasping
and holding the audience's complete
attention, his interpretation of the
words full of picture -clean meaning.
Nothing he did came close to
touching the brilliance of this song.
When he changed the mood to jump
a little with only his band behind
him, things got a bit loose; he fell be-

hind the beat on "You Are The Sunshine Of My Life" and strayed a bit
from the melody on "I've Got The
World On A String."
Hoagy Carmichael's "I Get Along
Without You Very Well" and Nelson Riddle's arrangement were all
he needed to get back on the proper

track. He sang the words and
phrased the music with the flair of a
seasoned communicator.
"1 Have Dreamed" from "Thc
King And 1," closing out his participation, was rampant with gusto as
Sinatra used all his lung power -as if
to say to this hometown audience
that he means it when he says he
bade and he's able. He did push
some of his words faster than he's
done with this song in the past.
When Sinatra sings slow ballads
or doesn't strain for high notes he's
got a song under his will. And when
he sings with strings, it's a romantically wonderful experience.
Perhaps the symphonic orchestra
can be tomorrow's studio band for
this everlasting performer.
Sinatra helped make the birthday
party for the city's downtown threetheater complex a memorable bash.

(Jood
Stuff:
Billboard's
Talent inaction

Each year more than 100,000 worldwide Billboard readers are instilled
with the spirit of Billboard's Talent
In Action. And this year is no different. Not only is Talent N Action
an Indispensable guide for leading talent buyers and promoters
with listings of recording artists,
personal managers and booking agents around the world, but
it's also your opportunity to buy
a round and introduce yourself
to each and every one. Get a
load of these ingredients:
TRENDSETTER AWARD
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END RECAP / COMPLETE
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Representative now.
He'll serve you up a
round of the good stuff.
Issue Date: Dec. 2e
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AbbIGATORS --

Bidders Vie For L.A.
Greek Theater Operation
5

LOS ANGELES -Five

bidders

are in contention to run the city -

including Detroit's Pine Knob, and

513 million.
The other bidders for a one -year
contract are Nederlander Produc-

The Los Angeles Recreation &
Parks Commission is to pick the
1975 contract winner this month.

his audience. The program, well balanced, mn.
hived such popular tunes as "lust In Time,"

"Maybe This Time" (Irom the film version of
"Cabaret "), "Get Happy," "Don't Get hound
Much Anymore," "For Once In My Lae," as well
as a jawed up version of "0 Sale Mio," a moving
"Lod In The Stars." and a vocally potent rendi.
Non of "I Left My Heart In San Francisco."
The Ian leg of the show saw Ms. Horne come
back to share the spotlight with Bennett in a
special tribute to composer Harold klen. Ile
credible as that portion of the evening was, it
came after Iwo solid hours of music and this
showed, if not on the performers, at least on the
weary audience.
Despite any shortcomings. 'Tony and Lena
Sing" brought class singing back to Broadway.
The fact that the Minskoff was nearly filled to
capacity is an indication that this kind of enter
tainment, when carefully put together, can he a
dellnae lure for the New York theatre audiences.
DIDIERDEtTtON

MORGANA KING
Avery Fisher Hall, New York
Applause tilled the hall on the that lea
chords of ready every song Morgan sang. The

big hall was completely filled Nov. to capacity
with the multi.spechumed cut that Morgans
has gathered over Me years. As she sang she
exuded an intimacy that is usually only found in
a small dub. It was es if she shrank the hall with
her glistening agile treatments of material tart
ing from songs by Stevie Wonder to Lennon.
McCartney. As the net progressed, she exhibited
the vocal and stylislk acrobatics that are her
hallmnk on older material, but the emphasis
was on sensitive songs of the younger writers of
today. None of the power and finesse that you
1

Queen Booking's Edgar Charles
disclosed details of his firm's unusual bid, which is to package shows
fora IS percent fee with all profits
going to the city.

"If we

brought Ray Charles, one
of our clients, in fora week and he
profits S50- $60,000, the city would
get all of it instead of the 10 percent
in a standard rental deal," says
Charles.

to have boogie music ... that's the
type of atmosphere we want"
Mostly the music is picked by the
jock but we try to pick people who
are either past musicians, radio personnel, or good dancers. The good
dancer is the best because he knows
what is best for dancing. Our best
jock is a good dancer and the better
disk jockeys are good dancers."
Only LPs are used by 20th Century. Most of the record stock has
been purchased by the company.
However, Cheadle says Shelter and
Capitol have supplied some records
on occasion. The purchase trend is
one of simply selecting what is hot at
present plus standard groups such as
the Rolling Stones. The library contains in excess of 1,000 albums at
present
Attendance figures average about
650 persons with the exception of

More Talent
Soo Page 44
www.americanradiohistory.com
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expect of Morgan was lacking and Me audience
responded with cheers and smiles. Mengana's

warmth, charm and sense of humor was an
added bonus to her extreme prowess as a vaca
stylist. Her presence and control was absolute, it
was her night in New lark.
There was na opening act or warm up. Mor
gana just came out and exploded into "You k
The Sunshine Of My Life" WO a backup ban
of five and occasionally three singers, sh
wound

a

cocoon of charisma, yet kept it Ism

and unassuming. Everybody used music on
stands and in this day and age that in itself is an
oddity at pedormances.
By the lime the intermission came, the soon
system began to an right, but few, save Ma
gana herself, were annoyed or aware of its de
hciencies. When it did work it all got better. Al
in

all

it was

most

pedal

a

Emily the meal arching Blues reams this
War.
-zoo World

nearly flawless evening with

lady.

FRED BE VAN

JERRY REED
LINDA HARGROVE
Bottom Line, New York
RCA

New

artist Jerry Reed made he first visit to

Yak in live years and for many city dwell.

it appeared that he wailed lie years loo
beg. Accompanied by sir of the more formidable of Nashville's bounty of pickers, his Nov I
appearance was like a breath of fresh air among
the surge of rack conch activity extant in the
city.
errs

Reed's easygoing style and all the wall sense
of humor lend to make some observers unaware

talent. Alter singing sew.
musical tribute to several
of Musk City's fasen "thumb pickers"; el.
fortlessiy representing the stylesol Merle Travis,
of his vast reservoir of

eral songs he played

a

huff he capped this par.
(Continued on page 46)

Chet Atkins and Roy

Cheadle & Brown Team Up
To Guide Top Tulsa Disco
Continued from page 22
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Talent In Action
Continued from page 22

your ears off

of New York, which operates a
string of suburban concert theaters
Lions

owned Greek Theater, including
Landers- Roberts' Artist Consultants
and Queen Booking, agency representing many top black acts.
Both bidders claimed they would
bring in more contemporary music
attractions than has James Doolittle's Greek Theater Assn., which
has had the 3,500 -seat outdoors facility in Griffith Park since 1952.
Most GTA bookings over the years
have been cultural troupes such as
touring ballets or theater companies
and their total deficit is reponed to
be some

they'll bife

Tuesday and Sunday nights. On
those nights a slightly higher admission is charged because beer is free
and self-service. This serves two purposes. It brings in many first -timers
and give all the waitresses, except
two, the same night off, thus avoiding scheduling problems.
The only real problems encountered by 20th Century is the Oklahoma liquor laws which require patrons to bring their own bottle,
which in tam must be served to them
drink by drink from the bar.
Cheadle says the club maintains a
staff of about 40, mostly waitresses.
The crowd ranges in age from 18 to
22 for females and 21 to 25 for
males. He also pointed out that the
20th Century is largely a singles club
through the week -with an influx of
couples on weekends.
Despite the national economic situation 20th Century is doing well, no
well in fact that another 20th Century has just opened in Oklahoma
City. Cheadle is optimistic about
both operations and plans to open
more discotheques in other cities.
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Hot Chocolate
the group that wrote and
originally recorded "Brother
Louie" presents the ultimate
in British soul. On Cicero Park
they combine a rather amazing array of influences -including reggae, Detroit pop
soul, and British- invasionstyled rock -all under the
immaculate direction of producer Mickie Most. It's one
of those rare albums that's
right at home on any format
black or white-underground or top 40. BT 89503

-

Fancy

the group that sent "Wild
Thing' up the charts, has
come through with an album of
even nastier sounds. Ann
Kavenaugh is immediately a
contender for best new lead
singer of the year. Her throbbing
vocals, and looks, are unique in
all of rock.The Fancy guys are
rocking pros who keep the beat
heavy and relentless. Produced by Mike Hurst. 8Tß959?
Including the new Fancy
single, "Touch Me:'

3T 1602t

New on Big Tree
Records and Tapes.
Distributed by Atlantic Records
www.americanradiohistory.com
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THE

NEW

RECORD COMPANY

ARLSTA
RECORDS
A Subsidiary of Columbia Pictures Industries, Inc.

www.americanradiohistory.com

ELLIOT
GOLDMAN
Executive Vice President. Former-

ly Administrative
Vice -President,
Columbia Records.
One of the highest
regarded executives in the
industry today.

CLIVE DAVIS
President

GORDON
BOSSIN
Vice -President,
Marketing.
Formerly VicePresident, Sales &
Distribution, Bell
Records. Widely
admired for his
considerable expertise, experience
and decisiveness.

DAVID
CARRICO
Vice -President,
Promotion. Formerly Vice President, A &R,
Bell Records.
Twice Gavin
award winner, he
is well loved and
respected for his
genial and

thorough
professionalism.

RICK
CHERTOFF
Coordinator, Talent Acquisition and
Development.
Excellent "ears"
and good

production
experience indicate
tremendous AIR

potential.

GARY COHEN
Sales Coordinator,
Sales and Distribu-

tion. Formerly
News Editor at
Record World.
Well known to
distributors and
dealers alike for
his accuracy and
quick action.

ROBERT

FEIDEN
Director Con-

temporary AIR.
Formerly AIR
Talent Coordinator, RCA Records.
From The Eagles
and J. D. Souther
to Jackson Browne
and Bonnie Raitt,
he is a creative
haven in New York
to all artists who
want sure knowhow from a friend.

MICHAEL
KLENFNER

Art Director at

Elektra Records.
He set industry
standards for
album design and
advertising art
which have won
him countless
awards both inside
and outside of the
industry.

AARON LEVY

Director, National
Promotion. Formerly Director,
FM Promotion,
Columbia Records.
Tireless and
imaginative, he

BOB HEIMALL
Director, Creative
Services. Formerly

is

without peer as
the finest FM
promotion man in
the country today.

Vice -President,
Finance. Formerly
Executive Vice President, Paramount Records.
Tremendous
breadth of
experience and
knowledge insure
a broad participation in all company

activities.

SAM

KARAMANOS

Manager, National
Promotion. Attention to detail with
boundless energy
and enthusiasm
makes her contri-

bution invaluable.

ERIC

MALAMUD

A &R Manager,
West Coast.

Formerly AIR
coordinator,
Capitol Records.
Good production
and administrative
background qualify
him

as a

broad -

based A &R executive
on the west coast.

DAVID
SPIWACK
Manager, Press
and Publicity.

Formerly Staff
writer, Atlantic

SHEILA MOLITZ
Production Man avr. Fast mover
with accuracy and
intelligence
account for her
rapid promotion
to this key position.

Records. Excellent

writing experience
and familiarity
with press media
are the vital
combination which
qualifies him for
this very visible
post.

www.americanradiohistory.com

STEVE BACKER
Exclusive Inde pendent Producer.
One of the most
important executives in the world
of progressive
music today. He
will spearhead the
establishment of a
progressive artist
roster second
to none.

ARISTA
MELANIE

A major international recording star,
Melanie has earned two gold record albums
in addition to selling in excess of five
million singles. Melanie's new album, "As
See It Now
is just being released,
featuring nine new original songs and her
unique interpretations of Bob Dylan's
"Don't Think Twice," and Jesse
Winchester's "Yankee Man."

AL WILSON
One of our most contemporary vocalists,
AI Wilson's success has been earned through
inspired performances and recordings. His
single, "Show and Tell," became one of last
years classic hits. selling in excess of two
million copies. His new single and album,
La La Peace Song," produced by Johnny
Bristol, are both currently well up on both
the pop and R&B charts

SUZIQUATRO

The world famous female dynamo began
her musical rampage in England, where her
gut level rock 'n roll made her an instant
superstar. With international million sellers
like "Can the Can ". "Devil Gate Drive ",
and "48 Crash" under her belt, a recent
sellout concert tour here, and her new
album "Quatre" climbing the charts, Suai's
future success is assured.

GIL SCOTT-HERON

Gil Scott -Heron, at twenty five, is one of the
most important talents to emerge in the
seventies. He has written songs of
extraordinary impact, like "Home Is Where
The Hatred Is" and "The Revolution Will
Not Be Televised" The success of his hit
single, "The Horde," has made his most
recent album, "Winter In America," a

national best -seller and heralds his wide ranging appeal. His power as a spokesman
has just led Playboy to comment "the
musical world can make room fora new
colossus."

GRYPHON

Tony Orlando and Dawn have sold over
20,000,000 copies of their smash hits. The
group will host a new network television
series to premier on Wednesday, December
4, 1974. Their new album, "Prime Time,"
was recorded during the last eight weeks
and features many potential best -selling
hits. Several brand new albums from Tony
Orlando and Dawn insure a golden 1975
for the group and Arista.

TERRY JACKS

Hailed by British critics as "the nation's
most promising group," Gryphon is
currently one major nationwide tour with
Yes, giving it tremendous exposure for a
group making its first visit to the U.S.
Ex -Yes member Rick Wakeman who also
plans m mm with Gryphon in Iß75, has
called them "the most amazing hand I've
ever heard." Their debut album "Red
Queen To Gryphon Three" has just been
released.

TONY ORLANDO AND DAWN

Canadian-born Terry Jacks has
accumulated an enviable record of success
in every phase of the music business. As
writer, producer, arranger, and performer
for the Poppy Family, he totalled more
than four million in sales. His own career
as a solo performer hm had even greater
impact, with "Seasons in the Sud",
becoming the best selling record around the
world during the past year.

ALSO WATCH FOR THESE ARTISTS

ANTHONY BRAXTON

A major creative farce in contemporary
progressive music, Anthony Braxton is
eing given his first major release in the
U.S. Winner of numerous international
honors including the '73 has Oscar in
France and the Critics' Gold Disc
Award in Japan, Braxton's work will
finally be made available to the public
in his home country.

THE 'RECKER BROTHERS
For years, two of the most respected
musicians in the country,
Michael and Randy Brecker have
formed the nucleus of an exciting new
band. Fresh from recording dates and
live performances with the very popular
Billy Cobham group, they fuse the most
dynamic elements from the entire
musical spectrum into a great new form.

www.americanradiohistory.com

RON DANTE
Ron Dante returns to records with a
vengeance. His forth-coming single
Midnight Show," demonstrates a
writing and performing skill that clearly
indicate he is an artist to be reckoned
with. Ron Dante's career is very much
ahead of him.

HEADHUNTERS

Headhunters is the group of tremendously talented musicians whose
performance on Herbie Hancock's
recordings have heled him become the
biggestneBmg "new' artist in the last
year. Brimming with original ideas and
new
II
be produced by He hie Hancock and
David Rubinson.

RECO RDS
MELISSA MANCHESTER

With two critically acclaimed albums.
Melissa Manchester has established herself
as one of the most highly regarded young
talents around today. Her rare combination
of excellence in bath so wri ng and
performing has w
raves
including Rolling Stone. which commented
she has the insight and drive to become a
major pop fig
" Her forthcoming album.
produced by Richard Perry and Vini
Ponca will be released in January and will
realize all the extraordinary hopes for her

BARRY MANILOW

THE 5111 DIMENSION

From their first single, "Up Up And
Away," which went gold, to their Grammy
Award winning "The Age Of Aquarius,"

1975 will bring stardom to Barry Manilow,
His polished stage act and sparkling albums
have displayed the writing, arranging and
producing talents that have led some critics
to call him "the next Burt Bacharach ".
Currently his new single, "Mandy", is
breaking out across the entire country,
propelling him to new heights of popularity.

with

eix gold singles and fourgoldcalbums.
The 5th Dimension's new album is "Soul
and Inspiration," and the single from it,
"Harlem," produced by John Flores of
"Rock The Boat" fame, looks like another
smash for these perennial hit makers.

,

LOU RAWIS
A cl

stylist, Lou Rawls has
«ained a high level of success and respect
that few performers in the music industry
enjoy. His new album "She's Gone," ships
next week and proves that he remains ever
brilliant and contemporary. A new single
"Now You're Coming Back, Michelle'
gives Lou his best top 40 that in years.
g

PETER NERO

THE FIRST CHOICE

Peter Nero's talents as a pianist, composer
and conductor have distinguished his
career as one of our most popular recording
artists. A combination of technical
virtuosity and musical awareness define the
instrumental style which has woo him
instant recognition and countless awards.

This Philadelphia -based vocal tria was
catapulted to national prominence by the
sm ash hit singles "Armed and Extremely
Dangerous."
year's" and "Smarty Pants."
e Named
last year's "Best new R&n female group"
by the trade press, the forma continues to
ex
ig
inspired
Te
their
hag new
caw dltum "The Plains
Player". Vince
the
has
their title his
qu: "one of the
ten, even five ben discotheque singles of
1974."

ERIC ANDERSEN

Eric Andersen's recognized talents as a
songwriter and performer have built a very
loyal popular following. The author of such
classic
as
Boots," Realty
Lome: "Blue
ll." River," and "Is It Really
Love
All." communicates through his
sen[tomy. Eric of lyrical andsmelodic
ajorsing
Andersen will be among the
major singer songwriters of 1975.

t

TO MAKE THEIR MARK:

nie NEW
111111111111/

GARLAND JEFFRIES

The talented songwriter attracted
significant attention with his stunning
debut album on Atlantic Records and
was named "Best New Artist" by Cash
Box. His subsequent single, "Wild In
The Streets,' became the best loved
single of FM stations all over the

country.

THE OUTLAWS
A standout rock and roll band, the

Outlaws' reputation has spread
throughout the entire south where their
live sets are creating that special kind of
excitement that preceded the Allman
Brothers Band and Lynyrd Skynyrd.
Walrus commented, "Keep Your eye
out for this group. The legion
of Outlaws' fans is growing."

TOM SULLIVAN
Tom Sullivan i
unique

an

individual

already be the subject. at twenty.
a forthcoming two -hour Movie of
the Week Special. His autobiographical
novel, "If You Could See What I Hear,"
to be published this spring, will be awe
inspiring to everyone. The songwriter
as to
,

of

performer

appearances n the Tonight
rand y aware public
eagerly awaits hisdebut album.

ów and

www.americanradiohistory.com
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STUDIO TRACK

Campus

Kay's Garage Steppenwolf Base Montgomery Coll., Labels
By BOB KIRSCH

Lots of musicians have been
building their own studios of late,
and Steppenwolfs John Kay is one
of the latest to put his home studio to
full use, having cut most of the
group's recent LP there.
The studio is located in Kay's

PRODUCERS /ENGINEERSI

First -rate Studio in the Berkshires with superb new mixing
facility, going "Co -op." Several fine Engineers and Pro-

ducers wanted as participating partners or Independents.
Shared overhead and administrative expenses. No "time"
pressures. Unhooked time
can be used on "spec" projects. New control room. Now
expanding recording & mixing facilities Overnight accommodations. Ree. Room.
3 hrs. from N.V. or Boston.
Nearby major airport. Write

Box 835,

Billboard
Mow rat, a.r. 10038

Brow.

1515

:K,k

garage and includes a 3M 8 -track
machine (on which the band's "Slow
Flux" LP was cut), an Ampex 4-

track AG440 with interchangeable
head stacks, a board designed and
build by Ed Bannon; stereo echo
chamber, limiters, game brains and
"the other mainstays," according to
Kay.
"I originally had the garage converted into a room," Kay says.
"Then 1 added a little tape recorder,
e desk, a few speakers and two guitars. I'd go in and write my songs
and try them out on the little machine. After that I started getting
more equipment, got the board and
built a booth. Eventually it mushroomed into something we thought
would be good for rehearsals and
kicking ideas around without letting
anyone know the group was contemplating getting back together."
From the rehearsals, the reformed
band began recording "to see what
we were up to," Kay continues. 'The
recotdidg -pprass started getting
beuer, we learned the room's acoustics, how the board performed and
so on. There was no pressure, we had

/
WEVE KEPT THE SECRET
LONG ENOUGH!
TODD RUNDGREN AND MOOGY KLINGMAN'S
PERSONAL 16 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO

'MI EMMMET sWMs
IS

NOW OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

LOCOMOTION

GRAND FUNK'S
HALL AND OATE'S

WAR BABIES
TODD
SHININ' ON
UTOPIA
SOLO ALBUM

TODD RUNDGREN'S
GRAND FUNK'S
TODD RUNDGREN'S
FEUX CAVAUERE'S

*ss sssIIT ssil.
WERE ALL RECENTLY RECORDED AT

$75 PER HOUR
16 TRACK NOISE REDUCTION
NO EXTRA CHARGE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL

212 -6759876 BETWEEN

1

p.m. AND6:30 p.m

the luxury of being able to make a
mistake and three weeks later deciding we wanted to do it over or
change something and we could take

breaks without worrying about
money or work without worrying
about booking time ahead."
Kay finds his type of studio (and
places like the Sound Factory where
much of the LP was mixed and some
transfcred to 16- track) much more
conducive to work then the "747
blacklight cockpit kind of studio
which is often kind of sterile as well.
We were always very much at home
at Richard Pedolor s studio when we
recorded there," he says, "and that's
where I got the inspiration for mine.
Plus, it' you've put something together yourself, you know every
square inch of the Studio."
Kay realizes that in the early days
of artists building home studios, "a
lot of people said, 'they have a lot of
money, they don't know the engineering and they think they can do it
all themselves.' " This was true to
some extent he says, "but I think it
really has changed now."
Kay feels one of the best things
about his studio is that "it doesn't
look like a studio. It's somewhere between the look of a to room and a
den, and it's a place where you don't
feel you have to escape from unless
you're working, Yet it's not filled
with pinball machines and saunas.
"This kind of studio can work well
for some, but I've never really liked
it. I think all artists are benefitting
from the fact that there are so many
ways of doing things now, but with
me it's having a private place and
overdub working which triggers another idea and so on down the line."

*

a

Short takes: Plenty of mastering
work going on at Kendun Recorders
in Los Angeles. Joe Wiesaert produced the latest Helen Reddy LP and
single as well as a Flo & Eddie single.
Also mastered were:AI Wilson prodead by Richard Deity; Formula IV
produced by AI Wilson; Wayne
Newton live set produced by Wes
Farrell and a triple disk set titled the
"Bitter End Years," also by Farrell;
Tower of Power produced by Allan
Chenowsky; Jefferson Starship produced by Larry Cox; and a greatest
hits by David Cassidy and another
from the Partridge Family,
At Devonshire Sound in Los Angeles, Johnny Bristol was in producing Johnny Mathis for Columbia, as
well as working with Chi Coltrane
and the Jackson Sisters, Buddy
Miles also did some work with Bristol at the production helm, and three
sides were cut by Paul Anke with
Anka producing and Ron Malo engineering. Billy Joel finished up his
album with Mike Stewart producing.
a

147 WEST 24 STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK. 10011

a

*

a

The Eagles will be the first band
to use the new 24 -track studio at
Miami's Criteria Studios, as well as
the new MCI machines. Bill
Szymcak is set to produce the album
after he finishes up with the new Joe
Walsh set.
At the Burbank Studios in Burbank, John Stewart is cutting an LP
for RCA with Nick Venet producing. Phil Proctor and Peter Bergman
of the Firesign Theatre are cutting
an LP on their own, "What This
Country Needs" Frank Sinatra is
bark recording and the Carpenters
are making their first visit to the studio with a 90 -piece orchestra. The
soundtrack for "Airport 75" was also
cut at the studios with Sonny Burke
producing.

*

*

*

At Sound Recorders in Omaha,
(Continued on page 44)
www.americanradiohistory.com

Arrange Hurricane Benefit
By

JIM FISHEL

NEW YORK -A cooperative effort between several record companies. a portable discotheque promoter, CARE, local merchants, and
the students and faculty of Montgomery Community College in
Rockville, Md., will materialize Saturday (23), when that school hosts a
major fund -raising effort to benefit
the victims of Hurricane Fill in Honduras.

A marathon 171/2 hour record hop
be the focal point of the event
and during this time, Jack Hackett of

will

Boston's Jack Flash Inc., will be on
hand to conduct a non -stop record
hop and auction merchandise that is
being supplied by many national
and local firms.

Benefit organizer Andy Bell,
Montgomery director of student activities, says the response to this
unique concert has been very gratifying.

campus Briefs.'
The American Institute of Polish
Culture in Miami will honor the Polish composer Frederic Chopin by

holding

a

competition for young pi-

anists at the University of Miami in
Coral Gables next Feb. 28, open to
pianists 16 to 30 of American birth.
Deadline for entries is Jan. 1. The
Polish airline, LOT, will fly the winners to Warsaw next October for the

international finals. Inquiries will

be

answered by Ivan Davis, School of
Music, on the university campus at
Coral Gables, Fla. 33124.

*

*

*

Vic Hall spins jazz disks over the
University of South Florida's
WUSF -FM in Tampa with Capitol's
"Salt Peanuts" by Supersex one of
his current top favorites.... John L.
Bantle at Baldwin -Wallace College's WBWC -FM, Berea, Ohio, is
leaning on Freddie Hubbard's
"High Energy" (Columbia) and Bill
Evans' "The Tokyo Concert" (Fantasy). ,.. In addition to its "Art Of
The Keyboard" series which
presented Christoph Eschenbach
Nov. 8 on campus, UCLA hosts the
Beaux Arts Trio Nov. 10 in Schoenberg Hall.
a

a

"We have received a great number of responses from many companies including RCA Records and
a number of local merchants," he
says. "Among these is a two-day stay
at the local Holiday Inn's presidential suite which usually books for
$1,400 per night."
A number of national recording
acts have been contacted about
making personal appearances at the
event, but most have expressed prior
commitments, according to Bell.
"The only recording act that has
really expressed a genuine interest in
helping us out is Ike and Tina
Turner," he states. "They will be out
oldie country on the day of the benefit, but they want to donate a concert for the cause at the school on
Dec. 13."
Bell says the Turners' manager is
in the process of contacting other

groups concerning a tie-in benefit
concerts.
Montgomery College is 15 miles
north of Washington, D.C., and the
school's officals are hoping for a
large turnout from the area. including an number of political and government notables.
Student enrollment is 10,000 and
the event will be held in the 1,000 seat Fine Arts Auditorium, according to Bell.
The idea of the benefit came together several months ago, when
Bell and Phylyp Wagner, president
of the school's program council,
were approached by CARE and
asked to organize a small benefit.
"Since we had already planned
forJack Flash to bring his disco for e
record hop, we asked him if we
could tie in the two things," Bell
says. "He was very much into the
idea and decided to donate his talents for the extra hours (until at least
2:00 p.m.) Sunday (24)."
Bell thinks the future of the event
looks very bright and hopes that
many more record companies will
become involved with the project.
"No one we have approached has
been averse to the idea and we expert the benefit to raise a lot of
money for the hurricane victims in
Honduras," he says.

a

Compositions by six Pennsylvania
and New Jersey music students from
among 35 entries wem performed at
the Philadelphia Musical Academy's lint annual composition
workshop and seminar Nov. 9. Conducting was Theodore Antoniou. On
Dec. 8, the PMA Jazz Ensemble under Evan Solot will perform in concert at the Shubert Theater in Philly.
...Young San Francisco pianist Karen Hutchinson appeared as soloist
with the Detroit Symphony Nov. 10
at Jackson, Mich., with Paul Freeman conducting.

MCA Tees College
Program At Loyola
CHICAGO -MCA Records

THANK YOU
Billy Preston
Scott McKenzie
Linda Ronstadt
Lowell George
Van McCoy
Melvin Van Peebles
Millie Jackson
Marvin Gaye
B.W. Stevenson
Peaches & Herb

and many others

teed

off

its 1974 -75 college radio campaign at the Loyola University Midwestern College Conference held
here Nov. -3.
1

Dennis Morgan, national album
promotion director, presented the
campaign and introduced music by
members of the Kiki Dee band and
the Muscle Shoals Horn Section.
who were touring with Elton John.
Other MCA promotion personnel
present were Greg Dodd, Brian Boy lan, Jean Burman and Shelter
promo manager Don Below.

washington, d.c.
(301) 589-0349

-r'á
7R`AOK
P@

.B,`:

@PB

TC -2154

Produced By SNUFF GARRETT

RÉCORDS
A SUBSIDIARY OF
20TH CENTURYTFO% FILM
CORPORATION
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Radio
INTERNATIONAL INTERVIEW

W Programming

Aussie Exec Pegs U.S. Radio Similarities
Madan,

think, between the United States and America. Our
two brands of radio are very alike.
One of the things that we worried about initially was ... it
seems silly now when you look back on it ... was we wondered
if we would, in fact, be talking the same radio terms as Americans. When an American got up to talk to us, was he going to
use the same kind of words we used? It took us a while to get
through fortnight and bloody, but when we got all of that out of

is the latest in a series of in -depth interviews with selected radio leaders. Here, Kevin O Donohoe, Mr.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This

Radio in Australia, talks ofparallels helmet, U.S radio and Australian radio. as well as the differences. O'Donohue, general manager of radio station 2SM in Sydney, a leading Top 40 station in
Australia, is extremely knowledgeable also on American radio.
For the second year in a row, he is involved in the International
Radio Programming Forum in the U.S. and he conducts for Australia-the next will be called Radio 76 -the annual radio record -music publishing meeting. It will take place in July 1975
in Sydney. Claude Hal{ radio -TV editor interviewed O Donahue
in his Sydney office.

HALL: When did you

the way, yes. we talk the same language.
1 think one of the things that has really helped us be successful here, and the same thing applies to your meeting in America, is the total involvement of the record people and the record
companies. They really pitch in on the sessions and present
their viewpoints. We have a thing down here called the record
quota ... and yes, I did get my piece of paper from the Australian Control Board that said as of the 28th of July I would
start playing 15 percent Australian product. We already had a
commitment to play 5 percent Australian compositions. I suppose the 15 percent was a pleasant surprise. because they had
told in it was going to be 20 percent.
H: Can you manage to program effectively wtih 15 percent
requirements or not?
O: We had been trying very damned hard, since the quota
was first established. The difficulty, I think, and which the control board and the department of media in Australia is overlooking, s that if you play 15 percent, it doesn't mean that more
Australian artists are going to get exposed on radio ... it just
means that the good ones are going to get exposed more often.)
can't see the point of the whole quota I think something like
this happened in Canada. But I think this type of limitation
would be a hell of a lot more difficult for a radio station with a

come up with the idea of doing an

Australian convention?
O'DONOHUE: At the International Radio Programming
Foram about four years ago we sat around and figured that this
type of meeting was a hell of an idea and there was no good
reason why we shouldn't do the same thing in Australia. Of
course, it has to be on a smaller scale, because we've only got
118 commercial stations in Australia. We. unlike you, found it
quite impossible to open the thing right up and let our competition come in. Because, being sponsored by a group of radio stations, we felt people would be reluctant to talk ... if they saw
the opposition right across the aisle. So, we restricted enrollment in the cities to just our friends.
H: Have you thought about getting the radio stations of the
Australian Broadcasting Commission involved?
O: We've been looking closely at the possibility of doing
what you do-just open the whole thing up to everybody. One
of the difficulties is that some people feel they don't want to be
involved. I don't know what their reasons are. But if you get a
guy who's a friend of ours and works with us, because he be0 longs to a network, the network turns around and says that he
C can't come. But we'd like to open the doors completely. We've
O done three meetings now. We've had Bruce Johnson of RKO
General Radio, Howard Kesler, Jack Thayer, Charlie Tuna

beautiful music format.
But we feature a Top 40 format and turn the music over
pretty often ...and if we only were struggling along with about
10.2 percent Australian product until this new quota ... and we
were trying ... then you can see the problem that other formats
are going to have. We don't even have a record company here
in Australia willing to put out the money up front to produce
beautiful music albums ... certainly not enough fora format
on radio.
This isn't a big country ... there are only 13 million people

and George Burns.
m
I think that the Americans have made a very significant con Á tribution to this Australian meeting, because there's a cross -polm
ml

Ñ
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HELPFUL HIM FROM THE ELECTRIC
WEENIE, GREATEST DJ LONE SHEET
IN THE GALAXY. (EARTH DIVISION)

yourcareera favorthisChristmes.
a subscription to the
Wenie ... let US offer some pedigrees:
Oa

Bubbling UnderThe

HOT 100
LOI -WORDS (lee Impossible), Margie Joseph,

Bob Vernon WNBC ...'The Weenie
has sure made putting a show together, a lot easier... Your Weenie
In my mailbox is a beautiful sigh)
Charlie Van Dyke KHJ ... -Tom, you
have the best servke of its hind I've

Atlantic 453220
102 -ROCK 'N' ROLL, Terry lacks, Bell 15606
103 -CHARADE, Bee Gees, REO 501 (Atlantic)

....CI

I

(305) 361.3238. Bliss You.

104 -MINE

FOR

ME, Rod Stewart,

Mercury

73636 ( Phonogram)
105 -THE

CREDIT CARD

SONG,

Dkk Feller,

United Artists 535
106 -LIL' RED RIOIH' HOOD, Undisputed Truth,
Gordy 7140 (Motown)
107 -1 BELONG TO YOU, Lave Unlimited, 2011
Century 2141
108 -VIE GOT LOVE, Buddy Miles, Columbia 310030
109 -CADY LAY, Wayne Newton, Chelsea 3003
110- PENCIL THIN MUSTACHE, Jimmy Buffett,
ABC /Dunhill 15011

QEW1ND
'74
BIGGEST SHOW FOR
NEW YEARS '75

Bubbling UnderThe

Top LP's
201 -TOM WAITS, The Heart Of Saturday Night,
Asylum 7E 1015
202 -GOOSE GREEN SYMPHONY, Do Your Thilg
Rut

For the third year! All
the hits, news, and fun
of 1974. "Sweet" Dick
Whittington, Paul Oscar
Anderson, and J. Paul
Huddleston make it all
happen. For your free
demo, write Jeff Alan
21243 Ventura Blvd # 243
Woodland Hills, Ca 91364

.1.13

-34Ative

isn't

Mine,

Touch

Columbia

RC

32918
203 -CAMEL, Mirage, Janus JXS 7009 (Chess/

)anus)

204- CASIIMAN

d WEST,

life

Song, ABC/Dun-

hill 210 50179
205 -THEM FEATURING VAN MORRISON, Beek
traelin', London SP 642
206 -SHAWN PHILIPS, futhermere, ABM SP

3662

207- FAMILY

OF MANN,

first Light, Atlantic

SD

1658

208 -ANDY RIM'S GREATEST HITS, Site STS

37008 (ABC)
209 -PEGGY LEE, Let's Love, Atlantic SD 18103
210 -RICHARD PRYOR, Cray Miter Hours), fall
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here ... obviously there aren't going to be all that many sales of
such an album of beautiful music. I think someone said at the
recent convention here that there were probably only about 20
beautiful music albums in the whole country.
H: How many people are there within your signal coverage
area here in Sydney?
O: Near enough to 3 million. What you need to know about
Australia,.though, is that while we have a total of 13 million,
there are two cities -on the coasts- Sydney and Melbourne and
those two cities have 6 million of the total 13 million people. So,
you can get out in some markets in Australia where the popu-

lation gets pretty damned thin.
H: Would you say that your convention -Radio '75 -was
successful this year?
Q: It was the best one we've ever had. I think you learn a
little more each year about how to operate a meeting like this
...and you discover new people each year who can be speakers
... you know, Ron Hurst, general manager of M7 Records, got
up and just blew my mind with some of the things he had to say
...and Rhett Walker, 6PR in Perth, knocked us out... Rhett is
ono! the two great talents in Australian radio, l believe ...and
this is the kind of thing where the convention does make a contribution to education.
Rhea you know, is running a beautiful music station now,
but he's one of the best Top 40 programmers in this country.
The other is Rod Muir. Those two guys can light a fire in a convention. Perhaps I should tell you that there once were two big
stations in Melbourne. One was called 3XY. Rod Muir was progrnmming that one. And the other one was called 3AK; Rhett
Walker was program director. It was a little like Buzz Bennett in
San Diego. They locked horns -Muir and Walker. I'm happy to
say, since we own 3XY, that 3AK is now a beautiful music station. And I'm also happy to say that we're No. l in that market
with a contemporary music format ... but it was a hell of a
battle.
H: I noticed that at your meeting, you had record company
executives- especially people at a high level.
O: Probably because we are a small country. The convention was, in fact, put together by two of the record company
guys. along with us. One was the managing director of Festival
(Continued ort page 36)

Television Soap Operas Motivate
Continued from page

Buy your show

all the gag taro.
AKV KGMB
ices have ever seen, the gags are
among the best. but the philosophy
(we out out a Crow -to sheet also) is
the most practical well worth lbtenMg to, that I've ever read."
Write to santas Weenie for freebies
today.. Sane 1. 653 Glenridge Rd,
Kay Beayne, Eta. 33149... or sail

I

novellas produced at TV Globo here
and broadcast over the Globo television network.
To date since the system of selling
product was established and the music first hit the air, there have been a
reported 2,254,000 albums of international music sold and 750,000 albums featuring Brazilian artists sold.
ln addition, Som Livres recently
began selling singles and EPs
through the novellas and claims selling 715,000 singles and 345,000 EPs.
Cassettes are big in Brazil and since
the system was established, there
have been an additional 343,000
cassettes reported sold.

The soap operas run daily over a
period of about his months. They are
extremely popular in Brazil, as they
are in other Latin countries. But Brazil takes advantage of this audience
impact for record sales.

During the first three months of
each novella, Brazilian music is exposed and variety packages of the
product exposed is offered for sale
via advertisements on TV. The LPs
are sold via dealers. The cost of the
LP to the dealer is $3.81 and the
dealer raises the LPs about 40 per cent for his profit margin.

Currently, TV Globo

featuring
three novellas. "Gold Rush" is aired
at 7 p.m.: "Fire On the Earth" at 8
p.m.; and "Turmoil" at IO p.m.
"Turmoil" or "Reba" as it's called in
Brazil, is the only show in color. All
shows are produced by Globo Central Productions and featured on the
Eve TV stations in the Globo chain
as well as 12 more Brazilian TV stations that use Globo programming.
TV Globo has TV stations in Sao
Paolo, Rio, Bello Horizon, Recife,
and Brasilia.
Usually, the records are used as
themes for each individual major
is

www.americanradiohistory.com

character that appears on screen and
featured each time they appear in
the story line.
The records don't necessarily fit
the story line.
But the success of the music so far
in building a hit is phenomenal.
The first hit was "Rock 'n' Roll
Lullaby" by B.B. Thomas in 1971
when it was placed onto the sound-

track of a novella called 'Carona."
Joao Araujo made the deal for the
subsequent record with Top Tape
Records, the local licensee of Seeptor Records. The tune was part of a
package LP on the Som Livre label.
That first year the income was only
about 51,500 in U.S. dollars.
"Later, when we were quite suc -

(Continued on page 38)

Fairmont Hotel Site
For '75 Radio Forum
LOS ANGELES -The eighth International Radio Programming
Forum will be held at the Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco, Aug. 13 -16.
1975, announces George Wilson, chairman of the industry advisory
committee. The site of the convention was determined by a mail survey
conducted by Billboard.
Wilson has currently been organizing his committee and an advisory committee meeting will be held in the near future to determine initial format for the four -day radio educational meeting. Tentative plans
call for the opening day to consist strictly of social activities with a rooftop party slated that evening.
Each day, the meeting will begin with a keynote speaker to set the
tone of the agenda for the day's workshop sessions. Each evening, there
will be entertainment by some of the nation's leading recording artistsselected by a survey of radio station program directors coast -to -coast
and around the world.
Already lined up to serve on the advisory committee for the 1975
meeting are: Luiz Brnnini, director -superintendent, Sistema Globo de
Radio, Brazil; Kevin O'Donohue, general manager, Radio Station
2SM, Sydney, Australia: Paul Drew. national program director, RKO
General; Don Nelson, general manager, WIRE -AM, Indianapolis, and
David Moorhead, general manager, KMET -FM, Los Angeles. Also
Tony Richland, independent promotion executive, Los Angeles; Stan
Kaplan, general manager, WAYS -AM, Charlotte. N.C.: Ernie Farrell.
independent record promotion executive, Los Angeles; Pat O'Day, general manager, KJR -AM, Seattle; and Rod McGrew. station manager,
KJLH -FM, Los Angeles.
Other advisors will be announced shortly.
Last year's meeting in New York drew more than 650 of the leading
radio personnel in the world, including executives from Australia, Japan, Brazil, Canada, the United States, Britain and other countries.
Like last year, all aspects of radio and radio programming will be
discussed.

If
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On Sunday, November 24th, the King Biscuit Flower Hour
presents a 90 minute quadraphonic special program starring
The Rolling Stones,* hosted by Bill Minkin, ive on tape in concert
and in the recording studio. Be sure to listen to this extraordinary
special. Check the listing below for time and station in your area.
For further information contact Bob Meyrowitz or Alan Steinberg at
DIR Broadcasting, 527 Madison Ave., N.Y. 10022. Or call 212 -371 -6850.
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Aussie Exec Pegs U.S. Radio Similarities
Continued front page 32
Records and the other was Jack Argent ... well, Jack is the guru of the
Australian record industry. But, be.
cause we are only a city of 3 million,
we get to see these guys quite frequently ... once a month, once a

fortnight.
H: The head of Festival?
O: Allen Hely. He has the unique
distinction that everyone always
spells his name wrong. It's Hely.
And Jack Argent is, in fact, a music
publisher. When we sat out earlier in
the year and said, well, here we go
again, we called those guys and said,
hey, would you mind sitting on a
panel with a bunch of us fellows and
help us put this thing together? That
kind of instant cooperation is there
at top management level. One of the
things that we have in this country is
that you don't get to the situation
where a music director at a radio station dictates that he'll see record
people on- a Wednesday between 2
p.m. and 2:05 p.m. The record guys
either just walk in or call up and say

they'd like to come by. They're welcome any time.
H: That's good. In the states, it
got rather messy at times. And, for
no real reason.
O: Well, we don't have nearly the
output of records that radio stations
are faced with in the stales.
H: I gather that you did give the
record industry and the publishing
industry a good say in your convention. And they welcomed the oppor-

tunity.
think that some of the most
significant comments made at the
convention were made by the record
and publishing people.
H: You've been to the states
many times. What's your impression
O:

I

of U.S. radio?
O: I think it's astonishingly professional. I see a great similarity between Australian radio and American radio. I think that, perhaps, if
difference, it's in that
word: professionalism. But I think
we also both have a problem. The
good stations are very good. And
there

is

a

1

believe you have some bad stations,

Doug Thompson and Bill McDonald,
the creative team on ...
"

CHUM'S STORY OF THE BEATLES

*A Gift of

Peace and Love
One of the Winners of the 1974 Billboard
Award for Best Documentary created
outside the U.S.

too. Perhaps it's a market problem.
We also have some real stinkers
here.
H: Weren't you one of the pioneers in rock radio in Australia?

think we were the first station in Australia that went with a 24hour, seven- day -a -week Top 40 format. Radio 213E, which has always
O: I

been at or near the top in Sydney -in
fact, that's their slogan and I wish I'd

thought of it first -actually pioneered Top 40 radio in this country.
We went through a time in this
country ... back about 1960 ..
when we stole every damned good
idea you guys in the states came up
with. There was a constant shipping
of Australians to America all of the
time and we used to fly over to the
United States and listen ... 14 markets in three weeks was reasonable.
In passing, I'd like to say that the
hospitality and the open -handedness that the Americans have
given to the Australians since 1960
.. when is the first time I can recall
that Bill Stephenson, now retired as
general manager of 2SM, going
there, has been great ... guys like
Harvey Glascock and all sorts of
people ... they just opened their
doors and told us everything. I think
they would have even shown us their
bonom line, if we'd asked.
Now, over that ensuing 14 years
we've grown up. We can still steal
your ideas, but we have our own
philosophies about radio now, too.
One of the interesting things is that
both of the two programmers we
were talking about earlier -Rhea
Walker and Rod Muir -have
worked on American radio. And
what contribution that made to their
programming knowledge, can define, but it must have been ... well,
Rod Muir went over there as James
Bond, of all things, if you can remember back that far. I think he was
known on the air as Double O Seven
at one station and something like the
Kangeeoo Kid on another station
in those days when there was a craze
for British deejays.
H: During the British Invasion of

that would be a straight tuneout factor. And for some reason the American accent is usually non -acceptable
on the air to Australian ears.
H: I know many Americans
who'd love to work here, but probably couldn't get around that accent

barrier.
O: No one ever has. People here
just can't appreciate that American
accent. One of the things that we'd
like to do in Australia is to get more
American record companies to have
a closer look at our product. I know
the reason why they don't do it. They
say how the hell can you put a guy
on record when he lives 7,000 miles
away ... he has to move to the states
and many artists are just not prepared to do it. And I've seen so many
good Australian acts go over there
and be produced by top people and
just die... fall apart ...I don't know
why. There's so much good talent
here. We have a tremendously talented group called the Executives.
They were last seen disappearing in
Los Angeles. Digby Richards is now
recording in Los Angeles on RCA
and he's an enormous talent.

...

now give you

A very special three hour radio special
that puts love back where it started.

LOVE! is words
LOVE! is contemporary music
LOVE! is perfect holiday season
programming
LOVE! is for sale

1

.. until it has been in release in the
U.S. for seven weeks. So, an American comes down here and thinks:
Gee, those guys are really behind the
times. That was a hit weeks ago.

That's just

For demo contact:
Hugh Batchelor
or
George Carter
That Commercial Place
20 Spadina Road
Toronto, Ontario
M5R 2S7
Canada
1416) 961 -1320
(Call collect)

programming problem
we're stuck with ... but, of course, it
doesn't make any difference here in
the market because everyone has to
a

adhere to the agreement.
H: You've indicated to me that
you think .radio 2SM would be able
to compete with radio stations in the

Oat

United States.

/

Iommaroia
FINCH!

O: I said that 2SM could compete
with any major market radio station
in the states. If we had a couple of
things going for us. One: If we didn't
have Aussie accents. Because I think

..

When Answering Ads
.
Say You Saw It in Billboard

www.americanradiohistory.com

Note:

Next week,
O'Donohue debates how ISM would
stand up competing against KH! -AM
in Los Angeles.
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product.
O: Right. Rhett, on the other
hand, and I'm sure he wouldn't
mind me saying it is a Woolwonwoolon ... Yank. And it's not a disparaging term ... we tend to call a person that if they are of American
origin and some here and sound like
an American on the air ... I think
you'd find the biggest difference between American and Australian radio is, well, I love watching the face
of an American when they come
here and try to understand our accent. It is different. And then we
have another peculiar thing here ...
we have an agreement with the
record companies whereby we can't
play an American record ... think

Editor's

28% DISCOUNT

1

* 34 international creative awards

H: You believe then that Australian talent is acceptable anywhere
in the world?
O: The good Australian talent.
But there seems to be a problem.
Rod Muir and I took one of Digby
Richard's records -in which we happen to have a great belief in -to the
statas and to London two years ago
and I thought we'd have no problem
because I knew one of the West
Coast VIPS and he'd spent some
while in Australia. After I got past
him and got to meet the assistant to
the assistant to the assistant to the assistant to the publishing manager of
RCA, I'd really just wasted a whole
afternoon, because nobody was interested in the product. Bill Walsh
sincerely tried to help us, but product wasn't his bag. He hustled us
around that building all afternoon.
But we couldn't get anyone to sit and
listen to the damned record. We had
to bring it back home.

Charts -Top Rock &
Roll and Rhythm &
Blues Music of the
last 24 years!
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HARDBOUND

Normally selling for S25, this virtual encyclopedia of popular music is being
offered during November tor only SI 7.85
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and serial number, the year(s) each record made the top 10 and If It
made *1 are all Included!)
BLUEBERRY HILL PUBLISHING CO.
Dpartrnart C, P.O. Bos 24170, SL Lays, Mo. 63130
Reese qlq
copy(166) of TopllYATdea a Iles. sai and Rhythm
Mur. 1650 -12n by soaepl ECwerS. n the plc* el st7.95 po. book ($ls.ss foe
orals). All peen include enma e old seven.

check

oMy

for

1e

encased.

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Cheek or money enter for NII amount mua accompany tinter.

ZIP

-J
A

The first American release from this group indicates that they have all the
ingredients to stir up the charts. They're =1 on Billboard's FM ACTION
charts, and Record World has them as an Album Pick Of The Week.
Camel -An English foursome that draws together the musical
abilities and creative talents of Peter Bardens (keyboards), Andy
Latimer (guitar), Doug Ferguson (bass), and Andy Ward (drums).
They are incredibly cohesive and electrically
ingenious, as they deliver high energy sounds with
soothing and aesthetically pleasing dexterity.
Camel is currently being spotlighted on
their extensive U.S. tour. Take a ride with
them and you'll see everyone is looking for a
"Mirage ", their latest album.

Camel

'Mirage'
PCS

Chess /Janus Records, 1633

Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019.
A Division of ssr Corporation.
Also available on E 1 Music
Tapes.

I..US
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(PulVshd Even

Television Soap Operas Motivate
Continued from page 32
cessful, we had several hits with Motown product -the Jackson Five,
Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, Michael Jackson," Araujo says.

Normally,

an album

of inter-

national music, meaning product
from the U.S. and Britain, will sell
about 150,000 units: Brazilian product will sell about 50.000 units.
Jose Neves adds that: "At first we
had a problem with some labels,
such as those within the Kinny
Group ... because they didn't understand the scene down here ...
they couldn't understand how we
could dare put Carole King on an album with James Taylor and other
artists.

"But they've begun to come
around."
What happens is that while the local label retains the rights to the
single, the LP rights temporarily belong to Som Livie. "Later, they get
back the LP rights, too," Neves says.
"Many U.S. artists wouldn't sell

well in this market at all except
through the novellas."
There are an estimated 27 million
viewers on the average for each
chapter of each novella each day.
The two early shows are six days a
week; the 10 p.m. show is only Monday through Friday. Usually, the
later show is based on a real person.
Araujo of Som Livre says that he
issues 12 albums each year from the
novellas. An LP released from the
music aired on "Carinhoso" sold
550,000 albums. Usually, the cassette sales will be another 25 percent
of what the LP sales were. Araujo
started the Sam Livre label in 1971;
previous to that, he'd worked 10
years with Philips Records and another five years with EMI. He
started in the record business at the
age

of

14.

Neves points out that the Stylistics
just had a tremendous hit single in
Rio -"You Can Make It Happen
Again," which was featured on the

just concluded "Despigan."
It was Neves who directed the Rio
song festival and he also put the first

international music station on the
air -Radio Excelsior in Sao Paulo.
"The format was simple. No deejays
.. just a record, then a spot and
then a record. We played only international product. When the record
was released in Brazil, we took it off
theair." "MacArthur Park" by Richard Harris was one of the first international hits created thusly.
At that time, Neves was programming both the TV and the Globo radio stations in Sao Paulo. TV Globo
in Rio has other music programs,
but it is the novellas that are currently doing the most for records.
Som Livre has a 14- person staff.
They compile the masters and RCA
Records in Rio presses the LPs. So
vast is the sales that RCA has e special department just to handle Som
Livre business.
Som Livre, of course, also releases
other Brazilian product. The New
Bainos, a local group, sells as much
as 150,000 albums. The firm also
packages variety LPs of oldies for radio stations Radio Mundial in Rio
and Radio Excelsior in Sao Paulo.

Billboard
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Artist, label

I

Number (Distributing Label)

THRUST
Herde Hancock, Columbia PC 32965
BODY HEAT

Quincy Tones, ABM SP 3617
3

3

14

ONE
Bob lames, CTI 6043 (Motown)

4

4

22

MYSTERIOUS TRAVEDER
Weather Report. Columbia KC 32494

5

5

11

HIGH ENERGY

Freddie Hubbard, Columbia

10

6

5

number on Jim Duncan, program director of KSON -AM
in San Diego and so
this week he's no
longer program diSo, I did a

o
DC

rector,
a, honestly, the
two events had
nothing to do with
each other.... Ray
Potter has taken a

Om

á
of

job with World

ASHTON

Broadcasting,

2

which has a Mexican station in the
w El Paso area.... Keith Ashton, wellknown New Zealand and Australian
w air personality and owner of Highline Broadcast Ltd., Australia. has
Z opened an office in London and will
be there for the next 18 months looking to make inroads into the new
British commercial radio industry.
He was previously with 4IP Radio in
Brisbane.

*

*

*

Larry Wtkrose has left WGAYAM-FM in Silver Spring, Md.
(Washington area) to join the Voice
of America in Washington. So, the
staff on the beautiful music station
now includes Mike Way, Jack
Lynch, Les Carpenter, and overnight
man Lew Merkelsoa, with Jerry
Sears on weekends. The station continues to do well on the financial
front and has moved to the entire
top floor of the World Building.
Lynch, incidentally.justdid 20 years
with the Air Force, including many
years with American Forces Radio.
.. B. C. McErille is the new program director of WTBK -AM, 24hour modern country music station
in Durham, N.C. He does the 6 -10
a.m. show, followed by Grover CB.
ton 10 a.m.-1 p.m., Nick Walsh -6
p.m Jolamry Aerobe 6- midnight,
and May Evans in the all -night slot.
Charles A. Poole is general manager
of the station, which uses the American Information Network. Thanks
for the note, B.C., and believe you.
1

1

*

*

Griffith
& is now managing
KWEH -FM, 113 Madison Ave.,
Sam

Camden, Ark. 71701, and needs easy
listening singles and jazz albums for
an evening jazz show. Lord, there
ain't many people playing jazz these
days; would you please help old
Sam out? ... Just got my KHJ -AM
belt buckle from Haney Modish*
vice president of program promotion for the RKO Radio chain, Los
Angeles. Why doesn't everyone call

By CLAUDE HALL
him up and ask for a copy? 313 -4622133. Watch Mednick scream when
all of the phone calls start pouring

in!

*

*

*

You want a good deal? Billboard's
Record Source International service
has the top 10 hits of the year in Top
40, country music, easy listening,
and soul formats. These are collections of all of the singles that
reached No. IO or above on Billboard's singles charts from the beginning of the year through the second week of November- between 65
and 85 singles in each package, depending on which one you order. If
you're planning on a countdown
show this New Year's Eve, this is the
package you can't do without. Prices
vary, but all are under $50 each. Call
Nancy Erlick, RSI, 212 -764 -7360.
You could write her. RSI. One Astor
Plaza, New York, NY 10036, but
suggest that you call in order to get
the package in time for Christmas.

*
Art Kelly

*

*

has just left

KULF -AM

in Houston and is looking for MOR,
Top 40. or oldies position on the air,
713. 661.5841 or leave a message
with 713 -621 -0234.... Bob Jones is
now doing a noon -6 p.m. show on
WRFM -FM, New York.... Jerry
Allen reports in from KLSS -FM in
Mason City, Iowa, and wants me to
send a copy of Vox Jos, if I mention
him, to his mother. Allen does the
morning show at the station. Otto
Mahon takes over from 10 a.m. until
3 p.m., then music director Doug
Corbett from 8 p.m. to I a.m. Station
is seeking aircheclks from air personality who might like a job. Operations manager and program director is Bob Miller. Station also needs
an engineer for both the FM and sister station KSMN -AM, who could
also do an air show. Format of the
FM is "sort of a progressive Top 40."
says

Allen.

*

*

*

Jack Khkwnad has been named
program director for KTIM -AM,
San Rafael, Calif. He continues
doing his afternoon program, which
includes trivia games. Jack also does
a weekend television show on Channel 6 in San Francisco, now six
months old (the show, not Jack)....
BM Snider at KKYN -AM, a new
modern country music station in
Plainview, Tex., notes the air per soaalitiee arc Jerry Brandon 6-10

a.m., George Owens

Stanley Tarrentine, Fantasy E-9465
6

7

ISR1N

7

Eddie Harris, Atlantic SD 1659
1

12

7

9

6

22

WINTER IN AMERICA
Gil -Scott Heron 8 &ion Jackson, Strata-East 19742

U

7

22

11B HACKB9R05
Fantasy F-9444

11

II

50

NUD HUNTERS

KNOWN YOU BEFORE
Return To Former featuring Chick Corea. Polyflor PD 6509
WHERE NAVE

*

*

Pete Fuentes, formerly with
AFRN in Alaska, reports in from
Odessa. Tex., where he's attending
college studying radio-TV; wants to
know if anyone taped any of the sessions at the last International Radio
Programming Forum. If so. send me
dupes of the cassettes, okay? Because, I know some other people
who'd like copies, too. Fuentes mentions that there's a great group of radio people in Alaska at AFRN.
Julius LaRosa, who does the 14
p.m. show on WNEW -AM in New
York. is headlining a Nov. 18 concert at Carnegie Hall in New York.
Other WNEW -AM personalities
such as Gene Kievan, William B.
Williams, and Ted Brown will introduce LaRosa on stage. Just learned
who's promoting the concert -old
buddy Std Bernstein.

*

r

Eile Small, broadcast audio con-

sultant has moved to San Francisco
from New York
and his new phone
number is 415 -421-

3894. Some program directors tell
me that Small does
magic with a statioñ s signal. He has
lately been also inSMALL
volved as technical
consultant or something similar to
Nippon /Columbia in the National

Quadraphonic Radio Committee
quad radio tests in San Francisco.
... Got a note from Larry Llntbacb,
I- signoff personality at W DZ -AM, a
daytime station in Decatur, Ill., (how
station in Decatur come by
the three -digit calls ?). Anyway, it's a
Top 40 station and Limbach plugs
the devil out of the new Fancy album. ... Bill Minded, 702 -3232439, is looking for an air job; eight
years of experience.... Want to hear
of a good stunt that radio stations
might take advantage of? When
John S. Tyler, former president of
does

12

9

29

I

13

23

3

31

17

30

SOBINERN COMFORT
Crusaders. ABC /Blue Thumb BTSY- 9002.2

IMO
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OF MAKE BEUEYE

Chuck Mangione. Mercury

STEM

-5684 (Phonogram)

15

15

7

ALL IN LOVE IS FAIR
Nancy Wilson, Capitol ST 11317

16

20

5

ECHOES Of A FRIEND
McCoy Tyner, Milestone 9055 (Fantasy)

11=0

17

11

21

GAD BENSON

George Benson. CII 6045 SI (Motown)

ILLUMINATIONS
Oevadip Carlos Santana 8 Turlya Alice Coltrane, Columba

5

19

14

31

BUCK AND BLUES
Bobbi Humphreys, Blue Note 89 LA 142 -F (United Artists)

20

13

I6

LEAVING THIS PLANET
Charles Earland, Prestige PR 66002 (Fantasy)

31

21

52

SPECTRUM
Billy Cobham, Atlantic SD 7268

22

22

33

STREET LADY

Donald Byrd, Blue Note
23

2S

3

571.1.11

Lou Donaldson, Blue Nate

24

24

PC

32900

140.F (United Artists)

SWEET 1.0U

16

BN'LA2596 (United Mists)

REGGAE

Herbie Mann, Atlantic SD 1655

25

11

K

26

COIMELEOM
Maynard Ferguson, Columbia

9

79

NC

33007

SWEETNIGHTER

Weather Report, Columbia KC 32210
16

27

WRMOSO

5

15e Pass, Pablo

2310.708

2$

38

5

CHAPTER 3: YID EMIWNO ZAPATA
Cato Barbieri. ABC /Impulse ÁS0.9279

29

35

5

UPON

CTl604211 (Motown)

oe Farrell,1,

31

SAM

LAYUCA
McCoy Tyner, Milestone M 9056 (Fantasy)

NMEM
27

31

25

CRYSTAL SILENCE

Gary Burton /Chick Corea. ECM 112457

32

31

(

Polydorf

HACK BYRD

87

Donald Byrd. Blue Note 5M-IA047-F (United Artists)

33

33

UDR

VI

AS A FEATHER

Chick Corea. Pobdor

34

34

11

PO

5525

PERFORMANCE

Esther Philips, Kudu /Cfl 18 (Motown)
CHANGE UP BIE GROOVE

31

36

IIIII.

37

Roy Ayers.

Het

Poly&

PD 6032

FOOT

Norman Connors, Buddah

BM

5611

TFASM'
Cornell Dupree, Atlantic SD 7311

a

(Continued ort page 79)

32731

KC

CROSSWINDS
Billy Cobham, Atlantic SO 7300

Ill a.m.-2 p.m.

program director Rick Gibson 2 -6
p.m., and Terry Austin 6- signoff.
Kipp Burnet pitches in on weekends.
Bruder is news director. The station
needs records desperately and Bruder promises to not only air the
records, but feedback information.
Missing are records from Dot, MCA,
and UA.

33048

KC

MECES OF DREAMS

Hertie Hancock, Columbia

Vox Jox

Two Weeks)

3
31

N

IN

Ma,
31

apq
scud

3

noce

Ill

Wbec

BOUT 10M WORRY 'BOUT A THING
Hain Crawford, Kudu /CTI 19 (Motown)

toss Coltrane. Impulse 035 9277 (ABC)
SILO CONCERTS
Keith
ECM 3. 1035/37

hint

alunno pees iulbn Inc.
ryoae,n
..

pantocorylna. rsnnSth

ST

(Pdydor)

pst at this W MkNbn muy boa rrnradusnd,
dormwby any mew's. oberrante. mednnlnt.
atomise,
nnrlm, sinnst nw prior wrier, pwmaum pt mr 5,Wurbr.
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No
Many

,làolngSton¢

stronger in
than everì'
Jann Wenner: "Has Rolling Stone

changed? Yes. When you go from a few
thousand readers to more than two million
in just a few years, of course there are
going to be changes, plenty of them. Does
Rolling Stone cover less music than it
used to? No way. In fact, the opposite is
true. Today, Rolling Stone reviews more records and reports more music
stories than ever. And to a larger audience than ever. By adding extra editorial pages to include movies, politics, travel, books, national affairs, life
style in addition to in -depth coverage of music Rolling Stone has
reached out to thousands and thousands of new readers. We have widened
the market. Your market. And you can't reach the broadest market for
contemporary music in history with a fan magazine. Today, there are more
customers for LP's and tapes than ever before, and more of them are reading Rolling Stone than ever before."

-

-

The Rolling Stone reader (and there are more than 2 million of them)
buys 61 LPs a year, and 27 tapes*
And they spend 1 hour and 26 minutes with each issue!*
82% own tape 69% reported that someone' 84% own musical 95% own record
asked their advice in
instruments*
equipment*
playback equipment
purchasing hi -fi equipment
in the past 6 months.*
*A scientific, impartial, accredited research study,
conducted by Seasonwein Associates, Inc., has just
come off the computer. It is based on 5,700 interviews
with Rolling Stone readers. Who they are, what they
buy, and how they read the magazine. What do most
of our readers like best? THE MUSIC.
Want more details? Write us or give Ann Pilkington or Joe Armstrong
a call (212) 486 -9560.78 East 56 Street., New York, NY 10022.
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Karajan U.S. Tour Spurs
Angel Large -Scale Push
NEW YORK -Conductor Herben von Karajan's U.S. tour is receiving a large -scale record tie -in by
Angel Records.
Having recorded with EMI /Angel since the early 50's, the label is
utilizing the occasion of Karajan's
visit as a prime opportunity to simultaneously release new product and
promote Karajan's currently available catalog of 45 recordings. Three
new performances were issued in
October and one this month, in tribute to the conductor. The three are
the three -disk complete recording of
Verdi's "Otello": Bank's Concerto
for Orchestra; and Beethoven's
"Emperor" Piano Concerto, with

Alexis W eistenberg. This month's program of Four Trumpet Concertos
teams the maestro and soloist Maurice Andre for the first time on
record.

National advertising along with
local display and account oriented
advertising figure prominently in
the label's promo support plans.
Column ads, carrying the headline
"Karajan. He is a man possessed by
music. ", emphasize the four new albums and are now appearing in
leading music and literary journals.
Extending that headline to the area
of point -of- purchase, a multi -element display kit comprised of album
cover modules, header cards and

a

catalog

4 RCA LP's
Marks 10th

O
GC

GC

03

Christian Steiner

Karajan-Polydor Meet -Herbert von Karajan, center, meets in New York with
Ñ Polygram president Dr. Werner Vogelsang, right, and Polydor president
ir Wornall "Bill" Farr. The Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, in its first American
ro tour in nine years, played in Washington, Chicago, Boston and New York's
Carnegie Hall, in a total of 10 concerts in 12 days. Karajan, who has made
more than 100 records for Deutsche Grammophon, is featured on the label in
O new releases of Bach's Mass in B Minor, the world premiere recording of Carl
Z Ort's new work "De Temporum Fine Comoedia" and Richard Strauss'
"Death and Transfiguration" and "Four Last Songs."

Col Bows Artist Portraits
As Promotion For Dealers
NEW YORK -A sci of 12 new
Masterworks artist posters have
been created, and are currently

being shipped to leading retailers of
serious music to coincide with Columbia's fall classical program. The
series, announced by Bob Gordon,
Columbia retail advertising manager, is composed of original portraits of Leonard Bernstein, Pierre
Boulez, Isaac Stem, E. Power Biggs,

Vladimir

Horowitz,

Murray

de Larrocha
Takes Two
Chart Spots
NEW YORK -Alicia de Larrocha
is accomplishing an unusual chart
feat.

The talented pianist has two solo
albums on the classical listing. Her
complete recording of Albeniz'
"Iberia" has been on the chart for 26
weeks, currently holding 23rd place.
Her "Mostly Mozart" recital album
bowed for the first time on the chart
and is No. 20.
The London Records artist made
two New York appearances during
November. On Nov. 6 she was soloist with the Suisse Romande Orchestra at Carnegie Hall. On Nov.
10, Ms. de Larrocha gave a recital
at Lincoln Center's Avery Fisher
Hall as part of the "Great Performer
Series."

Pcrahia, Glenn Gould and Pinches

Zukerman.
The concept was proposed by Columbia Masterworks director of
product management, Pierre Bourdain, and product manager Ernie
Gilbert, who worked with Gordon
and sales promotion coordinator
Ron Juliano in the development,
production and distribution of the

i
7

Thomas Z. Shepard, division vice
president, Red Seal artists & repertoire.
One of the albums is with the
quartet's frequent collaborator, pianist Artur Rubinstein, this one feature Faure's Piano Quartet in C Minor, opus 15, and his String Quartet,
opus 121. Other albums in the release are: Debussy /Ravel Quartets,
and Mozart: The Six Quartets Dedicated to Haydn, volume one and
two.
The Guarneri will officially have
the 10th anniversary in February,
and between now and then, RCA
plans an extensive advertising /promotion campaign on their new albums and extensive catalog leading
up to the anniversary.
The four albums will have a special 10th anniversary seal affixed to
their outside covers.

The art was created by Gary Bra low, a young New York City artist
who has done a great deal of work
for NBC -TV as well as design of numerous album jackets. He recently
completed art work for posters and

mobiles supporting Columbia's
W,C. Fields Festival of LP's.
This marks the first occasion in
which Columbia has specially-commissioned original art for Masterworks point -of- purchase material.

1

ities," according to promoters Bob
Lee and Jim Hill. They will try again
in 1975, they say. Cal Tjader's group
and several other acts had been
booked.

photo

THE PRICE IS RIGHT -When Leon tyne Price opened the San Francisco
opera season in a new production of
"Manon Lescaut," it was only nett!.
ral that she have an autograph sign.
ing party in the city. The scene is
the downtown Odyssey Record
Store, where H took Miss Price more
than two and one half hours to sign
her name over 1,000 times for tans.
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LAUGHTER IN DIE RAIN
Xeil Sedaks, MCA 40313 (Don K+shner /KEC, BMI /ASCAPI

7

LONGFELLOW SERENADE
Neil Diamond, Columba 10043 (SlonebrOge, ASCAP)

3

4

7

WHEN WILL I SEE YOU AGAIN
three Degrees, Philadelphia International 2S83550
(CBS) (Mighty three, BMI)

4

6

4

ANGIE BABY
Helen Reddy. Capitol 3972 (Warner Bros., ASCAP)

2

MY MELODY OF LOVE
Bobby Vinton, ABC 12022 (Pedro 6 Galahad, BMI)

11

t

CATS IN THE URDLE

titers

Harry Chapin.

7

to

6

5

10

12

5

8

13

CAR HELP
Billy Swan, Monument &8621 (Columbia) (Combine. BMI)

BACK HOME AGAIN
John

[0

Il
12

15
9

Omer,

CAREFREE HICHWAY
Gordon Lightfoot, Warner Bros. 1309 (Moos..
AFTER THE GOLDRUSH
Prelude. Island 002 (Coltilion /Broaen

I2

LOVE ME FOR

B

l4

11

11

15

23

5

14

A

17

7

15

16

13

19

29

4

ASCAP)

(lobate,

ASCAP)

RIDE 'EN COWBOY
Paul Dam, Bang 112 (Web N) (Web H, BMD
1112DAAN
Cade King. Ode 60101 (AGM) (Colgems ASCAP)

ITS MIDNIGHT /PROMISED
RCA 10074

UND

(lac, BMI)

TIN MAN

16

17

bras.

GAO

REASON

MGM 11746

The Osmonds,

20

10065 (Chem Lane, ASCAP)

RCA

WISHING YOU WERE HERE
Chic-ago, Columbia 310049 (Rig Elk. ASCAN

7

13

45203 (Stay Songs ASCU)

I

014

(W6, ASCU)

PEOPLE GOTTA MOVE
Gmo Yarnell,, AMA 1614 (Mmo /Gemo,

Omar)

THE NEED TO BE
Tim Weatherly. Budder 420 (erta, ASCAP)

IF
Telly Sartas, MCA 10301 (CW14ms, ASGP)

20

13

14

21

24

6

22

It

STOP AND SMELL ME ROSES
Mac Don. Columbia 10018 (Screen Gemscdumhie /gong Painter, BMI)

EVERLASTING LOVE
Cat Carlton. Backbeat 27001 (ABC) (Rising

to

Sam Neely, AGM

23

Sus.

BMI)

YOU CAN HAVE HER
1612 (Harvard /Big Billy, BMI)

SOMETNIN "BOUT 7011 BABY

24

I

LAKE

Tom Jones, Parrot 40010 (London) (Celgems/Glen, ASCAP)

24

26

4

LETS LOSE
Peggy Lee, Atlantic 3215 (McCartney. MV, BIN)

25

21

9

SECOND AVENUE
Gartunkel, Columbia 310020 (Butinglon /tedustin, ASCU)

26

22

17

YOU,

I LOVE

I

HONESTLY 00
MCA 40200 (IrringlWoolrough /Brudside, BMI)

oI:c:t Mewloelohn,
27

40

20

25

2

ONE MAR WOMAN /ONE MOMAII MOM
Paul Ands With 0dia Coates, United Artists 569 (Spanks, BMI)
EARLY MORNING LOVE
Sammy Johns, CRC 2021 (One, BMD

29

31

4

THREE RING CIRCUS
Blue Marc, Atlantic 7004 (W.M.O.TJNidays Child /Mighty three, DWI

30

32

7

SUNSHINE ROSES

31

35

2

32

27

10

33

33

3/

45

3

MY EYES ADORED YOU
Crinkle Valli, Private Slak 45003
(Slone Diamond/ranny Boy, BMI /Kenny Nolan. ASCAP)

35

36

3

Ff15110LO
Pinner MIels,

Gene Cotton, Myrrh 136

36

37

37

Mod) (Moira,

ASCAP)

FOUR OF FIVE 11515
Peler Dean. Butch 434 (Miller. ASCAP)

YOU'RE GONNA LOVE YOURSELF IM THE MONNING
Bonnie Kola, Oration 1049 (Combine, BAH)
COME FILL YOUR CUP AGAIN
Barry 0,0545. pale 1543 (Almo /Epos Share /LOganbrm /Whammy, ASCAP)

ABC /Blue

thumb 254 (Pore -Thumb /Polo Grounds. MAO

3

CHARADE

42

3

Bee Gees, RSO 501 (Atlantis) (Casserole Boll
MANDY
Barry Mandan Bell 15613 (Screen GemsColumba, BMp

31

39

4

LOVE IS UME A BUFTEAFLY
Dolly Partin, RCA 10031 (Owepm Pub., BMD

39

43

5

YOU FOXY THIN., I LOVE YOU
Ronnie 8 Natalie O'Hara. Legacy 103 (Nappy Girl, ASCARI

40

49

2

41

44

2

DREAM ON
Righteous Brothers. Haven 7006 10101oll (ABC /Dunhill, BMD
NEVER CAN SAY 6000131E
Gloria Gaynor. MGM 14748 ( lobte. ASCAP)

42

44

3

EVERGREEN
Booker

RCA

reproducers.

aormrw1Mal

7

set.

SANTA BARBARA -This city's
first jazz festival scheduled for Nov.
-3 was abruptly cancelled last week
because of "threatening weather and
the lack of available indoor facil-

rnrrn or

nu; ppxnano.

TITLE, Artist, Label 6 Number (Oat. Label) (Publisher, Licensee)

America, Warner Bra.

of the ensemble's 10th anniversary.
Announcement was made by

pano i

ma;

a,

tit

li

NEW YORK -RCA Records is
releasing this month four albums by
the Guarneri Quartet in observance

Poor Weather Kills
Santa Barbara Fest

Sao
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singles compiled from
national retail sales and radio station air play listed in rank cedes.

Otis Presley,

Guarneri Yr.

m
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nese are best selling middle-d-lhe -road

order /inventory

checklists. A studio produced oneminute radio spot with area for
dealer tag, too, is available. Says national classical merchandising manager, Brad Engel, "Promotion is to
be heaviest in the tour cities, but
salesmen in all markets have been
advised to aggressively implement
the promotion."
Angel's three regional classical
sales managers, Bob Singer (West
Coast), Marty Kahn (Midwest), and
Tony Carona (East Coast) completed plans well in advance of
Karajan's arrival thereby ensuring
product availability in all markets
and total coordination of promohone! support plans. This campaign
parallels the one innovated for
Andre Previn in September.

tor Weeh Endmn

y

Cro o+,

Listenin9

24" x 30" two-color streamer is being
made available to accounts.
Additionally, a catalog brochure
which presents a complete discography of Angel's Karajan recordings is offered in bulk quantity for
in -store giveaway. Capitol /Angel
salesmen are provided ready -to-run
ad mats and ad mat elements for local account advertising use along

with
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SHE CALLED ME BABY
Charlie Rich, RCA 10062 (Central Songs, BMI)
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CAROUSEL MAN
Cher, MCA 00321 (Senor. MCAT)
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Ringo Starr. Apple 1876 (CapiltI) (TrcNaAá. BMI)
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BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS
Mary McCaffrey. ROW 6006 (OU Eugenio, ASCAP)
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LAY LADY
Wayne Newton, Chelsea

303

(Pocket Full

Of

Tunes/Common Good, BMI)

JUSTINE
Kathy Dalton, Discreet 1313 (Werner Bros.) (Fes/Abemalby /Eye, BMI)

YOU AND I
Johnny Bristol. MGM 14762 (Buskins. ASCAP)
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A HELL OF A NIGHT

IN

NASHVILLE !
11
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VOLUNTEER
JAM
Recorded Live

The Charlie Daniels Band, Wade Conklin Kama SutralBuddah Records,
and Joe E. Sullivan wish to express our thanks to the many who contributed
to the success of the first annual Charlie Daniels Band Volunteer Jam.

t1.

-

GUEST PICKERS

Dickey Betts
Toy Caldwell

Twiggs Lyndon
Sonny Matheney

Arthur Mullins

Jerry Eubanks
Sam McPherson
Jamie Nichol
Artim s Pyle
Paul Riddle

Psychedelic Joe
Quinn Sound
Mike Sanderson
ONe Sparks
Mackie Vandyne

PRODUCTION CREW
Donald Bernhardt & Crew
(from IA.TS.E. Local 47
Black Jack Lighting
David Corlew
Paul Hornsby

FRIENDS

Bill Able
Deanna Allen
Gene Amonette
Glen Ashmore

Buckeye
Roger Campbell
Johnny Cattania
Marsha Comstock
Ann Conklin
Jacquie Corlew
Pat Cox
Jack Crawford
Hazel Daniels
Betsy Donner
Joe English
Steve Fuson
Great State of Tennessee
Steve Greg
George Hale
Hall of Fame Motor Inn

Pat Halverson

Jeanne Harsson
Alex Hodges
David Holmes
Flournoy Holmes
Ron Huntsman
Sam Hutsman
Art Kass
Delano Key
Patti Key

Limousines Unlimited
Carl P. Mayfield
Joe McConnell
Lewis Merenstein
Bunky Odom
O'Donnell Music Co.

O=O=O=0=0=0

Gene Key

O

War Memorial Auditorium, Nashville, Tenn. Oct. 4, 1974

Lee Ball

John Bloch

www.americanradiohistory.com

Pastore Music Co.
Merle Perry
Terry Pugh
Terry Rhodes
Johnny Rosen
Ira Sokolof

Jell Siroty
Barbara Sullivan
Norman Thibault

WKDA. FM
Phil Walden
Dave Walton
Wonder Graphics
Sid Yochim

K.
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42
Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY for Week Ending

Soul
Sauce

Billboard

Tenacity
Key Word
For L.T.D.
ROBINSON
LOS ANGELES- Fighting the
battle for success requires a certain
tenacity, the kind which apparently
has kept A&M's new group, L.T.D.,
going.
Love, Togetherness & Devotion is
the name of the teistet and unequivocally the essence of its longevity.
"It's been hard going," explains
Billy Osborne, keyboard /singer,
and all-around business dealer of
the group.
Just where L.T.D. is going has yet
to be realized. The real premise for
forming L.T.D. was "We got tired of
playing behind other acts" (such as
Sam & Dave and the Friends of Distinction).
"Most of us have been able to sustain by doing what we do best," says
Osborne. In this instance it's playing
studio dates in Los Angeles (home
base for the ensemble), "and trying
like hell to avoid the temptations of
the many $10 a night jobs we're offered," adds Carle Vickers who
plays trumpet in L.T.D.
Vickers, a veteran of Sam & Dave
and Johnny Taylor backup groups,
is one of five defectors to L.T.D. The
other five (there were I when lone
female singer Celeste Cole was with
them) found their way into the
group through Osborne and their
working with him during his Friends
of Distinction tenure.
Bringing this number of creative
bodies together is one thing, but
keeping them together as one body is
another. They share the same desire
to make full and exciting music.
Their first album for A &M Records
titled, "Love, Togetherness & Devotion," was full, musically, but to
Vickers (and the other band members as well), "we found it under produced, overplayed -just too
many notes, too much music." (The
band is now working to change all
that.)
Next week, how L.T.D. is fording
its true self.
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Talent

Billboard SPECIAL SURVEY for Reek Ending 11/23/74

g

Who/Where/When
(All entries for Who- Where -When should

be sent to
New
York, N.Y. 10036.1
Helen Wink, Billboar4 I Astor Plaza,

Campus appearances b,' artists are
incorporated into the listings below.
Artists appearing on campus are
marked with an asterisk.

EAST
DAVID BOWIE (RCA): Mena, Pineburgh,
Pa. Nov. 18-19; Convention Center,
Philadelphia (22 -24); Nassau Coliseum
Uniondale. N.Y. (25)
FATBACK BAND (Spring): Hotel Commodore. N.Y. Nov. 27: Hippodrome.
Philadelphia (30)
'FIRST CHOICE (Bell): Buffalo Univ..
N.Y. Nov. 221 Waldorf Astoria. N.Y. (27)
"BILLY JOEL (Columbia): SUNY, New
Peitz, N.Y., Nov. 22: Capitol Theater.
PeesaIC, N.J. (23); Owensboro College. Queens, N.Y. (24); Academy of
Musk, Philadelphia (25); Harrisburg,
Pa. (27)
MAIN INGREDIENT (RCA): Apollo Theater, N.V. Nov. 22 -28
DAVE MASON (Columbia): Spectrum.
Philadelphia, Nov.22
THE MIRACLES (Motown): Urb Theater, N.Y., Nov. 13-24
RANDY NEWMAN (Reprise): Academy
of Musk, Philadelphia, Nov. 18; Symphony Hall. Boston (21)
ROBIN TROWER (Chrysalis): Spectrum,
Philadelphia, Nov. 22
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GLADYS KNIGHT A THE PIPS (Bud Sah)'. Las Vegas Hilton. Nevada. Nov.
26-Dec. 9
LA WANDA LINDSEY (Capitol): Mr. J's,
Hubbard. Oregon. Nov. 25-26
MAIN INGREDIENT (RCA): Paramount
Theater. Portland. Oregon. Nov. 29;
Paramount Theater. Seattle, Wash.
30

BARBARA MANDRELL (Columbia):
Woodyn Inn. Bakersfield. Calif, Nov.
19; Sacramento, Calif. (211

GOSPEL MUSIC
AT ITS BEST!
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WITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND (United Artist): Tucson, Ariz. Nov. 22; Phoenix,
Ariz. (235 Civic Cerner. San Diego,

Calif. (24); Santa Monica CNk, Los Angeles (27)
DOLLY PARTON (RCA): Spokane Opera House, Wash. Nov. 27; Queen
Elizabeth Theater. Vancouver. Wash.
(29); Seattle Opera House, Circus Bldg.
Wash. (30)
B ONNIE RAITE (Warner Bros.): The
Shell. Honolulu. Hawaii, Nov. 27
LOU REED (RCA): B.M. Civic, Los Angeles. Nov. 24
SRA NA NA (Buddah): Circle Star Theater, San Carlos, Calif. Nov. 21; Santa
Monica Civic Audtorium, Los Angeles
122); San Diego, Calif. (23)

MID -WEST
JOHNNY CARVER (ABC): St. Cloud,
Minn., Nov. 22; Mitihell. S.D. (23)
JERRY GLOWER (MCA): Freeport, III.
Nov. 23: Davenporl, Iowa (24)
THE DELLS (Chess /Janus): St. Loure,
Mo.. Nov. 2t -23: SlrRlchard'eCMb (2630)
DOOBIE BROS. (Warner Bras.): Des
Moines, Iowa, Nov. 23; UnN. of Mo.,
Columbia. Mo. (24)

MAYNARD FERGUSON (Columbia):
Milliken Univ., Decatur, Ill. Nov. 21; Masonic Auditorium. Tondo. Ohio (22);
Clare ncevits High School, Livonia,
Mich. (24-25): Wauboneee College.
Sugar Grove, M. (26); Brown Demy
Norton, Ohio (27); Earlham College.
Richmond. Ind. (28); Hobert High
School. Ind. (30)
EDDIE FLOYD (Star): Coliseum, Indianapolis, Ind. Nov. 22; Coliseum, Dayton,
Ohio (24)
GUESS WHO (RCA): Brown Memorial
Auditorium, Green Bay. Wisc. Nov. 22:
Hat Trick Arena, Villa Park, Ill. (23 -24);
Dan County Coliseum. MedHon, Wisc.
(30)

HUMPHREY (United Artist): Masonic Auditorium. Detroit. Nov. 24
MILLIE JACKSON (Spring): Columbus,
Ohio Nov. 24
BILLYJOEL (Columbia): Fanshawe College. London, Canada, Nov. 19: Mas
say Hall. Toronto. Canada (20); Cleveland, Ohio (295 Chicago. III. (30)
LA WANDA LINDSEY (Capitol): Packard Music Hall, Warren, ONo Nov. 23
B ARBARA MANDRELL (Columbia):
Dayton. Ohio, Nov. 27
DAVE MASON (Columbia): Flint. Mich.
Nov. 24; Auditorium Theater. Chicago,
B OBBI

III.
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SE-1434

:

HSE -.43
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CONTACT:

HOYT

SULLIVAN'S
ENTERPRISES
CHURCH STREET
1707

NASHVILLE, TENN. 37203
(615) 320 -1501

Producers of
HSE. SAY -ALL and SU ANN CABLES
HONORA MUSIC COMPANY and
SU ANN MUSIC COMPANY

Distributed by:
Bib Dislnbuung Company, Charlene;
Mangold-800os. Charlotte; Southland Record Company, Atlanta:
Schwartz Brothers, Inc., Washington;
Gotham Distributing Comppny, New
York: Hot Une Record Dbtslbutors.

Memphis; 'Stan's Record Shop.
Shreveport; Music City Retord Distributors. Nashville.
We welcome all ennulrle8from established, reliable distributors.

(26)

THE MIRACLES (Motown): Hold Club.
Chicago, Nov. 26 -Dec. 1
RANDY NEWMAN (Reprise): Univ. of
love. Iowa City, Nov. 23; Auditorium
Theater, Chicago, Ill. (29)
DOLLY PARTON (RCA): CentennialAuditorium, Winnipeg. Canada Nov. 22:
Centennial Auditorium, Regina, Sask.

(24) Jubilee Auditorium, Edmonton,Alberta (25)
"BONNIE RAITE (Warner Bros.): Unto. of
S.D.. Vermillion. Nov. 18: Pershing Audiorium, Lincoln, Nebr. (19)
B OBBY G. RICE (Metromedia): Hutchinn, Kansas Nov. 23
SHA NANA (Buddah): Vancouver, Can ada. Nov. 27
RED SOVINE (Chart): Des Moines,
Iowa. Nov. 23
STEPPENWOLF (Epic); Chicago, III.
Nov. 29; Detroit, Mich. (30)
T-REX (Warner Bros.): kilohlgen Palace,
Detroit, Mich. Nov. 21
"ROBIN TROWER (Chrysalis): Hera
Arena. Dayton, Ohio Nov. 20; Memnon
Auditorium. Columbus. Ohio (23); IMA
Auditorium, Flint Mich. (24); Pershing
Auditorium, Lincoln. Nebr. (26k Kiel
Auditorium, St. Louie, Mo. (27); Xavier
Univ.. Cincinnati- Ohio (29): Coliseum,
Evansville, Ind. (30)

SOUTH
RICHARD BETTS (Capricorn): Grand
Ole Opry House, Nashville, Nov. 18;
Fox Theater, Atlanta, Ga. (19 -20); Bay
Front Center, St. Petersburg. Fla. (22);
Marine Stadium. Miami, Fla. (23); Exposition Center, Mobile, Ala. (26); Warehouse. New Orleans, La. (27): Music
Hell. Houston. Texas (28); Unto. of
Texas, Texas Hall, Arlington. Texas
(30)
TONY BOOTH (Capitol): Cow Palace.
Lubbock, Texas, Nov. 19; Lekeslte
Club, Proctor, Texas (22); Winchester
Club, Houston. Texas (27); Golden
Stallion. San Antonio, Texas (29);
Schroeder Hall, Lolled, Texas (30)
DAVID BOWIE (RCA): Mid -South College, Memphis, Tenn. Nov. 29; Mlmiclpal Auditorium. Neehdlle, Tenn. (30)
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DODBIE BROS. (Warner Bros.):
Charleston. N.C., Nov. 28; Washngton,
D.C. (29); Richmond, Va. (30)
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TRACY NELSON A MOTHER EARTH
(Grateful Dead): Great Southern Music
Hall. Gainesville. Fla. Nov. 22; Papa's
Dream, St. Petersburg, Fla. (23)

I

MDX,

BONNIE RAITT (Warner Bros.): Traneportation Bldg., Oklahoma City, Okla.
Nov. 21; McFarlin Auditorium, Dallas,
Texas (22): Music Hall, Houston, Texas
(23); Municipal Auditorium, Austin.
Texas (24)
BOBBY G. RICE (Metromedia): DadeWile. Ale. Nov. 28
'SOUND EXPERIENCE (Bell): Essex
Community College. Baltimore. Md.
Nov. 21; S.E. Gardens, Washington,
O.C. (23); Aicazar Room, Baltimore,
Md. (27)
RED BOVINE (Chart): Norfolk. Va. Nov.
27; Laurel, Md. (293D)
T -FLEX (Werner Bros.): State Fairgrounds, Tampa, Fla. Nov. 29
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Humes

American Song Festival, is branching out to promote concerts and
other stage attractions throughout
the Western U.S.
Previously, the firm had concennated on building is chain of film
theaters, radio stations and bowling
centers in the Pacifie Northwest.

Michael Volchok will head the
performing arts division of SRO. He
was performing arts booker for the
Spokane Expo '74 World's Fair.
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Continued from page 30
composer Chip Doris, writer Bill
Fries and publisher American
Gramophone (all affiliated with the
studio) received SESAC awards for
the C.W. McCall hit, "The Old
Home Filler -Up And Keep -On -A
Truckin' Cafe," produced by Sound
Recorders. Just completed at the studio was work on McCall's latest releases, "Wolf Creek Pass" and
"Sloan." The studio is also working
on film scores for Simpson Timber
and Creighton University and has
just completed some jingle work for
Massey- Ferguson Show Mobiles.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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°RANDY NEWMAN (Reprise): Univ. of
Ky., Lexington, Nov. 22
NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND (United Artist): Constitution Hall, Washington,
D.C. Nov. 18; Hampton Coliseum, Va.
(19)
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BARBARA MANDRELL (Columbia):
Shreveport, La. Nov. 29; Austin, Texas
(30)
GEORGE MORGAN (MCA): Victoria,
Texas, Nov, 19; Wharton. Texas (20);
Meridian, Okla. (21); Bells, Texas (22);
Huntington, Texas (23)
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EDDIE FLOYD (Sfax): Coliseum. Frank fan, Ky. Nov. 23; Georgia area. Nov.
25-28
MILLIE JACKSON (Spring): Club 77,
deck000, Miss. Nov. 27; Armory. Southern Pine. N.C. (28.29)
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JAMES BROWN (Poydor): Coleeum,
West Palm, Fla. Nov. 22: Coliseum,
Jacksonville, Fla. (23); Fronton. Miami.
Fla. (24); Ben Auditorium, Augusta, GA.
(27); Charleston Auditorium. S.C. (28):
Coliseum, Macon, Ga. (29)
JERRY CLOWER (MCA): Greenville.
S.C. Nov. 19; Memphis, Tenn. (20)

EARTH, WIND 6 FIRE (Columbia):
Frankfort, Ky. Nov. 21; Memphis, Tenn.
(22); Municipal Auditorium, Nashville,
Tenn. (23): Memorial Auditorium, Chattanooga, Tenn. (24)
BARBARA FAIRCHILD (Columbia): Hot
Springs, Ark. Nov. 22; Jackson, Tenn.
(23)
MAYNARD FERGUSON (CObmble):
Main Hill College, Mare Hill. N.C. Nov.
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International artists like David Essex
Mott l'he Hoople,
The Wombles
Brand new 100000 sq ft distribution centre
handling CBS, PIR and Epic complementing
full pressing and tape duplicating facilities.
1 Europe's Na 1 recording studio.
Also in the CBS family of music are
The March Artists
and
agency
April Music
publishing
'

'

MARCH
5

'

...that's CBS (UK). Music people to the world.
www.americanradiohistory.com

U.K. Business Outlook
Caution and Optimisim
It's never easy making predictions, least of all

for

period spanning live years.
The music business is notoriously unpredictable, and styles can change rapidly, so much so
that forecasting future trends is a dangerous
pastime not to be entered into lightly.
So when Billboard approached some of the U.K.
industry's leading figures and asked them for their
longterm forecasts, there was in some cases a great
reluctance to make any hard and fast prophecies;
but those who agreed, shared a great amount of optimism.
a

companies emerging and the big companies of the moment
getting bigger."
For his own company, AN, Heath predicts that the last
two years' considerable success will be consolidated in the future. "We shall continue to find talent in the early stages and
develop it, as for example we did with Lynsey de Paul and
Barry Blue. think also that the future will see more interest in
new talent rather than the established names."
Despite the prevailing economic gloom and political uncertainty, Colin Hadley, commercial development director of Anchor Records, is (airily optimistic about the future of the recorded entertainment industry.
"Over the past 12 years manufacturers' sales of records
and tapes have risen from $37 million to $370 million in the
U.K. and, singles apart, very little of this is attributable to inflation," he said. "While expenditure on high -price consumer
durables, such as cars and color television, may be severely
curtailed, the British have always managed to find sufficient
money to pay for the smaller luxuries to cheer themselves
I

Walter S. Woyda, managing director of Pye Records and
Precision Tapes, predicts a considerable future for the music
business with continued increasing sales in product.
"From our own point of view at Pye, we fully intend to extend cur activities and are confident that the next five years
will see more sales as people find they have more leisure time
on their hands," he comments. "I think that we can also expect to see more European product in the British market, following our entry into the Common Market, and more international hits, with English material finding success abroad."
Woyda foresees continued growth in the tape market, but
at a slaver rate than the last two years have seen. with sales
levelling themselves out. He believes that quadraphonic
recordings will also make much more impact. "The main
problem until now has been that there hasn't been sufficient
quadraphonic equipment around, and an acceptable system
will have to be found before quadraphonic recordings become
more popular," he says.
Woyda adds: "The next five years should see more increases in the album market but think that singles will also
continue to maintain a good footing. Generally, it should be a
very encouraging future for the whole of the recording industry with much growth in the various markets."
The future should see more good songs emerging. comments Dick Leahy, head of GTO Records.
"Instead of the trend we seem to have had of people just
making records. I think we will see people actually recording
songs. We must get back to writing good songs. After all, the
good material always survives."
He adds: "The recent success of people like Peters and
Lee and John Denver show that we are moving in that direction. And the very fact that Gary Glitter's biggest hit was "I
Love You Love Me Love" is also indicative of it."
The potential for budget record sales should be good in
the next five years, predicts Monty Lewis of Pickwick Inter.
national, the country's biggest budget record company.
"One must bear in mind, however, the present economic
condition of the country, which makes one consider very carefully such predictions," he adds. "If one accepts that at this
time disposable income is increasing, then it should follow
that the record-buying public may well turn their attention to
lower-priced records."
Lewis says that if this was a fact, then the budget record
business could be in fora boom period. "Paramount in Pick
wick's future is the extremely fine repertoire which is available
from licensors around the world for releases on Hallmark,
Marble Arch and RCA Camden, and providing our budget line
continues to offer such great value we can look forward to the
next five years with confidence."
Further pressure will probably be exerted by record companies to reduce their packaging costs, predicts D. P. Chalk.
tin, managing director of Robert Stace and Co., sleeve and label printers for the record industry. And he adds that there
would probably be more moves towards reducing the substance of sleeve board and use of twin or multi- compartment
I

-

sleeves.

Chalklin says that the present state of the country made it
impossible to make any accurate forecast into the future, but
earlier market research had led to the belief that there would
be a steady annual increase in demand up to 1980. "In the
last two years we have made a substantial capital investment
in increasing our production capacity for sleeves, liner bags
and cartridge cartons, and our forecast is borne out by a major turnover increase in 1973. Up to date we are again substantially up on the corresponding period last year," he
claims.
"There is at the moment an understandable levelling off
in demand from the many companies we supply. but am,
however, optimistic that sales will again gather momentum
and we are at the present time considering future capital in-

up

"The majority of records and tapes are still bought by the
free -spending younger age group who have less family and social obligations, and fewer mortgage and HP commitments
than their elders."
Hadley adds that since the mid -fifties, record sales in the
U.K. had plateaued twice, but after both occasions considerable volume growth had occurred.
The success of local commercial radio stations should
bring wider opportunities to break new artists, predicts RCA
managing director Geoff Hannington.
"I am confident that the U.K. record industry will continue
to grow during the coming live years, and probably the major
expansion area will be in top price albums and tapes," he
says. "If costs continue to rise and these increases are reflected in retail prices we will inevitably see a much more selective release policy which will lead to keener competition at
all levels -from talent seeking through to the shop counter.
"With the success of local commercial radio stations and
their continuing growth it seems to me that there will be wider
opportunities to break new artists and future planning includes heavy emrhasis on this area of exploitation."
Hannington adds that the current economic outlook signified a very difficult period for all industries but in times of economic depression people turned towards the leisure industries as a means of escape from their problems and this was
particularly true of the record industry. "We have all seen a
continuing growth of the record and tape market in Northern
Ireland for example, in spite of all that country's unfortunate
problems," he says.
"I believe that the next five years will see a heightening of
standards. Superior pop albums will become increasingly important as a mainstay of any major record company's catabg.
Undoubtedly, tape will continue to increase in its share of the
market and perhaps the fast turnover, mass -penetration
budget album, at whatever price that might be taking into account inflation, will maintain its mie at the impulse- buying
end of the market."
More consideration will have to be given to the problem of
record pirates and counterfeiters, if the record industry isn't
to suffer, claimed CBS managing director Dick Asher.
The pirates, he claims, imposed a serious threat on the
business and if the problem continued, then money would be
lost which otherwise could have been spent on developing
new talents and music. "The some applies with the problem
of the music enthusiasts who tape other people's records and
lose the business money. The public will have to become
aware of the fact that they are not serving anybody's interests
by doing this and people in the business must become aware
of the seriousness of the problem."
Asher says that he was confident of the continued growth
of the record industry-even if the country's economy did go
into a recession. People tend to turn towards entertainment
during the times of economic crisis, he said -as in the great
depression of the Thirties when people flocked to the cinema.
"I am sure that sales of singles and albums will continue
to flourish, as indeed will the tape market. There may be fluctuations in selling patterns but everything looks hopeful for
the future," he said.

I

When asked his predictions for the next five years, Ken
East, newly appointed managing director of Decca Records,

commented, "Watch Dacca!"
As long as living standards continue to rise, then the
amount of money spent on leisure activities, including music,
will continue to increase, predicts Richard Robinson, manag
ing director of WFA Records.
"I have always believed that record purchases increase
with the standard of living and, while there may not be a great
improvement in living standards during the next 18 months,
am sure that over the next five years there will be quite a noticeable change," he says. "Cassette and cartridge sales will
also continue to grow and am sure that cartridge sales will
continue to hold their ground in the future."
He adds: "The only thing that can damage the record industry is it the standard of living actually starts to go down."

Dick Asher, managing director of CBS U.K.: "Pirates are

serious

threat"
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Walter Woyda, managing director of Pye Records and Precisien Tapes -predicts "an ebcouraging future."
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Monty Lewis, head of Pickwick International: "Budget
business could be in for a
boom period."

17 Savile Row

vestment."
The next five years will see the advent of more songwriting
talent, but it will be important to discover it in the early stages
and see that it is developed, says Geoffrey Heath, managing
director of ATV Music.
"What would like to see in the next half decade are more
good publishers, since at the moment there are many bad
ones who are not willing to give breaks to new talent. Unfortunately. don't see any immediate improvement in this situation, although I'm sure we'll continue to see new publishing

Geoffrey Heath, managing
director of ATV Music: "Many
publishers are not willing to
give breaks to new talent."
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Will 8- Track's Viability Continue?
NICK ROBERTSHAW
The major question mark in the pre.recerded tape industry this year has hung over the continued viability of the 8.
track cartridge as a marketable sound-carrier. Reliability
problems, the difficulty of using cartridge as a home recording medium, the encroachment of stereo cassette players into
the in -car hardware market, the substantial drop in U.K. car
sales precipitated by the economic climate, have all contributed this year to speculation that 8-track would die out altogether.
Initially, the statistical basis for these gloomy forebodings
was unclear. It is true that a few dealers around the country
were reporting a marked slackening of demand, but it was a
long time before record companies would admit to any prob.
2 lems with cartridge. A few, however, notably CBS and British
§ Decce, chose to trim cartridge releases, bringing out some of
their pop product on cassette only, and releasing only solid
8
m.o.r. material on 8-track. As a result they began to show
sales figures with a declining cartridge content, simply be.
g cause there was less repertoire available.
Others, primarily EMI and Precision Tapes, the really large
tape-only company, insisted that though the differential be_ tween cartridge and cassette sales might be widening, this
it fact reflected only a slightly slower growth rate for cartridge
than for cassette, and not a decline in any absolute sense.
Both estimated the proportion of cassette to cartridge sales at
around 2 to 1 or better. Both were determined to continue releasing all new material in both configurations.
Their faith was to some extent endorsed by figures released by the European Tape Industry Assn. for the first quarter of 1974. The figures showed a remarkable increase over
the same period for the year before of 94 percent in cartridge
sales. Cassettes were up, too, by 51 percent, and at the time
ETIA chairman Henry Pattinson commented: "The figures
are in line with the trend of continual growth in the demand
for both configurations, but are of special significance since
they have been achieved during a particularly difficult time for
industry and commerce as a result of the energy crisis and
short working time.
Pattinson concluded, "If the growth in the first quarter is
repeated throughout the year. the prerecorded tape market
could be worth $87.5 million in 1974." When the statistics for
the second quarter, April -June, were published, however, it
was clear that the growth had not been repeated; on the contrary, both cassette and cartridge home sales were actually
down, not only on the previous quarter, but also on the
equivalent period for 1973. Exact figures were 2,712,000 cassettes and 1,212,481 cartridges, representing 500.000 fewer

cassette sales, 450,000 fewer cartridge sales than in the first
three months of the year. For an industry which was accustomed in the last several years to regular and steeply -rising
,graph of tape sales, these were depressing sums.
Explanations for the dip are not wholly convincing. The
ETIA described it as "in line with the expectations of manufacturers," but comments from tape executives in the major
record companies give the impression that the predictions are
made after the event, and that the reasons suggested for a
decline in sales aredailored to suit the facts. Thus, it is suggested that this year has been generally chaotic because of
economic difficulties, and that the effects of the British three
day week, now many months past, were still being felt up to
the middle of the year. This is a convenient general explana.
tion, but it implies that the first part of the year, closest to the
three-day week, should have shown the worst effects. In fact,
the reverse happened, with sales stronger in the JanuaryMarch than in the April -June period. Yes, says the tape industry. but there ig always a boom at Christmas, and the effects
of that persist into the new year. The two explanations are incompatible.
Another example of this muddled thinking concerns the
traditional summer boom in cartridge sales as people use
their cars more. This year, it is said, that boom did not occur
because car sales were down and car use was reduced. True,
but in no way an explanation of the drop in cassette sales,
which was, if anything, more pronounced than that for cartridges.
Nevertheless, tape marketing managers insist that the
general trend is still upward, and all are preparing themselves
for the expected leap in sales as Christmas approaches. Although their analysis of the statistical information available
may not be convincing, they are right in the general thesis
that enormous growth potential still exists for the tape market
and that the present situation reflects the outside influence of
economic factors rather than any intrinsic weakness in that
market.
Returning to the question of cartridge viability, the ETIA
figures show the slow widening of the sales gap with cassette
that companies now expect and accept. Precision's general
manager Mick Tovey reflects the experience of most com.
ponies. He says, "We are not selling any less cartridges than
before, it is simply that sales increases are more noticeable in
cassette. In view of the stalest the car industry, they are really
holding very well. In 1972. tape sales divided at about 60 percent cassette, 40 percent cartridge. In 1973. that had shifted
-

to perhaps63 percent cassette, 37 percent cartridge, but that
still represents a great deal of money in cartridge sales."
In 1974, if the ETIA figures turn out to be indicative of the
year as a whole, the proportions are likely to be around 70 to
30, but as Polydor tape marketing manager Laurie Adams
comments: "That is still a reasonable trend. think that car.
tridge is finding its level now, while cassette is still going to
grow in leaps and bounds. The difference between the American market, where cartridge is very strong, and the more cassette-oriented European market is well-known, and I think
that British sales are going to follow the continental pattern."
Asked to predict the longterm future for tape, company
executives in some cases become almost starry-eyed. Gary
Mann, head of tape promotion at Decca, comments: "The
tape market will certainly overtake the record market. I don't
know when or in what form, possibly video, possibly something else, but it will happen when the record becomes obsolete, which is inevitable, because tape is just the better medium: it lasts longer. it doesn't scratch, the sound is better
and so on."
EMI tape division head Barry Green is a confirmed tape en.
thusiast who has maintained a levelheaded optimism
throughout the confused period in the early part of this year.
He feels it is too soon to forecast what level the tape market
will eventually reach, but with the current level at around 20
percent of the total pm-recorded market, he believes there is
tremendousgrowth still to come. Indications from other countries are not always reliable as market situations differ so
widely, but the American market shows signs of leveling off at
around 40 percent, and most companies would accept that as
a realistic target. Nth the flood of tape machines into the
U.K. continuing with only temporary abatement and with Philips alone providing something in the region of 2 million machines in one year. then the tape market has to grow.
The one and only facet of the future market that tape companies regard with a little scepticism is quadraphonic recording. Mick Tovey explains: "The situation is chicken and egg,
just as it was with stereo and is with video. There is no indication from the hardware side of any rapid expansion in the
short term and, therefore, the software catalog is likely to
grow slowly. At the moment it is really very small." In every
other respect, though, tape companies see silver linings to the
present economic clouds.
I
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April 1973. At that time. Polydor, as part of a vast promotion
campaign on behalf of James Last, followed the fashion of the
time and compiled an exclusive low.price Last album for
Woolworths. Boots immediately hit back and slashed two new
full -price Last albums to a competitive $3.75. From that point
onwards, Boots continued to offer $1.25 off certain top -selling items. backing its enterprise with national newspaper advertising. Inevitably Smiths, faced with the prospect of losing
sales to its main competitor, also began cut -pricing on se
lected items. The stage was set.
The curtain went up in June when Smiths slashed $1.25
off its top 100 albums, Boots reduced prices by 10 percent
and Woolworths followed suit. While ostensibly in the position
of being forced to trim profits, all three took every opportunity
to turn the situation to their advantage by heavily promoting
their cats, even to the extent of television advertising.
The militant, but poorly supported Grammophone Record
Retailers Committee, which draws its support largely from a
traditionally reactionary section of the independent trade, did
its best. It protested to the manufacturers, solicited the support of the government's Office of Fair Trading, urged dealers
to stand firm, then to introduce their own selective discount.
ing, and to emphasize their advantage in terms of service,
know -how and depth of stock.
But there was little anybody could do to help. Record companies pleaded that they were shackled by the Restrictive
Practices Act which makes it illegal for them to refuse to supply and even when Boots piled on the pressure by further discountson the ten- best selling albums, allegations of loss leading, which is illegal, remained unproven.
Nevertheless, there was widespread sympathy among
manufacturers for the plight of the independents which, after
all, provide the industry with the bulk of its catalog sales and
can often be persuaded to support new -talent promotions
white the multiples draw their stocks mainly from proven Top
50 successes. The prospect. however distant, of the U.K. in.
dustry needing to base its profitability on chart activity in a noreturns situation, is not pleasant to contemplate.
Some, like Tony Morris. managing director of Phonogram,
were openly critical of what he called -excessive price-cutting." but the consensus of opinion was that the war would
soon be over and that trading would return to normal. Dealers
were less confident and it was not long before reports began
to filter back, especially from those in High Street proximity to
the multiples, of sales being lost, particularly on what would
usually have been best -seller LPs like David Bowie's "Diamond Dogs" and Elton John's "Caribou." Under the guise of
an experimental assessment of the impact of TV advertising
on regular full price albums. Polydor mounted a special push
on releases by the Osmonds, Jim Stafford and James Last
'noting coincidentally, that the campaign was aimed at helping
dealers to sell out of their shops releases that Polydor had sold in

Recovery Slow From
Price-Cutting Impact
BRIAN MULLIGAN
The British record industry and retail trade are recovering
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slowly from the impact of the first serious price-cutting
struggle between three of the major multiples.
The confrontation of Boots; W.H. Smith and Woolworths,
between them trading through about 900 record departments and accounting for about 40 percent of all records sold
in Britain, caused few if any real casualties despite the early
doom -laden forecasts of pessimistic retailers. But while there
is no immediately available evidence of independent traders
being forced out of business having become the unfortunate
victims of High Street discounting, there's no doubt that
some sections of the industry have been quite severely
bruised, both by the outcry of independent dealers and their
one effective means of retaliation against helpless manufacturers -a cutback on their stocks of best -selling product.
It has not, in general, been a good summer for the British
record industry and for the first time in three years there has
been the once familiar sight of a seasonal downhill trend in
many companies' sales graphs.
Perhaps it is worth noting, in retrospect, that five years
ago, the British Phonographic Industry abandoned its fight to
retain resale price maintenance on records, despite determined protestations fora year or more beforehand that it was
solidly united in its intention to oppose any legislation which
could facilitate cut -pricing. That certainly was the official line.
but there were executives of influence who felt that the British
record business could not really surge forward until price -fix.
ing was no longer a legal trading requirement. In any event,
the expected price war did not develop immediately, mainly
due to the combined deterrents of slim profit -margins and
purchase tax. But a massive increase in volume which has
seen business triple in three years to the point that in 1974,
U.K. manufacturers' sales of records and tapes grossed over
$240 million for the first time, plus a gradual improvement in
retail margins and the replacement of purchase tax by Value
Added Tax, provided the necessary scope for the multiples to
take advantage of the situation.
In fact, it took a government decision actually aimed at
damping down inflationary tendencies in the High Street,
which required certain high -volume companies to trim profits,
to finally spark off the price- cutting war. While both Boots and
Smiths could genuinely claim to have had their trading tactics
forced upon them, the signs of a battle of the giants had been
evident for at least 12 months beforehand.
The real beginnings of price -cutting can be traced back to

admitted that the drive was related to trying
to regenerate sales on albums that were sticking, but a later
move by Poydor in improving the level of discounts available
to dealers supporting the Sound Sellers scheme of guaranteed stocking of specified titles, was certainly designed with
an eye to helping the independents. It was the only publicized
attempt to give smaller traders an opportunity to fight back.
With fuel surcharges having a drastic effect on the cost of
overseas package holidays. it was possibly inevitable that
sales would go soft during the summer months. But the situation was further aggravated by independent retailers stock
ing -down on potential top -selling releases, rather than face
the possibility of having them unsold. There were also grum.
bles from within record companies that the multiples, having
embarked on a policy of fierce price-cutting, might at least
have taken the trouble to follow through efficiently and ensure that stocks were available to meet the demand generated IN the tv promotion. It was not apparently the case -and
It was never

-

so more sales were lost.

Despite early predictions that the fight would be shortlived, it could only end when one of the combatants chose to
haul down its colors. And since neither relies on records as a
principal source of revenue, discounting so long as it brought
customers into the stores, appeared to be less of a short term
prospect than originally hoped. The more pessimistic observers were predicting that the strife would continue until the
Christmas season was over -not an encouraging situation.
In the event, the end-or at least the beginning of it -came
abruptly at the end of August, when Boots quietly discon.
tinued its across- the -board price cuts. "It was." the company
claimed, "only a promotional device, and future discounting
will continue on selected times." (These, however, appear
from subsequent advertising to remain fairly widespread and
cover Top 10 releases.)
If that sounded like an admission of the futility of other
than limited price -leading, then Woolworths made no secret
of its distaste at having had to join in. "As time goes by the
effect becomes minimal -people just get used to a new base
price for records, don't think cuts are helping business any.
more." says a company spokesman, possibly taking into consideration that Woolworths had been competing with a lower
profit margin as a racked customer of Record Merchandisers.
Woolworths. too, is continuing selected price- cutting.
There will be many on both sides of the British record business who will echo Woolworths' remarks and hope that future
discounting will be conf fined to occasional skirmishes and that
all -out war will never again be declared.
(Continued an page L-8)
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PRS: Society That

Performs for Creators
EVAN SENIOR
Twinning with its U.S. counterpart ASCAP. Britain's Performing Right Society (PRS) marks this year its 60th anniversary of battle for the performing rights of both pop and classical composers. authors and publishers. In that period the PRS
poured many millions of dollars into pockets that might other.
wise have been conspicuously empty.
Performing right, as opposed to copyright which has
helped the creators of music of all types since the reign of
England's Queen Anne, is comparatively new, and benefits
from it have stemmed from a purely accidental incident in
Paris as long ago as 1849. One night a French composer of
light music. Victor Parizot, was dining in a restaurant where a
small band was entertaining customers and, by chance, in.
cluded a little work by Parizot. When he left he refused to pay
his bill. "First pay me for using my music," he insisted, "and
then I'll pay you for my dinner." The restaurant manager refused to accept the proposal. Parizot, being a somewhat determined character, took the argument to court. He won his
case and created a precedent for performance right. But it
was one thing to establish that right in law, another to enforce
it. Composers of music were scattered, unorganized. It took
many more years before French composers and publishers
were able to organize themselves into an association for col.
lecting their performance fees. German writers followed suit,
headed by Richard Strauss, in 1903, and in 1914, under the
shadow of the approaching World War, British publishers and
composers followed suit, with America corning into line in the
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same year.
"In 1914 and for some time after," explains London PRS
general manager Michael Freegerd, "performing right was a
comparatively small return to composers. Radio and television had not appeared on the scene. the recording industry
was very small. and the main income of composers was from
the wide -spread sale of sheet music. It is to the credit of the
founders of the various national Performing Right organiza.
tions that they saw. so far ahead, what was coming and established the various societies to bring together the performing
rights of their members and to fight for their rights."
The battle has not been easy. As soon as composers began
to insist on their rights, users of music also organized to re.
sist, but eventually legal battles were won. Today, in Britain
alone, more than $18,400,000 is collected annually by the
PRS and distributed among its members, contributed by
broadcasting, public concert halls, relayed radio. hotel and
restaurant entertainment- anywhere, in fact, where copyright musk is used in public.
This sum is, incidentally, exceeded by royalties that come
to composers, both pop and classical, from the record industry, which in 1973 paid more than $25 million through me.
chanical rights organizations to writers or their heirs and publishers.
(Continued on page 45)
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Inflation Fails to
Dent Concert Field
By NIGEL HUNTER
Inflation chooses no favorites in any area of human activity and endeavor to spare it from its escalating consequences,
and the field of concert promotion is certainly no exception.
The music business and entertainment industry are especially vulnerable to the vagaries of economic fluctuation and
difficulties. Although one tenable theory claims that the pub
lic everywhere responds to hard times and adversity by seeking more rather than less amusement and distraction, there
comes a stage when the rising cost of that amusement and
distraction can put it beyond the reach of all except the most
g determined and well- heeled lotus eaters.
In music -business terms. the public divides under a rough
rule of thumb into a basic couple of fallow fields and categ gories as far as promoting tours and concerts are concerned.
There is the teen sector, with its ever -lowering bottom-age
level, and the older and potentially enormous middle- of -the8 road clientele, whose members have outgrown their teen
tastes and are into the hardy perennials of the music world
3 and peripheral preferences like jazz and folk.
S
The latter category, being older and breadwinning, is assessed as the best to withstand inflationary influences and
persist in going to see its concert favorites, although the ubiquitous medium of television can affect the boxoffice receipts
of the shiniest star if the weather is bad and there is a comparable attraction available on the small screen. Modern con.
ditions which have led to the universally high level of inflation
have also altered the scene relating to the teen public. Traditionally supposed to be limited to the extent of their pocket
money allowance from their parents for their personal indulgences of candy or concert seats, the rapidly increasing affluence of most parents in latter years has made the pocket
money allowances elastic in limit and susceptible to the right
brand of importuning.
A survey of the opinions of three of Britain's leading concert and tour promoters shows that inflation and other disagreeable aspects of 1974 life are not yet threatening to dim
the stages of London and provincial venues or deprive local
CI acts and foreign imports of the chance to do their thing in per
iC son before their public. But there is a considerable degree of
about the situation.
Sconcern
5
Arthur Howes has been promoting tours for the past 25
years, and the theater bills on the walls of his offices reveal a
ro gallery of greats who have worked under his concert aegis, including the Beatles, Nat King Cole, Buddy Holy, the Su.
as preteen, the Beach Boys, Roy Orbison, Cliff Richard, Neil Dia-

mond. Stevie Wonder, and Liberace. Howes is known as a
committed and practising optimist, but evinced some unchar
acteristic gloom about concert costings those days.
"The main trouble is the amount of money which artists
are asking," he said. "99 percent of the acts we deal with are
Americans, who have their own inflation problem ano tend to
price themselves on the American scale for this country as
well. It's not always greed on their part, but an unawareness
that things are not quite so expensive here yet, although
must say some artists or their managements are plain greedy.
"I'd like to make the seat price 52.32 top (£ 1 sterling),
but it's impossible. try Fo keep my prices to 80 cents maximum, but sometimes it has to be $8, depending on the act.
Even so, this is only half of what is charged on the European
I

I

mainland."
Howes is also concerned about the dearth of suitable
venues in London and the rest of the country. He reckons
there are only about 10 good dates altogether for big stars to
play.
"London needs a great entertainment venue," he continues. "It's the only capital city without a major hall. All we've
got at the top of the scale is the Royal Albert Hall with about
5,000 seats and the Royal Festival Hall with 4,000. That's
minute in a capital city of a country of well over 50 million population, and the Royal Albert Hall, which is supposed to be the
center, is now dictating what the public can see."
Howes would welcome an all -purpose entertainment complex in London with a minimum seating capacity of 10,000,
and sees that as a sure way of holding down seat prices. and a
center where talent can be presented without censorship.
"My main concern is to keep prices down to a minimum

without losing money.
think artists often demand too
much -maybe to prove to themselves that they are big stars.
They could ask less, and let the public pay less.
"Theatres have their costs creeping upwards all the time,
and think our inflation will reach the level of that on the Euro
peen mainland with wages leading the way before things start
to settle down. reckon the seat price will eventually average
out around $11.60, and I'm confident that the public, especially the teenagers. will always afford something they want to
I

in helping to keep seat prices down. Some of them do have
incredible expenses in putting on their show, and they've got
to recoup it and make something on top."
Derek Block has been active as a promoter for six years,

and his recent tally of presentations has included Glen Campbell. Johnny Mathis, Leonard Cohen, Gene Pitney, Charles Az.
savour, Steely Dan, Cleo Laine, and Status Quo. He found the
seat pricing situation "very stable" up till 18 months ago
when inflationary pressures took a real hold. Other factors
also exert an influence in his estimation.
"I find theater managements OK generally. and I'm sympathetic to their problems- But major traditional theaters are
closing, largely because of union pressure and restrictions.
The unions insist on x number of cleaners. according to the
number of seats, and y number of stage hands all the time,
irrespective of whether it's a 50strong company or just one
solo artist doing the straw or whether it's a full house draw or
half empty. The Muscians Union is forcing the rates up, too, in
a short- sighted way which will result in artists using a 15 -piece
orchestra where formerly they would have booked 30.
"The public will pay top prices for only some stars," Block
added, "and there's a bidding situation arising between rival
promoters sometimes which raises costings. Booking Ameri.
can acts is a high risk occupation in many cases, but the domestic side of the business is much better and still dirt cheap
where seat prices are concerned. can charge $5.80 top for
Cilla Black at a venue like the Central Hall, Chatham, and
know the place will be filled. The top price on the Mathis tour
was $6.96, and it was very successful."
On the question of the frequently wide gap between what
some artists demand and what is economically practical to offer them, Block has a bluntly simple policy.
"I always say to them do you want to play to a full house
with reasonably priced seats or do you want to play to half -full
houses with expensive seats and have people say you're fin
I

fished ?"

I

I

Recovery Slow From Price
Cutting Impact (continued)
postscript to the price-war controversy, Contour
Records managing director Tom Parkinson comments:
"We now appear to have returned to normal trading, with
a pattern of shortterm price -reduction promotions which,
after all, is competitive marketing and, without a resale price
maintenance situation, totally at the discretion of the retailer.
"The record retailer is, and will always be. a most essential
part of our industry. On the other hand. I am convinced the
future buoyancy and expansion of our market depends on
converting as many people to music as possible -and the
multiple -product outlets throughout the country can be said
to be assisting greatly in this longterm expansion programme."
As

Mel Bush, one of the few major promoters based out of
London, is still very optimistic about the pricing position. He
has been promoting for 10 years, and scores heavily with appearances by acts such as Crosby. Stills, Nash and Young, the
Band, Joni Mitchell, Santana, Slade, Bad Company, Mud, Da.
vid Essex, and Mott the Hoopla with Mick Ronson.
"Everything has to go up in price to keep up with inflation." Bush remarked. "I'd love the top seat price to be $1.16.
but it's not possible. My top prices now average between

$2.87 and $3.48.
"Hall rentals have doubled, but acts have been marvelous
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!To Indie Labels, Selectivity
Is Thorn In Inflation's Side
By STAN BRITT
Selectivity-that
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the one word which keeps cropping up
in conversation with representatives of Britain's smaller rode.
pendent labels, in trying to assess how they are coping with
the country's current serious inflation problems.
Some companies are being almost ruthlessly selective in
cutting back record releases and in an overall pruning of artist
roster lists. Others will be taking a closer look at these areas
from now on- especially if the U.K: s current financial climate
worsens dramatically within the next couple of years.
But, despite all the fears and possible impending gloom,
most British record independents are fiercely confident that
whatever transpires in the future they will continue to sell
records in sufficiently satisfactory quantities -and as regu.
larly -to avoid total collapse and closure of their respective
businesses.
Some, like David Howells, a director of Gull Records, believe that, even if the situation becomes even more depress.
ing, record buyers won't be staying away from the retail estab.
tishments in any large numbers. Howells, formerly with major
companies like CBS and MCA, puts it this way: "In any such
crisis, people usually turn to fantasy. In the 1920's, it hap.
pened with the Hol lywood.escapism thing. In the '70's, people
are going to turn to records."
The rock audience, Howells avers, is comprised, in the
main, of those of the age group which has "uncommitted
money." They can buy clothes or records, or go to hear their
local band at a club. Whereas married couples-particularly
those with children and /or mortgages to think of- would, of
necessity, have to forgo record buying.
Of the foreseeable future, Howells admits: "One has to ex.
pect a certain amount of gloom because money is going to be
tight. This will mean more discipline from us all at Gull -as
well as from other companies. So far, we haven't had to cut
back on our product because we have always worked on a selective basis. When the vinyl crisis came, several people made
very heavy statements as to what would happen in the future.
And what happened? Not very much.
"Small independents have always had to work on this selective basis. We certainly won't be cutting back in the fu.
ture-we only get involved with things we believe in."
Gull, which has been operative since March this year, has a
roster of seven artists, including Isotope, Judas Priest, Seventh Wave, if and Arthur Brown. Says Howells: "That's our
is

kind of selectivity- meaning, of course, quality more than

quantity...."
Dick Leahy, managing director of GTO Records, is another
who echoes the call for selectivity among the independents.
But for him, this is nothing new. He came to his present position from Bell Records, complete with an extraordinary record
of success in the U.K. singles field. "At Bell, was only putting
out one record per week- maximum. There was nothing,
really, which was released which couldn't have wanted to put
I

I

out.
"You have to be absolutely selective -it's always been a
philosophy of mine. have carried this over to GTO. For instance, recently released my first record in two months."
And the future? "Generally speaking, I believe there are
two schools of thought. One is that there will be no money to
spend on anything. The other is that people will be spending
money on entertainment, whatever happens. Frankly, I'm not
sure which of these will be right. Certainly, though, if there is
less money to spend it will hit the volume of records. Equally
certainly, the customer is going to be more selective about
what he buys and, indeed, as to whether he buys...."
Olav Wyper, creative director of Cube Records, is another
who, like both Howells and Leahy, brings to his present appointment a wealth of experience. He, too, subscribes to the
small -record -companies -must -be- selective doctrine.
"We, at Cube, have always been this way. We don't put out
many records. We don't have many artists -we now have a
roster of 12. We haven't cut back because of inflationary
measures. Frankly, our business isn't as great at present as
we would like it to be. But whether this is due to the current
economic crisis, don't know. Part of the reason has been because we haven't come up with anything of interest during the
past year.
"We have a group called Angel. It has been very successful
in Germany. But it has failed to take off hem because we
couldn't get the record played by the BBC. That has nothing
to do with inflation."
Wyper believes that independent record companies most
certainly will have to be careful, both about the kind of records
they issue and the number, they must also be wary about the
number of artists they sign.
He summarizes: "In the long run -and through the hard
(Continued an page L -14)
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British Musicians Go for Own Studios
By TONY JASPER
The Who, Moody Blues and Kinks are just three British hit
groups among a larger number of artists possessing their own
recording studios, a trend which has grown considerably over
the past 12 months.
Initially, some built their studio purely for convenience rea.
sons. It offset their heavy tax burden.
Later, such people realized the economic sense of being a
personal studio owner and the advantages in terms of recording. In sheer money terms six moderate hit albums would pay
for a reasonable studio.
Ronnie Lane, ex -Faces and now a sob artist, purchased a
mobile recording studio because he lives moving about. This
£ summer for instance he took a travelling musical circus
2 around Britain, setting up tent in fairly large towns and giving
3 the audience several bands, including his own, plus circus
trappings of ring, sawdust, clowns and tireeaters.
S
However, Lane is not yet a heavy album seller and he made
E
5 the mobile available for general use and met an obvious de$ mand. Its list of clients is impressive, including recent U.S.
chart toppers Bad Company. They hired the mobile for just 10
C
days, enough for their highselling album. They will be using
8 the mobile again. Other names include The Who (before completion of their own impressive London studio), Eric Clapton,
Rick Wakeman, Blue Goose (a new Anchor recording group)
and Peter Frampton. The Wakeman recording was for his hit,
"Journey To The Center Of The Earth."
The studio is fully booked and costs $3,600 a week with a
daily rate of $840. In one sense even Lane can't afford recording at his own studio. such is the revenue from bookings. In
other cost terms, his recording via the mobile saved him an
estimated $15,000 over normal studio booking.
Paul Lambert, in charge of the mobile's operation, sees an
ever -increasing desire of groups to have a recording studio
where they are situated. At the same time he sees them ben.
efitting from being away from the hectic atmosphere of Lon
don and its busy studios.
The mobile can be taken anywhere, even, says Lambert,
through the smallest farm gate. He says, "British groups are
moving away from a static environment. They like to be in the
r2 country and that's why Led Zeppelin have booked us for two
months near the end of the year."
Jahn Woolf is studio manager of the new studio built by
co The Who and situated near to London's new site for its Covent
J Garden market. Woolf has been with The Who since the early
E days and says, "Initially, the studio was designed for the
g
group's album, 'Quadrophenia.' The group was slightly tired

i

it happened we found our site led to all kinds of further possibilities. People wanted to record in our studios."
The studio, however, is basically for the group. since each
member is recording his own album and the studio will be
available when The Who as a group have demand. Woolf sees
the studio introducing some discipline into the Who's life. He
says certain times will be earmarked for their recording,
The studio's pleasantness and location have led to many
session musicians turning up for a chat and has effected a
change in the demeanor of The Who themselves. They are
much more relaxed about recording. The studio is located on
what Woolf terms "common ground," a geographical point almost equidistant from the musicians' homes. A current feature of studio development is the building of a separate studio
for demos. Deno studios are in short supply in the London
area.
The Moody Blues have long hunted for their own studio
site and eventually they found themselves offered space at
Decca's studios, the old premises of years back when they recorded on a 4.track, "Days Of Futum Past."
Now they have a 24-36 track, quadraphonic setup with
some of the most modern and sophisticated equipment available, much of it being American.
According to publicist Nick Massey, costs are more or less
irrelevant. When you have seen million -selling albums, he
says, then some liberty is possible.
The studio is basically for the Moody Blues. As with The
Who they can record when they feel like it, though there is perhaps more freedom for the Moodies with at present no subletting of the studio. Thus each group member has made or is
in the process of making his own LP.
Massey says it suits the temperaments of artists like John
Lodge and Justin Heywood. They arrive at 6 p.m. and stay until six the following morning.
They are fortunate in having an expert and recording fanatic like Dave Bell, who Massey says, "will stay 365 days and
work 24 hours in each day!"
Although the Moodies themselves take up all the studio
time, Massey says it will eventually be available, "not to all

and sundry, rather to those who could benefit from its technology." Massey doesn't foresee this happening until at least
the new year. The studio is Tony Clarke's brainchild and was
designed by Tim Hidley.
North London provides the new recording home for The
Kinks. Their long-time associate, Marion Rainford, says the
Kinks realized the heavy bills they were paying for recording
studios and it seemed much more sensible for them to build
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At the opening of the Moody Blues' Threshold Studio -left to
right Sir Edward Lewis, chairman of British Decca; Tony
Clarke, Moody Blues' producer; Justin Hayward of the Moody
Blues and Arthur Collis, Decca financial director.

their own. It would pay for itself on a half -a -dozen albums.
The Kinks were paying up to $100 an hour for other studios. On their own costing it would run at $50 an hour. The
studio building cost $150,000.
Ms. Rainford said at first the group treated it as an economic luxury but then realized the revenue they could earn
from letting it. At the same time their site, a collection of old
warehouses and garages, suggested considerable extension
possibilities.
As The Who, they aim for a second studio, a rehearsal.
demo complex.
Other artists with studios include Cat Stevens, in the basement of his own house; Alvin Lee with a 16 -track machine at
his beautiful country residence and, of course, George Harri
son, owner of Dark Horse records.
Harrison's initial album releases have stemmed from his
own recording stables. Splinter, one of the recorded groups,
describe the studios as "excellent with a tremendous feel."
Kit Butler, publicist, says Alvin Lee basically has a studio to
save bng journeys into London. He lives at Reading, some 40
miles from the city center. At the same time, Lee values being
able to stroll into his own studio and lay down ideas which are
current in his head at the time.
He has recorded TYA material in his own studio plus his
recent album with Mylon Le Fevre. At the some time his recent
London solo concert at the Rainbow has been mixed for future
release.
It could well be the new trend for artists to own their own
studios. Should such be the case, it can only mean problems
for the traditional recording centers. At present there are
enough artists available to book most studio time.

Capital Radio Is
`Capital' to Million
By TERRI ANDERSON
London's independent entertainment radio station, Capi.
tal Radio. has just celebrated its first birthday, and can claim
an audience of one million a day, while BBC Radio London.
just turned five years old, cannot spare any of its budget to
obtain audience figures.
It would be harsh to say that these facts give a full idea of
the local radio situation in London, but certainly the commercial station has been able to sell itself, and so gain audience
and selling power, to an extent that the BBC local station has
not the financial resources to match.
This is very far from implying that Radio London does not
have an audience; it does, and it serves them well, producing
and fulfilling good programming ideas.
But Radio London hasone hour a day needletime -plus review time -while Capital has nine hours a day. The fact that
both are classed as local radio, in a vast metropolis which has
little or no sense of community, and which is national or inter.
national in its outlook in almost every field -from music to
shopkeeping -is less of a problem for the commercial station.
Capital does not see itself as being directly in competition
with Radio London, but more with BBC network stations, and
in particular Radio One, which until about a year ago offered
the only airplay possibility of any great importance to pop
record makers.
Radio London has always kept, and does still keep, its music policy clearly separate from Radios One and Two, and has
not shrunk from sticking its neck out at times and playing
what it considered good records, frowned upon, or even
banned, by Broadcasting House.
However, as a new, different kind of radio for London.
Capital inevitably attracted attention from the start, and with
its policy of having big names on the staff, was bound to be
looked to as an influence on record sales in London. Suddenly
London had a real alternative music station to BBC Radios
One and Two.
During its first year Capital has consolidated its position,
and claimed impressive audience ratings, notwithstanding
statements to the contrary made by BBC and backed by its
audience research services.
Record companies have acknowledged the considerable
(Continued on page L -14)
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(continued)
winter we are going to face during the next few years -people
will turn to entertainment."
A much more gloomy viewpoint is that expressed by Anthony Hedley, chairman and managing director of Wigwam
Records. Wigwam, which is based in Chesterfield, Derbyshire,
isn't doing too badly right now, says Hedley, especially with its
export business, which comprises about 50 percent of its total
annual turnover and embraces about 20 countries throughout the world.
The firm produces its own master tapes in the U.K.: these
are leased for manufacture in record form -and distribution
in local territories overseas. "In some areas, we actually go out
under our own logo," Hedley explains.
The Wigwam boss predicts that, in all areas, there is
bound to be some unemployment in the British record market. " Entertainment and 'luxuries' are going to be bottom of
people's list of wants. This may well result in the closing down
of certain independent record companies. It could affect us
quite drastically.
"A small company like ours is very much a stop -go affair
anyway. If we suffered a period even worse than it is now, it
could mean closing down Wigwam. Already, we have cut back
on the number of acts we are working. Eighteen months ago
the number was 20. Now, it is nine."
Wigwam's plans to build its own recording studio were
thwarted because it was unable to obtain the necessary fi'
nancial backing -another victim of inflation. Only bright spot
on the horizon is that because there are eight or nine major
cities within a radius of 50 miles of the company's headquar
hers, Wigwam's concert- promoting activities look good for the
future.
But even here, says Hedley, there is a danger. It will only
work out right if the present total of major pop tours is wt.
"For the business in general, the next six months will be drastic. What happens then will set the future pattern for the next
five years. It will either go rock -bottom -at which companies
like ours will collapse -or a steady improvement will be maintained.
"lam not, however, very optimistic. think there will be a
decline."
The Fresh Air label has been active for some 18 months. It
has had hits on the European Continent and, at present, is
coping with the fiscal situation without any real problems. But
Fenella Ronald, assistant to managing director Tony Hall,
agrees that selectivity in signing of new artists is being main tained by her company.
"Yes, we have cut back on our releases, by virtue of the
fact that we are being more selective. In fact, we are more
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gest-ever turnover. Admittedly, we have cut bat considerably
on our Surrey International label -we have released only one
disc per month in recent times instead of probably twice that
amount previously.
"Even in the 1930's depression in the U.S., people went
back to black (r &b) music, As long as we stay with this musical
form, we can't go wrong. Mind you, if the country were in great
shape, don't think r&b would be selling any more
has
nothing whatsoever to do with finance."
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Capital Radio Is Capital to
Million (continued)
Otee

Wyper- "People will turn to entertainment."

David Howells, a director of Gull Records, doesn't anticipate
a decline in record sales, despite the economic gloom.

careful than ever in releasing new product these days. But this
doesn't mean we will not be issuing any records whatsoever in
the future. Fresh Air prides itself on looking after its artists.
We really are in the business, not just to make money, but for
the music."
Gerry Bron, director of the company which incorporates
Bron Artistes Management Ltd. and the Bronze Records label- is worried about the financial situation in which Britain
finds itself at present. "My argument is that people will start
to take their jobs more seriously if they, the jobs, are harder to
come by. People have just got to learn to work harder.
"To show what can be done, when the three-day working
week happened certain companies were producing 90 per.
cent of their turnover in that period. Record companies -independents, too -must work that extra harder. And we must ex.
port.
"Ninety percent of our total business is done through exporting -over $2,300,000 in turn this way last year, as op.
posed to some $345,000 worth of business in this country.
The ratio is about the same for the Bronze label."
Bron says that devaluation will be offset, for his company
at least, by the money it gets from abroad. "Like the export
company we are, we won't be affected.
"I haven't noticed any manifestations of inflationary problems so far. Obviously, though, business is going to be affected. Still, this won't prevent us from going ahead with our
new, quarter -million -pound recording studio -which might be
the first -ever studio designed and built specifically for Quad
from continuing to be erected."
The only problem facing Nigel Thomas' Goodear label involves the transfer of funds from other countries -royalties,
advances, etc.- because bankers are making it difficult to
transfer funds from one country to another. So far, the company has not reduced its record releases, although it is experiencing trouble in getting product pressed and made available.
"My only other worry," adds Thomas, "concerns the fact
that we-are going totally independent in the U.S. from Jan. 1.
We are shipping our first product, independently, in Decem.
ber. But an enormous number of distributors in the States
have gone bankrupt and a lot of the independent labels there
have since gone out under the aegis of the major record companies.
-The future? Very dicey. If anyone said to me tomorrow
that they were going independent, would say they were
crazy- although this is the way prefer to do things.
"If money gets tighter and tighter next year, everything is
going to be tougher. A lot of remarkable things are going to
happen during the next two years, both inside and outside the
music industry."
Bill Stonebridge, general manager of GM Records, believes
one way to keep business flowing is to "give the customer the
kind of record he really wants to buy ... and prices have got to
be kept in the same bracket."
Stonebridge believes, too, that- big-name attractions
apart-pop concerts are likely to be hit next year. "Already,
people seem to prefer to stay at home to listen to their
records."
Although its booking agency has been seriously affected
by the crisis. Contempo seems to have few if any worries
about the future. Managing director John Abbey's explana
tion?
"Black music -what we present -is never affected by eco.
nomics. The people who buy it are the straight, solid collectors
or the types who would buy our records instead of a lunch.
"From July through September, in fact, we had our big-

-
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impact made on sales by Capital, by increasingly buying ad.
vertising for their product, and record marketing men are prepared to state that the station has been directly responsible
for breaking several singles during the year, and helped with
quite a few mare.
All the major record companies -which are nothing if not
cost-conscious -have bought time on Capital, with the exception of British Decca. That they have not done so is said to be a
matter of company budgeting policy.
Warner Brothers and RCA are among the companies to attest Capital's contribution to the progress of new artists. The
mere presence of the commercial stations is seen by the
record companies as injecting a healthy air of competition
into radio, which can do records sales nothing but good.
The situation with regard to BBC local radio stations in
general -which at the moment greatly outnumber commercial stations, but which will be in a 1 to 3 minority when the
Independent Broadcasting Authority's long -term plans for
opening stations are fully carried out -is much as it has been
since they first existed.
Retailers around the country, questioned on the effect of
local radio on record sales at a time when commercial radio
had only just begun, varied in their opinions from a definite
"no effect at all" response, to an equally decided "quite a
bit "
Many agreed that customers asked for records because
they had heard them "on the radio," but did not stipulate local or network. Perhaps coincidentally the greatest local radio
impact on sales seemed to be felt in areas which were chosen
for the earliest of the commercial stations to serve -in competition with the BBC local stations. For example, Birmingham
retailers felt BBC Radio Birmingham had great influence on
local music trade, and BRMB, the city's commercial station,
was second entertainment station in the country to go on air;
likewise Manchester, with a strong, high music content BBC
local station, became the home of the third.
The BBC has given more emphasis to its local stations in
the past year, and earlier, when commercial radio began to
look like a reality, the local BBC station -long given something
of the poor relative treatment -began to get plugs on network
stations, in a mal attempt to increase and consolidate the local radio audiences.
David Carter, Radio London's music program organizer, is
convinced that local radio is the growth medium, especially to
the young, who are listening more to radio than ever before,
and radio is acknowledged to be the best way to sell records.
Although throughout the country BBC local stations vary considerably in music content and style, their contribution to the
popularity of records, and resulting sales patterns, should not
be ignored or undervalued.
With their low needletime and small budgets they cannot
claim to be a very powerful selling force alone. but in combination with the ever increasing number of commercial local stations they present a strong alternative to network radio as an
outlet for records. Radio One no longer reigns supreme. De.
spite open disagreement between the BBC and commercial
stations on audience figures -the former's own surveys showing much smaller audiences for the latter than those obtained
through NOP by the commercial stations themselves -the
simple fact is that commercial stations around the country
have rapidly gained, and kept, very large audiences.
There has also been a noticeable increase in the total num.
ber of radio listeners in general, and that is something both
sides happily agree on.
In the mind of the listening public the commercial stations
are, first and foremost, music stations, although they fulfill
the IBA's requirements for general entertainment stations.
Most are on air for 18 hours daily. with Capital broadcasting
around the clock, and they have nine hours needletime daily,
which adds up to exposure for new singles and album tracks
as has never before been available in such quantity.
Most of the commercials have delighted record companies
by keeping their playlists fairly large, and one new station,
Metro Radio, in Newcastle, has eschewed playlists altogether.
The past year has seen the commercials, at present a total
of eight, sticking to their ideals of selecting music content on
merit, not chart position.
Martin Sutton, music programmer for BRMB, speaks for
all commercial station people when he says that this has re.
suited in a raising of the standard of music which makes the
charts. He, like others, cites such singles as "Pinball," by
Brian Protheroe, or "Midnight At The Oasis," by Maria Mal daur, as records which were too good for radio, as it was a
short while ago, but had gained enormous advantages from
exposure on commercial stations.
"Radio One's monopoly is over now," says Sutton. "We
play music on merit, and in a few years the British singles
chart will be as varied as the U.S. charts. And singles buying,
so much on the decline, will takeoff again thanks to commercial

radio."
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U.S. Acts Must Be Seen

As Well as Heard if They're

Going to Make It In the U.K.
PETER JONES
Why don't some of America's biggest record- seling artists
break through in Britain? How is that while British success often
does follow U.S. popularity of certain acts right across the pop
spectrum -Grand Funk Railroad, Helen Reddy, Andy and David
Williams are examples -fail to register fully, despite massive pro-

motional efforts?
A check around the major record companies in London reveal
e variety of reasons offered -notably the failure of many top
American acts to "show" themselves to the British public. While
there were doubts about whether the situation would ever improve. there was also optimism in certain areas.
Ron Kass, managing director of Warners U.K., certainly does
not agree that certain American acts just cannot be broken in
Britain. He believes that each U.S. artist on the various labels un.
der the British umbrella of Wamers is, in the final instance, ca.
pable of good sales.
But he accepts the obstacles, not least the obvious stumbling.
block of the distance separating the two countries. He believes
people most see the artist or group. The lack of contemporary
music exposure on British radio and television prevents the great
mass of people from becoming aware of what lies outside the immediate confines of the Top 50 singles market"
Yet-Kass, like others interviewed, regretted the reticence of
certain U.S. acts to come to Britain -for a variety of reasons, including the much-preferred one of not liking flying."
He quotes the Doobie Brothers as a major example of how a
group reasonably well -known in certain "in" circles can become
truly national once they come and play in the U.K. So Kass and his
promotion team have lined up an impressive "hit Britain with our
groups" campaign for the early part of 1975.
Among those visiting the U.K. for concerts will be Little Feat.
the Doobies, Maria Muldaur, Tower of Power, Montrose, Graham
Central Station and the British -by -birth band Foghat. currently
doing so well in the U.S.
Montrose has already made the U.K. charts and this to Kass is
another example of a group bothering to spend time in the country. Montrose evade themselves known to the British media -par
titularly the national and music press.
What can hold things upon the promotional side is the sheer
expense of bringing groups to Britain -and the ever-present danger that once they return to America the initial interest created
may disappear.
Alice Cooper was for a time an extremely successful artist in
the U.K. and. indeed, he spent considerable time here. Kass still
believes Cooper could build big sales, and the same is true, he
thinks, for James Taylor. Neil Young. however, did experience
mixed reactions on his last U.K. visit, especially from the music
press, a particularly important branch of the media here.
Charles Webster, press officer at the recently created EMI
American division with special responsibilities for Capitol,
stresses the limitations for U.S. promotion in the U.K. on acts
which do not immediately break through an increasing home.
grown market.
"The British scene is not so open now because of the prevalence of U.K. acts which show little sign of winning through in
America, so the emphasis is on Mud, Gary Glitter, Sweet, the Glitter Band and, most recently, the Bay City Rollers. Home interest
obviously means less space for American acts."
For his own company. Webster sees distinct British possibilities for Helen Reddy, Gene Redding, Nancy Wilson, Brewer and
Shipley, Al Martino and the Tavares during 1975. And, of course,
though the Beach Boys have left Capitol, there is still great sales
prospect for the considerable catalog still available -he sees End.
less Sumner as adding to EMI's impressive promotion of this U.S.

group.
Ian Groves, the U.K. label manager for Capitol, also stresses
the value of U.S. acts visiting Britain. And he underlines the importance of the U.K. market since it acts as a guidepost to Europe
and even Japan. He himself constantly thinks in British- European

terms.
At Polydor U.K., promotion officer John Howson feels the
company is succeeding with the Allman Brothers, plus material on
the MGM label like the Osmonds and Johnny Bristol. The Osmonds were suffering a decline in popularity until the incredibly
successful autumn promotional campaign in Britain.
He also feels artist availability is of prime importance. Cer-

tainly the Osmonds with their week -long series of TV shows
achieved "wonders." And the personal promotion side has shown
through in the growing popularity of Johnny Bristol, plus the con.
sistent revival of Neil Sedaka.
David Hughes, head of the press department at Polydor, said
Bristol made himself available at all times toanyone and everyone
and so received a tremendous British press.
However, the Polydor spokesmen felt that some U.S. product
just is not suitable for the U.K. market -and underlined the importance of American acts making special material available just
for the U.K. market.
They believed the Sylvers could be a big British chart act but
"they need to be here and have the right single on which to come."
Hughes would add Jim Stafford, with Bristol, as being the
"ideal" artist for a promotion team to handle and the result was
that Stafford has enjoyed considerable success in the U.K. with
the kind of records which originally seemed more suitable for U.S.
ears.
At Phonogram, Nigel Grainge lays great emphasis on the continued progress of Bachman Turner Overdrive and believes it only
a matter of time before this group breaks big in the U.K. Grainge.
a regular visitor to the U.S., points out that it took Steely Dan and
the Doobie Brothers three albums before they achieved anything
like their deserved success in the U.K. Phonogram release here
Avco, Chess, Westbound and Barnaby.

Grainge obviously believes promotional visits are vital and he
expects BTO to tour early in 1975. Another group with a big U.K.
future, he thinks, is the Ohio Players. Here, as with artists of a soul
nature on other labels, like Kool and The Gang, or Al Wilson,
Grainge believes there is a major battle in Britain to lift already
successful disco artists into the national pop field. He brings the
Ohio Players to London this month (November) for press and
media promotion and for concerts in January.
He says he'd be happy to see Andy and David Williams break
big and believes their continued popularity with many teen magazine suggests that with the right record they could yet make big
impact.
Paddy Fleming, at CBS, is pleased with the company's great
success with Philly material, particularly the Three Degrees ..
the three girls did a great promotional job by being available here.
Fleming believes there is no easy answer as to why a "huge"
American does not make major U.K. impact, other than saying it
requires constant effort and work. David Sandison, recently-appointed head of press at CBS, said the British fans needed to see
more of top groups like Chicago. or Blood, Sweat and Tears. They
make tine albums, but in Britain this is not enough -they most be
seen. And that is one reason, he says, for the great success of British bands like Mott the Hoople, Queen and Sparks.
buy Price, at Pye, felt it too early to comment on the company's success with their recent acquisition of Stan and Buddah
labels. At present, the company, with a considerably enlarged promotional force, spends much time making all aspects of the
media aware of its U.S. product. He points to the track record with
Barry White and Love Unlimited. He would like to see the de
Franco Family break in the U.K. but felt a personal visit In their
case was essential. "The major factor for breaking almost every
U.S. and is in their being heard and seen," he said.
That point was verified at A&M by the enormous success enjoyed by the Carpenters since their British visit. Not only did
their new material sell, but there was amazing demand for their
old albums. But the company was disappointed at U.K. reaction
to Billy Preston material and frustrated at seeing British band
Humble Pie doing so well in the U.S., but having only one hit album and single in Britain.
Other disappointments at MM include Leon Russell. A&M's
U.K. head Derek Green, said, however, that while a tour might help
Russell, it should not be assumed that it would guarantee instant
success.
.

Certainly the British media system
makes it imperative that U.S. artists do visit regularly. Several
record company executives admitted there was, at first, little
moneyto be made in Britain, but that there were big financial benefits in the future. An example lay in the Wembley Stadium concert given by Joni Mitchell and Crosby, Stills, Nash and Young.
Others talked to were critical over the personal attitudes of
some U.S. stars visiting Britain. Some refused time for the press,
or at least strictly limited their availability. And others tended to
treat a British visit as a personal holiday -and often they were the
ones who complained most about lack of sales success in the U.K.
Much of the problem came down to that need for constant visiting. One visit in three or four years is virtually a waste of time.
But the general feeling was that it all boiled down to the individual
group or artist.
Sunned us K U.S. artists are sufficiently interested in the
U.K. and European market, then most record company promotional departments can break them into the U.K. market.
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So the problem continues.

PRS: Society That Performs for Creators
Affiliations of performing right collectors throughout the
world have added to the income of composers. London's FRS
work closely with U.S. organizations, ASCAP, BMI and SESAC,
and in collection of world rights manages to add more than
62.300.000 to Britain's Overseas income every year, after balancing fees paid out to its sister groups in other countries.
When PRS and ASCAP made their first reciprocal agreements
50 years ago and American popular music was sweeping the
world, the British society found itself paying out more than it
received from America. In the 1960s, with the rise of the Bea.
tles and similar British groups, the balance swung in favor of
Britain. Now it is, according to the PRS, "just about in balance."
Breakthrough in this, its 60th year. is the first Western
agreement signed with Soviet Russia since that country's recent accession to the Berne agreements on international
copyright and performing right. This summer the PBS's Free
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(continued)

gard and legal adviser, Denis de Freitas. went to Moscow and
negotiated reciprocal agreements that will ensure a certain
amount of return to British composers for use of their music.
This will not be as great as is the case in many other countries,
since performing right in the Soviet Union is governed by the
country's coin laws, including completely free use of music in
broadcasting and television. But foreign composers will now
benefit from all live performances and from recording even
though use of Western music on disc is relatively small. Free.
gerd and de Freitas managed to secure an agreement in June
backdated to Jan. 1, and it is anticipated that this will be followed by further agreements with other atfiliated performing
right societies.
"We feel that in the past 60 years we have done an
enormous service to writers of music," says Freegard. "Without today's income from widespread performance, live,
broadcast and recorded, no fulltime composer could exist."
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Latin

Talent In Action

Latins Swing Into Vegas Scene
By LAURA DENI

LAS VEGAS -"Viva Mexico" is
the name of a new production show
playing on the Las Vegas Strip. It is
also the cry heard' round town. The
Latin market is a viable, monied
force in this tourist community.
There are music, grocery and religious storm which cater to the Spanish- speaking. KVOV radio station
offers a nightly Spanish music show.
Commercials and news broadcasts
are repeated in the Spanish lan-

"love baccarat and roulette, especially roulette."

guage.

Mexican flags fly high above the
high pink and white circus tent hotelcasino-spa to herald the family type review.

The hotels know the power of the
Spanish dollar and cater to the
monied Latin with reports that they

In May, Circus Circus Hotel
brought in "Viva Mexico" to their
main showroom and added a combination Mexican plate to the dinner
menu. The Frank Sennes Jr. production, directed by Hector Fink Mendoza, is the first major entertainment
change undertaken by the hotel's
new management team.

Billboard SPICML SURVEY for Week Ending

11

/23/74

A troupe of 40 Mexican performers, featuring eight members in the
mariachi band, direct from Acapulco, bring the stage to life with ancient Mexican folk dances. The stage

without scenery, a rare and bare
occurrence for Strip production
is

shows.

"We tried to put up some scenery,
but it wasn't possible because the
stage isn't long enough," explains director Mendoza. "We are also having trouble with the tapes. In Mexico
the voices and music are on tape.
Here the music and voices are live."
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Ballads also were given the Reed Treatment
nit came out adding an almost new dimension
to the performer. 01 particular note were the

trims "Smell The Flowers" and "Your Lady is a
Woman"
Audience response to Reed was enthusiaslic
and genuine. Even the usually reserved cadre of

reporters and photographers were applauding
his efforts and Reed himself seemed to been
joying himself as much as the spectators.

Singh /songaritel Linda Hargrove, accom.
ponied by four of the largest musicians this ode
football, opened the bill. She

of pm

as can be and

is

as country

0115,54 but still

seems in awe

manages to get her songs across. Standout
tunes included the title song of her new album.

"Blue lean Country Queen" and "I Never Loved
Anyone More."
JIM STEPHEN

SHAWN PHILLIPS
OUATERMASS
The

graphic truths inherent

The Thunderbird Hotel had a
Spanish revue and buffet which according to hotel executive Jim Seagrove went over "quite well."
Other hotels featuring production
type shows, Stardust, Dunes, Tropicana, have utilized Spanish talents.
Where it is all at for Las Vegas
boils down to a dollars and cents
bottom line syndrome. Is Mexico a
good market? Do they travel to Las
Vegas, have money and spend it?
The Riviera Hotel is one of many
which maintains branch offices in
Mexico City. Riviera executive Tony
Zoppi sums it all up when he says,
"It's an excellent area!"

in

of

a

George Carlin with whom he

reminiscent
toured ester-

la

sively.
He has developed his scat

singing style to

the Peter Prie

JIM STEPHEN

KENNY RANKIN
CAROLYN HESTER
Borrom Line. New York Cioy
Warner Bros. recording artist Kenny Rankin
and three of the finer young musicians around,

combined to provide one of the more pleasant
musical evenings in recent memory Oct. 23.
Rankin's fine abilities as composer and musi.
clan ran full tilt as he dealt material from several of

he recent albums.

Revel type guitar plucking

he sounds equally at

home singing jazz or his own brand of conlem
porary folk. It seems amazing why a performer

sensitivity and depth has never realty at-

m his

tained superstar status.
Standout selection included "Silver Morn
ing "'While My Guitar Gently Weeps" and the
haunting "Coming Down."

Supporting musicians him Nichols,

vitas;

Carter Collins, conga; and Peter Marshall. bass,

provided subtle accompaniment and were a
definite asset to Rankin's easy swinging style.
Carolyn Hester, a fine vocalist /guitarist,
a

good deal of

bassist David Bloom, Ms. Hester demon

staled

fine knowledge of her instrument and
good vocal control. A bit more emphasis on dy.
a

navies would add dimension to her act. Standout tunes included "Summertime" and "I Have
A

Dream."

11M STEPHEN

BABY JANE DEXTER
Reno Sweeney, New York
lot of singer. both literally and figuratively. She has a genuine gift for
brooding blues singing coupled with a good
Baby lane Dexter is

a

share of vocal clout to make her style unique
and readily identifiable.
The surprisingly, unsigned artist mixed her

set well in her Nov. 10 gig, spanning dozens of

musical generations. Her selections ranged from
the clank Cole Poder standard "Night and
Day" to tunes of more recent vintage like Randy

Newman's "Shining"
Her articulation is exceptional. She does not
fall into any of the slovenly, slurring speech patterns often considered synomous by non-blues

singers attempting to simulate

a

style. She re-

H she lived every moment
nomsequitur monologue she recalk her cyclical roots which indicate that per-

lates her material as
of it and in a

haps she did.
Her

standeuttune of the evening was asensi-

live rendering of Randy Newman's tone poem
"Cully" in which she traces a hypothetical
women's life through high school, dating, inevitable marriage. etc. The song ends with an almod primal scream in which she states, "It just
doesn't seem right to sleep with the same man
for the rest of my life." After a momentary hush
the audience stood as one and applauded her
eflods.
For reasons known only to herself, this her
artist houses her excellent voice in a body which

maksthe

late Mama Cass look like Twiggy.

Fans, obviously well

AM STEPHEN

COCO RECORDS,

INC.

"EL SONIDO CREATIVO"
Presenta:

coco records

EN LA

0DCO

MUSICA LATINA"

CORTIJO Y SU COMBO ORIGINAL CON
*ISMAEL RIVERA

"JUNTOS OTRA VEZ"
(COCO OLP 113x x)

Roberto Roena
Rafael Ithier
Martin Quinones
t as Eddie Perez
Miguel Cruz

Sammy Ayala
Kilo Velez
Mario Cora
Hector Santos
Roy Rosario

a

Artistes Invitados:
Andy Montane.
Rodney Santos

"Ay Guajira" and
"En Esta Navidad"

Producido por:
HARVEY AVERNE
single:

"The Latin Music Company"

(305) 822 -6967
(312) 521.1800
(809) 725 -9581

Faria Records photo

BACK IN New York for the first time
since 1967 with the Sonora Malas.
cera. Ceilia Cruz attracted an SRO
crowd at the Corso Club. She's a
veteran recording star on the Fania
label.
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CAYTRONICS

a

fine degree and at times actually sounds like a
muscat instrument. Combined with his gamey

1

needs.

Featuring

California
Texas

times doing his lure His hump

'EL EVENTO HISTORICO MAS SIGNIFICANTE

LATIN
DIMENSIONS
Vol. II

Florida
Chicago
Puerto Rico

his fine sense

of humor which he brought into play several

by

outing, the only rsl excitement came when Phillips pined them.
The ROM artist, playing a double necked
combinalicn Sand l2 -thing guitar, perked the
concert up with several selections hose his new
album "Bright White" He has a dynamic yet
gentle stage personality which sat well with the
fans ie the needy lull Theater. Yet it seemed
that even his best oYals were futile as pater.
mass muddled haplessly along.
Phillips ladle style and philosophical attan.
lion to his singing and songwriting deserved a
better showcase for his fans. He could well have
pedamed alone or with a smaller group to better advantage. Quatermass, with thew two
drummers, keyboards, guitar and bass were a
definite millstone to the ovenall ohm.
Having moved to Italy several years ago, Phil.
lips is not a regular visitor to These shores. For
his min sake and That of his followers he should
spend some time familiarizing himself with
same of the liner rock bands mailable for his

Presents

(212) 541 -4090
_(213) 737 -0197
(512) 222 -0106

is

attain any particular impetus when performing

M RECORDS

New York

Among his many attributes

poise and charm in her set. Accompanied solely

progressed from an ordinary voce band to an or.
dinary accompanying group.
Teamed with Texas ban Shawn Philips, the
group provided adequate support but failed to

MERICANA

Distributed by

oring for vintage Rankin tunes particularly from
his successful "Like A Seed" album.

opened the show and indicated

dole were attained by Quatermase. They have

alone. In their Nov.

The troupe found it difficult adjusting to playing two shows a night,
seven days a week. However, they
did find the time to investigate a new
form of dancing ... jazz. AR 16
dancers are taking jazz dancing lessons while in town.
Circus Circus is by no means the
first hotel to discover the talents of
the Latins.

Carlos Miranda Beg01120

14

"Viva Mexico" travels with 18
trunks of wardrobe, weighing 12,000
pounds. To maintain the costumes
costs approximately $700 per week.
Many of the headdresses weigh

Mendoza changes the show once a
year. He had two separate programs,
each two hours long. "Sennes saw
both shows, which runs one hour
and 20 minutes," explains Mendoza.

LRTLE JOEY LAFAMILM

12

CORNELIO REYNA
Coatrolsbellas

Mas Nuevo.

Boutin BusaSuerh

11

4

LOS UNICOS
Le

Vicente Fn pander. Cayhonics 1405

3

Lieber a

Mtitrböq label)

Number

Ner saxophonist Boots Randolph's recording.

Academy of Music, New York

Most of the cast speak only Spanish. "We have with us an English
teacher, who is one of the dancers.
She taught English in Mexico," explains Jorge Tyner who thrills the
audience with his "Dear Dance."

IN TEXAS

versed in some of his earlier efforts, kept clam-

ion with a blistering rendition ol WacketyAxe,"

Mendoza has three companies of
thesame show. They are currently in
Mexico and Japan as well as Las
Vegas.
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Continued from page 24
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"Rock The Boat" sold two million.
If you thought that made waves,
well, watch out for "Rotkin' Soul':

The Hues Corporation rides

the crest with their new single
"Rockin' Soul;' which is featured
in their new album of the
same name.
The album also includes the
two million -selling wave -maker.
GOQDWT/OV

Includes: Rockin' Soul Rock the Boat
Into My Music Ease On Bow. the Road
No End In Sight Lore's There

APL1iAPSyAPK1-0775

RC/1 Records and Tapes
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Country
50 Country Dissidents Organize
New Assn.; See Threat To CMA
Continued from page

3

pointed out that there is an organization of talent buyers, of agents, of
publishers and songwriters, and "it
would be beneficial for the artists to
form their association."
The statement denies that the artare "disenchanted with the
Country Music Assn., or that the organization of ACE is an endeavor on
the part of the artists to break away
from the CMA." It called this "abists

Ashley Changes
Distrib Source
NASHVILLE -Ashley Records
has returned to independent distri-

o
ddr

S

bution after a four year association
with London.
"The ability to deal directly with
distributors and promotion men is a
necessity with small labels," according to Leon Ashley, president of the
firm.
Ashley, who is his own principal
artist, says he has "sound promotion
men in areas throughout the United
States who have the ability to get the
feel of a record and project sound
judgment on its commercial capesty.Product

scheduled for release un7.1
der the new distribution set -up ME eludes singles by Margie Singleton,
w a single by Ashley, and an album of
1.8
duets by the pair.
Stating this his relationship with
emu
London had been "excellent," he
CC
says he feels that country product
m can be better promoted from here.

î

solutely untrue and unfounded." It
noted that the aim is to establish a
closer relationship between the artists and the CMA, and to become
more active in the organization's af-

"Since its inception and subsequent formation," the statement
reads, "ACE has received the unqualified cooperation of the staff of
CMA, and of the individual directors and officers."
It also states that country music
awards should be limited to those
persons who consider themselves as
country music artists.
Outspoken in some regards, the
various artists are aiming their barbs
at Olivia Newton -John, the Australian -born artist who was selected
country female vocalist of the year in
the most recent show, and at Danny
Davis and the Nashville Brass, who
have won the instrumental group
award for six consecutive years.
The winners were elected by the
4500 members of the CMA. This is
done by secret ballot handled by an
accounting firm, and CMA has no
jurisdiction at all over the nominations or the counting of the ballots. Membership is broken down
into 15 categories.
On the matter of lack of representation, CMA board makeup goes
this way. Each of the I5 categories
elects its own two representatives on
the board. In the case of the artists,
there are actually four board members rather than two, in that each director in the songwriter category also
is an

artist This

has been the case

in a massive promotional undertaking, has been taping some 60
hours of interviews with artists and
friends of the late Hank Williams to
provide radio stations programming

album release.
The interviews, conducted by
Hank Williams Jr., are with artists,
musicians, producers, journalists
and others, each of whom gives some
insight into the life of the legendary
writer- singer.
A double album has just been released which matches, electronica new

ally, the voices of the late singer and
his son. The double album also includes narrations by Hank Jr.
The promotional tape, produced

of CMA

since its

inception has been on the artist. The
entire structure of the organization is
geared in that direction. The size of
the board has been enlarged repeatedly over the years to promote the

fairs.

of the artists records, i.e., by
bringing in distributors, by includsale

_

ing managers and bookers, by including the trade press, by having
categories for record companies,
publishers, performing rights organizations. etc.

Historically, the CMA thrust has
been toward the artist In its early
days, shows were put on by the organization for advertising agencies
to create an interest in country music
performers, and meetings were carried to all parts of the world to both
nationalize and intematfonaliuc the
artists.

"further voice" in
CMA by having more officers
named, most members of the new
In seeking

a

organization were unaware that an
officer of CMA (they are named by
the board of directors) does not have
a vote. Only the elected board members can make a policy decision.

The ACE group specifically
named as its prospective officers
Jan Howard, George Jones and Porter Wagoner. The special committee
established by the group to oversee
its activities and determine its membership would consist of George
Morgan, Hank Snow, Jimmy Newman, Johnny Paycheck, Tammy
Wynette and Dolly Parton.

historically.

Hank Williams Subject Of
Vast MGM Disk Promotion
NASHVILLE -MGM Records,

The entire focus

at the studios of Hickory Records,
will be for use by the radio stations
by about Dec. 1, following an editing process. The tapes deal with Williams' personal life, his work as a
performer, as a writer, as an individual, and as a father. They contain
some hitherto untold stories, and
can he programmed in entirety or in
segments. It may be the most complete taped history of Williams ever
put together.
An MGM spokesman says there
are no plans at this time to release
the tapes to the general public.
The new album contains many of
the Hank Williams standards. The
four sides contain 15 cuts, each with
a narration.

Members would be restricted to
those artists who make their living as
country music entertainers. Decisions would have to be made on all
artists who seek membership. There
would be a 525 membership fee.
The attorney for the artists, Jack
Norman Jr., admits the artists may
have been apathetic in the past. A
check of membership bears this out.
ft traditionally has been among the
weakest of categories, and some artists have turned down invitations to
serve on the board.
It also was pointed out that "traditional" country music of the past
'certainly included the late Jimmy
Rodgers. the "father of country music," who was basically a blues singer
and used hams on his records, and
Bob Wills, the "King of Western
Swing," who also used horns, drums
and the like. Both are enshrined in
the Country Music Hall of Fame.
Some of the artists who signed the
-original petition were heavy into the
pop field at some time during their
careers. These include Bob Lumen,
Johnny Paycheck, Mel SlreR8 Conway Twitty, Brenda Lee and others.
They made the very successful transition to country.

There also has been some concern
voiced over the number of disk jockeys in the field who are playing
records on country stations. Many of
them have rock backgrounds.

Monument's Charlie McCoy gathers some of Nashville's finest musicians for
the first American session of French artist Eddie Mitchell (Barclay). Top row,
left to right John Fernandez, Eddie Mitchell, McCoy. Bottom row: Kenneth
Buttrey, Paul Scala, Wayne Moss, Billy Sanford, Reggie Young, and David
Briggs.

Many of these stations now program, along with the traditional artists, the so-called Cosmic Cowboys
or Outlaws, and such country-rock
or country-pop groups as John Denver, Poco, the Eagles, Gordon Lightfoot, Miss Newton -John, and more.
By the some token, more MOR stations are programming country artists, along with the FM outlets.
The CMA board was to meet Friday to select new officers for the
coming year.

www.americanradiohistory.com

CRAMER AWARD -RCA's Chet Atkins surprised performing Floyd Cramer on
his 15th anniversary with the label by giving him a metronome on stage at
the Festival of Music taking place at the Grand Ole Opry House.

JUDGE RULES WITH GUSTO

Col Fails To Delay
`Silver Fox' Album
NASHVILLE- Federal judge

L.

Clure Morton has refused to issue a
temporary restraining order which
would have prevented further distribution of a Charlie Rich album by
Gusto Records titled "The Silver
Fox."
Although the album tide is at the
source of the suit, there are other factors involved.
The Gusto Album is a collection
of old Sun masters purchased some
years ago from Sam

Phillips by

Shelby Singleton. The latter has
been leasing these masters to at least
one company, and Gusto has released a series of three of the LPs.
In its court action, CBS sought an

immediate restraining order, and
separately seeks SI million in damages contending that Gusto is conveying the impression to consumers
that this is new product
Attorney Grant Smith, representing Gusto, presented to Judge Morton a statement showing that not
only was CBS aware of the albumin
advance, but actually pressed and
manufactured the album cover at a
cost of $21,000. Smith showed the

statement to the court, contending
that this signified acceptance of the
album.
Smith further contends that the
name "Silver Fox" actually belongs
to Shelby Singleton, who used it extensively in the past prior to its application to Rich.
A further hearing was set allowing
CBS time to present more information to the court. Also, Gusto was
given 20 days in which to file an answer to the additional charges made
by CBS in regard to damages.

Durda Starting
A Barrel Label
NASHVILLE -Formation

of

BIRMINGHAM -Radio Station
WYDE -AM here, part of the Screen

Barrel Records and Tapes has been
announced here by Matt Durda, a
Michigan auto dealer, and owner of
Durda Productions, based here.
All company operations now will
be managed here by the sougwriting
team of Sonny Ledet and Murry
Kellum, who also will direct a &r activities. Don Howser will handle national promotion, and independent
distribution agreements now are
being drawn up.
Two artists currently are under
contract: Pat McKinney, formerly of
Epic and Mega, and Mike Yager,
formerly of Starday -King.
Ledet said Barrel would not be a
custom label, but would be expanding its roster with new takes.

Gems- Columbia operation, is giving
preliminary consideration to a live
four -hour country show to be broadcast each Sunday afternoon with
name talent
Screen Gems -Columbia also
owns the very successful WWVA
"Jamboree" Show in Wheeling, W.
Va., which airs on a Saturday night.
As plans stand now, the market
will be tested for Sunday afternoon
acceptance on Dec. 8 with a "Toys
for Tots" show with many name artists from Nashville. Since there will
be an admission (a toy valued at
$2.00 or more), it should give some
indication of how local audiences
will turn out for such a show.
WYDE would use the former
Grand Music Hall, which now is
known as Sunny Duke's Place,

PRIDE IN PRIDE- Rozene Pride

BIRMINGHAM
PONDERS NEW
LIVE AIRING

which seats 5,000.
Glenn Reeves, producer of the
"Jamboree" in Wheeling, is due here
shortly to go over the pleas and discuss the feasibility ofauch an undertaking,

watches her husband, Charley
Pride, blow out the candle on his
cake, presented by RCA along with
a regional Silver Boot Award for outstanding contributions made to the
overall success of the West Central
Saks Region.

AIR STREAM RECORDS
Exclusive Booking

Air Stream Promotions
07.0.

P.O. BOX 1262

NASHVILLE, TENN. 371-0!5,
(615) 327 -3771

lipyrAt
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Phone (303) 382 -7574
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love and angels and being
happy. It's the kind of good time country song that is making listenerseverywhere smile
.. and ask for more. Give it a
listen... and get ready to hear
more from Durwood. It's a
new entry on the Billboard
chart this week.
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Tune in to Bill's
latest hit single.
All indications
point to it being
his biggest to date.
Thanks to the DJ's,
I hear it ..
.

'Every
time

i turn
the radio on'
MCA #40304
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Nashville Scene
By

Hall of Famer Pee Wee King recovering from an operation for his
eye and his throat, doing well....
Loretta Lynn once more for minuslion, was in intensive care briefly....
Rex Allen Jr. went over strongly at
the Palomino in North Hollywood.
.. The Donna Fargo hit, "U.S. of
A.," has been shortened and reserviced for the benefit of disk jockeys.
It's cut from 3:40 in length to 2:36.
Jack Greene and Jamie Seely
are in Hawaii, entertaining for 10
days at military installations...
Pater Wagoner took a little time off
for fishing from his retreat on Center
Hill before embarking on one of his
heaviest late fall lours ever.... Jean
Shepard is doing her third album for

fined his operations to Memphis
through most of his career, Jerry Lee
Lewis has opened an office here
while retaining corporate headquarters in Memphis.
Robert Porter has been named to
serve in a liaison capacity between
the two cities. While Judd Phillips
and Cecil Harrelson will continue to
1]
R run the operation in Memphis, the
here is headed by Earl E.
Cbranch who
also will coordinate his
an Owens,
booking.
pf
Owens' public relations firm,
Owens -Fair & Assoc., has been reá rained to handle that facet of the ex,- panded operation, under the super-

Casts, Jody

busiest personal appearance year in
history, and is taking a brief rest in
Arkansas.
Moe Bandy has signed an exclusive booking agreement with Top
Billing. The announcement was
made by Roger Burch of that firm.
.. Cumin Sipe (Glen Hurley) has
signed a booking agreement with the
Nashville Booking Agency, headed
by Carl Sandberg.... Billy Swan has
done his first LP for Monument on
the heels of his hit single ... Josh
Graves did three big weeks in Canada, and is still going on the college
circuit.... Columbia studios have
been bury with sessions by Johnny

liams of Dot. ... Cad Smith has
signed an exclusive booking contract
with the Billy Denton agency.
Brand X Records, a novelty label
based in Nashville, has leased the
Doug McGuire master of "Bernard

considerable time with Buddy Lee
Attractions.
Lewis has had a complex of offices in Memphis for the past 15

,- vision of Bill Littleton, vice
Q president of the firm. Hollis Chemsill pion will work out of here handling
field promotions. a pat he once held
with the James Brown organization.
O
Phillips, who made the announceZ ment, cited Lewis' ties with Mercury
and with country music generally
for operation of the office here.
Owens thus withdraws (along
with Lewis) from the Nova Agency,
which he headed briefly. Prior to
forming his own company, he spent

f

__WI

United Photograph
RUSSELL REGISTERS -Welt rounded
Johnny Russell performing for Music Operators of America convention
at the Conrad Hilton In Chicago.

The program also included Charla
McCoy, Dolly Parton, Karen Wheeler
and Teresa Brewer.

17- Member Truth Spreads
Gospel Throughout the U.S.
MOBILE, Ala. -A group of travcling minstrels known as Truth is
touring the nation, a 17- member
unit headquartered here and performing daily in churches.
Said to be the only group of its
kind, it has in its 42 -month history
presented more than 1,500 concerts
in churches, college campuses and
conventions, reaching more than
three- million people while covering
300,000 miles. It has performed in
every major U.S. city.

Headquartered here, Truth is directed by Roger Breland, and each
year a new group of musicians and
technicians, all from colleges, embark on the continuous 11 month
tour, presenting 400 concerts, coast to-coast. This has resulted in as
many as four different appearances
in a single day.

Truth

has just released its eighth
album, seven of which are in the Impact label. The group travels by bus.

Gentrys Winner of Nat'l.
Quartet Talent Contest
NASHVILLE -The Gentry.

a

group from Oklahoma City, was declared the winner in the National
Quartet Convention Talent Contest
here in October.
First runner -up was The Believers
from Cookville, Tenn. They were
followed by Susan Gale, Grand
Blanc, Mich; The Persuaders, Oak town, Ind; The Rentz Family.

Hazelhurst, Ga.: and Tim and
Monica, of Nashville. Other finalists
were the Gail -Walker Singers of
Perry, Fla.: The Proclamations, of
Graniteville, S.C.; The Stubbs Fam-

Miller, Jack Blanchard
and Misty Morgue, and Don Wil-

UA, this one produced by Larry Butler.... Jim Ed Brown has had his

Jerry Lee Lewis Opens
An Office In Music City
NASHVILLE -After having con-

Country. LPs.

BILL WILLIAMS

ily, Ypsilanti, Mich.; The Revelations, of Logansport, Ind., and The
Outreach Quartet, of Toronto, Ont.
The Convention talent contest
was the largest ever, and the most
successful, with 65 groups participating. The contest was coordinated
by Sonny Simmons of Century 11
Promotions, while Beekie Hamm
served as director.
The winning group won a recording session with studio musicians
provided at Jewel Recording in Cincinnati, plus 500 free albums from
Queen City Album Co. of that city.

the
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from Multi -Media

Records, and is being reserviced.
.. Despite the season, Dot is releasinga hunch of singles, by Roy Clark,
Corny Van Dyke, Tommy Ovesssreet
and Don Williams.... The Hageta
are picking up heavily on television
appearances, doing the Merv Griffin
Show and the Dinah Shore Show....
Elektri s Linda Hargrove did a big
date at the Bottom Line in New
York City. ... Mercury, with its
Eaton Young month, has released
both a single and an album by the
veteran artist. ... Bob Liana. will
headline at the Country Music Festival in Amsterdam in January.
Joe Brody who is represented by
Jennings Associates, has been
placed on a long tour in Florida. The
firm also has set five package shows,
consisting of Jo Ann and Gus
Themas, Crary Elmer, the Country
Playboys, and Dick Curless.... The
act of Weedman and Taylor, after
finishing a full year at one Nashville
club, moved to the Hall of Fame
Motor Inn for one week, and are
now in their fifth week there with no
break in sight. ... When Johnny
Nace invited Debbi Brown to join his
Midnighters band, he hired her as a
vocalist. Then he discovered she
played fiddle and piano, and now
does all three on the show.... Despite her night after night of square
dancing, Margaret Snuthen of the
Stoney Mountain Clogge s is only
on her second pair of dancing shoes
in 13 years.
Granite Records has a new, easier-to-read label, and a new artist
named Stu Stevens who learned his
country music in his home in Nottingham, England, on the edge of
Sherwood Forest. ... Tommy Jennings is about to sign with a major
label. He's the member of the Jennings family with a haircut.... The
Homesteaders are about to finish
their new, modern studio in Nash-

ville.... Kelly, formerly with Cinnamon Records, has a heavy string of
bookings in the northern plains, and
will showcase at Fair Conventions.
.. Jerry Seabolt has joined those
exiting Cinnamon. He's looking for
a gig.... Larry Trider is being honored by his hometown of Muleshoe,
Texas, as he makes his first appearance there in 12 years.... Tom T.
Hall and his group getting good
crowds on the swing through Australia and New Zealand.... Governor William Waller of Mississippi
proclaimed Nov. 9 as O,B. McClinton day for the entire state....
Danny Davis, temporarily sidelined
by pneumonia, is working strong
again.... Doug Kershaw will co-host
the Mery Griffin Show Dec. 6 with
Andy Williams The show was taped
on location at Caesar's Palace.
Freddy Weller was in the audience
to catch the Roy Clark -Diana Trask
opening at the Frontier Hotel in Las
Vegas, in the main showroom....
Myrrh Records of Waco has finalized a deal with RCA Canada to
have Ray Price and Gene Cotton's
new singles and albums distributed
in that nation.... Wiley Smith, son
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appearing at the Reno Park Sports
Arena.... Mickey Gilley of Playboy
off on a 21 -city promotion tour of
the South. ... Jerry Oower, who
keeps it clean and funny, is already
booked partly into 1976.... The big
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signed as a country artist with Pre.
tone Records of Memphis.... Poco
will record live material for its next
album while playing the Auditorium Theater in Chicago at the end
of this month.... The Engles will be
www.americanradiohistory.com
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111E7 DON'T MAKE 'CM LIKE MY DADDY -Loretta Lynn,

first band to use the new 24 -track
studio at Criteria in Miami.... Walt
Pascoe, who records for Olympic, is

of folk singer Hobe Smith,
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special "Johnny Cash Ridia The
Rails" is set for the ABC television
network on Nov. 22.... Jerry Moore
,h The Drifters Four are accepting no
more club dates, and are concentrating strictly on concert stages. ..
Diana Trask has taken up golf and
proves adept at that, as well as every-

thing else.
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Tape/Audio/ Video
Radio Shack Picks
Up RCA's Dealers

Pioneer Boss
Says Charge
`Blackmail'

By RADCLIFFE JOE

NEW YORK -Radio Shack's associated dealer program has picked
up a number of RCA dealers, according to Robert Lynch, vice president, dealer division, Radio Shack.
The dealerships have been up for
grabs since RCA disclosed earlier
this year that it was phasing out its
involvement in the home audio
equipment business. The new addi-

NEW YORK-US. Pioneer Electronics will not be intimidated by
complaints of unfair methods of
competition by some Washington,
D.C., dealers, which have triggered
an investigation into its operations
by the U.S. Tariff Commission, according to Bemie Mitchell, president of U.S. Pioneer.
Mitchell sees the development as
a "form of blackmail" on the part of
the plaintiffs, Audio Warehouse
Sales and Douglas TV HiFi Stereo
Center Corp. of Washington, and
Plaza Audio Video, Inc., Hyattsville,

Md.

Mitchell explains that the complaint which led to the investigation
was chapter two in an ongoing fight
that has lingered in the courts for a
long time. The Pioneer executive
points to the fact that his company
started with less than 500 dealers
five years ago and has increased that
number to well over 2,800. He asks,
"Is this an indication that we are trying to restrain trade ?"
Mitchell does not think Pioneer
will be banned from selling its products in this country if and when the
Tariff Commission's investigation is
completed. "What will happen is
that a lot of time and money will be
spent by both sides. We think there
could be a more realistic approach to
the problem," he argues.

NC

America, against whom a
similar investigation is pending, sees
it as a normal business dispute, but
feels the approach to a solution
should be through hard -nosed faceto -face negotiations.
(Continued on page 60)

TAPE PRODUCTS

tions push membership in the associated dealer program to well over
Arrow Audio photo

EXPO HEADLINER -Atlantic group Barnaby Bye was one of featured acts
that helped make Arrow Audio's Oct. 29 -30 "Greatest Stereo Story Ever
Told" hi fi show a solid success, with 21,000 paid at Madison Square Garden
Fett Forum and 40 -plus manufacturers represented (Billboard, Nov. 16).

U.S. Tariff Group

Eyes Pioneer Prices
Continued from page 3
months, and complete investigations
customarily run to the year or 18
months, Commission spokesmen
say.

Audio Warehouse has two retail
discount stores and a discount mail order house in the District, and sells
to retailers throughout the country.
Douglas TV has two retail discount stores in D.C., and Plaza
Audio has one retail store in Hyattsville. Nearby Maryland and Virginia are both Fair Trade states,
where dealers in Pioneer products
bitterly resent the neighboring discounters in the District.
The joint complaint of the discount dealers alleges that U.S. Pioneer has used unfair tactics to main-

&

EQUIPMENTS

Abitboul's Intermagnetics
Goes Into Overseas Marts
ELIOT TEIGEL
LOS ANGELES-Intermagnetics
With his current capability of one
Corp., a new manufacturer of blank
6 -inch and one 12 -inch coater line,
Abitboul speaks of producing
tape products and tape manufacturing equipment, formed last April,
20,tt0cassettes a month and by Janhas begun selling its products douary with the installation of addimestically and overseas.
tional coating and slitting lines, exThe firm, formed by Georges
pects to be up to 100,000 units a
Abitboul, a cofounder of Audio
month.
Magnetics, who left Audio last year,
Two of his first customers are EMI
manufactures and sells bulk cassette
Ltd. for worldwide usage, which has
and 8 -track tape to industrial users
By

and fully packaged cassette and 8tracks for sale at retail.
The company's concentration will
be at the international market, says
Abitboul, a former senior vice president for manufacturing, engineering
and research at Audio Magnetics.
Abitboul has a staff of 12 in his
12,000 square foot factory designed
to produce finished blank tapes and
tape manufacturing equipment.
Abitboul, who designs much of
the equipment, has solda completo
mating line and several slitters to
Mexican and Australian firms who
are planning to enter the tape manufacturing business.
He will also design complete tape
manufacturing plants for companies
"to give them a turnkey operation to
get into the tape field."
Abitboul's equipment mus in the
S100,000 range for a 12 -inch coating

line or $40,000550,000 fora 12 -inch
slitter.
In the blank tape field, Intermagnetics is selling small orders to
duplicators and assemblers of cassettes and in- cassette duplicators.

purchased prespliced cassette tape
(Continued on page 60)

tain resale prices of its products,
has canceled their franchises
"illegally" refused to sell to the
count dealers in the District of

850.

The project was launched in January 1973 in a move designed to establish a Radio Shack marketing
program in U.S. towns too small to
support full -scale dealerships.
According to Lynch, the idea has
worked so well that the network now
extends across the United States and
Canada and down to the Caribbean
islands of Bermuda, Curacao and

Trinidad.
Although most of the associated
and
and
disCo-

lumbia.
Complainants say the U.S. Pioneer won't sell franchise agreements
to retailers unless the dealer signs a
"Fair Trade" agreement, even when
he is located in a free trade jurisdiction, where such agreements are not
legal. The complaint charges Pioneer with attempts to further price
fixing schemes in an effort to "beat
back" the District's mail -order com-

petition.
Pioneer is also accused of trying to
forbid Douglas and Audio to transship to other retail dealers, and also
of trying to keep Audio from advertising its discount prices on the Pioneer fair -traded hi fi products.
Audio Warehouse claims that Pioneer's November 1973 cutoff of their
franchise was partly in retaliation
for testimony against the electronics
firm by an Audio vice president in a
New Jersey civil suit. The complaint
lists several successful decisions for
discounters and mail -order discount
houses in V.S. District Courts, but
acknowledges a decision favoring
Pioneer in a NJ. State court. The
victory was allegedly publicized by
Pioneer in an attempt to intimidate
other New Jersey dealers.
The complaint says the Japanese
parent firm has known about and
approved the tactics of U.S. Pioneer
Electronics, which has exclusive
(Continued on page 79)

dealers specialize in home audio
equipment and carry lines other
than Radio Shack, there are many
others, especially in towns of 2.000
and under, in totally unrelated fields
such as jewelry stores, gun shops and

office equipment.
According to Lynch, the dealer's
initial cash outlay for the startup of
an Authorized Sales Center (ASC) is
about $9,000. After terms of the

sumers.

In addition, Radio Shack has a
crew of trained Consultants who call
on associated dealers each week and
explore with them problem areas
and inventory needs.
Associate Radio Shack dealers retain the existing name of their establishment, but are supplied with official identifying Radio Shack signs.
They also have full access to Radio
Shack's liberal warranty program.
Lynch stresses that the associate
dealers program in no way interferes
with regular dealership operations,
as the authorized sales centers operate only in markers considered too Z
small for full dealerships. However,
should an associate dealer build his m
(Continued on page 59)
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Retailing Spotlight
By RAY BRACK

This monthly column highlights
how aggressive merchandisers large
and small are "doing their thing" in
pricing and promoting lines and models in audio hardware and blank tape
across the country.
MEET 'Q' IN ST. LOUIE: Progressive retailers are of the growing
conviction that getting 4-channel
sound across to the consumer is a
show- and -tell process. This can be a
tedious one -on -one process unless
like Tipton of St. Louis did Oct. 31Nov. 3 -you stage an extraordinary
promotional event. With the cooperation of a score or to leading audio
manufacturers and wholesalers,
Tipton mounted a massive "Sight A
Sound Show" at a spacious, accessible gathering place called Brown
Campus. There, from 10 a.m. to 9
p.m. daily, the public could fire
quad questions at factory experts
like Bernie Bernstein and Dave

EREO

Bill Passage Perils In -Dash
Autosound Mart, Flacks Says
By ANNE DUSTON
the car radio is the number one profit item." Flacks inDAYTON -The in -dash car stereo market will disappear if the all -channel radio bill proposed by the
sisted.
"The problem extends to the manufacturer as well,
House (R.R. 8266) passes, Paul Flacks, president of the
since most of the car radios are produced by the authree -store Ohio Auto Sound, Inc., predicts.
"The whole industry is asleep if they haven't comtomobile companies for their own autos. Dozens of
manufacturers will have no market," he forecasts.
prehended the potential of this problem, and organized against it," Flacks says.
Flacks points out that retailers are able to push comThe Senate has passed a bill that would give the
plete entertainment packages of AM /FM /FM -8 -track
FCC authority to demand both AM /FM reception on
in -dash units for customers who come into a store wishall radios, while the pending House bill limits its bill to ing to step up from AM. "If they already have FM, and
auto radios (Billboard, Oct. 26).
not even necessarily FM- stereo, where will the cuswill
for
'The effect
be to create a monoply
auto man tomer be?"
ufactuers, while dissipating the entire after -market in
The reasons for which the legislation was proposed
no longer exist, Flack contends, since FM capability is
car radios and tape players sold by the mass merchandiser as well as the independent retailer, and for whom
(Continued on page 59)
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agreement have been settled, one of
Radio Shack's 16 area directors
draws up a list of items from Radio
Shack's 24,000 -item catalog. The
new dealer is then free to look
through this and select the products
best suited to his location and operation.
Although cooperative advertising
is not part of the over -all program
for associated dealers, a great deal of
manufacturer support for the program comes in the form of point -ofpurchase displays and access to Radio Shack's direct mail program
which reaches some 12 million con-

-

m

I

Mescal from Sansei, Jeff Martini of
Pioneer, Larry Winn from Linear,
Dick Sheldon of EPI, Dick Martin ya
of BSR and Logan Young of Venturi C
(who talked up the company's new
formula serials speakers).
A highlight of the consumer show
was Pioneers "Multi-Media Show,"
a documentary of the development
of 4- channel sound flashed on four
screens and utilizing (naturally)
quad sound. The presentation was
made hourly during the show and
attracted large crowds. Other featured merchandise in the show included turntables, speakers, tape
decks, receivers and television, but it
was the "Q "exposure quandary that
the show solved most handily.

All in all, Tipton mounted

a

smoothly- handled promotion, including artful, page -dominant ads
in the Post-Dispatch. Show -priced
items included a $688 quad system
made up of a Sansei QPX5500 receiver (billed as the best -selling receiver model in the world), Garrard
42M turntable package and Linear
"Dynamic 8" speakers. The WC
ED1240 8 -track record /play deck
was offered at $99, and the Aka' CS33D cassette stereo tape deck sold
for 5178 during the show.
HEAD TO HEAD: The big hardware manufacturers are knocking
heads in comprehensive, hard -sell
media campaigns designed to give
car stereo retailers maximum support through the Christmas season.
Panasonic is selling its wares via virtually every medium available, including hockey programs. Craig,
Lear Jet and Sanyo are also out to
make car stereo the gift this Christmas. Lear Jet and Craig are reassuring the inflation- bugged consumer that their new under -dash
player won't be ripped off.
Lear Jet is accomplishing this
(Continued on page 60)
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RCA sales manager Ken Geibel, flanked by Billboard consumer electronics
sales manager Ron Willman, left, new Midwest rep Bill Kanzer.

LEAR JET's Don Kingsborough,
with Myrna Selby, Midstates Corp.,

PIONEER'S Steve Solot, left, and
D.W. Turner, Delco Electronics, GM.

APAA exec director Julian Morris andl
members' consumer protection seal.

Indianapolis.

APAA SPOTLIGHT
Car Stereo Manufacturers
In Action At Chicago Expo
Billboard photos by Stephen Traiman

AUTOMATIC RADIO's Pete Morahan, left, with John Sullivan and Joe Garfinkel of B.F. Goodrich, Dayton, and AR's Ed Housman.

AFCO exec veep Al Gross is flanked by Stan Cohen, Central Music Distributing, Denver, left, and John Coyle, Apple Enterprises, San Francisco.

CLARION'S Clark Yamaxaki, lett,
welcomes Jerry Marino, J &J
Marketing, Costa Mesa, Calif., to
Chi reception.

KRACO's Steve Kraines, right, with
Fred Hurd, Eaton of Canada buyer.

AIKO president Irving Kryss, left,
with Bill Pessin, Travel Music, Los

Angeles.

METROSOUND proxy Ralph Slot.
nick, right, with Joe Pesare, Auto
Radio /Stereo, Providence, R.I.

XTAL president Reggie Williams, right, with Bernard Horowitz, Audio Plus,
Wantagh, N.Y., and Donna Young, S'movie queen and "Miss XTAL"

JENSEN SOUND ad manager Chuck Wendt is Ranked by Manny Charach,
left, and son Jeff of Manny Charach Assoc., Detroit rep firm.

J.I.L. sales veep Al Kovac, left, shows new AM /FM /MPX 8 -track CB unit
to Doug Harder, 1TW Wisconsin-Illinois, Ripon, Wis.

MOTOROLA "pitchman" did fine
of in- the -dash car entertainment

www.americanradiohistory.com

of ti rni
crowds onto firm's new line
nters for 1975.

b

AUDIOVOX veep Martin Novick,
right, with Jack Cherches, Hygrade
Electronics, Bellmore, N.Y.
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MOVES TO LARGER FACILITIES

Glenburn Booming In U.S. Mart
WALDWICK, NJ. -The Glen-

4110/111
CAR TAPES' Lee Saunders, left, and Glyn Hasal check out firm's new instore merchandiser for auto stereo. sneakers and in -dash kits.

PANASONIC's Cal Shera, left, and Clark Jones, flank Jerry Chase, Astro
Sales Corp., Minneapolis -based distributor.

burn Corp. has moved its factory, office and warehouse facilities from
Franklin Lakes, N.J., to a new
50.000-sq.-ft. operation here.
The move, according to Karl Jacobs, general manager of Glen bum's operations in the U.S., was
prompted by the firm's increasing
sales nationally, and comes in the
wake of major cutbacks at the parent
firm in England (Billboard, Nov.9).
Of the cutbacks at the parent company which closed three plants and
threw and estimated 1,300 people
out of jobs, Glenbum's president,
William McDaid, has said it was a
consolidation designed to give his
company an opportunity to initiate
important cost savings in manufacturing procedures.
McDaid further discloses that the
East Kilbride, Scotland, facility, to
which Glenburn shifted operations
following closure of the English
plants, was already turning out
Glenbum turntables in record numbers. He also points out that the
Scottish plant is three times the size
of the British plant and is capable of
handling three additional production lines.
Talking about the U.S. division's
move to larger headquarters,

MCDaid says it is an indication of his
company's continuing growth in the
consumer record changer market.
Among the new products to come
out of the new quarters are an auto.
mulie turntable featuring top -of--the
line platter, and another featuring
the widest possible umbrella spindle
to eliminate double record drops,
hangups or slantings. Both units will
go on display at the January Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in
Chicago, along with other products
in the line.
The unit with the top -of-the -line
platter is model 2175 which has an
S- shaped tone arm. A slide -in cartridge adaptor facilitates cartridge
change in this $145.95 unit. Other
features include four -pole motor.
adjustable anti -skate control, stylus
press control with indicator, interchangeable automatic and manual
play spindles, and lightweight, low resonance aluminum tone arm engi.
neered for optimum tracking.
This unit is being shipped with

walnut- grained

well as
Shure M75E magnetic cartridge and
elliptical diamond cartridge.
The Glenburn model 351 features
the wide umbrella spindle as well as
many of the features of the 2175.1t is
base, as

priced at $160.

FM Radio Bill Stirs Controversy
tail sale effort if the legislation

Continued from page 57

is

passed.

available in the aftermarkel at competitive prices, and a through a multitude of installation shops. The cost
of buying OEM is highly inflated, he
indicates, but the consumer is unaware of this generally, and will bend
to pressure from the car dealer.
Flacks also pointed out that retailers who advertise car units on FM
will no longer do this, thus radio stations are cutting their own throats, as
well as not supporting local business.
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Al Knees, vice -president, sales,
JIL, Caron City, Calif., disagrees,
calling the legislation "a boon to the
industry. The consumer won't stand
for window -sticker prices, and will
discover that he can save 35 -40 percent by buying through a car dealer
or retailer. I don't believe the after market will disappear." He notes
that the used car aftermarket is
larger than ever. and a prime source
of sales.
Tenna Corp. national service
manager Ken Rosenbert foresees a
more aggressive distributor and re-

IDI president Don Rein, left, with
John Scanlon, W.T. Grant, New
York.

i.A.

'

CD

DYN exec veep Ray Lavin, left,
with Gene White, Gold Circle
Stores, Ohio.

ITV PRODUCTS MADE

IN

Representing the Audio Division
of the Consumer Electronics Group,
Jack Wayman, staff vice- president
of EIA, in testimony opposing the
bill before the Subcommittee on
Communications and Power, House
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, claimed that the
legislation "is unnecessary, it is
violative of the basic American right
of freedom of choice, and above all,
it is anti -consumer in forcing people
to pay for something they may not
want or may not be able to use."
The legislation, Wayman notes.
will seriously injure the affermarket
radio industry, at least that portion
of the industry that specializes in the
manufacture of FM tuners for addition to an automobile radio system.
Further, Wayman reams that the
legislation as written could also require that an AM tuner be included
at added cost to the consumer in the
four million compact and component phonograph systems. tape
equipment and three -way combination that are now said annually with
an FM tuner only.

FACTORIES:

Other products in the Glenburn
line to be shown at the winter CES
include the 2155A /Quad automatic
turntable offering "complete CD -4"
playback capability. It comes with
an Audio Technica AT -125 magneticcartridge and Shibata diamond
stylus, and carries a suggested retail
price of $142.35. It is fully compatible with conventional stereo
records.

Radio Shack
Coruinned from page 57

franchise into a viable operation, he
can apply for a regular dealership if
he no desires.

Meanwhile, Radio Shack opened
34 new regular dealerships in 12
states during October. The new
shops bring the chain of regular
dealerships to more than 2,000 and
are located in New Orleans, Portland, Ore.; Miami, Altamonte
Springs, Sarasota, and Naples, Fla.;
Spokane, Wash.; Arcadia, Los Angeles, Calera City, Hollywood and
Montebello, Calif.; Ogden, Utah;
North Little Rock, Ark.; Langhorne,
and Philadelphia, Pa.; Glastonbury,
Conn.; Latham, N.Y.; Charlottesville, Va.; and San Antonio, Tex.
Meanwhile, Tandy Magnetics, the
blank tape division of Radio Shack,
has no immediate intention of selling its products to retailers other
than Radio Shack dealers and authorized sales centers. According to
John Carney, general manager,
Tandy Magnetics, "such a move
would be contrary to corporate
plans."
Tandy Magnetics has three prod nets in its line. Supertape is the topof- the -line product; Concertape the
budget line and Realistic, a mid'
price brand- It has been inadvertently reported (Billboard, Oct. 15)
that Realistic was the budget line
and Concertape, the mid -price
product.

Koss `Q' Headphone
Hits November Mart
MILWAUKEE-The

new Phase 2
+ 2 quad headphone, introduced by
Koss Corporation at the New York
HiFi Show Oct. I, will be available
for the Christmas buying season, in
late November.
The Phase 2 + 2is the 4- channel
version of the Phase 2 stereo headphone introduced at the June CES.
and features controls in a separate,

handheld programmer box. The
unit lists at $145.

1211X.

25050 SONICO (BS) ITALY
Phone 0364/75086
25050 PASSIRANO (BS) ITALY Phone 030/640211

LEADING MANUFACTURERS:
Magnetic tape for cassettes
Cassettes C -O's
Blank cassettes: C 30 -C 40 -C 60 -C 90 -C 120

WANTED: DISTRIBUTORS
Especially for blank cassettes for each country,
especially in Europe

KUSTOM KREATIONS' Walt Lang, flanked by Royce Ballard, Metairie, La.,
rep left, and Paul Ziegler, J &H Western Corp., Los Angeles.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Retailing Spotlight
Continued from page 57

fer the FT433M cassette recording
deck at $179.95- the FT867 8 -track
player -AM /FM stereo at $139.95
and FT865 8- track /FM player at
$99.95. Sanyo also offers the assurance of a slide -out mounting
bracket.

with its Bonnie & Clyde print ad
series which offers a free, in- and -out
slide mount for under -dash units.
Finn also is plugging its new A -152
cassette player with automatic reverse and FM stereo at "less than

PROMO POTPOURRI: Tokyo
Shapiro, which bills itself as "Cleveland's biggest audio dealer,"
recently bought $110,000 in inventory from the defunct 5oundtown
outlet and put it on the block in a
two-day sale. Among the bargains:
Utah, El and Speco auto speakers at
50 present off, Panasonic RS248
cassette players for $43; TEAC 210
cassette players for $99; Craig 3205
auto 8 -track players for$57.00; Pan-

$179.95."
Craig's copy hook: "It looks like
the car stereo thief has everything going for him. Right?' Wrong, assures
Craig, because they have a complete
line of theft- resistant car stereos
which slide out and in, connecting
automatically. Copy also points out
that by purchasing a set of extra
brackets the customer has second car or boat stereo.
Through Dec. 24, Sanyo is offering to pay $10 toward installation of
its FT862, FT433M and FT887
models. Sanyo is also giving away a
two-week vacation in London in a
contest ending Dec. 24. Print ads of-

asonic 4- channel SA -5400X receiver
for$197; JIL 841 in -dash AM /FM/
8 -track players for $67; Lear Jet
A -46 8 -track players for $39.
Also in Cleveland last month. the
Kennedy & Cohen appliance chain
used free hot dogs and soft drinks
and a $258 package price to lure potential quad buyers. That package
included a 55 -wall Mlida receiver,
SRL speakers and BSR 310X deluxe

3-WAY AIR SUSPENSION

SPEAKER SYSTEM
THE HSS -1

12" HIGH COMPLI.

ARCS WOOFER, 6"

turntable. At $545, K &C offered

ACOUSTICALLY
ISOLATED MID-

quad package consisting of Fisher
474 receiver, EPI Micro ower speakers and BSR 260 turntable. Notably,
the retailer gave "Q" as much display space as TV in its print ads.
In Cincinnati, the 8 -store Stein berg's appliance chain gave 4-chan
nel sound prominence in a big October sale, offering a quad package for
$197. Buyers could select from Pioneer, Sansui, Fisher, Marantz, Gerrard, Dual, Aztec, KLH and BSR
components.
At Halloween, Olson in Cincinnati announced "21 price cuts,"
which included an 8 -track under dash car stereo for $19.99. Price cuts
also affected' blank tape: CBS 8track TA- 854, 40 -min. for $1.19 and
TA -855, 80 -min, for $1.59.
Veterans' Day was celebrated by
Stereo Warehouse in New York with
a "25 -40 percent off" sale, listing
Fisher's 404 4- channel receiver for
$299 and Sony's HQR -600 quad/
stereo receiver for S129.
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AMPEX

a

WM "20/201-"

C-90 al 2.49. GET ONE FREE
a StaCketre Storage Cese

Rust

$747

do you

Per Deal

$15.87
Value

need 8 -track lubricated tape,
cassette tape, C-O's or loaded
cassettes?
Get in touch with EMPIRE

STACKETTE OFFER
UNITED TO *370. AND
*384 SERIES. AMPEX
*379, CAO STACKETTE DEAL IS: BUY
9 o9 99e GET ONE FREE. TOTAL COST
FOR 4 WITH STACKETTE IS9297; AMPEX
1370. C.90 STACKETTE DEAL IS BUY 3,
CATO C 1.33 GET ONE FREE. TOTAL COST

MAGNETIC INDUSTRIES
the one stop for all your
duplication or blank loading
requirements at LOWEST

-

FOR 4 13.99.

PRICES.

Mal orders. add 704 for ehlpaln9 IN
STACKETTE dea 151 ea. Add! deal

H. MANN
EMPIRE MAGNETIC INDUSTRIES
545 Allen Rd.. Woodmere. N.Y. 11598
Phone (516) 420 -8558
Miami. Florida- Flagler Plaza Bldg.
4100 W. Flager Street

SAXITONE
TAPE SALES
1776 Columbia Road. N.W.
Waehington, D.C. 20009
Area 202 -462-0800

NEW TAPE FIRM

Debut

Intermagnetics Goes intl.
Continued from page .57
and BBH in Beverly Hills, which
bought fully loaded 8- tracks for a
Swiss company.
Abitboul plans selling 8 -track
tube tape to record companies as another expansion of his blank busi-

For TED

Videodisk

By NICK ROBERTSHAW

LONDON -The TED videodisk
system developed by Teldec, the
joint Telefunken and British Decca
company, is to be launched in the

German consumer market early next
year, more than 12 months after the
originally planned date (Billboard,
Nov. 16). This was confirmed here
last week by Decca's Ken Thorne,
the man responsible for building
Tvldec's video library.
The disk, which employs a mechanical reading system, runs for 10
minutes and is expected to cost between $3.50 and $10 (multiple -disk
programs) in Germany. Cost of the
automatic changer videodisk player
is predicted to be about $500, a figure that compares favorably with
the price of videocassette hardware.
Initially in Germany around 100
titles will be available. Thorne says,
with new releases each month. Topics covered are natural history,
(ravel, instruction (how -to), cartoons
and en tertainment The last category
includes a number of pop "videodisk singles" performed by German
artists, with material by international acts in preparation.
The technical problems that delayed the launch were associated
with the disk surface which was adversely affected by impurities in the
sleeve material, according to engineering reports. However, Teldec
conducted exhaustive tests on both
the disk and sleeve in the laboratory
and home, and is confident that the
problem has been overcome.
Commenting on the decision to
enter the consumer market, Thome
says, 'This is a major step and there
will be a substantial amount of advertising and promotional activity.
We are sure that sales demand will
outweigh production capacity in the
first year."
On the question of marketing in
territories other than Germany,
Thorne explains, "Our plans for
other countries depend on the licensees in these areas. Apart from
Sanyo in Japan, we are not yet ready
to announce any others, but we are
having discussions with prospective
manufacturers in Japan, America
and other areas. When the time
comes, we have agreed on

joint

an-

nouncements.

"In Britain I would say the videodisk will be available considerably
later than in Germany, partly because of the economic situation,
partly due to marketing conditions.
Great Britain is unique in that 80
percent of color TVs are rented, so
marketing has to be in conjunction
with the rental companies, and this
takes longer to organize."

Phone (305) 448.903E

planitiehl'r

needle guide
gives q6u more
More set model numbers... More hard.to.find
needle types ... More cross reference information.
More of everything you (wed to make the sale.
Become a PFANSTIEHL DEALER and you'll be able
to sell more LONG PROFIT Replacement Needles.
WRITE TODAY FOR INFORMATION
ON YOUR LETTERHEAD

3300 WASHINGTON

97.i 6oII

498 / WAUKEGAN, ILL. 6a0e5

ness.

Pioneer, JVC
Fight Complaint
Continued from page 57
A spokesman for JVC here sees
the plaintiff's decision to take its
complaint to the Tariff Commission
as a test situation that would result
largely in a waste of time and
money. He slops short of calling the
action

a

harassment, and admits,

"they (the complainants) do have a
problem."
The JVC complaint, filed in July
1973, by District Sound of Washington, had not been acted on by the
Commission because of other work
pressures. It will now be conducted
jointly with the Pioneer probe.
www.americanradiohistory.com

He is manufacturing leader for
cassettes and selling them to two
plastics houses, El Mar and Web tech, both local firms.

and had the whole works trucked
west.
He found a former Audio employee, Carlos Martel, unemployed
and hired him to head up the machine shop. He found his Santa
Monica location and named the
company Audio Cassette Corp. with
the name recently being changed.
Assisting Georges, who holds the
title of president, is Jay Yannatta, involved in buying and selling.

Abitboul, in lape field since 1962
when he helped found Audio Mag-

-

netics, believes his company is two
years ahead in terms of pacing and
financing than where Audio was afto its initial six months.
Abitboul emphasizes that he's not

interested in competing against
Audio Magnetics, citing his equipment business and export aims as
taking him down a different road.
"There are several areas of the
world that are just now exploding
for tape," he says, pointing to the
Orient, South America, the Middle
East and Africa. "Equipment manufacturers are flooding these areas
with cheap mono players in the $19
to $29 range. This trend started
around one year ago."
Abitboul says the expon business
is all cash-40 percent down before
anything leaves the plant and the remainder once the merchandise is on
the boat.
In addition to designing equipment and entire plants, Abitboul
will sell service for his machinery.
This could mean he will have to
travel to foreign lands to help install
the equipment or trouble shoot it
when that situation arises. Or he
could send one of his hand -picked
staffers.
He also speaks of joint ventures
with overseas partners. It takes up to
four months to build a coating or
slitting line. lntermagnetics' priced
for its blanks can be IO percent
cheaper than others because of the
company's low overhead at this
juncture.
Abitboul's equipment was purchased last April from Maglom, a
New Jersey firm that went bankrupt.
Abitboul went to the factory, saw all
the equipment, paid the bank cash
for all the machinery, hired two former employees t0 come to Californ ia

SOVIETS BUS
HI FI TOUR
MOSCOW -Not to be outdone by
the touring Institute of High Fidelity
4-channel display in the U.S. (Billboard, Nov. 16), "Electronics of the
USSR" is touring Eastern Europe in
four Hungarian -built Ikarus convened buses. Many leading Soviel
consumer electronics firms are
showing product, including some
unusual videotape hardware and a
special Color Music device preprogrammed to show Seriabin's "Pro meteus." The caravan left Sokolniki
Exhibition Center here to visit major
cities in Rumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Czechoslovakia,
East Germany and Poland.

Altec's New System
ANAHEIM -A compact studio
monitor speaker system for applications where extended frequency response, low distortion, and wide
dynamic range are required, has
been introduced by Altec Corp's.
Sound Products Division. The system involves the model 9894A, with
a 12 -inch bass. A separate compression driver handles frequencies
above 1500

Hz

Tape
Duplicator
Shape Symmetry & Sun, major

producer of 8 -track cartridges, cassettes and computer reels, officially
dedicates its new 20,000-sq.-ft. addition that nearly doubles production
space at its Biddeford (Me.) Industrial Park plant, Thursday (21).
President Anthony Gelandi and
brother Paul, plant manager, will
host local officials and representatives of the Small Business Adminis-

tration, Economic Improvement
Commission and Casco Bank on a
tour of the new facilities that will enable SS &S to triple annual production output A reception will follow.
The expansion will provide 50
new jobs for the area, Tony Geierdi
notes, as the SS &S three -shift operation will now require ISO employees to run the complete facility that
includes injection molding machines, high -speed automation
equipment and product assembly
lines.

RapJ
Dal reps would hoe to have Fir gastem board, Lab' nm model 008.8 under -dash 23channel cituen's band transceiver and cassette
player for the $139.95 noted in Billboard's re.
cent APAA autosound roundup (Nov. 2 issue),
but the firm's Lou Perlin points out the correct
suggested list is $249.95.Otal does not yet have
a 84raoh CS combo, but Pedir says they will be
coming out with a CB unit that will play through
any

8t rack

car stereo machine.

Zenith Facility
In Name Change
CHICAGO The audio and TV
cabinet -making facility of Zenith
Radio Corp. has been renamed Zenith Electronics Corp. of Indiana,
Charles S. Hudson, operations man ager, announced.
Formerly known as L. Berman &
Co., the Evansville, Ind., plant was
bought in 1970, and an additional
plant was added in 1973 with the acquisition of the former Louis Allis
plant.
The firm produces television console cabinets, stereo and 4- channel
console cabinets and Allegro
speaker enclosures.

Mini Auto Speakers
For Utah Electronics
HUNTINGTON,

Ind.- Wedge-

shaped mini car stereo speakers that
attach to almost any type surface
with hook- and -pile fasteners, have
been introduced by Utah Electronics.

The 6 x 354-inch enclosure, made
from acoustic fiberboard and covered in black U.S. Naughahyde,
comes in a kit with two speakers, fasteners, and complete instructions for

mounting.

STOCKING UP FOR
CHRISTMAS ??
all you need to know about
christmas music this year is ...

ROCK `N RHODES
CHRISTMAS

virbih

contains hit
'SANTA LOVES ROCK 'N ROLL MUSIC'
GRC

2042
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Lunch With the Editors Of Billboard

Atlantic's Ahmet Ertegun
Ahmet Ertegun, chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Atlantic Records, is
known as a man on the move. He is always on the scene where the musical action is developing:
London, Los Angeles, points south.
In this interview with Billboard editors in New York, he discusses the changing patterns of
music domestically and intemationaly, Participants in the luncheon include: Is Horowitz, Jim Mel anson, Robert Sobel, Eliot Tiegel, Steve Traiman and Lee Zhito.
On the Idea Of Merging Atlantic & Asylum
"It looks like it is not going to happen right
now because there were many complications
that were technical and for the time being we
have dropped the idea."
Why was the idea even proposed?
"David Geffen and are very good friends
and we work very well together and that's how
Asylum was formed. And Asylum was very
successful as a part of Atlantic and when Jac
I

Holzman went higher up within the corporate
structure of Warner Communications, think
it was a very wise decision to get David to run
Elektra and we took Asylum out of Atlantic
and put it with Elektra.
"At a certain point David felt, and agreed
with him, that there were a lot of things we
could do the same way we did before when
Asylum was being distributed by Atlantic and
we thought we'd merge the labels and save a
lot of money. We'd get rid of a lot of expenses
which were duplicated within both companies
and that was the'main thing.
"Also, David wanted to remain in California
and it would cost a lot of money to move the
Elektra organization all to California.
"This was something we thought would be
a simple thing to do and we would carry on
most of the functions from New York. But too
many difficulties arose on how we would combine promotion and marketing ... and just
IC the idea of putting the bookkeeping together
reconciling the way they were doing it
Cand
in and the way we were doing it.
"So we decided it was too difficult and it
E wasn't worth it and we were also worried that
one of the labels would change its image.
I

I

America, Ertegun feels "the focus has
shifted from California to the Southwest and
the South and there is an incredible amount
of very talented and natural players there.
More and more records are breaking in the
South, especially the Southeast."
In

Distribution
"We don't distribute other labels and we
don't intend to because then we would fall
into some of the same traps that we were in
before. If we took on outside labels for distribubon, it would mean we would have to give
them a fair shot and we would have to give
them as much effort as we give to our own
product and it would take away from the
power we now have to promote and distribute
our own records."
On Reaction To the Rise In Cost Of Singles
"At this point in time everything has gone
up so much that the public is not really aware
that record prices have gone up very much
because they haven't gone up like our costs
have gone up."
On Moving Into Ownership Of Retail Outlets
"I don't see it happening. We are in the
business of manufacturing and marketing
records and our distribution setup is really an
arm of that and we don't think of it as a separate business. That is why we don't take on
different lines. We think of it as an extension
of the record company."
On Listening To Music In Quadraphonic
"What thought was wrong with stereo ini.
tiallywas that it gave an option to the buyer to
remix the record. Quad doubles that option.
You go to someone's house and you listen to
a record and it doesn't sound like the record
On Taking On New Labels For

I

m

vi
N

Billboard photos by Stephen Morley

'Right now Britain is the
main source of new rock
talent. In America the
focus has shifted from
California to the Southwest and South.'

m
W

o
z

'Entertainment which is
inexpensive and can be
used over and over again,
such as a record, has become a part of people's
lives today and they will
not do without it very easily.'
"Much more publicity was given to it than
we anticipated because we thought it would
be just a small in -house change. And then we
thought that the artists might start worrying
about what was happening to the label they
recorded for, so we decided to leave it alone
for the time being, although it is within the
realm of possibility that some sort of combination could be done again in the future."
Where the Label Finds Its Rack Talent
"I think right now Britain is the main
source of new rock talent. There seems to be
e great interest among young people to stick
together when they've formed a group."

because they might have one side playing
with highs and one side with lows depending
on where you sit in the room. objected to the
option to change an artistic work. Now while
quad doubles that option, it still gives you a
much fuller experience when you listen to it
properly and I think eventually everybody will.
If the economy was good. think we would be
going into a quad situation."
On Black Executives
For a company that has been so identified
with black music, what percentage of your executives are black?
"On the executive level would say we have
I

I

I
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around 35 to 40 percent. And it's been that
way for some time."
Why do companies hire blacks to head up
national r &b promotion?
"I suppose there is no reason for it other
than the fact that they probably know the music better and they can get to know the disk
jockeys in a more intimate way than the average person."
But doesn't it really make the job easier for
a black to communicate with a black?
"I think that depends on the person. Prob.
ably some black people prefer to talk to a
black person. Actually, there are some who
prefer to talk to a white person. Actually,
there are some white jockeys who prefer to
talk to a black promotion man. I don't think it
is a matter of skin color although it is certainly
true that certain black jockeys are mom at
home with certain persons. But it's not a matter of skin color."
On the Healthy State Of the Record Industry
M Contrasted With Other Fields
One thing seems to be true and that is
that entertainment is a staple and we can't

months

lot of the old musicians of the socalled Chicago school of jazz who are coming
along in years and won't be with us in another
15.20 years.
"Most of the great New Orleans players are
no longer with us and it's hard to put together
a f irst rate authentic original New Orleans or.
chestra.
"I don't know who will be willing to do this
and some of them don't eke to play anymore
because they don't play quite as well as they
did in their time. But there are still a lot of
great musicians around and a lot of them
have never recorded.
"From the original Chicago players there
are Art Hodes the piano player; Benny Goodman the great clarinetist and Clarence
Hutchenrider, another great clarinetist who
was with the Casa Loma orchestra for years."
Would you produce your own records?
"Either myself or some expert in the field,
but would want to do a lot of the research to
find out who we can find, who is still around.
who would be willing to play and the repel'.
Mire which is very important. What would

63
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I

think the day of the fly by night manager
whodoesn't care about anything except male- o
ing a fast dollar, is no longer with us."
m
How much time do you have for producing?
"Almost none. And that's one of the things m
I'm sorry about. Besides most of our artists p
come with a production capability of some ro
kind. Either they already have a producer or
they produce themselves so there's not too
much call for our services.
á
I

am planning to record a
lot of the old musicians of
`I

think of it as a luxury anymore. think it is a
staple just as much as food and shelter is for
people in time of hardship. Entertainment
I

which is inexpensive and can be used over
and over again, such as a record, has become
a part of people's lives today and they will not
do without it very easily."
On the Growing Use Of the Synthesizer
Does its growing use disturb you?
"No because no instrument disturbs me.
It's what's done with it that is important."
On Selective Releasing
Are you being more cautious about releasing product because of material shortages?
"I think there is a very good aspect to all of
that which is to be more careful about what
we record. think a lot of things that are recorded really don't deserve to be recorded."
Why are they then?
"Because a lot of people are taking shots at
a lot of different things and managers talk
you into doing something for one reason or
another. I think it is good that so much music
is available to the public, including some very
important works that you knowdon't sell very
much. The recording community is somehow
responsible morally to make available to the
public all kinds of music,
"I am planning to record in the next several
I

like to make is some records in the original
idiom and doing some of the songs of that
time in the style of that time. And that requires rehearsals and going back and trying
to get into that spirit."
Do you plan repackaging some of the Modern Jazz Quartet's albums now that they are
no longer around?

the Chicago school of
jazz who are coming
along in years and won't
be with us in another 1520 years."

;

r

"But we have one

of the largest house producing groups. We have Jerry Wexler, the person who could be called the dean of record

o
F
roc

s
0

"I think so."
On a Balance Between Jazz and Rock LPs
Will there be more white rock band re-

leased than jazz groups?
"NO don't think so. We have a lot of jazz
releases. Of course we record contemporary
jazz which we can't only call a work of love. It
I

makes money but it's not the most lucrative
field. But we have always been a jazz company. Through my brother Nesuhi's awareness we developed people like Omette Coleman, John Coltrane, the MJQ and several

others."
On the International Market
"Our sales have been very good in England
despite any economic crisis and don't see
I

any decrease in record sales there. And we
don't foresee a sharp decrease throughout
the rest of Europe although the whole world,
especially Europe. Laces an inflationary crisis.
think we intend to intensify our drive to
I

strengthen our companies with local prod-

uct."
Do you see any market for your product in
the Eastern European areas?

"Do you mean behind the Iron Curtain?
Well know there is a great deal of interest at
this point in our music. And know that Nesubi is trying very hard to work out means of
releasing our records, at least some of our important works."
To what extent is your product available in
I

I

Africa?

"It

is available everywhere

but in limited

quantities."
On His Role With the Company
"The major part of what I do is the acquisi-

tion of artists and keeping people happy and
looking after the general direction of the careers of the artists. Thank God we have good
personal managers to take care of our artists
and don't have to do very much of that. But
sometimes a manager will consult with me
whether they should do one thing or another.
I
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producers and along with him there is Arif
Mardin and Tommy Doud and Geoffrey Has lom, a young English producer who produced
our last Herbie Mann album with me. We've
also had very good success with Joel Dorn
who recently went independent."
Do you tum down many artists who go on
to be big stars elsewhere?
"Do you have about three hours ?"
On TV Advertising
How do you view TV advertising for frontline product?
"I think it's unproven yet. We're just feeling our way to see if the economics make
sense.... We have done some testing and we
plan to continue to do so."
Do you feel radio advertising has lost any of
its impact?
"Not at all. Radio is still the best fono of advertising. It's a hearing experience which
drives a person out of his bed to walk five cold
blocks toa record shop at midnight and clank
down $5 to buy a record."
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InEernational

Spot- Checks Help Track
Faulty -Fake Dealers
LONDON -The record industry
is ready to act against dealers who

fake advantage of the credit for
faulty returns facility. Major distribution houses have said they know
who the offenders are and that in the
main only a small number of persistent miscreants arc involved.

All the distributors agreed that

the
late summer months had seen a
sharp rise in the number of returns
and in most cases measures of some
kind had been taken to combat this.
Only Pye insisted that a very large

number of retailers were taking advantage.

Capital Radio's Sound To
Remain Same; Staffers Cut
LONDON -The sound of Capital
Radio will not be affected by the stadon's current financial difficulties,
according to managing director
John Whitney. Although the London commercial station is attempting to make 28 staff redundant -including its full, 14-strong newsroom
team -there are apparently no plans
to cut back in disk jockey strength.
'There are always alterations in programming- adaptations, things going in and things coming out -and
there always will be," Whitney said
last week, "but it's true to say that
the sound of the station will continue as it is."
Whitney attributes Capital's economic troubles, which were widely
é reported here last week, to the "spin railing escalation" of everyday overmheads -a situation which could not
rfj have been predicted when the stag lion began in October last year. "In
every area you examine, there have

v

w

>
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been substantial rises in costs," he
said. "These sort of spirals have
made it ver difficult to project effec-

tively."
The poor state of the economy this
year has also cut into the lifeblood of
Capital advertising revenue. 'The
economy took a rapid fall in January
and February, and budgets all the
way across the media board have, by
the large, been reduced," said Whitney. Although he reports that Capital's revenue for October and November is "very nearly on target,"
the outlook for 1975 is clouded by
the short -term view being taken by
many advertisers.
The station's attempt to put 28
news, administrative, engineering
and advertising staff out of work has
acrimony among the employees and
their unions. Engineers even went so
far as to black out the station in protest last Friday morning for four
hours.

ATTENTION RECORD IMPORTERS

Export is our only business
Round the clock service New
releases Same day delivery
Complete on hand catalog of
all LP's, 45's, cassettes, 8 track
cartridges.
Advance Information on all upcoming records ROCK -SOUL,
JAZZ, DISCOTHEQUE RECORD SPECIALISTS.

-

Full line of all classical records

PLOWEST EXPORT
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At EMI, factory manger Roy
Mathews said that the instances of
returns had grown slightly over a
long period. "The majority of dealers are not taking advantage," he
said. "I would say about 10 throughout the whole country are persistent
offenders. It's a very small proportion and we know who they are."
Bill Manden, who is in charge of
returns at Selecta, also felt there
were about 10 rogue dealers. He said
"we have spot checks to see if the returns really are faulty product and
we have found isolated cases of returns with no fault."
A Phonodisc spokesman expressed the same sentiment "there is
reason to believe that the system is
taken advantage of. Over a period of
time we have been making a detailed examination of all returns. We
shall be taking the necessary action
against the offenders. I don't think
those people who make genuine returns have anything to worry
about."
At Island, sales manager Fred
Cantrell commented "there are just
a handful of advantage -takers. We
have a very good idea of who they
are.

Computer printouts at EMI enable the firm to keep a close watch
on each dealers turnover, including
returns values and the percentage it
shows against that turnover. Consequently it is a simple task to monitor the printouts and pick out the
persistent offenders.
CBS, of course, also has a computer to help sort through the paper
work at their new Barlby Road distribution center. The decision to
reinstitute credit for faulty returns to
CBS /WEA /A&M does not mean
that the distributors are going to ease
up on the advantage takers.
Said CBS sales director Jack Flo rey "It isn't the average dealer, but
some people are trying to diddle us.
We are working now on the exact
way in which the paperwork and
documentation for returns will be
introduced and when it is it will help
us to identify the culprits.

"We will be looking into ways of
identifying these people and dealing
with them. After all, if the average

GOLD PRESENTATION -U.S. arranger -producer Al Capps is in Holland to
record a new album by local group the Cats in the EMI.Bovema studos. Because of the huge success of the Capps-Cats' hit "Be My Day," and the big.
European sales of the album "Love In Your Eyes," Bovema managing director Roel Kruize presented Mr. and Mrs. Capps with a Gold Album. New Cats'
recordings will be released by Fantasy in the U.S. and EMI In the rest of the
world. Left to right, back: Theo Kloewer, Peter Schoonhoven, Theo Roos, Arnold Muhren, Mrs. Capps, Al Capps, Roel Kruize; front: Piet Veerman, Jeep

Schilder, Frank Jansen.

Poland & German Republic
In Show Business `Accord'
WARSAW -Numerous concerts
by German artists, including Frank
Schobel, have been held in Poland
as part of a long list of events marking the 25th anniversary of the German Democratic Republic.
Polish Television has broadcast a
number of variety programs produced in the GDR. Some, like
Schlager Studio (Hit Studio), have
become very popular with Polish
viewers. And in recent years it has
been obvious the entertainment
business in the GDR has expanded,
bring much success to artists and
their records.
In a sense, Poland and the GDR
have a new show business partnership. There areas many as three pop
charts on GDR radio networks. The
television programs, skillfully produced, often feature noted Western
artists, such as Mireille Matthieu or
Adamo. The whole organization of
variety entertainment in the GDR is
handled by the Committee for the
Entertainment Arts, formed two
years ago, which also awards annual
prizes to the most successful artists.
Committee officials nay that "entertainment is a form of political expression" and that "the way you
spend your free time shows who you

checks and authorizes DJ's appearing in discotheques. Ruth there are
difficulties in this area, because of
the limited number of DJ's, and the
shortage of suitable sound equipment.
Polish artists are very popular in
the GDR, notably Niemen, Maryla
Rodowiez and the Skalds. And Hungarian artists have also found success in the GDR, as have Czechoslovakian stars like Karel Gotta and

Waclaw Neckar. Western artists
have their records played on radio
now. Frank Schobel sings songs
originally by Gilbert O'Sullivan or
Cliff Richard, while the group Die
Puhdys handle Deep Purple and
Sweet material.
The Amiga firm puts out cassettes
featuring original works by Jimi
Hendrix, or groups like Middle of
the Road and Les Humphries Singers.

But now all successful GDR artists could count on similar acclaim
abroad. But there is certainly one

group of undoubted international
standard -the Gerd Michaelis
Choir. They were a huge success at
the last International Song Festival
in Sopot.
Now the GDR entertainment industry is proving interesting to Western countries already trying to establish trading contacts.

return is, say, 15 percent and there
are dealers who persistently return
20 percent or more then there has to
be something wrong."

sera"

CBS is also using a spot -check system and this will be stepped up on
records from retailers who appear to
be sending back higher than average
returns. Said Florey, "1 rather think
it's more than IO dealers involved.
We have knocked up a provisional
list and a lot of dealers are running
very high."

Cassette Sales Up Sharply
In France; Records Slide

It is clear that in future it will not
be easy to return a perfectly good
record to a distributor and claim it as
faulty. The chances are that dealers
who offend in this way will have the
records shipped back to them accompanied by a polite but firm response.

Chrysalis In
Distrib Shift
-

LOS ANGELES
Chrysalis
Records switched its Denmark distributor from EMI to Phonogram.
The recent Jethro Tull "Warchild"
LP will be featured in a Danish merchandising campaign to kick off the
new alliance.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Apart from extending a patronage
over artists, the Committee also

PARIS- Figures for

1973

pub -

fished by the Centre d'Information
et de Documentation du Disque
show a sharp increase in cassette
sales, 5,444,220 against 2,868,096 in
1971. But disk sales disappointed
with 100,793,382 (including 14,901,866 exports) against 85,942,404 in
1971.

Actual production ter

1973 is

put

at 119,243,522 disks, 5,621,151 caBettes and 729,637 cartridges. Production of disks in 1971 was 97,698, 267. In fact, French production caparity for disks is 120 million per

year. so that figure is being closely
approached.

On the disk side, the disappointment stems from the fact that a substantially larger increase was expected, but the industry is pleased to
have broken the 100 -million target.
In terms of total dollar turnover,

In 1973, new titles amounted to
8,347, of which 4,302 were popular
variety, and 3,005 classical and spoken-word. This compares with 8,813
in 1971, of which 5,154 were variety
and 3,424 classical and spoken.

excluding tax, the figure was

And imports amounted to 4.6 percent of total turnover and exports to

$177,200,000 for disks, and almost
$24.300,000 for cassettes. This shows
a sharp increase over the 1971 figure
when disk sales earned $120 million
and cassettes $8 million. But the effects of inflation must be taken into
account and the best guide is the volume of sales rather than the monetary value.

10.87 percent.

The report showed that while
standing third in the Common Mar ket "league," France is placed sixth
in the world, behind the US., Japan,
the Soviet Union, the U.K. and West
Germany.
_......
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Canada

Ian's 1st Solo Album Marks Return To Country Roots
TORONTO -With the release of
his first solo album. Ian Tyson. once
one -half of the duo tan & Sylvia, has
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Canada.

returned to his musical roots, country music. The album, "01' Eon," has
been released in Canada by A &M
Records of Canada and features Tyson backed by his band the Great
Speckled Bird featuring Sylvia Tyson, this time in more of a supporting vocal role; Red Shea on guitar:
Peewee Charles on pedal steel and
dobro: Gord Neave on drums: Kim
Brandt on bass: Gord Fleming on
piano; and Ed Wideman on bass vocals. It is not clear whether the album will pick up immediate distribution in the U.S. or not.
Tyson, who recently completed a
one -week stand at Toronto's major
country venue, the Horseshoe Tavern, feels that finally the public is
starting to accept the new Tyson
sound. "We still get requests in clubs
for the material that we used to do as
Ian & Sylvia," says Tyson, "but
thank goodness that type of audience reaction is really receding

and people are beginning to know
the Great Speckled Bird and the fact
that I'm putting together some new
country tunes and not the same old
6/8 down -east stuff."
He attributes much of this new
awareness by the public to his
weekly exposure in Canada on his
own television show the Ian Tyson
Show on the CTV network. On that
show he has a chance to introduce
some of the top country artists in
North America to Canadian audiences as well as perform some of
his own new material.

Continues Tyson: "I'm really
pleased with the new album and I
think that most of the new instrumental directions that I am taking
with the Great Speckled Bird is
there. I can't wait to get started on
the next one."

British Columbia- native Tyson
talks constantly of the Texas influence in the music that he is now

doing and he has been criticized in
the past by a number of nationalistic
Canadians for his preoccupation
with his American roots. Explains
Tyson: "My musical roots are American, and I have never apologized
for that and never will apologize for
that. That's not to say that I wasn't
influenced by old WiIf Carter, who's
a Canadian, but my roots are to the
south and it's a reality. If that's anti nationalistic, it's too bad. I am an
eight -generation BC boy and I'd
never live anywhere else but Canada
but who the heck am I going to be
influenced by up here? I want to go
and hear some Texas fiddle because
I need the energy input that I get
from those people."
He continues: "I like Johnny Rodriquez much better than perhaps
some Canadian country singers. Not
because Johnny Rodriquez is from
South Texas but because Rodriquez
is a good singer. It's as simple as that.
don't mind telling you that I feel
that a lot of harm has been done up
hem in the last few years and I resent
he hell out of some of these guys
ike Pierre Juneau (chairman of the
Canadian Radio-Television Com-

mission) who have taken nationalism a his too far. am sure that
we'll survive culturally and on every
level if only we'd stop being so protectionist."
1

In Canada, Tyson has a touring
show which often acts as the ideal
showcase for a number of this coun-

try's better known country acts. His
current touring company consists of
Ian and Sylvia Tyson; the Great
Speckled Bird; Gary Buck and his
band; Dick Damson; and Wayne
Bold, a rodeo star who has done a
few shows with Tyson in the past in
an attempt to break into the music
business.
Says Tyson: "Ifs going to be a
good strong show and we're going to
do the rodeo and fair circuit. All the
big rodeos out west are having these
really second -rate American acts
playing at them who are either not
showing up or showing up drunk. Of
course, nobody is too pleased about
the situation. If nationalism is going
to be Canada's trip then we might as
well have a well put together show to
go on the road. Ijust hope everyone
likes the idea."

From the Music Capitols

of the World
TORONTO
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Lip Service Studio Productions
Ltd. has released a two- and -a -halfhour radio program 'Tomorrow We
Meet Again," which is described as
"a blend of contemporary music,
spoken word, and documentary
delving in to the current upsurge of
sightings and interest in UFOs." The
program was produced by David
Marsden in the new eight -track studios of Lip Service /Thunder Sound
in Toronto. It will soon be available
for syndication throughout the U.S.
and Canada.
The former brass section of Lighthouse has formed a new band
Claxon, which will be produced by
Skip Prokop. Management will be
handled by Gram Spence and John
Sinclair.... Patsy Gallant sang her
own composition "Show Me The
Way Back Home" at the recent prestigious World Popular Song Festival
in Tokyo. The song was the official
Canadian entry to the festival. On
her return to Quebec Mr. Gallant
completed her Quebec tour. From
Thursday (5) to Sunday (8) she appears at the Place des Arts in Mon real and then travels to Sherbrooke,
Dec. 18; Quebec City, Dec. 19 and
20; and Ottawa's National Arts
Centre, Dec. 21.... George Ferguson, formerly with CHUM, Toronto
and Contemporary News, Ottawa
has been appointed news director at
CFCF, MonreaL ... Gino Vannelll
completed five concert dates with
Stevie Warder at the beginning of
Nov.: Cincinnati Gardens, Nov. l;
Kansas Municipal Auditorium,
Nov. 2; Denver Coliseum, Nov. 3;
Dallas Convention Center, Nov. 5;
and Houston Coliseum, Nov. 6....
Shediac and Qualrec Publishing, divisions of Quality Records in Canada and country artist/publisher
Gary Buck have formed a new country label called Broadland. Artists on
the label include Patty MrDenell;
Wayne Roscad; Darlene Madill; Eddie Low; and Bob Murphy and Big
Buffalo.
Emerson Sales is now handling
distribution and promotion for Fantasy Records in British Columbia
and Alberta. Monica Netupsky will
handle promotion from the Vancouver office.... Cirrus Music, the

publishing division of Nimbus 9
Productions has signed a three -year
music print deal with Chappell &
Co. for U.S. and Canada. Cirrus has
the rights to most of the Guess
Who's hit material.
Bronco
recording artists Listejust completed
a week at the Friar's Tavern in Toronto where they introduced 14
year -old singer Joey Dion to Toronto audiences. ... A Bearfoot
single, "Sweet Virgina," will be released by CBS in Italy. The band appeared on the Keith Hampshire Music Machine show on CBC -TV on
Nov. 13.... John Porteous, editor of
the Canadian music trade publication Playlist, is hosting a series of
hour -long programs entitled Both
Sides Now which features in -depth
studies of Canadian music personalities and their material. The
program is produced from CBZ,
Frederiction, N.B. and is heard on
the entire Atlantic Provinces network of the CBC.... Jim Hettinger
is now managing ChIllhvaek.... Ray
Materiels is the first Canadian signed artist to be added to the Asylum Records roster rather than the
first Canadian artist signed directly
to the label (Billboard, Oct. 26)....
Anthony Gregory's Fire will present
Stevie Wonder and Rufus in concert
at the Edmonton Coliseum, Alberta
on Saturday (30) and at the Vancouver Pacific Coliseum on Monday
(I). ... Amos Alter has been appointed Canadian sales manager for
the Almada Corporation based in
Montreal. Frank Trimarchf has been
appointed sales representative for
the same company in Quebec....
New singles and album product by
Mlles and Lenny on Columbia in
Canada will also be distributed by
Columbia in the U.S. Their new
single "Can You Give It All To Me"
was produced by Marlbeth Solomon
and Mickey Erbe. An album is ex.

pected sometime in January.

MARTIN MELHUISH

BILLBOARD IS BIG

INTERNATIONALLY
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r From the Music Capitols
of theWorld
LONDON
Experimental publicity campaign
launched here by RCA over Steve
Swindells, on release with his first album -had individual journalism invited separately to RCA HQ, where
they were shown a video film of
Swindells performing two numbers,
then invited to a private chal with
him. Rodney Burbeck, RCA public
affairs manager, said it was a successful experiment -"and I foresee
the time when we'll go to the media
with video films instead of asking
them to come to us."
Thieves broke into Decca's Great
Marlborough Street, London, offices, stealing a large amount of
records and equipment- though disturbed by a caretaker in mid -raid,
they stole a video monitor, two
stereo systems, a tape recorder and
several thousand singles and albums.
U.S. "unknown" Diane Solomon,
starring here in her own BBC -2 television series, was "discovered" sing ing at a party by a BBC producer....
Part of the promotion for the second
single by Seventh Wave on the Gull
label is a color animation film produced by Scanimation.... Enterprise Records established distribution facilities in 10000 square feet of
premises at Enterprise House, Ark low Trading Estate, London, SE 14.
Third film from GTO -the Gem
Toby Organization -this year is a
music -and -comedy feature, "Never
Too Young To Rock," featuring the
Glitter Band, Mud and the Rubettes.
Music Coordinator Tony Macaulay,
writer of the recent Drifters hits
here, says it is a mixture of pap and
slapstick which they're calling "pop stick." ... EMI Music Publishing
Ltd. has reopened 138 -140 Charing
Cross as its international music publishing headquarters -it's one of the
most famous publishing addresses in
the business, having housed Francis
Day and Hunter since the turn of the
century, prior to rebuilding over recent years.
One of the strangest Christmas
records in years-it's by four -yearold Matthew Green singing the carol
"We Three Kings," with the backing
a mixture of electronic sounds and
orchestral arrangements, on a Penny
Farthing release.... Veteran publishing man Jimmy Heaney has rejoined Chappell's here as liaison officer reporting to creative director
Roland Rennie -he left a few years
back after 23 years continuous service with the company.
H.B. Barnum signed a deal here
with Chappell /R and R publishing
for his worldwide rights on El Petri-

cio Music -the deal includes
Barnum's own compositions.... To
launch their new A and M single
Grace Darling, dedicated to a lighthouse- keepers daughter who be-

came

a

national heroine, the

Strawbs took to the sea -were guests
of the Sunderland lifeboat for a
croise off the Northumberland coast
where the historic Grace Darling
rescue took place.
Exhibition of 70 different U.K.
record sleeves and poster artworks
on view at the Kinsman Morrison
Gallery here, with a limited edition
set of Guy Paelaert's sleeve for the
Rolling Stops'"Its Only Rock And
Roll" available at 395 each.... EMI
Records transferring its cassette and
cartridge manufacturing facilities
from its Hayes, Middlesex plant to a
new six -acre site in Winsford, a
small industrial town some 30 miles
from Manchester and Liverpool.
Big push on the Climax Blues
Band by Polydor here. particularly

-

over the Sense Of Direction album
band is one of those which builds
tremendous support in the U.S., yet
despite visits and records here just
cannot break the market.... Platters here in December for their rust
tour since 1972 and manager Buck
Ram angry that "despite legal action
against pirate groups, wen aware
that another outfit has been touring
and using the Platters name."

PETER JONES

COPENHAGEN
Local rock group Moiraua (Polydor) composed the theme for the
movie "The Key Hole." another
Danish pomographic movie ... and
CBS group Gasulin appeared in the
movie "Prince Piwi" ... big business
for U.K. Polydor group the Rubettes
on a four -day tour following chart
success of Sugar Baby Love and

Tonight.
Huge listener success for Danish
radio's pop -quiz with DJ's Jorgen
Mytius and Finn Keugemp as comperes.... Deep Purple concert at the
3,003- seater K.B. Hallen cancelled
at the last moment because of illness
in the group.... Chrysalis band Procol Hamm making a television show
for Nord -vision in Copenhagen
show will be shown in Denmark.
Norway and Sweden.... Next batch
of star visitors to Denmark for concerts includes Wishbone Ash, Roxy
Music, Ike and Tine Turner, Abbe,
Jethro Tull, Queen and Sparks.
Three- day jac. festival in the Falkoner Theatre. presented by SBA
with George Welt as a Newport Jazz
Festival included The Musical Life
of Charlie Parker, featuring the Jay
McShann Big Band, Earl Hines,
Billy Eckstine, Dizzy Gillespie,

-

Sonny Stitt Quartet, Charles
McPherson, Stan Gets Quartet,
Gat* Barbieri Septet, Sonny Rollins
Quintet and McCoy Tyner Quintet.
Nearly all available stand space
has been sold for the exhibition celebrating the 50th year of regular
broadcasting from Denmark Radio-the exhibition is from Sept. 5 to
14, 1975, in the new Bella Centre in
Copenhagen.
KNUD ORSTED

TOKYO
Selichlro Koh, managing director
of Polydor K.K., has been promoted
to serve as president of the German Japanese record company. He succeeds Kenichi Morino, who will serve
as advisor on the company's board
of directors. The new appointments
were formally announced at the
company's shareholders' meeting
Nov. 20. Wolfgang Arming of Polydor International's regional management and its former Japan reagement and its former Japan representative, was front Hamburg. He
will stay here until Dec. 4.... Minorn Suzuki, managing director of
King Record, says his company has
acquired four more pressing machines -for a total of 71 -and will
shortly order another electronic
computer.
A five -week Japan performance
tour by Werner Mueller & His Orchestra, which had been scheduled
to begin this month, has been postponed until Jan.24. due to the bandleader's arthritis, says the Itoh Music
Office.... Dolly Baker, who worked
the U.S. in the 50's as one of the two
Baker Sisters, at the Keio Plaza Hotel's Consort supper club this month.
.. The Yomiuri Shimbun has fixed
15 concert dates between Jan. 22 and
Feb. 8 for Miles Davis & His Sextet.
of which two are being sponsored
by the Min-on subscription concert
(Cauinued on page 68)

Island Bows Soul Label
In U.K.; Uses U.S. Material
Continued from page I

Island's action is the second by a
British label within two weeks to
move into the Continental soul field,
joining Power Exchange, an EMI
financed and distributed line in
seeking dollars from r &b material.
The new label marks the re-entry
of Island into the U.K. soul market.
The company did much to spread
the popularity of American black
music in Britain during the mid and
early sixties, when it licensed the
catalog of the U.S. Sue label.
Much of the same pattern of promotion developed for Sue will be

International
Turntable
Hanno Pfnslerer, who for two
years has been manager of the international department of BASF Music
Production in Mannheim, West
Germany, has been transferred to
the BASF London office. reporting
to general manager Ludwig Vondersand.
His new role is that of production
coordinator for all pap music productions, coordinating liaison between BASF and British Decca over
all BASF product, including that on
the Harmonic Mundi and MPS labels.
Said Pftsteren "I shall be BASF's
general music man in the U.K. with
special emphasis on worldwide exploitation of our British pap productions on either the BASF or BUK labels.
"The BUK label is an outlet for
BASF's own product and for the
productions of Cantipreme, the in-

dependent production company
headed by Paul Murphy, Acts such
as Oscar and Malcolm Roberts will
go worldwide on the BUK label, but
other British acts, such as Jigsaw and
Candlewick Green will be on the
BASF label."
Pftsterer continues to handle licensing deals for BASF in these remaining territories where such deals
have not yet been established.
Janice Perry is leaving A &M
Records in London, after two years
as production co-ordinator and joins
Anchor Records as assistant to production manager Mike Nicholas.
Her place at A &M is taken by Alan
Gray, previously the company's
storekeeper. ... Peter Pelstead has
joined MCA as promotion man ager-he was previously with AcuffRose for four years.... Brian Dockery, manager of the international
sales division of EMI, has been appointed EMI's resident group representative in Japan, effective December I. He replaces Robert Aseott,
who is returning to the U.K. to attend a senior management course at
the Administrative Staff College,
Henley, and will subsequently take
up a new appointment with EMI.
Dockery will be appointed to the
board of jointly -owned Toshiba EMI, the Tokyo-based company.
Peter Cornish and Ian Khmer
have joined Island Music. Cornish,
previously with Pye Records at their
Mitcham department, is now gen.
eral manager of administration for
Island Music -the appointment
made by managing director Lionel
Conway- Kimmett has joined the
company on the professional side.
He will work with professional manager Martin Humphrey -Kimmet
was previously with Feldman as a
promotion man and producer.
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adopted for Island USA: initial exposure will come primarily through
clubs and discotheques. "I think
we'll be pretty close to the ground in
that market," says table manager
Danny Holloway.
"Over the next three months, I
shall personally be visiting and servicing discos and similar locations
in the main areas. We'll be able to
keep close tabs on what people are
listening to.
Holloway has been working in an
a&r capacity for Island artists during the past 18 months. In addition
to his existing responsibilities, he
will coordinate production, promotion and sales for Island USA.

'There

will be no fixed singles output," he says. "We're going to be

pretty selective about the releases
and won't feel pressured to release a
single by someone because of a contractual agreement. We'll put out
whatever we feel is necessary."
Island USA picked up its first release -the Robert Parker single
from contact with veteran U.S. soul
writer /producer Allen Toussaint.
The track was actually cut by Parker
some three months ago in New Orleans, Toussaint's home base. It was
produced by Wardell Quezergue, responsible fora number of major soul

-

hits in recent years, including Jean
Knight's "Mr. Big Stuff' and King
Floyd's "Groove Me."
Island USA will have "a working
relationship" with Toussaint, according to Holloway, through which
he will keep the label informed of
new acts and production deals
others as well as his own. "The product will be pretty free -ranging in
origin." explains Holloway. "There
are quite a few records that aren't
being issued in Britain because they
come from small labels. But they're
often big in the U.S. soul charts, and
they can be big disco items in this

-

country."
In addition to the soul masters,
material will also originate from the
New York -based Laus- American
Fania label, with which Island has
just signed a licensing agreement. It
was arrived at by Island's Chris
Blackwell and Fania president Jerry
Masucci, and marks the introduction of Funia's catalog to Britain.
The label is one of the most successful in the U.S. Latin- American market, and has in its catalog over 100
albums such acts as Ray Barretto,
Johnny Pacheo (who founded Fania
with Masucci) and Larry Harlow.
Liaison with Fania will be maintained by Island's a &r manger,
Richard Williams.

Lower U.K. Pressing Costs
Due To Vinyl Availability
Continued from page

3

satisfied that there is no shortage of
PVC for the record industry at this
particular time, because the industry
has also suffered something of a recession.
"The large companies very wisely
stockpiled as heavily as they could,
in the early part of the year and the
summer months, so I would be very
surprised if there are any majors today who are shoe of PVC material."
Rodd adds that pressing prices in
the record industry have already
fallen and he sees 1975 as a year of
lower prices in the contract pressing
business for LPs.
"I think the demand for raw material from companies has already
dropped," he says. "One supplier to
record companies has stock on hand
for the first time in the last two years
and has asked me why this is so."

CO

to
33

Ian Miles, managing director of tu
Multiple Sound Distributors, says
that there has been an easing in the in

availability of vinyl and consequently a price reduction. "During w
the shortage we got plastic vinyl :D
from Germany, Italy and France, in
fact we chased up every supply pos -'12
sible and consequently managed to
maintain our production level," he

a

However, demand for producnow down by about 25 percent for everyone and that explains
why there is more vinyl available."
tion

A

is

spokesman

for

Damont

Records, says there has been a reduction in the price of vinyl as more
and more of it came onto the market,
and he thinks it unlikely that the vinyl shortage will recur in the near
future. "Certainly not white market
conditions remain as they are anyway," he says.

Luxembourg Shifts Policy
On In- Person Disk Promo
PARIS -Radio Luxembourg, the
most influential French radio station as far as the record industry is
concerned, has decided to reorganize its relations with the disk companies regarding establishing its
playlist.
RTL, which claims an average of
two million listeners in the Paris region, will reduce its direct contact
with record company press and promotion men to a minimum. Because
of a cut -back in staff at the station
due to the French economic crisis, it
has been decided to receive press
and promotion personnel by appointmentonly. Although telephone
contact will, of course, continue between the record companies and the
station, "our staff," says RTL, "will
only be prepared to discuss urgent
matters relating to programming."
RTL feels that most of the record
promotion can be carried out by

ZO

means of mailed press releases and
biographies.
Reaction to the move among
French record companies has been
mixed. Some feel that it is a positive
step because too much time in the
past has been spent on in- person
promotion at RTL to very little purpose. They also feel that all record
companies will now have an equal
chance of getting their product
aired, whereas before there was a
danger that those promotion men
who spent most time at the station
would have a better allocation of airplay for their product, irrespective of
its quality.
Other people in the industry, however, feel that a commercial station
like Radio Luxembourg which depends almost entirely on records for
its programming should show more
concern for the interests of the
record companies.
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BELGIUM

34

SINGLES

35

-

YOU AIN'T SEEN NOTNIN YET

(Courtesy Of Belgium Redo L TS ASMn)
46

(John

2

3
S
S

6
T

36

KUNG FU FIGHTING -Cart Doles
SUCH A
HT-Y-PaUl Anke
SUCH A NIGHT GO-J Gordon
SCHCTO
Lloyd
SCHELA VAN DER LINDEN- YOU-Do
l'M LEAVING IT ALL UP TO YOU

37

33
21

-D.. L

9
10

I

25

SuPEN-

LPs

39

34

2

3

5

40

-

41

50

ELVIS FOREVER-0ns Presley
JONATHAN LIVINGSTON SEAGULL/
Mhack
Diamond
S

45
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35

47

41

a8
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1

-avid

GONNA MANE YOU A STAR
(CBS) -Aged /Rook On (Jeff

Es.

-Qu.n (EM11Feklm00flAdeM (R. Thpnas

KILLER QUEEN

EVERYTHING

I

Gems/Columbia

(Lloyd

THE)

(HEY THERE) LONELY GIRL -FAN
H olman
De

20

-

Angle.)

49

50

31

-

YOU 'RE THE FIRST, THE LAST. MY
EVERYTHING -Barry WIV. (2011

FAR FAR AWAY -Slade

T.

Week Work

2

-

ROLLIA -Bay cats Rollers (8.4
DAVID LIVE -Darts Bowie (RCA)

3

3

SMILER-Rod

4

4

TUBULAR BELLS -Mika

1

13

9

15

10

LETS PUT IT ALL TOGETHER
StyMacs (Avso)- Aimt /C.
Shane (Hugo & Luigi)
PEPPER BOX-Peppers (Spark)!natant
LETS GET TOGETHER AGAIN
Gener Band (Bell) -Rem (MNu
Leander)

10
11
12

23

(YOU'RE) HAVING MY BABY -Par.
Anka (UMM lento) -NAM (ßk4
Hall)
NEVER TURN YOUR BACK ON
MOTHER EARTH -Sped.

15

19

Floyd (.wart)
ANOTHER TIME ANOTHER PUCE
Bryan Ferry (bland)
MOTOWN CHARTBUITERS. VOL

16

12

WALLS 6 BRIDGES -John Lennon

-

(Idand) -I

14

15

12

19

WMunM)
ALL WANT IS YOU-SO Musk
habend) -EG. Musk (Ro.
Musk /J. Punter)
I

OA

000

17

30

1S

37

I

CANT LEAVE YOU ALONE
George Mcem (lod
Southern (T.K. Pr0L1

-

MAGIC -Plod (EMI) -RmM. (Alan
Parsons)
THE WILD ONE -S,RI Quabo

fad)- Chinnkhap /Rd (Milo
Chapman /N's. Chinn)

19

20

ETTO-

MINUETTOes

22

WOm
(CBS) -Ban Songs
(Man Sale)
NO HONESTLY-Lymw De Pad

(JM)- Standard (Lynn.
21

22

27

28

23

-

14

14

25

32

-

(Eugene RYCrd)
COSTA.. TOWN
(Dad
Nom)- 'OUpe' (George Harrison)
JUKE BOX JIVE- RUbehes (Poly .r)
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY -511m
W1Mman (United ArtisN)-MCPS

-.pins

Heron)

JUNIOR'S FARM -Paul McCartney/
Wines IApp01- MCtartney /A111

(Pap

TGan.y)

SHOT-Bray Ben

23

HOT

27

45

GOODBYE NOTHING TO SAY

Musk (Barry

BI.)

-

larMla /Mama King (P. pew
Gr.yoko Men.

King)

29
30

42

40

-Dolly Owe. 1.1OCarlin (Me Curb)

ROCK'. Soul -Her

Coma.)

(RCA)
FAREWELL IS A

LONE. SOUNOJimmy ROHM (Tulle Molownlwaawn

13

I

London Hamm

CH01ff

GET A RICK OUT OF

Shearon

33

43
29

11

YOU-Guy

(t)))on)- Chappea

TELL HIM-H.11)-Robert
(MVU Leander)
THEN CAME YOU -Dime
e

le..c)

/Oeeolt
-IGarn

. /NUN /T..4

HECroRUCN

6

MULL4N(A- -HUlllo.J

1

Hull")..

COITUSS IN

COITUS IN T -Juke

nt

IM'

B

KIMONO MY

9

SEA

(Top Aorte)

3

(MOnumum -(Clan1
ROCK YOUR BABY -George McCoy

(5CA}(Sou.n)

(RCA)

...en and

Mhos
5

7

HOLLAND

e

KUNG FO PRIMING -Con Deudas

SINGLES

9

JaW (Bell)

(lsecMm)

Mug.

4

Sa.Caon elegraml
I'M LEAVING IT ALL UP TO YOU-Mane

DARK SLOE OF THE MOON -Fink

-

16

HERGEST RIDGE -Mile OMTMd

18

11

A STRANGER IN MY OWN BACK

19

13

2O

-

ROSITA -Andre Moss (imparial)
EEN ß0051E M71 ROOSJE -Conn
Den Bos (Park)

MCC.

40

ROCK YOUR BABY -George

22
23
24

32

THREE DEGREES -(PEIM.Mnú)
MUD ROCK -Mud (Rak)
461 OCEAN BOULEVARD
Clanton (PSO)
SIMON L GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST

17

24

25

29

26
27

26
30
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37

-E.

S'S

SOLO
OLO CONCERT-Miry Connolly

GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
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29
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25
48
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36
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e6
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47
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-

49

33
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-

-

RAINBOW -PMen L Lae (PMfipa)
HEY! -G11. Bend (Bee)
LET'S P s n ALL TOUETHER-

HANG ON IN THERE BABY -John.
Bristol (MGM)
THE IMPOSSIBLE DREAM -Ale,

0.NA

Be.

R.)

L MARYIN-0S-OIw Rees L
Malin
Motown)
VEEDON REECE -Van MoMpn
(Warner Bros.)
A TAPESTRY OF pegem_caws.
km
AREAudw)

.ye Par.

0- (E0Mn)

BEST OF BREA
AND I LOVE YOU

3

EURERI-Mayt.hiNakamura-CdumMa
AMAI SnKATSU-Gore Neguchi-Pdydor
TOROSHIKU AISXU-Nko-nl Goa-CBS/

S.Y

8

MIREN-HkosM MsuM-Mlnuuphone
FUYU NO EKI-RUMka K.emgi-RepiM
CHIPPOKE NA IUNSHO-Horeb.
Y.uguchl-CBS/Solry
OMOIOE NO SERENADE-MA AmpM-

9

1001 NO

CBS/Sorry
TO

11
12

-9(rs

MriYwk

(Cpl

S.ie Won.

15

KEKKONSURURE HONTOU DESUKA--Da

Week

End-CBS/ Sony

Cpo-BlowUp
KIrUCARAKE NO RORMNMaM

16

Salo-

RCA

-.Saari YuM-Erpress
M05I10 -MMM Nisamki-Mi.ompwne

17
18
19

BANKA

20

sABISHIGARIYA

YOGIRI NO
Sony

MMHI-Seon

MlOaml-C(15

-Mkhho

ASUSa-ling

/

MEXICO
(Courtesy

Ortiz)
00

W.ek
1

2
3
4
5
6

-lau

CANDILEJAS
Augusto (Copa)
CONTIGO Y AWI -Dio Roca (Poly
)
LAMENTO DE AMOR -RIED Tovar M..44)
POR EL AMOR DE UNA MUJER -Danny
EL REY -Hermanas
SOY LO PROHIBIDO

(CBS)
mmn (apNp)

Rruli (Philips)
7

8
9
10

THE NIGHT CHICAGO

.M

-C

-

(Tale. Motown)

DIm -Papa Lau

(P
MI PLEGARIA
(Capta)
TpMME 0 BEJAHE
-Mes (Mush)
SENTIMIENTOS (F.Bnro- Mahds Adert
(Gamma)

(Courtesy Of N250)
SINGLES

This

wM
2

KISSING IN THE BACK ROW OF TIE
MOAVING IT
l'M LEAVING IT All UP TO YOU -Deny L

3

I

]

OVER TROUBLED WATER-

.rt. offne.

THESE y101.1511 THINGS -Bryan

terfeited and sold at a quarter of
their average royalty value, the
Tokyo Metropolitan Police Department says.
The music arm of JVC is rushing
the inidal release of Motown albums
in CD -4. The first three are scheduled for release here Nov. 25, to be
followed by two more Dec. 25 and
another pair next Feb. 5. The Motown recording artists include Diana
RoRC Marvin Gaye, the Temptations, the Jackson S and the SuHappens? ...
"Art Farmer -Phil Woods Together"
is first album of a Campi Jazz
Series" to be pressed and released in
Japan Dec. 20 by Toho Records under the Italian record manufacturer's label.... The Polydor recordpremes,

... "What

ing of "The Fugitive" (Tony
Waddington & Wayne Bickerton) in
London by Kenji Sawada of WataProduction was released Nov.
21. The single will be followed Dec
21 by an album of the same tide, the
manufacturer says.
S abe

This

NEW ZEALAND

THE BEATLES- 1962-1966

a.y (Wm)

=

l4

SHORONAWSHI
Grsps-Elakba
MISAKI MEGURI -KObem Yamamoto

Wendar

FULXILINGMJIS' FIRST FINALE

BRID

OAIYOGEN-Mger 5-Phips
YMhim-Tekliku
KITAKORO-Shinkhi Mori-Victor
YUGUREDOKI WA SABISHISOU-N.S.P.Al NO SHUNEN-AM

13

50 -Perry Camo

INNERVISMNS
(Tams Motown)
ABRAXAS- Samara

cassette music tapes have been coun-

Wlufe-Cant.

WAKE-NlYOahl

I131M)

BEST OF JOHN DENVER -(RCA)
REMEMBER YOU'RE A WOMBLE.mMa. (CBS)
MEDDLE -Reek Fbyd
SHEET MUSIC -10cc (UK)
WAR CHILD-Mho Tull (Chrysalis)
ODDS L SODS -VIM Rradd

Hovey
40

GREATEST HITS -(CBS)

(Trend...

Y.

1

4

D.)

COnlinued from page 67
association. The jazz trumpeter and
his group previously played Japan
in 1973.... "Unsung Heroes" was
released here Nov. 5 by Victor Musical Industries to mark the Crusaders' current Japan performance
tour.... About one million JASRAC
copyright stickers for pre-recorded

4.11/I

Wed

7

21

Bon. MCA/

SHOT THE SHERIFF -Elk Clayton
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TO YOU -Benny

I'M LEAVING IT ALL UP

Matt OSmo. (MGM)
2
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i

5

T
8

9
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PICCOLA L FRAGILE -Gust (Moor.
BABY BLUE -Walrabe L Robinson (ATOM)
SOLEADO -Daniel Santarna Ensemble
(Odeon)
GNARLY -SalneberWn (Hams»
ROCK YOUR BABY -Gelage MCC.. (RCA)
HOLLYWOOD
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(ATOM)
NUNC m FIGHTING -Carl Douglas. MYE)
THE ENTERTAINER -Marvin
(MCA)

-Wale.
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of the World

JAPANmtw

6
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WHEN WILL I SEE AGAIN-PI. Degrees
(PK1.ANpMa)ONrnal.IR11- (1..0000)
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SUCH A
(GAR)
2)
C'EST MOI-C. Mane
I
CAN'T LEAVE YOU ALONE-George
McCrea (RCA)
YELLOW SUN OF ECUADOR -TM Classic

5

HARD-Gilbert O'SUNiran (MASI)
I'M LEAVING IT ALL UP TO YOUDo.y L Marie Osmond (MGM)
THIS IS THE MOOUY BLUES
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Sou

This

Motew)

17

(P.1

i

M.NIGHT-Ricky
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9

TOUCH TOO
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SING A SMIG OF LOVE -George
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(Courtesy Of RedroHllperade)
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3
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SWITZERLAND

3

KISSING IN THE BACK ROW OF THE
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ROCK ME GENTLY -Andy K(m (CapitoD-

6
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KUNG N FIGHTING -Can
SWINGING ON A STAR-Spody

T

6

1

THE NIGHT CHICAGO DIED -Pager Lase
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ROCK THE BOAT -Hers Corporal..
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2

6

5

IF YOU LOVE ME LET ME KNOW -M1.4

2

4

SEASONS IN THE SUN -Tarry
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9

LIVE (LP) -Mott The Hoopla (CBS)
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BACK HOME AGAIN
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(Hugh Murphy)
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15

(Beth -ATV

26
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McCartney (4oN1
THE SINGLES 196973- Carpentem

HITS-MRS)

16
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FOREVER AND

(RCA)
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11
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Stems (Rolling Stones)
DAVID ESSES -ICES)
CAN'T GET ENOUGH -Bury White
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(Warner Spetar)-Carlin (PIA
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FOREVER AND EVER
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(MGM)
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12
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1

Gash. Craddock
ANOTHER SATURDAY NIGHT -Cat Steam
ROCK YOUR BABY -George MO>.
YOU MAKE ME FEEL BRAND NEW
StyMMka
ROCK ME GENTLY
Kim
Brothers
EYES OF SILVER
RUB IT IN

= )roui. Goodman (PMI.)

This
Week
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11
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2
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Jackson)

5
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17
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(Brij- Martin/

10
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LPs
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1
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4
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TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT -Jimmy

(ABC) -Chappell (Peter
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5

Mo..)

-R. Stmvert (Mercury) -
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Baker/Queen)
3

26

SINGLES

3
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2

...
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2
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SAD
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SAD SWEET DREAMF
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-5yra

OUT ON THE STREET
VIM
(You're) HAVING MY BABY -Paul Anal
KUNG FU FIGHTING -Cad Douglas
RLACICEYED BOYS -Paper Lase
THE NIGHT CHICAGO DIED -Paper Lasa
DONT LET THE SUN GO DOWN ON ME-

-H 41...

Chinn)

/ob.

Rms.

BRITAIN

1

-...

Parton)
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ENT DONEE NOTHIN

-Rube.

any form or by any mean. electronic.

Man John
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(Love)
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-LS

.ruble

HUXICarlin (P10105 Rom)
MY B01 -EMS Raab (RCA)
(MK)TURN IT DOWN
NE Ay

B

R)
SUGAR BABY LOVE
ROCK YOUR BABY -George MoCIM.. (RCA)
NIIN
Liman (Cohen.)
SEASONS IN THE SUN -Teen lacks DM
ROCKET-Mud (RAN)
FRIDUNA SKIWNA
(RCA)
FOREVER AND EVER -Demis Rouas.

GET YOUR LOVE BACK -Three

JAMOWo.c

46

VIM

'amok

lEMl) -Palo

(To.

ROCA -Mud
ROCK YOUR BABY-George
OUT WI[DfRSFHN -Demis
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7
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HONESTLY LOVE YOU
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42
43
44
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2

I
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-011.4
(John

CART !PAVE YOU ALONE-George
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SUN
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YVIVA ESPANA -Synìa (SOM)Met (Rune Olwumn)

6

SINGLES

T.

GEE
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0
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5
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(P.O.. Shelley)

38

4
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-
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AMSTERDAM
U.S. singer Donna Summer, who
aW lives in Germany, has three hit
records here-"The Hostage," released by Basart, first hit the Top
Ten; then Inelco immediately re-

leased an old track, "Denver
Dreams," by the artist; and Basart
replied with her latest, "Lady Of The
Night." ... After living here in the
village of Blaricum for several
months, Gilbert O'Sullivan has resumed to the U.K.
After a world tour lasting five
years, Dutch singer Karin Kent has
returned to Holland and immediate

recording sessions -she first left the
country "because I'm sick of the
scene."
.. Cher's producer Al
Capps, in Holland to produce an album by top group The Cats, discovered a new girl singer, Debbie, and
will return to produce the girl he
says is a better singer than Cher and
more beautiful than Sophia Loren,
Promoter of German songs and
artists here. Harry Thomas, organizes another " Schlagerfestival" in
Kerkrade on Friday (22) Saturday
(23) with 30 German artists. ...
Earth And Fire on our in Switzerland following visits to Scandinavian countries and they record a new
album at the end of November for
release in January.
Ellaeptiol
will
touring Germany and
follow
Earth And Fire into Switzerland.
CBS -Holland sacked their plugger Ron Brandsteder, after discovering he had a fine voice -he is now
signed to the label as a singer _.
Mouth and MaeNeal to appear in a
movie being made in Sardinia and
they also tour Turkey for 10 days
with a new single "My Lady' out in
Holland in a few weeks.... Cees
Veennan has left the Cats, following
the group decision not to appear on
stage any more but only make
records -he's putting together a new
band with members of Left Side and
BZN, both (like Cats) Volendam
groups.
Karel Hille, former head of the
promotion department of BovemaEMI, now responsible for all press
and public relations of the EMI organizations in Holland -his successor at Bovema is Olaf Kliin...,
Much record company anger here
over the policy of the top pop program on TV here, AVRO's Toppop,
after producer Rien Van Wig( decided to allow only records on the
show when the companies can provide a movie -film of the artist or
group -they say it adds up to discrimination and that words with no
accompanying movie should be included.
FRANS VAN DER BEEK
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Disco Action

'

tlb,l
By TOM MOULTON
Don Tegeler is the disk jockey al Pips and
LOS ANGELES -Local discotheques
he's been in the city one year.
haven't as yet reached the point where they
At Studio One. Paul Dougan is one of the
are programming music exclusively their
DJsend
They
are
relying
on
their
audience's
the location in West Los Angeles is
own.
both very big and very popular. It's open to
familiarity with the music.
the public and it realty jumps.
Paople here don't seem to be getting up
This place
in the style a New York type
and dancing to the newer sounds or those
club
in
size.
the
records they aren't Cannier with.
sound system (music is
played quite Mud) arid there is a light show
In a survey of Pips, Studio One. Star
run by the DJs. Sound and lights are what
wood. Paradise Ballroom, The Other Side,
create the excitement.
DON West, Diamond Horseshoe. they are
Studio One plays such popular tunes as
nor's'NeverrCeo
"Philadelphia" by B.B. King on ABC,
Say Goodbye.' on MGM,
"Can't Get Enough" by Barry White on
Carol Douglas' "Doctors Orders" on Midland Intl and 'Express" by B.T. Express on
20th Century plus the titles already mentioned.
Scepter exceptions because they're not yet
There is a feeling that the disco club
radio hits.
scene
here is starting to get established.
The clubs don't sewn to be receiving proNot as a fed but as a legitimate entertain.
motional copies and that's another reason
ment outlet.
why their programming doesn't seem to be
as
that
in
New
York
-where
the
Audiences hem -like M other cities
as current
come to the clubs to" et those " -a form of
clubs are tied closer together with comma
expression where you can be yoursee unnications and are thus able to know about
der the common goal of dancing and hay.
good records when they are available or
ing a great time.
even Wore.
'Two radio stations in New York are playLocal clubs seem to be weeks behind the
ing "Express" by B.T. Express. They are
New York discos mainly because they
WWRLAM and WBLS'FM. This is a out out
aren't receiving the product
product
of their LP and the radio play has to be
which can get people onto the floor and
based on retail sales and disco action
dancing.
Gloria Gaynor, who had the top New York
At Pips. a private club, the musk is gendisco record for eight weeks. e now getting
erally the popular records a t the day. There
Top 40 play with KHJ'AM in Los Angeles
is a nice comfortable. plush atmosphere,
adding it to its list,
where people can party without being on"Hey Girl Come And Get H" by the Stylas
stage. The club doesn't have the same voltics on their "Heavy Fallin Out" LP an
ume intensity as is generally heard in the
Aven, has the same sound as "Rock Your
New York clubs where there are over 100lo.
Them
Babe" so that it is e Stylistics version of the
cations in Manhattan and Queens.
George McCYae hit. The din000ewr star
the competition rs much greater and the
wants this sound and the popularity of this
volume is more intense -which creates the
record confirms rt.
excitement you need,

KEOL,

This
m Week

J-1

1

m

2

only)

3

Ñ
W

m

E

EXPRESS -B.T. Express -Scepter (LP

DOCTOR'S ORDERS -Carol
Douglas- Midland International
NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE-Gloria
Gaynor -MGM

4
5

HOLDIN' ON -AI Downing
Chess (Disco -má)

I'LL

BE

Ruffin -Chess
3

-

4

TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT -Jimmy

Ruffin -Chess
6 GET DANCIN'- Drsw.tee & The Sex

This
Week
1
DOCTOR'S ORDERS -Carol
Douglas- Midland International
2 TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT -Jimmy

5
6

-

cedes -Chelsea

W
7

Z

YOU'RE THE FIRST, THE LAST, MY
EVERYTHING -Barry White -20th

Century
8

WQFM.

Stylislks -Soco (LP any)
9

ASK

ME- Ecstasy.

Passion & Pain

-

Roulette
10 ROCKIN' SOUL -Hues Corp. -RCA
11

SUGAR PIE GUY -The Joneses-

Mercury
12
13

14

EVERLASTING LOVE -Carl CadtonBacYbeat
WHERE ARE ALL MY FRIENDS
Harold Melvin & the Bluenotes
Philadelphia Intl
PHILADELPHIA -B.B. King -ABC

-

-

Dunhill
15 GOT TO TESTIFY (Lae)- Camelrus
Brothers & Slier Rose -UA

12

13

14

AIM:

MM.

KILN. NOME KXHE

Mal,

WAN,

WAER,

MS,

16

CHUM. WBWI.

(EEC. NUS.

MBA

M R. PANS, NI01,

PINAFORE

DAYS,

Melody Musk Shops
(Brooklyn, Queens and Long Island)

Cnlumblr

CHARLES ERLIND, DYNAMIC BROTHERS, Prestige: WiR, NOV
EDGAR FROESE, AQUA Mein:

HOT CHOCOLATE, CICERO PAM(, Rig
TNe: WQFM WEIR

ROM, 010T

FREDDIE HUBBARD, CH: CIOM,

BURT MANSCH, LA TURN AROUND,

Os

pod) Famous: WLM, MRB

WSOM

ELVIN JONES, THE IMPULSE YEARS,Inn.

Impulse: WOK
pubes

NCFR

NCFR, WPRB

THAD JONES /MEL LEWIS POTPOURRI,
May Inter.: WAER, MOM

RONNIE USE, ANYMORE FOR ANY.
MORE, (Import) GM: MIR. W119

NFMY, WQFM,

FENION ROBINSON, LONE

DENNIS FINDE, TRAPPED

Alligator:

UggS,

WRUR,

ME A DIME,
MEL. AGM, NOK, MOT,

Detyc

MASTERS

WM.

WEIR.

WOUR,

WREN,

OF THE AIRWAYS, Epic:

MONK MONTGOMERY, REALM, lobby
Inter.: KILN, W101

NAVI

BRYAN FERRY ANOTHER MCE, AMWOE, Atlantic WPLR ÖREN. KEEL

WAO.

IN THE SUB-

NOK. W0M

WQFM, WOUR

HU SHINE
WHEN IT SHINES. ARM: 510E. KLOL

MER

Map

WEIRS

MILT JACKSON, THE IMPULSE VMS,

BARNABI BYE, TOUCH, AIMMic

ALEX HARVEY BAND, IMPOSSIBLE
OMAN,
STOUR. WARN. AWL. MM.

NCO,

WAIN

KEFC

19

TOGETHER,

ROBERT MASON, STAN [NNE, Columbia: WIIK. WOWI. MUL. WBRU, SELL WQFM.

Sire:

KIEL, MO01, WBRU,

NET.

JAMES COTTON BAND, 100% COTTON,
Buddah: WHEW, WEIR

WMMR WQFM.

ESSRA MOHAWK, Asylum
AIMS, NUR. YOWL OUR

MSC

11

MA

RCA: KILN.

BROWNS HOME BREW,
YeOaga Wilk MBA

CLOT,. KEFC, WMMR, KL81

(EEC

STACKRIDGE,

22

WHEW, WLIR, HOUR. KEPI, W'OR1

MUAS,

NCH, NLOE HOUR

111AP

MORE

WKTN. EGER. WOO& WEIR. NOR]. CRUM, CIOM.

Colony Records

TYMES, TRUSIMAKER,

en:

JAN AND DEAN, GOTTA UNE
LIST RIDE, UAN A MUM KFMY, WOOF.

11

0107, CHUM. KUR, WABA, AKIN, WERE, WAN,

AMMO, MIEW. WARN,

Best Sellers
(New York)

GEORGE DUKE, FEB, BASF: NAPA WON,
WMMR KIOL, WMR. WBRU. WOK. KCFR

JOHN MARTYR, SUNDAYS CHILD, Is.
land: WOW!, WEIR, ARAB, STOUR, NUN., CIOM,

-

NEIL SEOAKA, SEDARAS BACS Rocket
WQFM, Prou& IMP
CANDI STATOR, COOS, Warner Broth-

WC,

WQM, WLIR,

RCA: WIRD, KILN, RUC

JEAN, 201N
010M. MET. MOT. ALM

MOODY BLUES, THIS IS, TBmdweli
VMS, WQFM. KLOL 0101. NOIK gEFC, KLW

MEL WOW,

PHIUDELPHIA,

BADINE, BODINE, RIA
COL: WOU,, MEL XSHE, WLM,

WAER, KEFC

STOUR,

HERBIE HANCOCK, OUTH WISH, Co
NmNK KQIR. M01, KEPI

JEAN

OLD CEREMONY,

THE

SAT

DAN FOGGLEBUR6, SOUVENIONS. COW
KLOL. NBPI, CAM

Kb?.

Epic:

EVERGREEN,

LEONARD COHEN, NEW SHIN FOR THE

WE

Ma

WARN, NCFR, KOS

WOW!

WMMR. STRAS, KI110. WON, WILL COUR,
WIOI IOW RENT 0105 WEIR WBEU CHUM,

SHOW, Asylum: RIMY,

Futures- Buddah
GOT TO TESTIFY (Levy- Carneius
Brothers & Sister Rose -OA
IS TRUSTING HEART -The Tramps
Golden Fleece

AMR.

OSAN.

WWI

JACK DEJOINETTE, SORCERY, PNdyga

HORSEIJPS, DANCE HALL SWEETHEART,
011194 OMS/Kt NOR, MOL wog our
VIBES, MUL, KEFC

BELONG, Caplan: WQM. WRM,
WPLR. WII5, KLOLWOM, RMY, NIO,WOUR,
KIHE MIR. KIM, WOW, 001K, NOT

cm

GEORGE BENSON, BAD BENSON.
KILN, NOIR, CIOM

AL GREEN, EXPLORES TOUR MIND, N:
WW2 210M, KW, WI/9, WEN, KIWI, KEFC

ALL

VIENNA,

NEUTRONS, BUCK HOLE STAR, (Import)
NAM MOW MIR. KSHE WISER. NPAB, WI 49,

MIM,

WORE

MERE'S

GOODNIGHT
MMMR, NON

WQFM, WARN, CIRM

RACHAEL FARO, REFUGEE, CC: KIEL,

17

W107

...

RINGO STARR,

JOHN DAWSON WINTER III,

LOVE, REEL 10 REAL RSO: HOUR, KEW'.
NOFM, OUR, KIEW, WMMR, WOB, WOW

ky

SO

Ken

KIEL, WMMR, KEFC, KL81

RITA

GOOSE CREEK SYMPHONY, DO YOUR
THING BUT DONT TOUCH MINE, Won-

'IO 10.10 GUNNE,

WOhL. WRVS riPVS,

WOUR,

JACK BRUCE, OUT OF THE STORM, RSO:
VIPER. STOUR, NUR. NCFR. WMMR. ABA&
NOB. WWS

VIOC WAN,

MARSHALL TUCKER BAND, WHERE

21

WQM

CAPT. BEEFHEART, BLUE JEANS AND

MS,

KEFC

CLARENCE CARTER, REAL, ABC: (QW,

!Mtic:

WONT,

SALLY

HOUR, KLOL,

ANDY FAIRWEATHER -LOW, SPIDER 110.
MG, AAA: WOK. CIOM. WAIF, WIN. NAP

KILN, NOME, WO UR. WOWI, MIR. WINS. AOAH,

KIM, RLSI, COPI, WILL,

kind:

ROSS, PITT AND THE FOIDUMM, RSO:

CIOM

BOOKER T.,

CIOM, MOOR,

MFR.

SNEAAIN'

PALMER

WALLY,A118H12g: WQM.WRW.WLIR.gFMY

MOL

NOM

ROBERT

THROUGH THE ALLEY,

WQFM. AIMS, KLOL, 051E. WRAS

WOOF. VANS. COPE

Newly

MODERN JAZZ QUARTET, IN MEMO
MUM, Little David: WOM,WQFM, WI07, KEFC

ALOE WQFM. KENT,

KING CRIMSON, RED, Unwed blend /M-

MOONBEAMS,

SPIRIT,

FREE

Apply XMP, KLOL

11149, KLOL, ROO, WABA C10M. MOT

14

HUI. NEU.

DONAVAN, SEVEN- TEASE, Epre: WMMR.
WQFM, MME, ALOE, NUR, WABX, AXON, ARAS.

CLIP, WORD, HOUR. WPRB.

FORD,

CHUM. KLOL WEIR. MOM

DEEP PURPLE, STORM BRINGER,
Hisser Bmlhers: WHEW. WLIR, NEWF. AGO.

DEODATO, ARTISTRY, MEW mks MIL,
ROY, WEH, KIEL KOMI MR, Will KLOL
MIEW, KEFC, K1M, WWM, WSW, NS014
NAM, MOT

YOU BETTER BE CERTAIN -The

WOW,

CHARLIE DANIELS BAND, FIRE ON THE
MOUNTAIN, Buddah: W149, WQFM, KIEL,
MIR. KIWI. WBAB. ROVI. CIOM, WVlS

WISHBONE ASH, MERE'S ME RUB,
MCA: IYUM, MLR, BONI, nLOI. KSHE WOK,
WAER. STOUR. KEW'. MEW. WORE ARM,
CHUM, WRVS, MET, MOT, RUE KLW

BE

MUL

AIM:

KEFC. ORAS, MOM

HOER, KEFC

ROHE, YOWL CAEE.

HUDSON AND

OFLR,

-

WIOT. KIEW.

JERRY GOODMAN AND JAN HAMMER,
LIRE CHILDREN, Nemperar. WMMR. WAS.

01NE, AOUR, HOWL,

WOB

NEFC

TRAPEE2E, HOTWIRO. Warmer Italiener

WKTN, REM., NOME WI49. WMMR,
NSW. WPLR. NOUN. WQFM. KOP) KCFR WABX.
MULWBAB, CHUM,WRAS, ClON. HAR, MAIS

9

ELF, LA. S9, MGM:

WmT. KEFC

NINE MIR. WIS.

FOUR,

WAR. WRO.

WI 49, STOUR, KIAP, NIOL, WLIR,

MeB

WEISBURG,

EDWARDS, LUCKY DAY,
R. APIA. WEIR. STOUR. KENT,

FREDDIE KING, BURLIER, RSO:

15

OR AROUND

US, Electra: WQFM, WEIR, CHUM. WHIT

HUDSON BROTHERS, TOTALLY OUT OF
CONTROL Redet ALM, MEW, MINA,

KIMO,WMA. KCFRWOB. WQFM, AMP. KENT,

8

20 A FOOT IN COLD WATER,

GREENSLADE, SPYGLASS GUEST, Mercury: YANK, NOIR, KOUS, KLEE MIR, MUE,
WOOS.

WNEW,

MP

Chelsea: WPM, KILN, MOT, AMR,

01101.

KIEL, WABA, WONT KRIS, CIRA

WORT.

EEFC.MUL

CHUM. WOB, 0149,

-

Thomas -Glades
EXPRESS -B.T. Express-Scepter
(LP only)

NEU,

KIEL,

AFMY,

LECTABLES, MGT,: KIEW, MUL, KLEI, KIM,
KFMY KIEL AMR ROUR WOW KLOL WLIR,
ROC, WHMR. ROTH. NOR. WBRU, MOT,

7

Cahmb':

MBAB

JERRY JEFF WALKER, WALKUPS COL.

6

JOHNNY HAMMOND, COMERS LIFE,

Mea 0149.

KSRE WBM, STOUR, WBRU, MMMR, WQfM,
KEM, KFMY, RTMS, WPLR. KIEL KMET, WM.

WOW. WOOL

FACES OF

JONATHAN

13

FANNY, ROCK 71' ROLL MINORS, Cs
¡Mama: ARAS. WIlQ, MIEN. W149. WLIR,

W107.

BUDDY MILES, THE IM/11

DOM.
WSUM, WPRB, WBEU, Wien, Won. WLM,COT,

KIEL HIM, ALOI, M'AO, AWL, WMMR, WOW,
WBAB. WOK. CIOM.WAER,WINS. KMET9110T

I

YOU ARE THE SONG, I'VE ALWAYS
WANTED TO SING -Timmy

WSDN,

GRYPHON, MD QUEEN TO GRYPHON
THREE, Bel: WOUR.KCIR,WLIR.WMB.WAER

Wens, AKIN. AMY

WQFM, WRNS. KZEW. WIMF.

TIM

alhnnv.

MOB, ROIL

BOODY MILES,

CORI. WBAB, METE,

WOOL,

POCO, COMAMOS, Epie: NOUN

Suite-Babylon
11

MBA,

12

RUC, APRS

5

Y..y OW.

yw,

,

a

AFRO

SHAWN PHILLIPS, FUIHERMONE, AKM:
NONE enRax, ALOE, WON, CIOM, enoo, KIEW,
NBPI, NAIR, OLIO.00UR, MOT, KLBL CHUM,
WKTN, AFMY, KEEL AIAP, AWL. WON, WBRA.

4

lh'

OW

LION, NEfW,

W101, 12111N,

KLEI, KIEW, NPRB, 11I 49, NBA& WRAS

Mall.

A

nanna Wean

IM poor nnren pe,mmm Y rM poMaer

CHUM, WNM, WLIR. WHEW, KEFC, MOT, MOM,

3

IA

reF,oaw,a wire in
re[wene. a

weans, ekrlrome

Met

-

I'LL

Manzi.

Inc

by any

DON RECLEAN, HOMELESS BROTEIER
United
OCHS. NIUL. WMMR. WWS.

2

HOLDIN' ON -AI DowningChess (DOUL u
9 ROCKIN' SOUL-Hues Corp. -RCA
30 YOU BELIEVE IN ME- Executive
8

IT-

HEY GIRL, COME AND GET

7

-

LOOK ON THE GOOD SIDE
Invitations -Silver Blue Records
WHERE ARE ALL MY FRIENDS
Harold Melvin And The Bluenotes
EACH MORNING WAKE UP -Molar
Harris Boogie Blues Band
SOON, EVERYTHING IS GONNA BE
ALRIGHT -Third Time Around
Dennaa
MORE THAN ANYTHING, YOU'RE
MY EVERYTHING -Barry White

lam a

CHUM, VANS, WNT

DOWNSTAIRS RECORDS

Top Fifteen
(By Audience Response)

vannons

.n any

ELECTRIC FLAG, THE BAND KEPT OIS
PLAYING, Atlantic: AIMS, W1 49, HOER,
WMMR, ASPN, KNEE WRAS, IGEL,N41Q, WON,
WEIR. WBRU, STOUR. APRS. ZAP. WQFM,

1

-

...

eanamnled

co

IM aaaw, aal Mw b,e Yl,l b M
.,am'skae.aa,á,b.u.w MM. VW Awn
,a.
..
..rr,r.Y me.a MrnF

FM Anti

[omr,enl Inie en'.han,d

syem

Nu in

OZARK MT. DAREDEVILS,

MAO

This

We.
1

2
3
4

MORE THAN ANYTHING, YOU'RE
MY EVERYTHING -Barry White
20th Century-Fox
NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE -Gloria

-

Gaynor -MGM
DOCTOR'S ORDERS -Carol
Douglas- Midland Intematronsl
TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT -Jimmy

Ruffin -Chess
5

WHERE ARE ALL MY FRIENDSHarold Melvin And The
EXPRESS -B.T. Express -Scepter (LP

only)
7

WAKE UP -Major
Harris Boog0 Blues Band-

EACH MORNING

I

Atlantic

-

LOOK ON THE GOOD SIDE
Invitations- Silver Blue Records
9 GET DANCIN' -Disco Tex And The
Sex.o.leOes- Chelsea
10 GOT TO TESTIFY (Lore) -Cornelius
Brothers And Sister Rose
11 WANNA BE WHERE YOU ARE
B

-00

-

2ulema -RCA
TRUSTING HEART -The Tramps
Golden Fleece
13 I'LL BE HOLDIN' ON-Al DawningChess (Dracomie)
14 ONE TEAR -Eddie Kenddcks -Temla
IS LIVING. LOVING. LAUGHING-

-

12

Jesus-Vibration

1

only)
2 DOCTOR'S ORDERS -Carol
Douglas- Midland International
3

ATW11A CA:WRAS'FM, Inn
AUSTIN, TEXAS: NLBI'FM,

TELL ME WHAT YOU WANT -Jimmy

04 Thomas;
0005iM,

8 4 4

l4

7.

Bernie Barnard;

4441411,

l2,

M. lohn Reeks: I, R 8 4 7, 8
SC: M1UáM, Brll Cohen; 2, 411, 1417

I% W.

I4

17

Pain- Roulette
MORE THAN ANYTHING, YOU'RE
MY EVERYTHING -Barry Whrte201h Century'Fcc
FEEL LOVE COMIN' ON -Jay &

The Techniques -Silver Blue
Records
15 GOT TO TESTIFY (Lure)- Cornelius
Brothers & Sister Rose -GA

Bryan Meisn: L

SENWR, COL: KBPHFM,
DENVER, COL.: KCFR

DETROIT, MICH.:

Ian

WAO'N,

Veldea:

L 1 1 K

414

17,21

444lß

HEMPSTEAD, N.Y.: WEIR-FM, Gil

44

7,

4 41413,14141414 m
1419

12, I% 14, 15,

16,12

SRN DIEGO,

MI

2,447,4419, 141414 Il,

l4274

21,22

Ix

MILWUKEL MCC.: AMMON, Mark Billimai;

1417, 1414

M 21,02

www.americanradiohistory.com

II

22

ß

,

CALIF: KGBíW, Pal Snhrneder, IS

00051M, Bailie 6,
L 4 815
SM 105E CALIF.: AOME FM, Ed Romiti 4 4 4 IS
MNIA BOOM CALIF.: (HAS P& Stew Semmai; I, t, 3, 4 8 l4 14 17, 11
ST. LOOS, MO.; KNN6M, 1111111 Gutman: 8 8 4 7, 4 II, 14 11 m, U
SYR1/8L USE/UII4 N.Y.: WOUR2M, Stewß HanNnDM:888447, 9, IQ IL

17,1414242L

SYRKUSE, XY.'

NUM,

George

T0 1E00.01110: WlOrd"M, Niel

Mark,

4 8 8 9
Tony
Yoken;
KNOXVILLE. TENN.: 70149M.
I. 8 8 4 41, 9. lb 14,1117. U
Collins; 1, 2.7,4 7. 4141417,14 ß
LDS MGELE5 GLIF.: KMU'M,
MILWAUKEE MSC.: ROMP
Mail Naughton; 2, 4 7, IL
NEW HAWN, CONN.: WPLAíN, Gordon Weinpnh;841,4111K 1K 17,1V

MCN500. MISS.: WI 9.FM, Dave

14 21,

NI:

14 14
1,

ne, 1n);

11,13,1414

FRANCISCO. CALIF.:

1414E
NLOLM. Am Nifty:

lay (McL

1,8844810,

MRRKFM Munn Ms:
1, 8 4, 414 U, 14 U
R.I.:IF.:WW Peter Masi; 1, 81, 4 410, 14 11, 02
SACRAMENTS, GLIE.: XUPTM, Robed Oliano; 1, 8 8 4 49,141411,14
24 DI

II

44444141414141417,

Coleudl:1,2.3.4%14

t, 3, I. 10, 14 17, 19, 2% ß
:442,4. Iß13,14141417, l4m,II
Lyon; 1, 2, 4. 41, A lß 17, m
(MM;

tom

PROVIDENCE,

2412
Stn Garrett

Mike

83,49, 484,141410,1417,

Lyo

PA: WMMR FN, Dennis Mbn;

PN17,IN,

PRINCETON,

Stocker; 4 410, 14 14 19, 21,
loth Petrie: 443,
141814 IR, 17,14

EUGENE OBE: NFMY FM, Randy Cbase:2,1,

HOUSTON, TEXAS:

MUM,

PORTLAND, ORE: KQIYRM. Roy

li

A, Beb

EUGENE ORE: NOELM,

NOWOLK,VA:WOMM, Rollie

11,14

II

414

MI

14

LA:MUL FM.

ORLANDO, FIA:

M EM.FM, Byrn Bunke& 2.8 12. 1K U.7ß
COMPTON, CALIF.: KILNFM. Rad MoGeee; 4
IT, 19, 24 22
AS, TFAAS: 00001/1, Mike Taylor; 2.4 7,4 I1, 14

LOOK ON THE GOOD SIDE -The
Invitations -Silver Blue Records
ASK ME- Ecstasy, Passion And

NEWOHLEANS.

NEW YORK, N.Y.: PINGYFM. Dennis

14 17, IS

1.2.1 4

C71I060, ILL:

Raykbeat

1

88447, 49, 10. 11. 13, 14,12 II,

BIRMINGHAM. AL.: WIINFM. Bill Levey; 17

-

14

BABYLON. LONG SUNG.

BEAUFORT,

Golden Fleece
8 GET DANCIN'- Disco.Tex & The Sex.
o. legs- Chelsea
9 NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE -Gloria
Gaynor -MGM
10 EVERLASTING LOVE -Can Carlton

13

1,

14 14 18 24 21
OLRMORE, MD.: WON

-

12

MeroN;

m

m

Ruffin -Chess
4 I'LL BE HOLDING ON -AI
Downings -Chess (Discomix)
5 ROCKIN' SOUL -Hues Cory- -RCA
6
FEEL A BIG ONE (Conlin' On)Leonard Kaitler -Sunburst
7 TRUSTING HEART -The Tramps

1

Feller/leg lists participating stations. Numeral after each specifies selections programmed.

EXPRESS -B.T. Express -Scepter (LP

I

Bluenotes-Philadelphia Intl.
6

This
Week

4,447,44141414

El m,

21,

ß

6iIhM;1,8447,g1ß

bNar,

12,11 1501 U,

4884 7, 4810.1417.1418Il, 14
4Iß II

MUOIO' CNUMFM, Me Merck L 2, 4 K 7,
Ile, GA.: VmO M, Scoli Cow I, 8
4 N 10. 14 14 m
WAN, 1EAAO,: KUGFM.Is00 Lotlins 2,4 447,4410.11,141417,11,24
TORONTO,

I

11

M

DI,, DETROIT:

t4U

GOMfM Dew Imo:

;q41ß 181418/IS, IK 18

Another
chart single
has popped
out of this
sensational
LP that
already
gave you
Beach Baby.
'K

"DREAMS ARE TEN A PENNY''
by The First Class.

°,
r-°1.0 -n3T,
.

drealvl

i

Already getting top play
on top stations across the country.
UK RECORDS. DISTRIBUTED BY LONDON RECORDS.
www.americanradiohistory.com
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FOR WEEK ENDING NOVEMBER 16, 1974

*Chart Bound
-

LUCY IN THE SKY WITH DIAMONDS

Elton John (MCA 40344)
READY -Cal Sterene (ABM 1645)
A WOMAN'S STORY -Cher
[Warner -Specter 0400 (Warner Brae.))
SEE TOP SINGLE PICKS REVIEWS. page 76
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CAN HELP
Val

I

r. t
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2

2
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4

7

N

TIN MAN -..eta
(Grp 14R1), D. nsen, Wean

14

gm

GUMOI.

01.4K UMW

N.

27

(SW

110003

SEE YOU AGAIN

t

I

44

y

45

13

11
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(M,
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A
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Went

CIM

11

19

Wet

VG
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Coot

24

10

IMP
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P4a

prie
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15M4 IMMI.

32

AL

FAIRYTALE

a

WC

36

43

feoan

W
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I

3GC

r

AM

t

0e

P.m

W..Me)

16026

BB

CPI

HAN

15

L

Pan
020120,

N

-sums

Wa Sb.t

w

pos

=

19102

110e-r,

453201

-bat

movement
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ELECTRIC LIGHT ORCHESTRA -Can't Get

(3P6); producer: left Lynne; write:

1.

Out Of My Head
Lynne; publisher: YelH

BMI. Chess 2160

L RITA COOLIDGE -Ram (3:40); pro.
duce: Fred Foster; writer: Larry Gatlin; publisher: First Gem

KING FLOYD -Don't Cry No Mane

eralion, BMI. Monument Z58 8630 (CBS).
ELTON JOHN -Way In The Sky With Diamonds 15:58);

producer:

Dudgeon; writers: John Lennon-Paul
McCartney; publisher: Mader!, BMI. MCA 40344. The old
Beatles lune redone in a relatively straight manner by the
man who never fails to hit the top 10. Elton manages to catch
the strange, almost haunting feeling the Beatles gave the
tune while still placing his own mark on O No question on
this one. Flip: One Day At A Time (3.43); Producer: same;
writer: lohn Lennon; publisher. Lennon /ATU, BMI.
Gus

JOHNNY CASH -lady Came From Baltimore

Mice: Cary Klein; writer:

T.

(2:44); pro.

(3:26); producers: Phil Gera-

ABC/Ounhill 15019.

lisher: Capri, BMI. 20th Century 2147.
THE

man.R, Bateman; publishers: lobate, ASCAP /Stone Agate,
BMI. Reasonably faithful rendition of the old Manellettes hit

Daeray, FRS. RCA 1810121.

KINKS -Preservation (3:15); producer: Raymond
Douglas Davis; writer: Raymond Douglas Davies; publisher:

KYLE -Rescue Me

059); producers:

Danny Janssen L Bobby

Had; writers: Kyle; publisher: Stoney Road, BMI. ABC 12045.

up.
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(3:64); producers: Paul SamwellSmith and Cal Stevens; writer Cal Stevens; publisher: Ackee,
MGM. ARM 1645. Coming oft his raucous cover of Sam
Cooke's "Another Saturday Night." Stevens returns to the
material more commonly associated with him -a quiet acoustic sound with good vocal break and strong backup chorus.
Should appeal to his fans and pull in some MOR play.
GLEN CAMPBELL-Ws A Sin When You Lane Somebody

UI

(2:21); produce: Timmy Bowen; writer. Jimmy Webb: pubfisher: Canopy. itSCAP. Capitol 3988. Probably the most commercial thing Campbell has come up with in years, corning off
his reunion LP with Jimmy Webb. Title is pedect hook, arrangements are strong and lush and Comptoirs vocals are as
distinct as ever. Watch for strong country and MOR play as
well.
OfER -A Woman's Stay (3:30); produce: Phil Spector;
writers: P. Spector-N. Tempo -A. Stevens; publishers: Mother
Bertha /Daddy Sam, BMI. Warner.Spalor 0400 (Warner
Bros). First production combining the talents of Cher and
Phil Spector uses her voice perfectly wrapped around his
classic wall of sound production and powerful backup voices.
A completely different sound for Cher and one that works
well.

recommended

make the same hind of moves Billy Swan's

Beautiful (239); producer. Jim

Diamond, BMI, Tamk 54255 (Motown). Man who never
misses the soul charts and usually manages to hit the pop
charts as well comes up with a mid tempo rocker that should
fit into the disco category as well, Good use of his trade.
marked falsetto voice identifies artist immediately.
STARKEY ROBINSON-1 Am

Robinson;

miler

I

Am (3:O11); producer: Smokey
publisher: Tamia, ASCAP.

W. Robinson;

Tamk 54251F (Motown). Soft sound Iron one of the more
creative people in music works well. Catchy kind of sound
that slicks with the listener. Could cross to pop. but should
prove most solid soul Mil Smokey 's enjoyed in some time. A
bit of scatting helps spice up cut. Flip: The Family Song
(4:19); producers: Smokey Robinson 8 Willie Hutch; writer:
same; publisher: lohnte. ASCAP.
THE STAPLE SINGERS -My Maki Man

(2:08); producer:

Al

Bell; writers: Bettye Crotcber -Mask Rice'Bobby Manuellann
Nix; publisher: East /Memphis, BMI. Slay 0227. Caribbean

flavored cut features Mavis Staple's usual distinctive vocals.
Good mix of gospel lyrics and soul sound here. Could cross to
pop, but will gel big initial jump in soul.

recommended
THE TYKES -Ms

writers:

J.

Grace (3:22);

Can Help" dM.

3.10063.1f this cut sounds lamiliar. A's because you've heard it many times as a commercial on Pi.
Good chorus highlights this lore your brother kind of song.
SPLINTER- Caebfine Town (3:10); producer: George Harrison; writers 6.1. Purvis'W. Blkl; publisher: Clog, EMI. Dark
Horse 10002 (A8M). First group signed to George Harrison's
label comes up with extremely pleasing, AM oriented cut
highlighted by strong harmony vocals and mid-tempo inframentation.
MICHAEL HOLM -When A Child to Born (3:29); producers:
Rainer Pietsch A Michael Holm; writers: Zacar.F. Jay; pub.
ïsher: Beechwood, BMI. Mercury 73642. Pretty song with re-

Hall.l. Hall; publisher. Hall, BMI.

RCA

111-

HIISTOFFERSONN A RITA COOLIDGE -Rain

(140);

producer: Fred Foster; writer: Larry Gatlin; First Generation
(BMI); Monument 8630 (CBS). It's bound to go Two dime.
Bons, country and pop. but it is one of the finest numbers the
pair has ever performed. A great Larry Gatlin tune. Flip: No
info available.

SMITH-It's Time

To Pay the fiddler (3:38); producer:
Walter Haynes: writers: Don Wayne. Waller Haynes; Coal Mir.
ers (BMI); MCA 40335. Already a proven winner, Cal gels
down to something far different from his more recent records,
and shows why he wins. It's a fine ballad, which he does with
skill, Flip: "Love Is The Foundation": producer. same; writer:
William C. Hall; other credits same.

CAL

.MICKEY GILLEY -01y Lights (2:44); producer: Eddie Kil.
cry; writer: Bill Anderson; T.N.T. (BMI); Playboy 6015. As
long as Mickey can keep turning out hits of aid songs. he may
never do a new one. His on his may with this Bill Anderson
standard, out of his recent album. Flip: No into available.

DOTIE WEST -Up Back Lover (2:43); producer: Billy
Davis; writers: Steve Pippin, Rafe Yanhoy; Tree (BMI); RCA
10125. The Davis-West combination clicks again, on a fine
song, again from a recent album. Already strong on air play,
it should

reflect rapidly

flip:

in sales,

info available.

No

MARILYN SELIARS -He's Everywhere (2:56); producer.

Clarence Selman; writers: Jean Whitehead, Gene Dobbins;
Two Rivers (ASCAP); Mega 1221. She prayed herself with

"One Day At a Time." and this will accentuate that success. A
beautiful song. sung with equal beauty. Flip: No into available.

recommended
life Any (2:01); producer: Mike
Cum 8 Mchael Lloyd; writer: Gene Pitney; January (BMI(;
EleMfa 45209.

ligious overtones could prove big Christmas hit. Strong
chance
AM play.

THE RACERS-lame My

ITMMKIE NEWSOME -We're Be Our Way PL 1(3:210 producer: Johnny Moore; writer: J. Moore; publisher:
Luddmoore, BMI. Warner Bros. 8056. Strong soul cut from
singer with soft voee who should pull in MOR as well as soul

SUNDAY SHARPS -Ne. Songwriter 12:48); producer: Larry

Ir

ptY

Butler:

writers: T. Boyce, M.
(ASCAP); United Artists 571,

Powers;

Boyce

8

Powers

DON DRUMM -In Al Eight 8 Out At Ten 11:56); producer:
Ricci Moreno; writers: Skippy Barrett, Ricci Moreno: Ricci Ma.
reno (SESAC); Chart 5223.

TOM BAHLER -The Other Woman

(3:500 producers: Tom

John Battler; wnlers: T. BahierH. Shannon; publishers:
Welbeck /Sequel, ASCAP /BMI. Capitol 3939. Interesting

RAYBURN ANTHONT -She Just Laid The Lavin' Right On Mn

country-pop cut with good storytine from young stnger/songwriter.

Johnson; Three Cheers (ASCAP); SeyentySeven 905.

O

(2:56); producer: lobe Richbaurg; writers Rayburn Anthony,

li.

MY PILLOW- Livbe

In the Sunshine Of Your Love

(2:22);

producer: Larry Rogers; Writers: Dave Hall 8 Betty Duke; Mimosa (BMI) 8 Bob Moore (ASCAP); ABC.Dot 17526.

Producer Billy Jackson;
10128.

FRANK MYERS -Keep On

Kuehl

On

(2:07); producer:

Bob

SOUND EXPERIENCE -Your Lave Belongs To Me (3:23); Pro
duce: Stan Watson; writers: Melvin Miles-Stan Watson; publisher: Nickel Shoe, BMI. Souhille 14,025 (Belli.

Milsap; vniters: Ludy Bell 8 Bob Millsap; Iranside 8 Wall To
Wall (ASCAP); Caprice 2005.

BAND-I'm A Pushover (3:14); producers: Richard Finch 8 H.W. Casey; miler: H.W. Casey; pub
lisher: Sherlyn, BMI. T.K. 1008.

producer: Dick Heard; writer: Mundo Earnod; MÌCentton
(ASCAP); ORT 011.

LONNIE YOUNGBL000 -Man To Woman (3:00); producer:
Liam Mead Productions; wnlers: Patricia Murphy-May
Thomas; publisher: lens, BMI. Shakat 708 (Chess /lances).

Preston Songs /Irring/WEP, ASCAP/ASCAP/BMI/BMI. OEM

BAND- W'M'Wacky (3:20); producers: The
Fatback Band: writers: Bill Curtis-Johnny Hippie; publisher:

1641,

elite, BMI. Even 219 (PWydor).

Price; writers: Billy Preslon.Bruce Fisher; publishers, Almo/

"I

NIGEL OISSON -Only One Woman (3:15); producer: Gus
Dudgeon; writers: R. Gibb'B. Gibb.M. Gibb; publisher: Casserole, BML Rocket 40337 (MCA). Elton John's drummer comes
up with surprisingly good rock effort, somewhere between the
sound of the Band's vocals and the Bee Gees' instrumentation. Exceptionally commercial.

MEMO EARY1000- JustAnother

Easy Listening

-

Entertainer (3:05); producer: Michael
Stewart; writer: B. Joel; publishers: Home Grown/Tinker
Street Tunes, BMI. Columbia 3.10064.
JOE COCKER-This Are So

3231. Longtime lop writer's debut single is one of those hp
bride that tan go almost anywhere. Initial impression is country, bul the sound is a pop one. Watch carefully tor this one to

N.C. L THE SUNSHINE

JOEL -The

BILLY

Hundred

ASCAP. Columbia

EDDIE KEMDRICKS -One Ter (3:20); producers: Frank
Witon L Leonard Caston; writer: L. Casten; publishes Stone

ROY CLARK -Our God (2:43); producer: Jim Foglesong;
writers: Chris Gantry A Lan Chiriacga: Ensign (BMI)-Famous
(ASCAP); ABCDOI 17530. Clark can change pace without
missing a stride. This is another change of pace far him, taken
from his recent hit album, and it demonstrates Ms range, his
strength, his warmth, his versatility. He is among the greatest. Flip: No into available.

MIS
FRITIS -Three

Pounds Of Nongry
(3;26); producers: Kris Kristolerson 8 Jerry Wexler; writers,
0. Fritls.E Hinton; publisher: Combine, BMI. Atlantic 45.
BONNIE

MICHAEL -The Children's Song Of Hope (2:26); producer:
Joe Brooks: writer: J. /rooks: publishers: April /Bill Hill,

Soul
oVI

(3:250 producer: not

CAT STEVENS -Ready

of exposure.

Excellent singing, superb production,

love to This (2:30); producers: Jimmie Haskell 8 Cain; writer: Johnny Mash; pub
lishw: Planetary, ASCAP. CDBBC 101.

GEORGE HARRISON -Dark Horse (3:52); producer: George
Hanson; writer: George Harrison; publisher: Ganga, BMI.
Apple 1877 (Capitol). First single in nearly a year for "the
quiet Beetle" is a pleasing, acoustic flavored cut with double
tracked vocals and instantly catchy sound that should satisty
AM listeners and more "critical' fans. Use of flute spices cut

listed; orders: Henley-Frey-J.D. Souther; publishes Kicking
Bear/Benchmark. ASCAP. Asylum 45218. Soft, acoustic bal.
lad utilizing the harmony vocals the group has become so well
known for. A bit less country than some al their other efforts,
and a strong het for AM play. Flip: or '55 (4:22); produces
same; writer: T. Waits: publisher: Fifth Floor, ASCAP.

nerving

THE CAIN MUTINY -What Kind Of

-

THE EAGLES -Best Of My Lose

These are new artiste

AB, GREAYES -l'm Married, Urine Married (1:28); produc

1HE CANPENTERS -Please Mr, Pmlman (2:48); producers: Richard 8 Karen Carpenter; writers: 8. Holland-F. Coo-

from the pair who have scored quite well with bits of nostalgia lately. Strong singing from Karen, who is equally adept
at rock or ballads. One of strongest singles groups around
does it again.

First Time Ar
Around

Tony Smotti; writer: Tom fans; publisher: Alma, ASCAP.

ers: Marshall Leib 8 Steve Metz; writer: R.B. Greaves; pub-

e,

Caceo

(2:110 producer: Elijah
Walker; writer: King Floyd; publishers: Mataco /Rslingnac/
Groove Me, BMI. Chimneyville 10205 (TA.).

BMI. Columbia 3.10066.

hard

emoducen.

mechahhe,

(CART).

Hardin; publisher: Hudson Bay,

PETULA CLARK-Lodes Arms

meo

means,ekcnof
oer, ssm^ o

JIMMY RUFFIN -Tell Ma What Ton Want (3:12); producer.
Timmy 'Tiffin: writer: Timmy Ruffin; publisher. Ruttin.Ready,

low Dog. ASCAP. United Artists SWS73'A.
KRIS KRISTOFFERSON

means..

THE FATBACK

One 01 Those Days

(214);

HART- Tramhn' Minstrel Man (2:48); producer: Farah:
writers: Jerry Foster 8 Bill Rice; Jack 8 Bill (ASCAP); Ranwood
CLAY

PERRY COMO- Christmas Dream (2:450 producers: An.
drew Lloyd Webber and Pete Spargo; writers: Andrew Lloyd
Webber-Timothy Rice; publisher: Colgems, ASCAP. RCA 1H-

10122. Usual excellent vocals and a polka type arrangement
could prove a seasonal hit for Como. Children's chorus adds
to the catchy sound of record.

1007.

likes-a lop

20 <h ut tune in the opinion el the review panel which
voted la the snkrtwm published this week; recommended
a lune predicted will land en the Hot 100 between 20 and GO.
Review mit« -Bob Inch.

-

Billboa rd LPs
Continued from page 80
GRYPHON -Red Queen To Gryphon Three, Bell 1316. Band
which has built up a strong US. following through imported

disks makes debut here with set characterized by exotic key-

boards. The result

is

one of the more coherent blends of this

type of sounds with an emphasis on commerciality as well as
Mines. Strictly instrumental, and heads above most of the
LPs of this type. Bell has also made the wise move of

what
FM

is

basically

a

lour

at LP le- radio play. Watch for strong

of the four cuts.

Dealers Place with electronic hands such as ELP and Yes.
CANE PAGE -Hat City,

Atlantic

SD

18111. Hardly

a

new.

comer to the world of renting and arranging other artist's hits.

at on

line set of big band soul
sands, conducted by Page with production from friend Barry
White. White the White influence is obvious, Page's is just as
important as he mares his orchestra through a set of Love
his own here with

a

mom oriented to the singles market. Beal cuts: "Where Is The

Show, "Into My

MTHY DMLTON -BOOpe Bands

I One Might stands, Discreet

2208 (Warner Bros.). Rerelease of the fine young singer's
debut LP with the addition of the title cul. An all around
ent who can move in several directions and who should be on
DS

hl

the scene for some time In came.
One Night Stands,

10 OONNE-Su

Bet cuts

"Boogie Bands

&

bum should prove a healthy seller for the top Jamaican reg.
gar group, particularly since Eric Clayton scored so heavily

with leader Bob Marleys "I Shot The Sheriff" Possibly the
best reggae outfit in the world. Bat arts "I Shot The Sher.
Up, Stand

Up, "Small Axe."

CAPTAIN BEEFHEARI -Blue leans A Moonbeams, Mercury

11018 ( Phonogram). The Captain is back with his own
rather distinct songs mixing humor and pathos. A few more
serious cuts on the one than on other efforts and Iwo pretty
goad instrumentals as well. Much more commercially eri.
SAM

"At The Tropicana."

enter' than past sels, but Still retaining the Beelhead touch

...

and

Where's The Shoe, Asylum 7E -1022
(Elektra). Strong set of hard roch s probably the most cam.
menial thing This veteran band has yet come up will. Should
JO

Life"

THE WMLERS- Rumin', Island ILPS 9256. Rerelease of al-

ill, ""Get

banding

action and college play.
Bat cuts: Take your pick from the banded portions al any

Page sets

Unlimited Orchestra styled tunes that should find appeal on
soul and easy listening stations. Good instrumental LPs are
all too rare these days, or enjoy this one.
Best cab: "All Our Dreary Are Coming True, "She's My
Main Squeeze. "Don't Play That Song" "I Mn Living In A
World Of Gloom." "Satin Soul."
Dealers: In store play will bring inquiries

satisfy loyal legion of listeners and attract some new ones

still more Of less for special tastes Best Ms "Observatory Crest," "Further Than We've Come," " Bluejeans And
Moonbeam."
HUDSON BROTHEIL-Totally Out Of Central, Rocket 460

www.americanradiohistory.com

INCA). Earlier' recordings of the group that has found huge

popularity recently with TY show and a hit single. Production
by Bernie Toupin gires strong AM rock flavor. Best cuts "Be
A Man." "Dally Day."
DENNIS LINDE- Trapped In The Se herbs, Eleklra 7E -1011.

Different approach for Linde who has been known for more
softer material in the past. with this set featuring wide variety ranging from straight rockers to soul oriented cuts to
country like songs. A step forward both commercially and at.

tislically for Linde. Best cuts "O'Clock" "Country Steel
Man," "Peaceful."
SHAWN

PHIWPS- Furthermore,

ABM SP 3662. Usual set of

light, airy, pretty material we are used to hearing from Phillips with a couple of surprisingly good rockers thrown in this

time around. Some interesting Moe influences as well. Over.
all, probably the most commercial thing hers done in his always critically acclaimed career. Bet cuts "Breakthrough,"
"Ninety Two Years, "Mr. President"

li:l:l:iPlll:SS
DO
TILYOU'RE

IT

SATISFIED

WDS 699

ON SCEPTER RECORDS, INC.
254 West 54th Street, New York, NY. 10019
(ALSO AVAILABLE ON 8 TRACK TAPE)

www.americanradiohistory.com
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BILLBOARD'S 7974
TALENT IN ACTION
O

O
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POINT
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1
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If you'd like to tilt the industry in your favor,
TALENT IN ACTION will help you rack up a
score in the only talent annual capable of giving

you replay after replay.

playing the TALENT IN ACTION game,
you'll score points with more than 100,000
Billboard readers. And you'll be the first to read
the announcement of Billboard's Trendsetter
and Number One Award winners for 1974!
Billboard's TALENT IN ACTION lists recording
artists, personal managers and booking agents
all over the world and has become a perfect
year -end advertising vehicle because it is an
indispensable talent guide for leading talent
By

011

buyers and promoters.
Be a PINBALL WIZARD in Billboard's TALENT
IN ACTION. For information on how to play the
game, call a Billboard sales representative in
an office near you.
AD DEADLINE: December 2
ISSUE DATE: December 28
LOS ANGELES:

Bill Moran/Steve Lappin
9000 Sunset Blvd.

L.A. Calif. 90069
1213) 2737040
NEW YORK:
Ron Willman

Astor Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10036
(212) 764 -7350
1

CHICAGO:
Bill Kenner
150 No, Wacker Drive
Chicago, III. 60606

)312)236-9818

www.americanradiohistory.com

NASHVILLE:
John McCartney
1719 West End Ave.
Nashville, Tenn. 37203
(615) 329 -3925

LONDON:

Carnaby Street
London W.1, England
7

437.8090
TOKYO:
Hugh Nishikowa

Japan Advertising
Communications, Inc.
New Ginza Bldg.,
7 -3 -13, Gincc.KU,
Tokyo 104 Japan

fy
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RODIO-TV MORT
If you're

Continued front page 38
Pacific and Southern Broadcasting,
said goodbye to Atlanta, he took a
billboard in a high -traffic area to do
it. The sign read: "Thanks, Atlanta.
For a Great Two Years. John S. Tyler." Radio stations who're losing a
well -laved air personality might
consider doing this type of promotion to create a better public image
for our industry. After all, personalities do move on and the station
should be proud of the fact that it
helped a personality grow. that its
staff members are good enough to
move on up to a larger market.

deejay searching for a radio station, or a radio station searching for a deejay, Billboard is your best buy. No
other trade publication is read by so many air personalities
and program directors, as well as the sharp programming oriented general managers. Best of all, general managers
report that Radio -TV Job Mart ads can draw five times the
results of the next leading radio -TV publication.
a

Rates: "POSITION WANTED" is $15 -in advance -for two
times, 2" maximum. Additional space or variation from
regular ad style is $25 per inch. no maximum. No charge
for Box numbers.

*

"POSTIONS OPEN" is $15 -in advance -for one time,
2" maximum. Additional space or variation from regular
ad style is $25 per inch, no maximum. Box number ads
asking for tape samples will be charged an added SI for
handling and postage.

Send money and advertising copy to:

Radio -TV Job Mart, Billboard, 1515 Broadway, N.Y. 10036

POSITIONS WANTED
PRESENTLY WORKING IN A 50000.
100000 WATT am -fm SIMULCAST OP.
ERATLON (Top-30 MARKETI. BUT I
WANT OUT. ALSO WORKING NOW AS
PART -TIME TELEVISION ANNOUNC.
ER. HARD -WORKER WITH K YEARS
EXPERIENCE. EXCELLENT REFER.
ENCES. WILLING TO RELOCATE. POR
TAPE & RESUME, WRITE BOX M0
RADIO -TV MART. BILLBOARD. 1515
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 10026.
no20

Jukebox Programming

WORKING LOW KEY PERSONABLE
JOCK SEEKING PROGRESSIVE ROCK
MD/PD SLOT PLUS AIR TRICK.IN-

CREDIBLEROCK-MOR-SALESBACKGROUND. IF YOU HAVE AN INTER.

ESPING PROPOSITION I WILL FOR.
WARD A TAPE k RESUME UPON
REQUEST. Boa 641 (C /0 BILLBOARD
JOB MARTI 1515 Broadway. New Yak
N.Y. 10636.
na30

*

*

Bob Young, WMC -AM, Memphis: Whataya mean you don't remember who said it? For those of
you who don't know. Young writes
the Constant Country Newsletter
and programs WMC -AM. He reports this week that the first annual
Memphis Country Music Seminar
as a tremendous success -175
people there. Says that he would be
glad to provide other country music
stations with details on how they
could conduct their own such seminars.
Another country station
that prints a very informative newsletter is WWVA -AM in Wheeling,
W. Va. -the Wheeling feeling. Bob
Ward programs the station and Bob
Berry is music director.

Billboard photos by Joe Ginna
new Seeburg quad First Edition jukebox are 0. R. Truppman,

Showing off the
Florida general manager for Seeburg, and Jerry Gordon, Chicago general
manager.

.

t

t

er

Minor radio explosion last week
when Dick Whittington, the morning personality on KG IL-AM in the

GOLDEN OLDIES
TRADING POST
JOIN US WITlI YOUR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT. Records Albums Sheet music Phonographs Old
record traders. collectors. swappers. investor, changers. .switchers.
buyers. sellers and all other era ffíekers- here is your TRA DING
POST, a marketplace. right in the middle of the action; BILLBOARD MAGAZINE. Here's where the charts have been
measuring music popularity since the early 40's. BILLBOARD
GOLDEN OLDIES TRADING POST is open for business.
Don't Miss It!! Classified Advertising Closes Every Monday.
"WANTED TO BUY." "FOR SALE," "SWAPPING " -.
Use the headline that fits your need.
Regular Classified: 55c per word. Minimum $11.00.
Display Classified: $27.50 per column inch.

PAYMENT MUST ACCOMPANY ORDER TO:
Billboard Golden Oldies Trading Post
1515 Broadway. New York City 10036
WANTED TO BUY

-TOP

.CASH PAM
ro<

ELVIS PRESLEY ALBUMS
It

` eamm labe oaMRbn a ,tutet"
happened st the wale's Fab amm

Sarum. Franko
d Johnny.
Spinout
Double Trouble. Clam Bake, Chnatmsa
Serious
alleSI,. Le)8W -9219,
Erwin Fevurly, 518 Oak St.. Leavenworth.
Kanus 689x9.
no23

MISCELLANEOUS
MAKE. THOUSANDSOF DOLLARS BUYING
and selling old phono ,ecoeda lo. mail order.
Free deuils: AvereaSeeet Publication, Boa
5660. Burbank. CA 91503
ele21

ORIGINAL OLDIES SO.. rat ALL UNDER 506
Galalog 503. W different Country Oldies -all
winners! te.75. LAS. Boa 105,
N.Y.
eow

SEARCHING FOR OLD RECORDS? DISmod:med. 216 N. Rove. Burbank. California
91565.

eaw

right to import and distribute the hi
fi equipment and is "at least an
agent of Japan Pioneer."

Further, the D.C. discounters
claim that Pioneer has offered special credit terms and advertising allowances to some of its franchised
dealers, without making similar offers to others in the same geographic
area.

In the sum, the complaint holds

m

m
m

Rick Frio, vice -president, MCA, accepts the award for Country A. Western Record of the Year, "Let Me Be
There," by Olivia Newton -John.

ro
Beverly UghHo(u accepts the Pop V,
Record of the Year on Jukeboxes
award for her brother Gordon for v

"Sundown."

MOA Exhibits
Highlights

WLRS -FM in Louisville, Ky., is
looking for some airchecks from
progressive air personalities; send to
David St. John, the program director. at the station, 800 5. Fourth,
Suite 908, Louisville, Ky. 40203. St.
John is consulting the station along
with Gary Granger, program director ofWSHE -FM. Miami.... Looking for work is Ron Olney, -805922 -6440. Has a first ticket and 10

When Answering Ads .
Say You Saw It in Billboard

that all of these Pioneer activities
violate U.S. antitrust laws and Section 337 of the U.S. Tariff Act on Im-

port Practices. These practices
penalize not only competitive dealers but also the buying public, by
"price fixing," the complainants say.
They urge fast action by the Commission, with the possibility that a
threat of a temporary exclusion order by the President might persuade
Pioneer to drop the allegedly illegal
practices.

years of experience. Was at KATY AM in San Luis Obispo, Calif.

t

After

a

a

years on the air at
WOLF -AM in Syracuse, N.Y., Jim
Simms comes off to become production director. New lineup at the station includes Todd Michaels 6 -10
a.m., Charlie Brotm IO a.m.-2 p.m..
program director Howie Castle 2.6
p.m., Brother Vic 6 -10 p.m., Robb
Stewart 10 p.m.-2 a.m.. and Paul
Kelly 2 -6 a.m.... Shakeup may be
underway at KULF -AM, Houston.
.. Lineup at KXFM -FM in Santa
Maria, Calif., includes program director Bill Brill, Rich Cater, Wiley
Fox, Cheek Geiger, and Maggie
Stewart. Brill has been inducing listeners to call request lines of other
radio stations and say: "Bill Brill
Loves You" Victims iodate have included Mike Butts of KIMN -AM in
Denver and Charlie Van Dyke of
KHJ -AM in Los Angeles.
14
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RARE LP COLLECTORS- BOPPER, BUR.
nett, BsatlIN Lsinn. Wray. R & R. Jux 00.1
Elen rarities. Liel1254. B. Conway. Boa 812,
Libertyville, Illinois BOMB.
ne23
OLDER LP RECORDS. SEND 31.00 FOR
giant umloo.. Golden Memories Reeves
PO. Be, 211, MomwvIS, Indiana 18168. 11n

Pioneer Prices Studied
Continued front page 57

going to join Bill Ballante, who just
went on Mean- in Los Angeles on the
talk- formatted KABC -AM. Logical;
the demographic were not exactly
advantageous on the talk station.
Both men would have some power at
reducing the geritol syndrome of the
operation. Of course, you may rest
assured that KGIL -AM is not going
to be in a happy position henceforth; though he never really scored
as well in ratings as he perhaps could
have on another station, he did pull
in the advertising dollars. Always
enjoyed listening to Whittington;
hate to see him off the air. Expect a
new announcement about him in
early January. Bill Smith is in the
morning slot at KGIL -AM now.
KFI -AM and KMPC -AM also mentioned as places Whittington might
set up shop.

C

&

FOR SALE

1819

O

San Fernando Valley of Los Angcics, resigned; rumors are that he's

Russ Mawdsley, president of MOA,
presents the award for Soul Retord
of the Year to Marc Gordon Jr., president, Rocky Road Records, for Al
Wilson and his "Show And Tell."

Charlie Rich's personal manager
Seymour Rosenberg accepts two
awards for Artist of the Year and
Record of the Year for "Most Beautiful Girl In The World."

MOA Attracts 3,200 Members To
Chicago; Vows image Upgrading
CHICAGO -The major emphasis of the Music Operators of America this
coming year will be to improve the industry image in the areas of ethics,
integrity, character, and sense of fair play through an updated and aggressive
public relations program, newly -elected president Fred Collins announced.
Collins, president of Collins Music Co., Inc., Greenville, S.C., took the
gavel from former MOA president Russ Mawdsley at a general membership
election meeting during the MOA Exhibit Nov. -3. Collins has served as
MOA director three years, vice- president for three years, treasurer and
1

secretary.

Collins committed himself to continuing all existing MOA programs, and
to strive to further beneficial legislation.
The Exhibit drew more than 3200 registrants.
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lowing is well established, and this should bring them plenty
of pleasure. There are same changes of pace in it, with some
of his hit singles and some new material which obviously is
headed in a singles direction.

Wane, Apple SW-3417

(Capitol). Fourth solo LP from Ringo effuse wide variety

Columbia PC 33282. This se
pergr0up has put out a very Iistenehle Ike package that im
eludes all of the usual hits and !hen some. One side was re.
corded live in London and the other lire in New York and
each of them conveys the sheer of electricity of their live per.
humances. Even people who aren't loyal fans of this group
will he impressed by the excitement of Matt's live act.
Bat cult "All The Way From Memphis," "All The Young
Dudes," "Walking With A Mountain," "Rose."
Dealers Display and play this album for the most effective
merchandising.

"

-Prima Time, Bell 1317. Tony
what
they
do
best. singing strong commen
and the girls doing
ciel songs that should hit any variety of markets. Some good
untempo tun cuts slide kind he has been associated with but
also some excellent ballads that sound as good as anything
on the radio and some pretty fair rockers. Basically, a much
TONY ORWIDO 8 DAWN

Q
O
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more mature LP than Orlando has been doing, yet still one

m

become

rn

for those

who still think of
Tony as a straight AM hit artist, listen carefully. The man has
That should appeal to all his fans.

a

real singer and the girls add some real enhance.

Best cut& "Look In My Eyes Pretty Woman."

of
w
ca

Bunkbeds. "Gimme A Good Old Mammy Song. "Rain drops," "Fancy Meeting You Here Baby."
Dealers: Orlando's fans mange from the youngest radio InInner to the night dub goer to the TV fan who never lures
home. And watch for upcoming TV show.
In

BOBBY VINTON- Melodies Of Low, ABC ABCD.851. Yin

Ó

Z

"Little Heads

ton surprised everyone with his current top five "My Melody

shouldn't have. The man is and has been
one of the finest singers and stylists al the past decade, and
this album lull of standard and contemporary love songs
should place him hack on lop of the LP as well as singles'
listings. The voice 4 the same one we all remember -youthful
yet powerful. The arrangements are contemporary but not
rock and there is a Hole something for everyone here from
country to soft rock to MOR. And there area few polka oriented things as well, with a couple of cuts with Polish choruses. One of the lew cunenl LPs that should appeal to one
01 Love," but he

and an.

"

Best cats: "My Mclody 01 Lore, "Never Ending Song Of
Lave," The Most Beautiful Oil" (done in a Polka style), "Am
Luring You. "Here In My Hurt" "1 Want To Spend My Life

I

With You"
Dealers: Vinton has fans

lire, but as

Dealers: Bend has solid cote of fans.
BURT BACHARACH- Greatest Hits, ASM SP 3661. Known

primarily

wailer, Bacharaoh produced some 01 the strong.
est selling and most popular catalog wise LPs of the Idle '60's
and early 70's. With this line collation highlighted by the
as a

artist's excellent produclia and conducing, some better
than average vocals from both solo artists and lush choruses,
then is no reason why this set should not reach the popa.
lardy level of its pndecesas. Should be even stronger with
the Christmas season coming up lest,
But Outer "Make t Easy On Yourself." "This Guy's In Lae
With You. "What The World Needs Now Is Lave." "Raindrops
Keep Fallie On My Had," "1 Say A Little Prayer."
Dealers: Excellent cover portrait with top hits listed on
front as well.
DONNY

OSMOND -Denny,

Kolob

M3o4978

(MGM).

Donny, though still a teen idol, is developing into quite e de.
cent singer, so the two are not necessarily contradictory

terms. Mix of country, standard oldies and some rock oldies
offer gad vehicle for him to show himself off, and the quiet
quality of mut still suits is prime market, the teenage girl,

stylist he grows impressibty weh each LP.

his Basically, a fun sat that typb
lies what Ringo was to many dating his days as a Beetle
easy going, solid and good.
Best cuts: "Goodnight Vienna," "Occapella,"
"Snwkeroo," "All By Myaei," "NO No Song," "Only
You." "Oo-Wee"
Dealers: Use unusual cover of Ringo from the "Day
The Earth Stood Still" movie set tar maximum display.
ages to keep the album

perfectly. Fora those who liked the Osmoods better before they
began their current soul move, have faith. Donny á sticking
pretty close to what he's always done and is doing it well.
Best curs: "I'm So Lonesome Could Cry. "'Sixteen Candles," "Mona Liu, "This lime, "I Have A Dream,"
Dealers: Play This up to the younger market, it's still his
greatest strength.

First Time Around

-

IOSE FELICIANO -And the Feeling's Good, RCA CPLI-0407.
This is definitely the finest effort Feliciano has turned out in

many years and This could he the one that relums him to the
top of the charts. He includes a cross.section of material on

this album that touches Stevie Wonder, "Chico and The
Man." and many other high points. The guitar picking is back
to its originality and his vocals are extremely soukinspired.
But cuts: "Hard limes In El Barrio." "You're No Good,"
"Yiro; "Golden Lady, "Chico And The Man, "And The
Feeling's Good," "Essence Of Your Love."
Dealers: A must for it stare play.
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MIL WOODS- Musique
premier alto saxophonist

I

"
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TYMES- Trustmaker,

RCA

*
*Q

APLI0727. This group has

not recorded in

several years and this effort was well-worth waiting for. He is

at his artstm best and his bop renditions are classic. some
with traces of his main man, Charlie Parker. Ably assisting
and playing at their very best are pianist maki Byerd, bassist
Richard Davis and drummer Alan Dawson.
Best al& "Samba Du Bois," "Willow Weep For Me, "The
Last Page," "Airegin"
Dealers: With jazz becoming more of an in-thing, play this
read in the store.

°QO

WORLD OF THE PARTRIDGE FAMILY STARMNG SHIR-

Partridge Family, for all the jokes pointed toward them, made
some of the biggest selling AM records of their day and this
repackage of two LPs concentrating primarily on Ms. Jones
and Cassidy (one LP devoted primarily to him) includes the
biggest hits as well as a host of others. Both Cassidy and
Jones did have good voices and producer Wes Fanall used his
true knack for the commercial market to help them along.
With reruns of the TO show still going on, watch this one take
off during Christmas.
Best curs: "1 Think Love You." "She's Rather Have The
Rain, "1 Can Feel Your Heartbeat, "I Woke Up In Love This
Morning," "Roller Coaster."
Chaim Set up Christmas display.

du Bois, Muse 5037. One of !he

in jazz. Woods has

Country,

DANNY DAVIS 8 THE

NASHVILLE

BRASS -Latest

Md

Greatest, RCA 10774. The man who gave new dimensions to
country music helps it expand even more with his classic
sounds. He has opened all sorts of new avenues, and continues to reach new audiences with his blending of old and new,
of styles, and of selections. His but culs are the standard
country songs: "Room Full of Roses," "Walk On By, "1 Really
Dont Want To Know," and a tender, muted treatment of
"Amazing Grace."

Deakr& Mathes

they have had

a

total marvel.

THE Bu,NCOBYRDS -Flying Stalk Fantasy F.9472. The
Blackbyrds back Donald Byrd. considered by many ro be a
jazz artist. Tel this is a soul sel. The mix of soul and jazz
sounds is not an easy one, but the Bap, along with the production of Byrd and some top vocals be group members and
guests like KeHh Barbour work this mix well. Lets of chance
for airplay on soul and jazz outlets, and watch for the Wad of
pap action That showed upon the last LP. Use of jaco oriented
saxes and flutes with synthesizers and rock like guitars helps,
Some good dance numbers here as well.
Beal culs: "1 Need You," "The Baby," "Blackbyrds'
Theme, "Walking In Rhythm," "April Showers,"
Dealers: Place in jazz, soul and pop.

"

(1..T.0.)- Gitt'm Dawn,
percussion based group
comes up with an LP filled with sharp, short cut which suit
both the dancing and the listening audiences. Mix of the best
sounds of similar groups such as War and Graham Station
Station. but still an original effort. Material is of that jazz/
rock/soul base which should have no trouble moving over the
pop barriers if given proper push. Mix of rockers and ballads
handled well.
LOPE, TOGETHERNESS, DEVOTION

HANK WIWAMS /HANK W1WAMS JR.- Insights Into Had
Williams In Sang And Stay, MGM 4975. This double.album
with a single, continuous groove is the second in e series in
which Hank Jr. ranales out of the past concerning his legen
dory father, and these narrations are followed by the Iwo men
singing their respective songs. The Williams greats are there:
"Hey, Good Laskin," "lamhalayi", "My Bucket's Got a Hole
In It: "Nall As Much ", and so on. But the best cuts are by
Junior. and the best of these is "Standing In the Shadows."
which tells a great deal.
Dealers: The double album is a winner, replete with Meat
pictures.

CHARLIE RICH -She Called Me Baby, RCA 1068E. The
battle goes on among the labels releasing Rich product. but
there's no denying that RCA has a strong one here. Everything
from the great pop treatment of "Old Man River" to a suo.
cession of previously-released material arranged by one of
the gealesl of all times, Anita Kerr. Some of it is pop. some is
country, and all of it is bluest' with that marvelous Charlie
Rich song, whether past or present.
Best cats: "Are You Still My Baby, "I Need a Thing Called
Love."
Dealers: lee name and the coves pictures are current,
which is all it takes.

"

BRIAN COLONS- Tlrat's The Way Love Should Be, ABC-Dot
2008. Although he's not much older, he certainly keeps get-

ting better. In an album dedicated to his mother, young Collins sings a satiety of fine material, changes tempo on some
to show his versatility, and has the sort of album people will
want to take home.
Best cats: "I'd Still Be In Love With You, "Till The Love Is
Gone," "Who's Gonna Lae Me Now," and "I Believe You
Love Me lust As Much As Him ", the latter a religious number.
Dealers: Strong appeal to the young here.

YEW SP.3660. Good vocal. horn

But cub: "Eldorado len. ""Tryin' To Rnd
Lon Your Cool, "'Chums Baby Chum"

A

Way," "Don't

Beaten: Use colorful cartoon cover far elfa tive display.

Res GMFF- Expressions, ABC-Dot 2011. Having written
nine of the 11 songs on the album. Miff sets out to interpret
1em, and no one can da it Netter than the author. Singing

with the unique sound that has built his artist career. it gives
him the opportunity once again to demonstrate his abilities
as a writer. with excellent production to accentuate these
positives.
Best cub: 'The Hill," "Wasted Years," and "Lost Love 01
Mine."
Dealers: Liner notes by Bill Anderson want had a bit.

www.americanradiohistory.com

PYRAMID -Bang, BLP 402. Trio have been around as studio men for some lime, but this marks lirst effort on their
own, and it's a good mix of Southern rock and more tradi-

tional acoustic, folky sounds. Strong singing from Steve Sand.
ers, and enough material here to give the group a home on
both AM and FM stations. Both the uptempo material and the
ballads work well. with slower tunes seemingly having the
hest commercial potentiality, Watch this LP carefully, with
the Southern rock bands moving steadily up the charts
Best cols: "Make The Most; "Blue Colored Days. "Wayside Dream,' "Truth 01 A Lie," "Pilgrim"
Dealers: Place wilt Southern rock as well es new releases.
HOT CHOCOLATE -Cicero Park, Big Tree BT 89503 (Allan.
tic). One of the finest new groups to come out of Britain in
years. Hot Chocolate blend funky soul music with some of the
most sensitive lyrics and perfectly arranged cob heard in a

long time. Best material deals with social commentary such
as the decline of a once fine neighborhood or with small rig.

nettes like the scary of Emma. who wanted to be a star and
ended up killing hersell. Yet the band is equally skilled at

producing the kind of material which is likely to wind up on
the flow of many a disco. The combination of listening songs
and dancing records is a difficult one, but Hot Chocolate, who
have been chart matters in Britain

fa

several years handle it

with ease.
Best cuts: "Cicero Park, "Could Have been Born In The
Ghetto," "Emma, "D0co Queen," "Funky Rock 'N' Roll,"
"Brother Louie" (the originall.

in a great series.

They could have another single break off this album, because

the material was picked with tender loving care.
Bast cats: "Someway, Somehow l'or Keepin You." "Miss
Grace," "So Much In Love." "North Hills," "You Little
Trustmaker."
Dealers: This group has been around for many years and

RIORDAN- Medecine Wheel, Capitol 5Tá1349.
There's always something suspicious about the new artist
who takes the "laid back" approach, but Riordan á truly a
delight. Sounds a bit like everyone and writes a little like ev.
eryone but still keeps an identity of his own. Probably comes
closest to the kind of peaceable atmosphere Donovan used to
create. Lots of soft almost cocktail lounge instrumentals that
fit absolutely perfectly and don't sound the leas) bit out cf
place. Voice is one of more pleasing to come along in recent
years, and artist could find a strong PM niche.
Best cuts: "Day In The Sunshine. "Round And Round."
"Hold Me," "Medecine Wheel," "1 Need Help."
Dealers: Play in store.
DAVID

I

cess in the past few months. They hare some super line hall
monies and the backing is a great aid to their overall sound.

POCO- Cantamos, Epic PE 33192 (CBS). One of the first
bands to really take "country tong" to the masses continues
in Ns tradition and, even with an almost complete personnel
change from the original group, manges to berne of the best.
Lots of smooth harmony vocals, some line picking on both
electric and acoustic instruments and material which should
reach the FM airwaves in no time at all. Perhaps a bit more on
the country side than previous efforts, but with no sacrifice to
the rack sound. Still the beat hand of Ibis kind.
Bal culs: "Whatever Happened To Your Smile," "High
And Dry. "Western Waterloo; 'Another Time Around. "One
Horse Blue."

a

solid singles. Helped by the usual anal of superstars
here (Lennon, Edon, Dr. John, Billy Preston, Harry Nils.
son, Bobby Keys, Klaus Yeoman, etc.), Ringo still man.

been around for many years and they have had renewed suc-

Iron two generations.

individually to country oriented tunes to

Best talc "Then Who Am I", "She Loves Me The Way Thal
Love You," and "Thal was Forever Ago."
Dealers: The name alone will sell a bundle.

And, like McCartney. Lennon, Elton John and a few olh
ers he has learned the secret of making good, AM ori'
anted cuts. So a Ringo album means assurance of several

LEY JONES AND FEATUMNG DAVID CASSIDY -Bell 1319. The

meat. As an overall effort, the best he's done.

I

ballads. Asa singer Ringo is not going to set the world on

"'It

-lire,

Iran oldies to the rockers penned by lohn Lem

non and Ringo

instrumentation throughout, excellent choice of songs and
best use yel made of the artist's voice. Shifting of one mus
cal genre to another 4 tasteful and works well, and het star as
a stylist keeps growing.
Doesn't Matter AnyBest curs: "You're No Good,
more." "Darh End 01 The Slreel, "Hurt Like A Wheel,"
' hhiIIin," "beep Me From Blowing Away."
Dealers: Place in rock and country.
MOTT THE HOOPLE

me publíslieor

CHARLEY PRIDE -Pride Of America, RCA 0598. Pride's lob

RINGO STARR- Goodnight
of songs

form

on a

63

Spotlight

UNDA MINSTAOT -Newt Like A Wheel, Capitol ST 11358.
One of the few ladies who has enjoyed equal success in the
pop and country fields over sustained period comes up with
one of her lines! LPs, from balky 888 to country to country
blues. Ms. Roosted' has a deceptive yoke. At first listen she
sounds like a little girl, yet she can handle almost anything
well, Right now al the peak of her popularity as far as per.
sonal appearances go. there is enough material here to keep
her going strong on the country airwaves, loll of culs for FM
and MOR and. surprisingly, an AM possibility or two. Superb

rep,oducee. stores
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Dealers: Ploy this

in

stole. Radio hasn't exposed Them,

maybe you can.
FANCY -Wild Thing, Big Tree BT 89502 (Atlantic).

&itish

group follows up major title tune hit with a set of very basic,
good tun rock spotlighted by a dominant, chugging guitar and

the excellent, often sensuous vocals of Anne Kavanagh. Producer Mike Hurst has been involved in some of the hest of
British pop for the past decade and Fancy is no exception. All
of the nuts are AM oriented, but there's no reason why some
of the FMS shouldn't latch on to some of them. Basic idea 's
MO that -basic with no pralations and plenty of fun.
Best cuts: "Wild Thing." "I Don't Need Your Lave,"
"Touch Me," "Em A Woman."
Beaten: Good. colorful cover portrait with title and group
name right at top and good group photo.
PREWOE -After The Gold Rush, Island ILPS 9282. British
trio that scored so high on the charts with their a cappella
version of the title song comes up with a beautiful LP full of
acoustic cuts with a folksy aura. Lois of harmony singing
along the lines of the sounds in the single, soft guitars and
harmonicas and excellent vocal solos ham Irene Hume. Much
mare commercial than folk o these days, with closest analogy
being to some of the American country rock so popular
recently. LP shows above all that this group is not a one shot.
Best tub: "Alen The Cold Ruh," "Lady Rom A Small
Town,""Open Book," "Fly. "Hotel Drams."
Dealers: Exploit group's current hit single.

"

THE

IONESES- Keepin' Up WHI The

bless;

Mercury

SRM 1.1021 ( Phonogram). Excellent, soul set from group

that's coming off major hit with "Sugar Pie Guy." Loh of easy
to listen 10 lead and backup vocals, calm instrumentation and
some line dance music. Fine singing Isom all five group mem.
bers with instruments handled by the likes of Richard Tee
and Cornell Dupree. Overall, a very impressive debut that
promises much pop and sal action in the future.
Best cuts: "I Cant See What You See In Me, "Hey Babe"
(Ph.
8 2), "Sugar Pk Guy" (Pls. 8 2), "Baby Don't Ott
1

1

II"
Dealers: Capitilize on hit single to sell LP.

(Continued on page 76)
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Andy Williams brings country music to the world.
Andy Williams' fame doesn't stop at our
borders. He's an international star. So
when he got together with award -winning Nashville producer / writer Billy
Sherrill, and some of the biggest
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"You Lay So Easy On My Mind,"
"I Honestly Love You," "Another

Lonely Song" and "I Love My Friend," great
things were bound to happen.
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so yEas°YOÑ `is pushing Nashville's city
D limits across the world.
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Late News

MOR Artists Are Ailing
Confirmed from page 3

numerous MOR artists in the past
year. That does not mean that Perry
Como couldn't have a record with a
super sound. It does mean that there
is little market for exposure."
Musso points to Telly Savalas as
being on the label, but feels his TV
exposure gives him an edge.

"For the most part," Musso says,
"major MOR stations are concentrating on what Top 40 is playing exclusive of hard rock. Ten years ago
an MOR station wouldn't program a
Steely Dan or Elton John."
Al Coury, Capitol's vice president
for promotion and a&r. indicates he
"would not go out of my way to sign
a definitive MOR type of artist, But
who really knows what MOR is? Unless a definitive MOR artist brought
me a record or idea that was commercially saleable and that I fell in
love with, I would not go out of my
way to sign him."
The concept that an MOR net has
to have some unique peg before a label will sign him is underscored in
the attitude of Atlantic's Jerry Wexler who says the only way Atlantic
would consider signing an MOR act
is if the act has a track record and it
looks like that track record could
sustain itself.
Atlantic recently released its first
LP by Peggy Lee, long a mainstay at
Capitol, where now the only MOR
acts are Al Martino and the Letter0 men.
Jay Lasker, ABC's president,
á
O points to Bobby Vinton and Pet
mJ
Clark as two MOR acts on his roster,
at adding: "1 don't like pigeonholing
any record or artist. I'll seek out any body who sells records."
There are a number of wellknown performers miming from the
ce
roles of labels: Tony Bennett, Harry
Belafonte, Steve Lawrence and Eyed
die Gorme, John Gary, Vic Damone, Ed Ames. among others.
>
The LP charts are dominated by
Zrock -flavored acts, by musicians
whose styles appeal to the bur-

contemporary market
which reaches into the mid -20s and
geoning
305.

WB's Smith last week stated in
Billboard that the MOR performers
do not have an audience which can
be stimulated into going to a record
shop, and with the lack of radio exposure, it is a difficult task to promote their music.
But in Los Angeles. United Artists, A&M and MGM have had a
feel for "contemporary" MOR merchandising and continue to be active
with this product.
Ferrante & Tricher are still going
strong for UA, continuing to sell
steadily after a total of over 15 mil-

Starr Promo
For Capitol
-

LOS ANGELES
Capitol
Records will launch a merchandising campaign around the latest
Ringo Starr LP. "Goodnight
Vienna" that will include a duplication of the cover an constructed
on top of the Capitol Tower, a party
for Starr to bow the LP and other
displays.
The concept for the LP art carne
from a still photo of the 1951 movie,
"The Day The Earth Stood Still."
Director of merchandising and advertising Dennis Killeen suggested
the art be duplicated on top of the
Tower. He purchased a 23 foot
statue from a used car lot, moved it
to the tower lot, had it transformed
into a likeness of Ringo by Michael
McLoskey and Joel Chemoff of Mobile Production Systems (who also
built to robot used in the movie).

InsideTrock

lion albums sold so far. Shirley Basmy was just re- signed by the label
with much fanfare and all the label's
top brass jetting to London for the
occasion.
The astonishing comeback of Paul
Anka on UA this year was based
largely on MOR market penetration
and Bobby Goldsboro still comes
out with an MOR crossover hit once
or twice a year.

At A &M, Herb Alpert

has been

selling well after coming out of a
five -year retirement TheCarpenters
and Paul Williams are among the
greatest exponents of today's MORrock approach. The label is about to
issue a "Best of Burt Bacharach" repackage and an album by TJB vocalist Lani Hall.
Sammy Davis Jr. is still recording
actively at MGM and early 1975
product is due from both Mery Griffin and Anthony Hewley.
CBS believes MOR means money.
"You heard the standing ovation for
Johnny Mathis tonight, and I can
tell you his last two LPs were both
strong sellers," says Irwin, Segel stein, CBS president commenting
on Mathis opening at Broadway's
Uris Theater and the label's strong
belief that MOR is alive and well.
His comment are echoed by Bruce
Lundvall, Columbia vice president
and general manager, who also
notes that Barbra Streisand has had
as big a year in 1974 as any artist. He
also cites the success of Neil Diamond in LP sales.
He emphasizes, however, that

marketing of MOR product has
changed radically over the past few
years as the audience spread
widened. "Not every label can do
the job successfully," he says, "but
certainly the close relationship between our field staff and dealers has
paid off handsomely in terms of our
MOR investment."
Lundvall points out as well that
Epic's Charlie Rich recently swept
every award in sight at the recent
Country Music Assn. Nashville fete.
Columbia is releasing Andy Williams' newest LP, "Christmas
Present," with considerable advance
orders and expects it to become a
holiday classic to continue the string
of album winners for the artist.
At RCA, the label's John Denver
is solid gold with almost every single
and LP out. His "Greatest Hits" has
been on the Top LP's for almost a
year and his latest. "Back Home
Again," is now in the Top 20.
Bearing out the success of MOR
for both Columbia and RCA is a recent survey of U.S. News & World
Report that emphasizes the so-called
"adult" record buyer is very much
"doing his (or her) thing."
More than 44 precent of he magazine's subscriber sample bought at
least one LP in the six months prior
to the survey -and the typical
USN &WR reader is 43 years old,
earns nearly $17.500 annually.
Three of every five are college graduates and one of every three is in a
professional managerial position.
There always seem to be major
surprises with MOR acts. Coming
off an extended dry period several
years ago as his long contract with
RCA was expiring Perry Como was
submitted to Capitol. A&r execs
there quickly declined his services,
but Como returned to RCA and hit
with one of the most spectacular ballad hits of the decade in "it's Impossible."
AI Martino is yet another MOR
balladeer who bounces from cold to
hot, popping with chart- busters sporadically ever since he started
recording nearly 25 years ago. Frank
Sinatra's off and on record is legendary. Nancy Wilson's track record is
similarly spotty.

Hasn't Warner Ben signed the papers to distribute
Curtis Maffields Curtom label as their current Buddah
deal expires?
Even though recent rumors have the government's investigation into allegations of payola and drug abuse in
the industry' as being dropped or, at least. temporarily
shelved, a source close to the Newark scene confirmed to
Billboard last week that the inquiry Is "very active" and
Mat a federal grand jury is still being presented evidence
In the ease
NARM executive director Jules Malamud H introdoting his new bride during his stay here to plan the
March 2-6 Century Plaza convention. She is the former
Michelle DeGrazla, who was MCA Records publicity
director until early this year.
Ms. Katy Miner, 63, for over 25 years an employe at
Roberts Record Dist., St. Louis, and last personal secretary to Bob and Norm Hausfater, died recently. She
worked the fun day of the night she died.... Is ABC Dunhill bringing in Tern Mack, Famous -Paramount
LP veteran, to work on the latter LP recouplings? ...
Columbia Records has gone to white labels on all its
promo copies.... Seymour Greenspan and Jack White
of Summit Dist., Chicago, still liquidating that business
alter announcing the veteran firm's dissolution six
months ago.
Is a major independently distributed label eyeing

March

1

as

deadline for joining

a

corporate branch

setup?

The Recording Institute of America has begun its 10week course in New York and other classes will begin
various cities throughout the country in the coming
weeks.... "The Little Prince" soundtrack features narration by Richard Burton. Jonathan Winters, John Car radine, Jim Backus and Claudine Longez.
More than 1,000 were denied entrance to the Nov. 4
George Harrison concert in Seattle, due to the unsuspecting purchase of fradulent tickets.... A special
Black Oak Arkansas album has been released and
packaged by Atlantic Records in Great Britain, spurred
by the group's concert success during two tours there.
Capricorn Records is shipping its first quad release and
it will be the Allman Brothers live album.
Joe Holiday Quartet kicked off series of live jazz concerts Nov. 14 at Pippins, New York club.... Jerry Herman discusses composing Sunday (24) at 'Y' in New
York.
Donna Fargo played at U.S. Penitentiary. Leaven-

worth, Kan. Some 900 inmates heard the ABC -Do
singer.... Anne Murray named top female vocalist o
year by British Country Music Assn.... Gordon Light
foot's three shows at Lincoln Center in New York are
sold out. A fourth show has been added Dec. I.
Charley Rich's new LP on Epic is "The Silver Fox."
Half of the record is a studio version of Rich's Las
Vegas show.... Atlantic's Donnie Fritts and Monument's Kris Kristotferson lunched with Atlantic execs
last week.... Gladys Knight will host a TV show, "Ailey
Celebrates Ellington," to be broadcast nationally over
CBS -TV on Thanksgiving Day.
Columbia's Tam Rush recently became first artist to
perform as pan of new radio program on WPLR -FM
in Connecticut.... Steve Leber and David Krebs have
acquired touring rights for "Sgt. Pepper.... "The
Charlie Daniels Band on two-month promotion and
concert tour that will cover most of key cities in U.S.
Spooky Tooth have split. Infra -group problems,
whatever that means.... Maria Maldaur of Reprise set
for East Coast dates backed by jazz great Benny Carter.
William Tanner Co. offering a complete promotional
package for a radio station to sell a local business. It
contains both print and radio aids.... AFM in New
York will pay for Yule calls made by American servicemen and women who are stationed around the world.
It's the seventh year they've done it.
Dance music at the Frank Zappa reception in New
York recently was provided by society orchestra leader
and recording artist Lester Lenin and his I5 -piece orchestra. "Christmas Present" is tille of Andy Williams
I Ith Yule show, airing on NBC -TV Dec. I I. and new
Columbia album.
King Biscuit Flower Hour presents another special
by the Rolling Stones Sunday (24). Show will be aired
on all 155 stations in King Biscuit network.... Led Zelrpnn lands here in mid -January for tour which ends at
end of March, with a break in between.
Incredible String Band split up.... Concord Pavilion
completion delayed till May '75 due to bad weather
problems.... Tmy Tim's new glitter act with dancing
girls debuted at Torrance Holiday Inn.
Sly Stone plays Muscular Dystrophy benefit at SL
John's Universtiy, Queens, Sunday (24). Peter Allen,
co-writer of "I Honestly Love You" has first album in
three years, on A &M.... Robert Fltoussl replaces Jo
Leb as lead singer of Les Variations Leb is off to be a
movie star.

New Arista Label Debuts
Continued from page 3
one by name before the meeting, but
first -name recognizance resulted
two hours into the discussion.
Original plans to terminate the
one -day meeting at 2 p.m. were
scrapped twice. Attendees voluntarily twice remade plane reservations home.
Veterans were glad the meeting
was called because it was the first
national meeting of distributors held
in quite some time. "We used to
have those satellite national meetings at HARM conventions, but this
one had the old -time impact of a
Mercury meeting headed by Iry
Green or Liberty under Al Bennett,"
says one

distributor.

Several wished Davis had gone
more into "the nitty gritty." They
feel his plans for Arista (named for
the New York high school honor
society tradition) are vital to their future.
"We sold Bell singles and some
LPs well because we got good discounts," one distributor says. adding: "The one time we talked returns
the subject got sidetracked. He
seemed to get riled. Independents
are motivated by profit. He's got to
realize that. We'll only work as hard
as he demands for so long."

Adds another distributor:
"He's got the contacts. He inferred
that when certain big -ticket artists'
contracts are up, he'll get a shot.
They played a part of the track of
"Funny Lady." the forthcoming
Barbra Streisand Columbia Pictures
feature. He has a handshake that
Arista will get it."
Distributors feel his talent roster,
as presented at the meeting, "is
good, but it's going to need a lot of
hard work on his part and ours."
Distributors were split on his emwww.americanradiohistory.com

phasic on being concerned about talent and what each label has on its
roster.
"I left the meeting Saturday with
the message that everyone at our distributorship must spend more time
studying and knowing talent and
what is available." says one distributor. He says he listened carefully to

old Melissa Manchester product,
comparing it with the new LP demonstrated. "Man, if he can improve
an act that much, we gotta make it,"
is the consensus.

All distributors say that visits with
their peers indicates business today
is "soft, collections are rough, inventories are too heavy and singles sales
are way down." Most distributors
huddled Friday night after attending a hospitality suite into Saturday
morning discussing their mutual
problems.
Davis emphasized the need for
distributors to give artists' appearances the utmost in local support.
The current sales report study pattern muss go, Davis said. He reviewed his Arista executive corps
(sec Executive Turntable).
Several distributors feel Davis is
asking them to perform for Arista,
just one of their labels. as he was accustomed to having his Columbia
branch employes react to product.

RCA Loses Albums,

Cassettes In Theft
LOS ANGELES -More

than

17,000 LPs and 2,137 cassettes were
stolen last week from an RCA warehouse in suburban Sun Valley. The
loss was estimated at 3120.000. A
majority of the disks and cassettes

featured John Denver, Charley
Pride and David Bowie, RCA officials said.

Ember & Crunch
In Famous Suit
Continued from page

3

and Famous entered into a distribution arrangement, whereby Famous
agreed to manufacture and distribute materials released by Contemporary Missions label Crunch.
Under the agreement, Famous
and CM each owned half Of the
publishing rights to compositions
from "Virgin." Famous did not sell
and still maintains its publishing
business, the suit states. These rights
wem not assignable, according to the
suit.

The suit, filed against Famous,
Paramount Pictures and Gulf +
Western Corp., also claims that Famous failed to manufacture, distribute and promote Crunch's records.
The Mission also alleges that royalty
statements and payments were not
rendered. The total 01 517 million in
damages is sought for expenses, lost
investments, lost profits and special
damages resulting from losses in
contractual arrangements with its
artists and with foreign distribution
companies.
The Ember suit, which asks for
57. 500,000 in damages, alleges that
Famous failed to live up to the to
of an agreement entered into on
Feb. S, 1974 which in part stated Ilia
Famous would release and promo
all Ember records fora certain tern
tory. The agreement also provid.
according to the suit, that Famo
give an accounting of all royalti 'payable.
The suit claims that with the sal
of Famous, Famous changed its na
tore of operation and curtailed i
activities so as not to be able to p
mote, exploit, distribute and sell i
product as agreed. The suit was Ill
in New York Stale Supreme Court
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